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Abstract  

 

Prescott, J., (2021). ‘The Berwyn Way’: A Qualitative Study of the Rehabilitative Model 

at HMP Berwyn.  

  

Typified predominantly as ‘agencies of disempowerment and deprivation’, traditional prisons 

represent the antithesis of a rehabilitative setting (De Viggiani, 2007a, p.115). As such, the 

aim of this qualitative study was to explore the physical, psychological, and social implications 

of HMP Berwyn’s rehabilitative model (The Berwyn Way) from the perspective of prison 

residents and operational staff. As a single-site project, Berwyn was of particular interest 

because of its recent introduction to the UK prison estate. Opening in February 2017, Berwyn, 

a North Walian establishment, housing up to 2106 adult males, opened with an ambitious 

rehabilitative agenda which promised to normalise the prison setting by focusing on 

rehabilitative cultures and values, improved spatial design, therapeutic staff-resident 

relationships and a person-first lexicon which aimed to replace traditional prison terminology 

with inclusive alternatives. These are but some of the approaches listed under the ‘Berwyn 

Way’, and in addressing the many others, this thesis discusses the wider implications of 

Berwyn’s approach, and does so, with accounts from a sample of 20 prison residents and 20 

operational staff, using semi-structured interviews. To capture further nuances, triangulation 

was utilised and included ethnographic observations and detailed fieldnotes. Thematic 

analysis of the triangulated dataset generated four themes: The Berwyn Way; Lifting the 

liminal veil between the outside and inside; Managing behaviour, and finally, Actions speak 

louder than words: rethinking prison language, relationships and interactions. Findings from 

the study did not support the expectation that Berwyn’s rehabilitative model would be broadly 

accepted, and instead there was some resistance to rehabilitative change, both from a 

resident and staff perspective. From a rehabilitative standpoint, there were however areas of 

notable best-practice, with certain operational areas encapsulating the essence of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative model with consistent professional practice, acceptance to Berwyn’s overarching 

vision and a willingness to challenge the orthodox narrative of punitive imprisonment. The 

thesis concludes with observations surrounding the implications of the study for rehabilitative 

penal practice within prisons in England and Wales, and recommendations for future research.  
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Chapter One - Introduction   

 
 
1.1 Background   

The topic of rehabilitation, in the context of imprisonment, has adopted varying moral, 

philosophical and political meanings throughout its historical evolution (Ward, 2002). These 

meanings are predominantly informed by the inaccuracy that prisons are, and should remain, 

places ‘for punishment’ (Brown et al., 2014, p.41; Cullen and Gilbert, 2015). Therefore, the 

idea of introducing something as humane as rehabilitation into prisons appears, for some, to 

be a ‘definitional contradiction’ (Brown et al., 2014, p.41), and one which conflicts with the 

punitive populist response toward people who commit crime (Bottoms, 1995; Cullen, 1997; 

Hutton, 2005). Prisons have, therefore, been historically accepted as institutions founded on 

punishment and retribution, and thus, are argued to be the antithesis of reform and 

rehabilitation (Jewkes and Gooch, 2020). Prisons are also recognised as places which 

exacerbate criminality, with 48% of adults leaving prison going on to reoffend within a year of 

release (Prison reform Trust, 2019). For people serving sentences of less than 12 months, 

this figure increases to 65% (Prison Reform Trust, 2019). This revolving door of imprisonment 

(Pearson, 2020) acts as a stark reminder that the very idea of prisons being places of 

rehabilitation is implausible (Soering, 2004). Despite these discouraging recidivism figures, 

there are still some who place rehabilitation at the heart of contemporary prison reform (Bean, 

2013). 

 

One such establishment placing rehabilitation at its core, is the most recent Anglo-Welsh 

establishment built in the United Kingdom (UK), HMP Berwyn. Located in Wrexham, North 

Wales, this Category-C training and resettlement prison, which houses up to 2106 adult males, 

has forged for itself, a different path to other prisons across the UK secure estate. By 

reimagining and redefining rehabilitation, in the carceral sense, Berwyn has, since opening in 

February 2017, promoted a novel approach to UK imprisonment, with the creation of a 

rehabilitative whole-prison model (The Berwyn Way) (Mann et al., 2018). This model, apart 

from being holistic, set out to challenge the orthodox narrative of punitive imprisonment by 

imparting an altogether more humane approach. Proclaiming to normalise the prison 

experience with sensitive carceral architecture that makes ‘big feel small’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, 

p.2), Berwyn have taken inspiration from some of the most humane prisons across the world. 

Berwyn’s drive toward rehabilitative recognition has also seen the prison adopting the Principle 

of Normality, which, according to HMP Berwyn (2017, p.3) aims to ‘make the prison 

environment, regime and rules, similar to those that occur in a free society’. Grounded in 

cultural development, Berwyn aimed to be a place which fostered therapeutic relationships 
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between residents and staff. Therefore, an important realisation in Berwyn’s philosophy 

focused on the interactions and communication that occur between all at Berwyn. This would 

be achieved in part, with meaningful conversations and respectful person-centred language, 

each of which, address the need to replicate the free world and enable residents to prepare 

for a ‘fresh start in life’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2). These are but some of the strategic 

objectives that were set out during Berwyn’s early operational phase, and it is these objectives 

which form the main exploration for this research. As such, the current study, which was 

conducted 18-months after Berwyn opened, set out to explore the physical, psychological and 

social implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, with one of the primary objectives 

being to explore the key issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos within the research 

literature. A further objective was to conceptualise the constituent elements that comprise 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative model by assessing the theoretical explanations which are useful when 

attempting to understand these issues.  

 

Because rehabilitation is argued to be a social construct which is ‘historically, culturally and 

jurisdictionally conditioned’, there are, as might be expected, many theories, typologies and 

models that derive from this field (McNeill, 2014, p.4199). Even when narrowed down to the 

context of imprisonment however, Robinson and Crow (2012) admit that, conceptually, 

rehabilitation is extensive. Rehabilitation can, as result, appear equivocal, even for the 

staunchest advocates and critics, therefore it requires much unravelling and sense-making for 

it to be applied successfully to prison policy and practice. Therefore, to offer some clarity on 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, and address how this progressively aligned model has been 

experienced by those living and working at Berwyn, this post-positivistic study aimed to 

explore the physical, psychological and social implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative model, 

by way of qualitative research. This study, therefore, makes several important contributions to 

knowledge, and as a nascent and largely under researched area, a further objective within the 

research was to explore the experiences and perceptions of prison residents who were 

receivers of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach during the early days of Berwyn’s inception. By 

observing Berwyn’s rehabilitative model in practice, this study also explored the experiences 

and perceptions of the staff and stakeholders who operationalised Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

vision through their continued work, interactions and involvement with those in their care. As 

a vital arm for reform, the final objective within this study was to add to the relatively 

underdeveloped qualitative literature on the prison experience at Berwyn, and indeed 

rehabilitative prison approaches. Therefore, the study explores Berwyn’s rehabilitative model 

through an ethnographic lens, thus providing an insight into Berwyn’s everyday practice.  
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To add further contextual depth to the study, it was imperative to address key debates 

surrounding contemporary imprisonment. Therefore, the literature review which follows, draws 

upon theoretically informed literature, to critically analyse how, against a justice system 

preoccupied by risk (Giddens, 1991; Beck, 1992) and a dominating culture of control (Garland, 

2001), Berwyn have attempted to initiate imprisonment which is not punishment centred. In 

addressing this, the current study will discuss the definitional contradictions that exist when 

talking about rehabilitation in the context of imprisonment. To analyse rehabilitation further, 

neoliberalism provides a lens through which this review, and indeed subsequent chapters, will 

focus. Here, the political perspective, which reveals the reasons behind the UK’s rising 

punitiveness and imprisonment rates will be explored (Wacquant, 2001, 2009). The review will 

then critically examine the issues and challenges that beset the contemporary prison system, 

before moving on to explore Berwyn’s model in more depth.  

 

1.2 Parameters of the study  

In attempting to challenge the orthodox narrative of punitive imprisonment, Berwyn’s model, 

attempts to emulate best practice measures as observed in many Scandinavian prisons. 

Examples include creating a rehabilitative culture through improved carceral geography and 

enhancing meaningful social relationships between residents and staff. In doing so, Berwyn 

have made a concerted effort to normalise the prison environment and adopt an altogether 

novel approach. Because of this, this study, which explores Berwyn’s innovative model in 

detail, represents an original contribution to research. As such, the parameters of this study 

were limited to a single site of exploration, namely HMP Berwyn. The decision to conduct 

single site research, as opposed to an explicit comparative study with another prison, was 

based on the cost and time constraints that are often experienced in multi-centre studies. 

 

1.3 Literature review strategy 

The following chapter was informed by a comprehensive search strategy, which was 

composed of a detailed examination of academic literature available to Wrexham Glyndŵr 

University, and the University of Chester. The search was facilitated by access to both 

University’s information networks, which will be outlined below.  

 

Academic literature is available to Glyndŵr University via the Exlibris ProQuest Resource 

Finder which consists of a joint catalogue and reciprocal borrowing scheme with Bangor and 

Chester University. Where appropriate sources were not available through both systems, 

Glyndŵr University offer inter-library loans with other Higher Education providers. Glyndŵr 

University also provide access to the Wales Higher Education Libraries Forum (WHELF), 
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which enables university members to access material from all higher education institutions in 

Wales, along with the National Library of Wales, Natural Resources Wales, Amgueddfa 

Cymru-National Museum Wales and the Open University (Wales Higher Education Libraries 

Forum, 2018).  Finally, as a member of Build HE, Glyndŵr University enables access to a 

research repository from various institutions and specialist areas.  

 

When carrying out the literature review, a wide variety of online search engines and databases 

were accessed, these included: Open Athens, ProQuest, E-Book Central, JSTOR, Scopus, 

Oxford Journals, Springer Open, Google Scholar, EThOS, The British Library, Ingenta 

Connect, Science Direct and Sage Journals. Although comprehensive in the review of existing 

literature, electronic literature databases operate on a limited range of keywords, and will for 

the most part, search only for the specific keywords entered in each new search. Therefore, 

recognition was given to relevant publications that may have been overlooked during this 

process, and efforts were made to identify alternative search terms by hand searching 

reference lists of relevant studies to ascertain if these alternative sources may be eligible for 

inclusion. 

 

To retrieve accurate results when searching for literature, an extensive range of search terms 

were used, both singularly and in combination with other subject keywords. Example search 

terms included: prison(s), prisoner(s), imprisoned, penal, rehabilitation, rehabilitative 

interventions, reform prisons, therapeutic communities, prison culture, penal exceptionalism, 

enabling environments, institutionalisation, total institutions, pains of imprisonment, procedural 

justice/fairness, Carceral geography, prison architecture, labelling theory, cultural theory, 

neoliberalism, prison research, and ethnography.  When considering which material to consult, 

the inclusion criteria was kept intentionally broad, and incorporated academic textbooks, 

eBooks, peer-reviewed journal articles, research theses and papers in edited collections. 

In addition to the array of professional and academic material that was considered within the 

review, additional efforts were made to search the corpus of grey literature that is available 

surrounding the topic of prisons. This includes relevant reports, policies, inspection reports, 

working papers, conference proceedings and white papers produced by government and 

ministerial departments, executive agencies, and registered third sector organisations. As 

such, some key providers of grey literature have been the Ministry of Justice (MOJ), Her 

Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS), Her Majesty’s Inspectorate for Prisons 

(HMIP), Prison Reform Trust and The Howard League for Penal Reform. 
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Considering the volume of possible literature which might be included in this review, it was 

important to identify material that was considered relevant to the research design and to the 

substantive nature of the study. Indicative of the qualitative design chosen for this study, 

emphasis was placed on ensuring that the literature formed part of that same iterative process, 

and put simply, allowed for material that could be reconsidered, refined and reworked in line 

with the research questions and emerging themes that presented in the data.  As such, some 

of the issues covered in the literature review will be explored in greater depth within the 

Discussion chapter (Chapter Eight). 

 

At this point in the review, it must be noted that the current study examines the experiences 

of prison staff and residents at Berwyn, and whilst an extensive body of work exists in prison 

studies, the literature surrounding those detained in prison appears more prominently than 

that of the prison workforce. This can be observed in the weighting of this review, with a greater 

representation of ‘prisoner’ related literature presented throughout. In addition to the existing 

research base on people in prison (PIP), there is also a prominence in investigations which 

explore the cultural and organisational structures of penal institutions. Until recently, such 

inquiries have tended to adopt the recognised penal discourse which sees PIP referred to as 

‘prisoners’ or ‘inmates.’ Despite this traditional discourse, Simpson et al. (2019) propose that 

language-focused studies which consider how power and discourse can influence institutional 

settings are beginning to highlight the significance of language. Such research, Simpson et al. 

(2019, p.7) propose, has led to a ‘linguistic turn’ whereby the lexical choices of institutions are 

now recognised as a way for institutions to ‘create their own reality’. In attempting to shape 

their own reality, language and person-centred discourse forms just one part of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach, and it is within this, that Berwyn hope to remove the stigmatising labels 

which identify people in prison as ‘offenders’, ‘inmates’ and ‘prisoners’. In support of this 

linguistic turn, this thesis supports the usage of humanising terms, with all references to those 

detained in prison being: ‘residents’ or ‘people in prison’ (PIP). Likewise, references made to 

Berwyn’s operational workforce adopts a similar respectful discourse with those working at 

Berwyn being referred to as either ‘prison staff/employees/ stakeholders/partners’ ‘prison 

officers’ or ‘people working in prison’.  

 

1.4 Overview of Chapter Two - Literature Review 

Given that a literature review is designed to provide an overview and synthesis of the relevant 

sources that have been explored, this literature chapter has been organised into nine sections, 

each providing conceptual context on Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. These sections 

consider important topics on how Berwyn’s model (the ‘Berwyn Way’) aligns with penological 
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literature. Following on from a short introduction, the first discussion presented in the review 

considers definitions of rehabilitation in the context of imprisonment. Secondly, the chapter 

considers neoliberalism and the rise of punitive penal practice. Thirdly is a critical examination 

of the issues and challenges that beset the contemporary prison system. The fourth discussion 

considers the ‘Berwyn Way’ in detail and explores how Berwyn have built on evidenced-based 

research when attempting to create organisational change. This is followed with a brief 

overview on Berwyn’s model, and more specifically, considers how Berwyn have instilled a 

rehabilitative prison approach. The sixth discussion explores how Berwyn have created a 

prison environment which is safe, decent, and fair. This is supported in the seventh debate, 

whereby recognising the importance of a rehabilitative culture is considered. The eighth 

discussion critically addresses person-centered lexicons and attempts to understand the 

importance of language in the prison setting. The final section of the review is a summary of 

the topics discussed.  

 

1.5 Overview of Chapter Three – Research Methods and Methodology 

This comprehensive chapter sets out the research methods and methodology used within the 

study. After considering the aim and objectives of the research, the chapter addresses the 

motivations and justifications for adopting post-positivist qualitative research which was 

informed by phenomenology and symbolic interactionism. Referring to the research design, 

this chapter moves on to consider the methodological approaches used for data collection, 

namely, ethnography and semi-structured interviews. Further areas considered, include 

reflexivity, construction of data, and the power relationships that often ensue when conducting 

qualitative research. This is followed with key deliberations on the research design, and more 

specifically, the sampling and recruitment strategy for both the ethnographic observations and 

the semi-structured interviews. The chapter then provides a critical overview on access to the 

study site and the role of the gatekeeper. This leads to an exploration into the chosen research 

tools, namely qualitative interviewing. By establishing the data analysis methods utilised in the 

study (thematic analysis and grounded theory), the chapter also addresses ethical issues such 

as: mitigating against disruptions, assessing capacity, gaining informed consent, managing 

distress and disclosures and data protection. Finally, the chapter outlines the coding strategy 

utilised in the subsequent findings chapters.     

 

1.6 Overview of Chapter Four - The ‘Berwyn Way’ 

Findings from the data were separated into four chapters, with the first addressing the ‘Berwyn 

Way’. By drawing on the common themes that emerged from interviews and observations with 

residents and staff, this chapter draws upon the objectives of this study by exemplifying the 
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social, psychological and physical experiences associated with Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

approach. The thematic findings illustrate how the ‘Berwyn Way’ is overshadowed by several 

organisational complexities which shape staff and resident experiences. Further deliberations 

address conflicts with popular punitiveness and by contemplating the neoliberal lens to which 

areas of this study are situated, explores how Berwyn has attempted to apply a Scandinavian 

approach to Anglo-Welsh imprisonment. Next, the chapter considers how aspects of Berwyn’s 

model have become lost in translation for some residents and staff, with a wider appreciation 

for the barriers to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’. Offering a balanced 

analysis, the chapter then addresses organisational change, by focusing on the facilitators to 

implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’. The final theme addressed, concerns staff 

and resident expectations of Berwyn.  

 

1.7 Overview of Chapter Five - Lifting the liminal veil between the outside and inside 

Chapter five presents findings which consider how prison identities are shaped by the space 

in which they inhabit. This chapter explores the prison identities that form at Berwyn, largely 

because of their rehabilitative approach, and how, by attempting to challenge the orthodox 

narrative of imprisonment, residents’ identity positions have been reinforced or reconstructed. 

Referring to Berwyn’s reception and induction process, the chapter begins by exploring how 

the ‘Berwyn Way’ helps residents maintain their sense of self upon arrival. Drawing on place 

attachment, the findings consider how identity (re)constructions are influenced when entering 

the general population, and specifically, the more permanent residences within the prison. 

This is followed by discussions which emphasise how Berwyn promotes the development of 

autonomous identities by encouraging and enabling residents to operate safely within the 

parameters of individuality, free-will and self-determination. Next, the chapter explores how 

Berwyn’s family-oriented processes limit the liminal stressors of imprisonment through the 

promotion of healthy family relationships, thus reinforcing familial bonds and parental identity 

constructions. This leads successively onto the final theme which addresses how Berwyn have 

promoted self-worth and connectedness through physical touch.  

 

1.8 Overview of Chapter Six - Managing behaviour: the Berwyn Way 

Consideration is given in this third findings chapter to the contemporary concern surrounding 

prison disorder and reducing harmful and disruptive behaviour. This chapter begins with data 

concerning Berwyn’s behaviour management approach. This is followed with findings which 

highlight how Berwyn have attempted to revivify existing prison practices by rebranding 

rehabilitation with the introduction of an incentivised reward and responsibility scheme. 
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Considering how Berwyn manage adverse behaviour whilst attempting to motivate residents 

through positive reinforcement, the chapter emphasises how adverse behaviour at Berwyn 

manifests and how it is managed. Moreover, this theme lends itself to debates on reasonable, 

legitimate, and consistent rule-setting, and considers the inequitable values that Berwyn’s 

behaviour management model places on compliance and defiance, thus leading to the 

rewarding of bad behaviour and ignoring the good. A final area for consideration, is behaviour 

modelling, and here the data explains how by legitimising and reinforcing adverse behaviour, 

the Berwyn Way has been exploited, thus weaponising Berwyn’s model.  

 

1.9 Overview of Chapter Seven - Actions speak louder than words: rethinking prison 

language, relationships and interactions  

This fourth and final findings chapter considers Berwyn’s humanising person-centred lexicon. 

Here, the chapter discusses the findings in relation to Berwyn’s rehabilitative nomenclature; 

noting its influence upon prison life. Highlighting the interconnectedness of social interactions 

and language, the chapter explores how in developing a rehabilitative discourse, Berwyn have 

been able to move beyond stigmatising labels and criminal symbols that punctuate the penal 

system. The data presented also considers how Berwyn’s approach to language and improved 

interactions has been received by the staff and residents, thus considering the 

institutionalisation of language, and indeed, the acquisition of rehabilitative discourse. In view 

of such discourse, the data uncovers how actions often speak louder than words, thus raising 

important deliberations on the value of rehabilitative nomenclature. Next, the chapter 

discusses how Berwyn’s refreshed take on language, could from a social, interpersonal and 

cultural aspect, promote, preserve, or dissolve prison relationships, thus reshaping the social 

systems that define contemporary prison relationships. The final theme addressed in this 

chapter explores the performative prison, with the data emphasising the dramaturgical act of 

constructing prison language and interactions.  

 

1.10 Overview of Chapter Eight – Discussion  

In this final Discussion chapter, the importance and relevance of the data is considered. In 

addressing the aims and objectives set out in the current study, this chapter provides an 

analytical interpretation of the data. As such, this chapter provides an initial breakdown of the 

caveats and constraints of the study. This is followed by an examination of the four unique 

findings to derive from the research, with each assisting in the critical debate on rehabilitative 

prison approaches. Finally, the chapter provides concluding comments before finishing with 

suggestions for future research.  
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Chapter Two - Literature Review   

 

2.1 Introduction 

The current study considers the rehabilitative model of the UK’s most recent addit ion to the 

prison estate – HMP Berwyn. Opening in 2017 in Wrexham, North Wales, this category C 

establishment was built to house up to 2106 adult males, making Berwyn, at the time of 

opening, the largest public sector prison to be built in the UK for 30 years (MOJ, 2013a; 

HMPPS, 2016; O’Callaghan, 2017). Considering Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, this study 

explores Berwyn’s drive toward humane and holistic imprisonment, whereby people in prison 

(PIP) are provided an opportunity to address offending behaviour and instil pro-social 

development (Mann et al., 2018). To understand the position that Berwyn occupies in the 

contemporary criminal justice system (CJS), the theoretical lens which this literature review 

and subsequent study is grounded in, but is not limited to, is one which considers neoliberal 

carceral policy and practice. Here, the review will address how contemporary prisons, such as 

Berwyn, attempt to operate rehabilitatively against the backdrop of penal populism and a 

preoccupation with risk. Before doing so, this review will begin by defining rehabilitation in the 

context of imprisonment. It will then critically interrogate the penal literature which is mostly 

authored by scholars who raise fundamental questions on the influence that neoliberalism, a 

culture of control and subsequent risk-based responses have had on the contemporary prison 

system. Considering then the issues and challenges faced in the carceral sphere, this review 

will provide a critical examination of contemporary carceral conditions, before moving on to 

address the various ways (i.e. safety, rehabilitative culture, person-centered lexicons) that 

Berwyn have initiated rehabilitative change with their progressive model (The Berwyn Way).  

 

2.2 Defining rehabilitation in the context of imprisonment 

Rehabilitation, in the context of imprisonment, is a complex and vigorously contested topic 

which remains somewhat ambiguous (McNeill and Graham, 2020). Because of these 

ambiguities, Graham (2018) proposes that the theoretical underpinnings of rehabilitation, have 

over the last four decades, attracted widespread critical debate. During this period of 

deliberation, various interpretations surrounding prison rehabilitation have come to exist. 

Campbell (2005, p.832) explains how early understandings focused on the medical model, 

which sought to ‘cure’ the ‘sickness’ associated with criminality, with various psychology-

based therapies. Considered inhumane, the medical model soon fell out of favour, and 

provoked widespread criticism through Martinson’s (1974) ‘nothing works’ doctrine. More 

recent understandings of rehabilitation did however progress and went on to be encapsulated 

within a growing body of ‘what works’ (Martinson,1974) and ‘desistance’ literature (Hart and 
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Van Ginneken, 2017), both of which, assume that an individual’s offending history should not 

define his/her future, and that people can change (Maruna and Mann, 2019). Because of these 

interpretations, the contemporary prison system is currently undergoing a fundamental shift in 

the way that it views and treats people in prison (PIP), both during their imprisonment and 

beyond (Jewkes and Gooch, 2020). This enlightened vision shares many of the rehabilitative 

ambitions that have featured in historical debates surrounding the ‘rehabilitative ideal’ (Allen, 

1981), and whilst this ideal was rejected in the 1970s, remnants of it remain in the aspirations 

and strategic objectives of some contemporary prisons (Robinson and McNeill, 2017; Maruna 

and Mann, 2019). One such prison to embrace rehabilitation within its strategic, cultural and 

operational agenda, is HMP Berwyn. Berwyn is a prison modelled on the idea that to alleviate 

the pains of imprisonment (Sykes, 1958) and offer PIP an opportunity for therapeutic growth 

and development, a whole-prison approach must be adopted (Mann et al., 2018; Travers et 

al., 2020).  

 

The term ‘rehabilitation’ is however shrouded in controversy, and has historically, initiated 

moral and ideological debates in fields such as penology, criminology and forensic psychology 

(Bean, 2013). Equally, ideations surrounding what ‘rehabilitation’ means are widely contested 

(McNeill, 2014), with definitions deriving not only from criminological areas, but also from 

health-related fields which focus on the ‘rehabilitation’ of the sick, elderly and infirm (Robinson 

and Crow, 2012). Contextually, health-orientated definitions refer to ‘rehabilitation’ as a 

process whereby the ‘physical and mental conditions’ of the sick or injured are restored, thus 

helping individuals ‘return to family and society more promptly’ (Yang and Yang, 2020, p.79). 

‘Rehabilitation’ in a criminological sense, mirrors these curative definitions; denoting 

‘rehabilitation’ ‘as a concept and set of practices’ (Ugwudike and Raynor, 2020, p.6), which 

restores someone who has offended ‘back to his/her previous competency’ (Scott and Flynn, 

2014, p.7). Providing a somewhat pithier definition, Hudson (2003a, p.26) describes 

‘rehabilitation’ as a process of ‘taking away the desire to offend’ whilst aiming ‘to reintegrate 

the offender into society after a period of punishment’. Lastly, the House of Commons Home 

Affairs Committee (2005, p.10) define ‘rehabilitation’ as the ‘readying [of] prisoners to rejoin 

society, as useful and law-abiding members of the wider community’. This ‘readying of 

prisoners’ offers a more precise interpretation of the rehabilitative ethos underpinning the 

prison documented in this study (HMP Berwyn). As such, Berwyn’s vision is one whereby PIP 

are provided an opportunity to change, and within that, are encouraged to address the reasons 

why they offend and find better and law-abiding ways of achieving their goals (Mann et al., 

2018). 
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In many ways, the definitions above infer passivity, and do so, by encapsulating ‘rehabilitation’ 

as an ‘action’ that is imposed upon and ‘done to someone’ often by people in a position of 

power and authority (Crow, 2007, p.4). ‘Rehabilitation’ is also a term which holds varying 

connotations depending on where it is used (Russell, 2014, p.26). In the context of health, 

Russell (2014, p.26) notes how people requiring rehabilitation because of illness or impairment 

are treated as objects of ‘sympathy and commiseration’. Conversely, PIP who require similar 

therapeutic processes of ‘rehabilitation’ are viewed as ‘object[s] of execration’ (Russell, 2014, 

p.26). Definitions aside, rehabilitation is undoubtedly far from one-dimensional and depends 

upon the social, political and public sentiment toward people who have offended (Craig et al., 

2013). Hence, policymakers, professionals and the public, have throughout history, held 

varying views on how rehabilitation should be incorporated into the prison and justice system, 

if at all (Reynolds et al., 2013; Craig et al., 2013). It is however clear that in the limited space 

afforded to this literature review, it is not possible to cover in detail the pre-history of prison 

rehabilitation. Instead, this chapter will explore how rehabilitation has been encapsulated in 

the post-modern carceral milieu, and how the contemporary patterns of imprisonment can be 

understood when analysed through a neoliberal lens.  

 

2.3 Neoliberalism and the rise of punitive penal practice  

The legendary demise of the ‘rehabilitative ideal’, which has saturated academic debate since 

its descent in the 1970s, has generated an array of theoretical assertions which situate its 

departure to that of a paradigm shift (Lynch, 2002, p.109). Coupled with Martinson’s (1974) 

‘nothing works’ doctrine, the 1970s signified a dispiriting era whereby the treatment and the 

rehabilitation of people who commit crime was abandoned. Attributed largely to the political 

context during the 1970s, Robinson and Crow explain (2012) how the collapse of the 

rehabilitative ideal bore witness to stricter and more authoritarian measures, thus having a 

detrimental impact on criminal justice (Collins and Rothe, 2019). In attempting to explain the 

reasons behind this punitive upsurgence, the focus of this review, is not to cover in detail the 

expansive history of prison rehabilitation, as this has addressed suitably in existing literature 

(for example, Morris and Rothman, 1995; Raynor and Robinson, 2005; Robinson, 2008; 

Marston, 2009; Robinson and Crow, 2012). It is however vital to acknowledge that 

rehabilitation, and indeed, its implementation within the context of imprisonment, is an area of 

much scholarly debate. 

 

A key theme arising from the demise of the rehabilitative ideal, and its impact on penal policy 

and practice, is that of neoliberalism. Contextually, this debate is closley aligned with this 

study, largely due to the way in which the processes underpinning neoliberalism have 
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hardened penal trends and brought about a distinct ‘punitive turn’ (Garland, 2001, p.142). This 

‘punitive turn’ or ‘the new punitiveness’ (Pratt et al., 2013) as it is also referred to, has resulted 

in a plethora of crime control measures ranging from zero tolerance policing, harsher 

sentencing, an increased use of imprisonment, and subsequent penal expansionism (Bell, 

2011). This proliferation of new technologies of control, or a ‘culture of control’ as Garland 

(2001) puts it, projects punitiveness and erodes penal welfarism, thus making it difficult for 

newly evolving prisons, and especially those with rehabilitative aspirations, to actively take 

shape. As such, an important starting point is to explore contemporary penal trends through 

the lens of the inexorable neoliberal strategies that have shaped the UK since the mid-1970s 

(Sim, 2009).  

 

Whilst there are numerous variations of neoliberalism, Mills and Kendall (2016, p.196) 

describe it as an ‘unregulated, open and competitive’ market economy which, due to being 

exempt from state intervention, is purported to ‘bring prosperity and contentment.’ Recognised 

for its theories of employment determination and income distribution (Harvey, 2005), 

neoliberalism replaced Keynesian post-war assumptions, with its laissez-faire economics and 

affiliation with free trade, thus becoming the dominant paradigm during the 1970s (Collins and 

Rothe, 2019). Neoliberalism’s core values, much like those found in classical liberalism 

(Kitschelt et al.,1999), centre on consumerism, competition, individual responsibility, 

privatisation, cost-effectiveness and efficiency (Bell, 2011; Mills and Kendall, 2016). Its 

implementation in some countries has been successful, with Lacey’s (2010, p.790) 

transnational research indicating that the adoption of a neoliberal economy does not always 

equate to ‘decisive penal severity’. This assertion contradicts Wacquant’s (2001) earlier 

observations, whereby he proposed a certain inevitability that neoliberalism would negatively 

influence penal policy and practice within all developed nations. In the context of the UK, 

Wacquant’s postulations although generalisable, do offer a fairly accurate analysis, and 

explain how the doctrine of neoliberalism has historically, been an endemic and largely 

detrimental feature of penal policy and practice (Wacquant, 2001). Aside from being linked to 

the retrenchment of the welfare state, neoliberalism in the UK has initiated a renewed focus 

on retribution and punitive penal measures with the creation of populist punitive policies 

(Reiner, 2007). Cavadino and Dignan’s (2006) comparative study which considered 12 

countries espousing neoliberal policies, such as the USA, New Zealand, Australia and South 

Africa, supports this, by highlighting the punitive and often exclusionary response to those who 

commit crime (Cavadino and Dignan, 2006). Here, it is argued that neoliberal nations fail to 

address the importance of rehabilitation, and instead, make greater use of the vast ‘apparatus 
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of punishment’ which are legitimised by political and public resentment towards people who 

pose a threat to conventional social norms (Sim, 2009, p.2).  

 

Favouring egotistic individualism over reciprocal individualism, neoliberalism also encourages 

the populace to turn its back on the socially excluded, less eligible, and most marginalised of 

society (Reiner, 2007). This self-seeking narrative creates social inequality, division, and class 

conflict and results in a surfeit of tough law and order politics and rhetoric, which promises to 

criminalise those who pose a risk to society (Reiner, 2007; Wacquant, 2012a). It is often the 

case however, that these so-called ‘dangerous others’ are society’s most vulnerable, thus 

arguably requiring support and not condemnation (Drake, 2012 p.28). As such, Wacquant 

(2009, p.1) proposes that neoliberalism ‘put an end to the era of leniency’ by undermining 

rehabilitative approaches and extending penal control to vulnerable groups such as the 

undeserving poor and those with mental health conditions. Similarly, Whitehead and 

Crawshaw (2012), maintain that whilst accentuating punitiveness and de-prioritising 

rehabilitation, neoliberalism nurtured a rapidly increasing prison population, which not only 

targeted the above-mentioned vulnerable groups, but also disproportionately concentrated on 

Black, Asian and minority ethnic (BAME) people (Ashworth and Roberts, 2017; MOJ, 2017a), 

who currently account for over a quarter (27%) of the prison population in England and Wales 

(Prison Reform Trust, 2021).   

 

From a political perspective, neoliberalism has continued to operate with dynamism for the 

last four decades and is often linked to unprecedented rises in reported crimes and a 

reinforcement of punitive policy and penal severity (Reiner, 2008). The neoliberal sentiment 

overshadowing the UK has also framed imprisonment as the preferred symbolic mechanism 

by which to manage social insecurity and prevent risk (Walmsley, 2011). Drawing on the 

tenants of neoliberalism, the UK government has relied upon the convenience of incarceration 

(Drake, 2012), and with neoliberal agendas firmly fixed in their minds, politicians continue to 

dictate that the UK must be ‘tough on crime, tough on the causes of crime’ (Young, 2013, p.56; 

Young and Matthews, 2013), and to meet this demand, society must rest assured that ‘prison 

works’ (Howard, 1993, column 337). These politically fuelled narratives, which are generally 

substantiated by the media, instil an irrational fear of crime and disorder (McLaughlin et al., 

2001; Green, 2009; Cheliotis, 2010), thus priming the British public to be receptive toward anti-

welfarist and anti-rehabilitative penal agendas (Lynch, 2002). These narratives also drive the 

unfounded view that society is at risk (Hudson, 2003b) and the only appreciable way to target 

such risk is to employ ‘greater manifestations of repressive punishment’ (Pratt, 2002, p.182). 

Accordingly, a preoccupation with risk, control and security presides over contemporary penal 
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policy and practice, and even in the present day, the government’s persistent attack on penal 

welfarism serves as the perfect ideological justification to imprison individuals in record 

numbers (Sim, 2009).  

Considering the government’s historic overuse of imprisonment, it is pertinent to note that 

under the guise of neoliberalism, punishment and rehabilitation have become the paradoxical, 

yet inextricable bedfellows which continue to influence penal policy and practice (Jewkes and 

Gooch, 2020). Justified often through the creation of large prisons, the government, arguably 

with economies of scale in mind (Jewkes and Gooch, 2020), resumed the neoliberal ideas first 

noted in the late 1990s under the Labour government’s prison expansion programme 

(Grimwood, 2016) by announcing in 2013, the creation of a titan training and resettlement 

prison in Wrexham, North Wales (HMP Berwyn) (Madoc-Jones et al., 2016). All primary 

legislation concerning prisons in Wales remains dictated by Westminster (Jones, 2020). As 

such, Berwyn was promoted to the people of Wrexham, as an ‘attractive business proposition’ 

(North Wales Regional Partnership Board, 2013, p.3) and one which would bring a significant 

boost to the local economy by providing plenteous jobs and opportunities for local businesses 

(Wrexham County Borough Council, 2017a). Wrexham was also preferred because of its 

location (House of Commons Welsh Affairs Committee, 2015). Situated on the periphery of 

the Cheshire border in North-East Wales, it was argued that with only four Welsh prisons in 

South Wales (Swansea, Cardiff, Parc and Usk), Berwyn would create places for the 95% of 

North Walian prison residents who were predominantly held out of county at prisons such as 

HMP Altcourse (Liverpool) (North Wales Regional Leadership Board, 2013). The need to 

detain Welsh people closer to home was welcomed, and it was argued that if prisons are to 

be considered more than just ‘an expensive way of making bad people worse’, as recounted 

by Douglas Hurd in the 1990s, then more effort should be made to place people in local prisons 

to aid rehabilitation (Baker, 1996, p.639).  

Despite these economic and geographical justifications, critics reasoned that super-prisons, 

such as Berwyn, are counterproductive (Johnson et al., 2011; Madoc-Jones et al., 2016). This, 

is because largescale prisons feed into the government’s ‘wider ideological commitment’ to 

continue along a path of expansionism, by serving ‘the interests of government and industry 

through increased control, surveillance and containment of minority groups.’ (Hart and 

Schlembach, 2016, p.291). Weiss (1987) supports this, noting that prisons, often in the interest 

of neoliberal capital accumulation, have become warehouses for the lower classes, fueled 

only by exploitive labour. Contesting this however, Granheim and Johnsen (2011) argue that 

policymakers and academics are blindsided by unparalleled neoliberal prison growth and have 

inadvertently ignored the issue of prison size, and the need to better understand if larger 
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prisons do indeed impede rehabilitation. To this effect, Farrington and Nuttall (1980, p.221) 

note that despite popular belief that larger prisons are unproductive, there is little ‘empirical 

evidence that prison size influences behaviour inside or after leaving prison’. Moreover, only 

‘overcrowding’ could irrefutably be considered as an indicator toward ineffectiveness 

(Farrington and Nuttall,1980, p.221). 

Despite arguments pertaining to Berwyn, it officially welcomed its first prison residents on the 

27th February 2017 (Wrexham County Borough Council, 2017b), and upon opening, 

immediately promoted a rehabilitative approach which challenged many of the neoliberal 

tendencies deliberated in this chapter. Rooted in the ‘principles of normality’- a concept first 

presented by Nelson Mandela (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.1), Berwyn projected a novel approach 

to imprisonment, which advocated that prison regimes should seek to ‘minimize any 

differences between prison life and life at liberty’ (United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for 

the Treatment of Prisoners, 2016, Rule 5, p.4). In bringing their rehabilitative vision to fruition, 

Berwyn also declared a series of operational, cultural and architectural design measures, 

which were argued to reduce recidivism by supporting health and wellbeing and promoting 

pro-social behaviour (Mann et al., 2018).   

By attempting to reframe penal practice and move away from the popular punitive doctrines 

underpinning neoliberalism, fledgling prisons such as Berwyn, are influenced by comparative 

studies which explore a broad typology of global penal policy with a view to build upon best-

practice. Such studies take inspiration from Durkheimian, Marxist and Weberian philosophies, 

whereby researchers seek to explain that prisons are a ‘complex social institution’ which is 

engrained in a society’s cultural, political and socio-economic systems (Ugelvik and Dullum, 

2012, p.2). There has therefore been a renewed interest in comparative penology, ranging 

from studies which explore patterns of democracy in relation to punitive trends (Lijphart, 1984), 

through to research which reflects on rehabilitative penal tendencies by comparing political 

economies (Cavadino and Dignan, 2006). Then there are projects which compare global 

disparate imprisonment rates, as is the case with Pratt (2008). Pratt’s (2008) comparative 

analysis of the macro prison rates of Nordic consensus democracies (Lijphart, 1984) such as 

Sweden, Norway and Finland were analysed against micro levels of humane imprisonment. 

Bringing greater recognition to international best-practice, Pratt (2008, p.119) highlighted 

‘penal exceptionalism’ whereby a culture of equality is rooted in the social fabric of Nordic 

countries ‘through the universalism of the Scandinavian welfare state’. Considered an 

exemplar in humane imprisonment, the Nordic socio-cultural arrangements are argued by 

Pratt (2008) to shield Nordic countries from neoliberal punitive ‘law and order politics’ that are 

discussed throughout this chapter. According to Pratt (2008), penal exceptionalism creates 
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prisons which are humane. For example, they are less populated, have improved material 

conditions such as clean and comfortable accommodation, advanced carceral design, and 

access to a variety of recreational facilities.  

Taking inspiration from penal exceptionalism, Berwyn, along with its arsenal of rehabilitative 

proposals, was considered timely, with Berwyn’s opening complementing the government’s 

renewed focus on prison rehabilitation (House of Lords, 2021). This renewed focus was 

accentuated by several government pledges, and only four months prior to Berwyn becoming 

operational, the November 2016 white paper entitled ‘Prison Safety and Reform’ was released 

(House of Lords, 2017). The white paper vowed to make prisons safer and more humane 

(House of Lords, 2017), and was accompanied with announcements for a clear programme of 

social reform, with both the Queen, in her opening of parliament annual speech, and the Prime 

Minister David Cameron heralding the ‘biggest prison shake-up since Victorian times’ (MOJ, 

2016, para. 1). Despite the government’s renewed interest in reform and addressing the penal 

trends which have been dominated by neoliberal agendas, there is still one question that 

remains, as to the sincerity of these reforms.  

Foucault (1977) for example, cautioned historical government reformative strategies, arguing 

that penal policy and practice, albeit during the late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century, 

represented an insidious and illusory form of power which he referred to as discipline 

(Christofferson, 2016). Foucault’s concept of power is important to the research as it aligns 

with the theoretical contextualisations put forward in relation to the way that power and 

discipline enables large numbers of people to be controlled by an ever smaller number of 

prison specialists and administrators (Foucault, 1977). Adding depth to this argument, 

Foucault (1977) proposed that the overly-bureaucratic elements of penalty sought to control 

the bodies of the condemned, with prolonged segregation, deprivations of rights and repetitive 

labour (Foucault, 1977; Jewkes and Moran, 2017). Foucault (1977, p.136) went on to add that 

the criminal body became an instrument of ‘docility’, which for the purposes of reformation, 

could be ‘subjected, used, transformed and improved’. The bodies of the condemned in this 

sense, became objects of ‘useful appropriation’ (Foucault, 1977, p.109) and normalisation, 

whereby imprisoned individuals were ‘schooled into conformity’ by the imposition of state 

control, surveillance and disciplinary power (Cavadino et al., 2020, p.77). Prison specialists, 

namely officers and administrators, were themselves, also schooled into conformity, thus 

contributing to power differentials by accepting their position as a cog in the machine, whose 

job it was to automatize discipline (Foucault, 1977). In view of this, these new techniques of 

power and surveillance were, where economy was concerned, considered more cost-effective 
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and efficient (Christofferson, 2016; Cavadino et al., 2020), thus not far removed from the 

neoliberal debates raised in this chapter.    

   

To this end, this discussion has raised important issues on neoliberal carceral policy and 

practice and has addressed how contemporary prisons, such as Berwyn, attempt to operate 

rehabilitatively against four decades of penal populism and a preoccupation with risk. In 

attempting to address where Berwyn fits in the contemporary prison system, this requires a 

discussion about the current penal climate. This will be covered in the following section, 

whereby a critical examination of contemporary carceral conditions, and indeed, the 

challenges that beset the prison estate will be explored.  

 

2.4 Issues and challenges: a critical examination of contemporary carceral conditions 

Those who have experienced prisons first-hand, refer to contemporary prisons not being well-

suited to achieving any sort of rehabilitative outcome, simply on the basis that the prison 

system is in a perpetual state of crisis (Vass, 1990; Rosenblatt, 1996; Dockley and Loader, 

2013). Beset by a myriad of issues, at the forefront of the current carceral crisis is the Covid-

19 viral epidemic which came to global attention in 2019 (Kinner et al., 2020; Burki, 2020; 

Wilburn et al., 2021). Whilst this study made no attempt to explore Covid-19’s impact on 

prisons or its populace, it is important to briefly acknowledge the challenges that prisons in 

England and Wales have faced throughout the pandemic, some of which, undoubtedly 

interrupt rehabilitative progress. Efforts to contain the spread of Covid-19 began in March 

2020, with the MOJ (2020a) announcing that all prisons in England and Wales would be placed 

under immediate lockdown. Through ‘compartmentalization’ and restricted regimes, the 

Prisons Minister, Lucy Frazer (UK Parliament, 2020) argued that isolating prison residents 

with Covid symptoms, quarantining new arrivals and shielding the vulnerable, would be the 

most suitable way to limit transmission. As a result, a nationwide plan, which was supported 

by Public Health England, was enforced across the custodial estate, and saw PIP being 

confined to their cells for periods of up to 23-hours a day (HM Inspectorate of Prisons, 2021a).  

 

During this period of isolation, an unprecedented number of self-inflicted deaths were 

recorded, with 16 prison resident deaths from the 23rd March to 28th May 2020 alone (Grierson, 

2020). These figures emphasise the importance of designing rehabilitative prison regimes 

which enable PIP sufficient time out of prison accommodation, and more importantly, time 

spent doing purposeful activity (Stephenson et al., 2021). Along with self-inflicted deaths due 

to adverse mental health issues, the number of deaths in the prison estate due to contracting 

Covid-19 also raises concerns about the state of the contemporary prison estate, and more 
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specifically, prison overcrowding (Amon, 2020; Wilburn et al., 2021). Despite restrictive 

measures put in place to limit the spread of Covid-19, figures from March 2020 to the end of 

December 2020, indicated that 71 PIP ‘died having tested positive for Covid-19 or where there 

was a clinical assessment that Covid-19 was a contributory factor in their deaths’ (MOJ, 

2020b, p.3). In June 2020, the Prisons Minister announced that along with HMP Drake Hall, 

Berwyn had the highest number of Covid-19 related deaths within its prison population with 

41 recorded deaths (UK Parliament, 2020). These figures are somewhat expected given that 

Berwyn is one of the largest prisons in the UK. However, such figures fuel the argument 

surrounding prison conditions, by accentuating the fact that prisons are not equipped to deal 

with infectious outbreaks, and that ‘decarceration’ must be at the forefront of strategic thinking 

(Burki, 2020, p.1412).  

Despite the valid debates surrounding decarceration, Duwe and Clarke (2017) argue that from 

a reductivist standpoint, one of the prevailing benefits of imprisonment is that it reduces crime 

and provides communities with respite from prolific and dangerous offenders. Imprisonment 

does however come at a human cost, and with the current UK prison population currently (as 

of 25th June 2021) at 78,250 (MOJ, 2021), prisons are unquestionably marred by excessive 

numbers (Prison Reform Trust, 2017). Furthermore, as enclosed spaces with high population 

densities, minimal resources, and few mobility options, prisons are epicentres for infectious 

outbreaks (Siff et al., 2020; Kinner et al., 2020; Simpson and Butler, 2020). Prisons are also 

identifiable flashpoints for violence, drugs, corruption and a proliferation of criminogenic 

motivators (Duwe and Clarke, 2017; Baybutt et al., 2019). Such conditions indisputably fall 

short of Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation services (HMPPS) strategic objective to ‘keep 

prisons safe, secure and decent’ (HMPPS, 2017, p.3) and raise further concerns about 

overpopulation and unsanitary conditions, which Macdonald (2018) argues have not improved 

in over 30 years. A 2018 investigation which analysed prison inspections of 118 prisons in 

England and Wales supports this premise (Savage and Townsend, 2018). Analysed against 

the healthy prisons test, which considers safety, respect, purposeful activity and rehabilitation 

(HMIP, 2017), the inspectorate findings highlighted that 68% of prisons provided 

unsatisfactory standards, and only 7% of the prisons inspected received a ‘good’ rating across 

all four categories (Savage and Townsend, 2018). Upon wider analysis of the data, it could be 

argued that a great many prisons are now being placed under special measures due to failing 

operational practices and inadequate living conditions (Grierson, 2018). Prisons are then, 

according to Singer (1971), environments which are not conducive to rehabilitation, with many 

older, and arguably unsuitable prisons still in operation. Constructed around a view of 

imprisonment which is no longer considered acceptable, these archaic infrastructures consist 

of elements which increase the pains of imprisonment (Sykes,1958) and accomplish nothing 
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toward rehabilitation or eventual reintegration back into society (Singer, 1971). Lockyer (2013, 

p.5) also notes that aside from inhibiting rehabilitative outcomes, older prisons are inefficient, 

costly, and difficult to maintain, thus representing an uneconomical return on taxpayers’ 

money.  

Considering the antiquated prison estate and its capacity to impede rehabilitative results, the 

government introduced a ‘new for old’ modernising agenda, whereby it was claimed that new-

build prisons limit the demands placed on aging and ill-equipped jails by ensuring that they do 

not exceed operational capacity (Barman, 2013). Appealing further for modernisation, it was 

argued that innovative carceral design would allow more space for rehabilitative activities, thus 

encouraging improved outcomes for recidivism (Carter, 2007; Crowhurst and Harwich, 2016) 

Nonetheless, critics of the ‘new for old’ agenda argued it to be a simple transfer of existing 

pressures from one establishment to the next, therefore resulting in new prisons failing to 

operate within the remit of basic human rights (Martynowicz, 2011).  Grimwood (2016) also 

argues that whilst new establishments such as Berwyn, embody improved conditions through 

up-to-date facilities and rehabilitative regimes, they also introduce the likelihood of 

overcapacity by freeing up available prison places which will inevitably be filled.  

Prison overcrowding is therefore detrimental to health and wellbeing, and with adverse 

implications surrounding successful adaptation to prison life, people held in overcrowded 

institutions face greater risks of suicide and self-harm (Huey and Mcnulty, 2005). This adds to 

the argument of psychological welfare, with Haney (2006) noting that overcrowding creates 

increased dysfunctional behaviour and interpersonal trauma, due to imprisoned people being 

detained for long periods, and often in close quartered accommodation. Baybutt et al. (2019) 

support this, suggesting that the isolation experienced by PIP is intensified because of 

inadequacies in prison infrastructures, which due to a growing population, are unable to 

provide suitable ancillary services such as rehabilitation programmes, education and 

vocational training. The theoretical perspective of overcrowding theory reinforces this further 

and indicates that efforts to minimise the psychological and social harm caused by 

imprisonment, can only be realised if there is a significant reduction in the prison population 

(Haney, 2006).   

Prison numbers are a concern, and considering this, the government, sought in 2020, to tackle 

this ongoing crisis by improving safety, rehabilitation and living conditions with the introduction 

of an intensive Prison Performance Support Programme (PPSP) (MOJ, 2020c). With 

reference to findings from the former 10 Prisons Project, which aimed to improve 10 of the 

most challenging prisons (MOJ, 2019a), the PPSP replicated the model by addressing 
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leadership, safety and security. Attempting to tackle entrenched penal issues, the PPSP was 

designed to complement the government’s £2.5 billion prison investment package, which was 

promised by the Johnson government in 2019 (Wheeler et al., 2019). Of this record 

expenditure, the government pledged 10,000 additional prison places by the mid-2020s, 

together with a £100 million investment in enhanced security measures, to curb the flow of 

drugs, weapons and other contraband items entering the prison system, and a further £156 

million allocated to maintaining critical infrastructure issues across the prison estate (MOJ, 

2020c). 

The results of this expenditure are yet to be seen, and despite a plethora of evidence 

promoting the government’s efforts to revivify rehabilitative practice through modernisation 

and capital investment, prison overcrowding has remained broadly unchanged for the last 16 

years (MOJ, 2020a). Addressing the issues of overcrowding and the wider contextual debate 

on prison conditions, the Prison Reform Trust (2021) acknowledge that contemporary climate 

in UK prisons represents a detrimental barrier to rehabilitation. Therefore, if penal policy 

makers genuinely intend to ‘brave the punitive tide’ by applying rehabilitative principles (Taylor 

and Rynne, 2016, p.512) the most significant intervention, would be to dramatically decrease 

prison numbers (Lappi-Seppälä, 2000; Clear and Schrantz, 2011), or abolish the prison 

system altogether; something which abolitionists have campaigned determinedly for 

throughout history (Ryan and Ward, 2015). For the public however, ideations surrounding 

mass decarceration and abolition are considered impractical and idealistic, and with prisons 

conveniently detaining the ‘dangerous others’, out of sight and mind, as noted elsewhere in 

this chapter (Drake, 2011, p.367), it is unlikely that such a diminution will ever occur (Davis, 

2011; Ryan and Ward, 2015; Taylor and Rynne, 2016). That said, critical abolitionists hold 

true to their stance; arguing that the purpose and validity of prison is tenuous (Lewis, 2017), 

particularly in a society whereby despite falling crime rates over the past 20 years, England 

and Wales has seen the number of PIP double (Turner and Peacock, 2017). This is coupled 

with the fact that England and Wales have one of the highest imprisonment rates in Western 

Europe (ICPR, 2021). Despite the UK’s population trends, prisons have retained their 

impenetrable hegemonic status and have been widely accepted as an indispensable institute, 

which operates in synchronism with the law (Ryan and Sim, 2007). This is largely because the 

government persists with popular punitive policies (Pratt, 2007), which continue to drive a 

false-narrative whereby prisons are depicted as an unproblematic crime solution (Mason, 

2006). This false narrative feeds into Bourdieusian social theory, with Mathiesen (2006, p.188) 

proposing that prisons fulfil the idea of ‘doxa’. Doxa, put simply, refers to the way in which 

society accepts the arbitrary use of imprisonment, often seeing it as the only way to control 

crime (Sim, 2009). Perpetuating this false dichotomy surrounding the exclusivity of 
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imprisonment also raises critical concerns about prisons being framed as the dominant choice 

with Lewis (2017, p.115) arguing that ‘alternatives to prison need to be recognised, pursued 

and actualised’. However, if prisons are to remain the preferred postmodernist punishment 

solution, Lewis (2017, p.115) proposes that an ‘examination of the contextual factors’ 

surrounding how to create a climate which supports rehabilitative outcomes and desistance 

from crime must be explored.  

Considering Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach alongside these contextual factors, what follows 

is an exploration into the model at HMP Berwyn (more commonly referred to as the Berwyn 

Way). With rehabilitative outcomes as its professed driver, Berwyn have taken inspiration from 

many of the debates presented in this chapter and have set about to challenge the populist 

narrative by applying a different approach to imprisonment. With that said, the following 

discussions examine Berwyn’s model against that of existing theory, literature and critical 

debate.  

2.5 The Berwyn Way: building upon evidence-based research to create organisational 

change 

Thus far, the literature review has critically examined prison rehabilitation through the lens of 

neoliberal agendas. Covered chiefly in the contemporary discourse, this chapter has also 

highlighted the current prison crisis by uncovering some of the issues that burden the prison 

system. Central to this debate, it is important to consider how Berwyn might mitigate against 

these identifiable issues, whilst also attempting to foster positive organisational change and 

meet rehabilitative outcomes. Doing so offers a wider appreciation of the social, psychological 

and physical experiences associated with Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. Therefore, this 

literature review will approach the ‘Berwyn Way’ - a rehabilitative model which was created to 

set the direction of Berwyn’s values and strategic priorities, by considering the theory and 

evidence base by which it was founded.  

As noted elsewhere in this chapter, ‘rehabilitation’ is a complicated concept which constitutes 

an array of loosely connected ideas and principles rather than a tightly knitted set of beliefs, 

behaviours or practices (Mathiesen, 2006). When attempting to conceptualise rehabilitation, it 

can be described as a dynamic process, which, because of its complexed legacy, continues 

to be shaped by neoliberal socio-political developments, public consensus and ongoing policy 

reforms and research (Graham, 2018). It is also shaped by key debates surrounding due 

process and models of crime control, each of which, dictate the purpose of rehabilitation, often 

seeing rehabilitative measures compete between punishment and more welfare-based 
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approaches (Packer, 1964; King, 1981). Despite these nuanced interpretations, it must be 

emphasised that contemporary rehabilitation, deviates away from the positivist ‘medical’ and 

‘treatment’ models of reform that were historically endorsed as scientific cures for criminality 

(Cavadino et al., 2020). Instead, the current stance on rehabilitation favours ‘facilitated 

change’ as opposed to ‘coerced cure’ (Morris, 1974, p.15), and put simply, it is argued that 

rehabilitation should enable and assist PIP to address their own offending behaviour as 

opposed to prison officials enforcing an idealised view of what it is to be ‘rehabilitated’ 

(Cavadino et al., 2020). That said, there are many rehabilitative approaches that still promote 

such a view, and although PIP are encouraged to become active agents within their own 

behaviour, Skotnicki (2019) argues that their lives, are still very much dictated, directed and 

assessed against the formal models of rehabilitation and desistance that currently exist.  

 

For contemporary penal establishments then, the preferred models of rehabilitation are 

systematised frameworks which aim to reduce recidivism by assessing risk, and then 

managing said risk with targeted interventions, as seen in Andrews, Bonta and Hoge’s Risk-

Need-Responsivity (RNR) model (Bonta and Andrews, 2007). According to Skotnicki (2019), 

the RNR model, much like other justice interventions, has been designed to reduce or stop 

offending behaviour, and is therefore considered a key measure of effectiveness. Such 

interventions are underpinned by desistance theory which explains how people with a history 

of offending might come to cease or refrain from further criminal activity (Maruna, 2001; 

Bottoms et al., 2004; Weaver and McNeill, 2010). It is not however necessary to conceptualise 

desistance in detail, as this has been addressed extensively in previous literature (for example, 

Laub and Sampson, 2001; Maruna, 2001; Farrall, 2002; Farrall and Calverley, 2005; Weaver 

and McNeill, 2010; Farrall et al., 2014). It is however important to highlight the complexity of 

the desistance journey, which is argued to be far from linear (Glaser, 1964; Matza, 1964; 

Shapland and Bottoms, 2011; Philips, 2017). Despite the challenging nature of the desistence 

process, encouraging desistance has become an implicit focus for penal policy and practice 

(McNeill et al., 2012) and informs much of the strategic directions that rehabilitative prisons, 

such as Berwyn, are expected to take (Mann et al., 2018).  

 

By focusing on organisational development, HMP Berwyn (2017) note how desistance forms 

the keystone of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, and will be achieved through: rehabilitative 

leadership, staff, activities, processes, and a rehabilitative environment. These rehabilitative 

areas are further enhanced by Berwyn’s rehabilitative culture and values (HMP Berwyn, 2017) 

which are discussed later in this chapter. With an explicit focus on rehabilitation, Berwyn was 

at the time of opening in 2017, unlike other UK establishments, in so much as, it introduced a 
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bold rehabilitative agenda which had not been attempted in a prison of this size before (MOJ, 

2013a). Despite Berwyn’s move into uncharted territory, there were however several 

promising comparative initiatives and evidence-informed approaches that helped to inform 

rehabilitative practice (Hale, 2020). One example is HMP Grendon, which is the only prison in 

England and Wales to operate on the premise of therapeutic communities (TCs) (Bennett and 

Shuker, 2017; Dolan, 2017; Niven et al., 2007). Described by Genders and Player (1995, p.1) 

as a ‘paradigm of good practice’, Grendon’s therapeutic epistemology, embodies much of the 

humane and progressive ideations that were advocated for at varying points throughout 

history. Opening in 1962, Grendon provided experimental psychological treatment to 

convicted people who presented with mental disorders such as personality disorders and 

severe learning difficulties (Taylor, 2000). Grendon’s rehabilitative outlook framed critical 

debates on successful prison practice, and because of the unique opportunity it provided to 

compare recidivism rates of Grendon residents to that of the general prison population, it soon 

became a prevalent site for empirical research (Bridges, 2017). One such study explored 

reconviction rates across a four-year period, where it was found that people who had resided 

at Grendon for at least 18 months were 20-25% less likely to be reconvicted (compared to 

those serving in more traditional establishments) (Marshall, 1997). Time spent at Grendon 

therefore correlates with lower reconviction rates, much of which, relate to the rehabilitative 

processes on Grendon’s six TCs whereby a culture of equality, democratic decision making, 

and respect for personal autonomy and welfare are embraced (Genders and Player, 1995; 

Niven et al., 2007; Bennett and Shuker, 2017; Dolan, 2017). In addition to its communitarian 

philosophy, Grendon was also lauded for low levels of violence and self-harm, and moreover, 

positive staff-resident relationships, which Niven et al. (2007) suggests are central to 

therapeutic efficacy. Rivlin (2010) supports this, noting how Grendon’s positive staff-resident 

relationships are juxtaposed with the less cultivated relationships seen elsewhere in the prison 

estate, whereby an ‘us versus them’ attitude prevails.  

 

Other global initiatives that have helped to instil rehabilitative practice into contemporary 

prisons such as Berwyn, are the Scandinavian exemplars which, under the auspices of penal 

exceptionalism (Pratt, 2008; Ugelvik and Dullum, 2012) have already been addressed in this 

chapter. Then there are Psychologically Informed Planned Environments (PIPEs), which, 

much like TCs, have been designed to enable a safe and supportive environment whereby 

PIPE staff are encouraged to recognise the importance of psychologically informed 

relationships and interactions (Turley et al., 2013). Of the initiatives detailed here, it could be 

argued that PIPEs, TCs and the aforesaid Nordic examples, represent contemporary moral 

prison practice, and offer evolving prisons like Berwyn, with best-practice benchmarks by 
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which to create humane prisons which ‘perform a rehabilitative function as well as a punitive 

one’ (Mann et al., 2018, p.3). Reflecting on best practice in this way enables establishments 

to observe what is working well across the prison estate and consider how they might adopt 

certain best practice examples or adapt existing processes (Maire et al., 2005). That said, 

Berwyn has, with support from leading forensic psychologists developed a rehabilitative model 

which takes inspiration from the initiatives detailed above, of which this literature review will 

now explore. 

 

2.6 The Berwyn Way: Instilling a rehabilitative prison approach 

In keeping with the rehabilitative themes addressed across this chapter, Berwyn’s approach 

to reducing recidivism through rehabilitative means is better illustrated with reference to the 

visual model detailed in Figure 1 (Mann et al., 2018). Developed by Ruth Mann (1965-2020) 

and her team of Forensic Psychologists, the Berwyn model (more commonly referred to as 

‘the Berwyn Way’) incorporates several hierarchical elements that are required when 

attempting to reduce reoffending in a custodial setting (Mann et al., 2018). Much of the model 

derives from Mann’s earlier examinations into rehabilitative prison climates with people 

convicted of sexual offending, which uncovered specific carceral deprivations relating 

specifically to prison safety, stigmatisation and humiliation (Mann et al., 2013). By 

understanding how individuals experience prison, and the relative deprivations that the prison 

environment can induce, Mann’s research gave rise to what was required in positive 

rehabilitative climate and prompted the prison service to consider adopting rehabilitative 

cultures (Mann et al., 2019). Further in her quest for rehabilitative amelioration across the 

prison estate, Mann was instrumental in the creation of Berwyn’s avant-garde approach 

(Travers et al., 2020). Her wider appreciation for organisational change within carceral settings 

enabled Mann to work closely with Berwyn’s Senior Management Team (SMT) and helped to 

elevate Berwyn towards a strong rehabilitative agenda (Travers et al., 2020).  
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Figure 1: Rehabilitative triagonal model (Mann et al., 2018) 

 

Due to the limited scope of this literature review, it is not possible to consider in detail each 

tier of the rehabilitative model (Figure 1). This can however be found in Mann et al.’s (2018) 

publication. With that said, there is an attempt to explore some of the elements that comprise 

the model here, plus other aspects that are fundamental in Berwyn’s development as a 

rehabilitative prison. These elements include creating a prison environment which is safe, 

decent and fair, recognising the importance of a rehabilitative culture, and finally, person-

centered lexicons, and the importance of language in the prison setting.  

 

2.7 Creating a prison environment which is safe, decent and fair 

As detailed in Figure 1, the building blocks of Berwyn’s rehabilitative philosophy centre on a 

hierarchical structure whereby basic human needs such as safety, decency and fairness 

comprise the foundational tier. This model, can in some ways, be compared to Abraham 

Maslow’s (1908-1970) humanistic ‘hierarchy of needs’ (Maslow, 1954), in so much as, each 

tier represents a motivational state which must be sufficiently satisfied before higher order 

needs begin to emerge (Maslow, 1954; Glassman and Hadad, 2013; Hopper, 2020). On a 

rudimentary level, Berwyn’s approach considers the physical and psychological needs of its 

inhabitants. This is addressed in the first tier, whereby a safe, decent and fair environment is 

argued to be a fundamental principle. However, where this foundational need is not fulfilled 
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(i.e., lack of safety), this can limit the potential of progressing up the hierarchy (Glassman and 

Hadad, 2013).  

 

It would seem then, that as the first rung on this hierarchical structure, the moral quality and 

performance of prisons is important when attempting to create a prison environment which is 

safe, decent and fair. This is a topic covered extensively by Liebling and Arnold (2005), whose 

influential research measures the quality of prison life (MQPL) and offers a telling reminder of 

the basic thresholds of quality that are required in prisons (Liebling et al., 2011). With evidence 

from their empirical research in five prisons over a one-year period, Liebling and Arnold (2005) 

demonstrated that a more holistic prison approach must be considered. By attempting to inject 

morality into prison practice, Liebling (2011, p.530) explains that the moral climate of prison 

differs broadly, with some prisons being ‘more survivable than others.’ However, within these 

moral places, Liebling and Arnold (2005) argue that the treatment of imprisoned people is what 

matters most. Reaching this conclusion however, required Liebling and Arnold (2005) to 

explore some of the less quantifiable areas of prison life such as fairness, legitimacy, decency, 

justice, order, humanity, staff-resident relationships, trust, support, personal development, 

power and family contact. In addition to these conceptual areas, Liebling and Arnold (2005) 

also found that the social environment of the prison also played a significant part in shaping 

human behaviour. This too was explored in studies which predate Liebling and Arnold’s work, 

all of which, highlight the therapeutic and rehabilitative effectiveness of various institutions 

(Murray, 1938; Moos, 1975; Lewin, 1997). By measuring the moral performance of penal 

establishments, these studies highlight that if PIP feel physically and psychologically unsafe, 

unsupported and unheard, then their experience of prison is likely to be damaging, 

demoralising and largely counterproductive (Mann, 2009; Liebling et al., 2011). However, it 

must be noted that studies which measure morality do have some limitations, and by her own 

admission, Liebling (2005) explains that her study was narrowly conceived, and moreover, 

that she and her colleague Arnold, alighted on the term ‘moral performance’. In doing so, Van 

Zyl Smit (2005) argues that ‘moral performance’ is somewhat elusive and fails to address the 

wider working dimensions of prison life, which are concerned specifically with the prison’s 

physical presence and influence (Liebling et al., 2011).  

 

Another important moral dimension which must be addressed when considering the bottom 

rung of Mann’s rehabilitative triagonal model (Mann et al., 2018) is ‘social order’ and the 

presence of implicit and unambiguous rules and norms (Tyler, 1990; Jackson et al., 2010). 

Building on Tyler’s (1990) seminal text which explores Why People Obey the Law, Jackson et 

al. (2010, p.2) suggest that prisons are contingent upon ‘order’ and the reproduction of a 
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structured, stable and acceptable environment. Working to achieve this, requires prisons to 

embrace procedural fairness and legitimacy, which can often be found in fair and approved 

practice, procedural equality and by enabling the prison population to play an active part in 

the decision-making processes (Tyler,1990; Jackson et al., 2010). The presence of procedural 

justice and fairness is considered a dominant dimension, with Schmidt (2016, p.64) arguing 

that people who perceive their treatment by prison officials to be procedurally fair and 

unequivocal, ‘are more inclined to accept even unfavourable outcomes and to comply with 

existing rules’.       

 

With that in mind, prisons cannot be measured by moral dimensions alone. Therefore, to 

determine how to create prisons which are safe, decent and fair, the penal design and physical 

infrastructure must also be considered. This is important because antiquated prison design 

typically deviates away from rehabilitation and is built upon a profound cultural pathology that 

views PIP as a homogenous mass of irrepressible criminality, and not as human beings who 

have a right to an adequate standard of living (Simon, 2016). As such, it is argued that when 

designing a rehabilitative prison, such as Berwyn, penal policy makers and developers must 

address the architectural, physical, and material standards that comprise the carceral space 

(Farbstein and Wener, 1982; Houston et al., 1988; Fairweather and McConville, 2000; Moran, 

2015). Much of this thinking stems from the ‘spatial turn’ in social theory (Moran and Schliehe, 

2017), whereby it was argued, that from an interdisciplinary perspective, the spatial turn, with 

its focus on post-structuralism, has enabled the social sciences to become increasingly spatial 

in their analytical orientation (Warf and Arias, 2009). The seminal works of Henri Lefebvre 

(1974) and Michel Foucault (1972) were instrumental in suggesting that ‘space must be 

understood not simply as a concrete material object, but also as an ideological, lived and 

subjective one (Warf and Arias, 2009, p.3).  This school of thought, Moran et al. (2016) argues, 

led to several spatial prison enquiries in the 1980s, which explored the impact of carceral 

design on the well-being of PIP. By attempting to understand the importance of prison design 

on the prison experience, Moran et al. (2016) notes that these studies, and indeed, others that 

followed, failed to recognise the social climate of prisons, and fixated instead, on the way in 

which prison design influences negative psychological behaviours, such as prison suicides 

(Moran et al., 2016). This overemphasis on ‘designing-out risk’ (Moran et al., 2016) offered 

only preventative solutions on how to modify prison accommodation and failed to acknowledge 

prisons as the ‘complexed moral spaces’ that Liebling and Arnold (2005, p.17), and other 

revered scholars, argue prisons to be (Goffman,1968; Sparks et al.,1996). 
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Modern day spatial prison enquiries are now much more accustomed to the complexity of the 

human experience in these moral spheres, and as a result, seek to understand the impact that 

space, place, mapping and geographical imaginations, can have upon PIP (Moran, 2015). 

They have also come to recognise that custodial spaces are ‘layered with meaning’, with the 

design and architecture of prisons having a ‘profound psychological and physiological 

influence on those who live and work within them’ (Jewkes, 2018, p.1). Addressing prisons in 

this holistic manner, has enabled researchers to understand the aesthetics of prison design 

(Moran, 2015). Moreover, it has raised important debates surrounding the therapeutic and 

restorative potential of the carceral space, and how, if designed sympathetically, prisons can 

act as a rehabilitative mechanism which abates the pains of imprisonment (Sykes, 1958) and 

instils positive transformation and growth (Kearns and Joseph, 2002; Lewis, 2017). So too, 

can prison design impact on prison policy, operational efficiency and not least, evidenced-

based practice and theory (Mann et al., 2018).  

 

One such theory to derive from the social and spatial aspects of the prison environment is 

liminality. The concept of liminality sits within the Durkheimian tradition and was first 

introduced by Van Gennep (1960). Loosely defined, liminality refers to the state of transition 

between one stage and another, and more specifically, is the middle phase between major life 

stages and certain rites of passage, such as adolescence to adulthood (Rampton, 1999; Smith 

and Riley, 2011; Foster, 2017). During this limbo-like middle phase, Turner (1967, p.48) 

highlights that people involved in this status transformation, are in a boundary position, 

whereby they are ‘neither one thing or another, or may be both; or may even be neither and 

are at the very least betwixt and between’. Contextually, the concept of liminality is significant 

when exploring prison phenomena (in all its semblances) and has been applied to the ritual 

transformations that occur in a person’s identity when they are detained in prison (Jewkes, 

2005). In the case of the Asylum and other ‘total institutions’, Goffman (1968) claimed that 

people entering such institutes were stripped of their civilian identity and assigned instead with 

an institutional status. This mortification of the old-self to an institutionally agreed status, marks 

the liminal phase of identity transformation and sees the liminal being ‘shaped and coded into 

an object that can be fed into the administrative machinery of the establishment, to be worked 

on smoothly by routine operations’ (Goffman, 1968, p.26).  

 

As well as its association with the permutation of identity, the liminal threshold also challenges 

researchers to understand the complex intersectionality of space and emotions, and how this 

can accompany in-between periods of adjustment to prison life (Jewkes and Laws, 2020). 

Adjustments to prison life can also be determined by the prison domain, and in keeping with 
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this discussion on carceral geography, liminality is frequently applied to physical topography 

of the prison environment (Foster, 2017). One study to illustrate liminality in the spatial sense 

is Bartlett and Eriksson’s (2019) interpretation of how fathers construct and perform 

masculinity in a liminal prison space. Within this research, Bartlett and Eriksson (2019, p.280) 

use liminality to examine the spatiality found in prison visiting areas ‘where the subject (both 

prisoner and father) is temporarily suspended between the inside and outside world’. 

Considering still the spatial aspect of liminality, other works (Grant and Memmott 2008; Grant 

2009; Herrity et al., 2021) examine the wider sensory dimensions of the prison environment, 

and do so, by exploring sights, sounds, smells, tastes and touch. These sensory aspects 

manifest in the way in which prisons are now considering new evidence which suggests that 

prisons with higher proportions of greenspace and natural vegetation, such as plants and 

flowers within their grounds, exhibit reduced levels of self-harm and violence (Moran et al., 

2020). Such studies highlight how normalising the prison environment can positively influence 

the experiences, wellbeing and rehabilitative outcomes of PIP (Grant, 2016). 

 

In support of the various explorations into the spatial, sensory, and architectural implications 

of carceral geography, Berwyn have attempted to create an environment that is not only safe 

and fit for purpose, but also imbued with humanity and decency (Wrexham Glyndŵr University, 

2017). Their design and overall consideration for the structural and moral elements of prison 

life (i.e. the social, psychological, physical aspects) was considered during the planning phase 

(NOMS, 2017), resulting in a Category C establishment, which, for security reasons, was 

architecturally built to category B standards (Bennett, 2021). The Berwyn build from an 

architectural perspective, comprises three residential four-storey blocks (Alwen, Bala and 

Ceiriog) which are more commonly referred to at Berwyn as ‘Houses’ (Bennett, 2021). Each 

House, according to Berwyn’s first Governor, Russ Trent (2016), was designed with collegiality 

in mind, which, put simply, attempts to replicate the inclusivity and shared responsibility that 

might be found in a university or college campus (Drury, 2016). Other design features at 

Berwyn include plentiful, green-landscaped areas which surround a vocational industry 

building housing 12 workshops, where residents can gain skills in areas such as bench joinery, 

industrial cleaning, waste management, textile recycling and call centre working (Bennett, 

2021). Berwyn, as like other UK prisons, also houses an education building (Coleg Berwyn) 

which, with academic delivery from Novus-Cambria, provides courses ranging from entry level 

1 (essential skills) through to Open University degrees (Bennett, 2021).  

 

Berwyn’s overall objective is to help PIP return to society via a process of ‘normalisation’ (HMP 

Berwyn, 2017). As such, Berwyn have included showering facilities in all residential 
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accommodation (O’Connor and O’Murchu, 2019), and the use of in-room technology such as 

phones and laptops (NOMS, 2017; Unilink, 2017). Having access to virtual communications 

such as in-room telephony can, according to Shilson-Thomas (2020, p.11), help to maintain 

the fluid connectivity that is needed with the outside world, and moreover, virtual 

communication enables PIP to have ‘easier and steadier contact’ with family. O’Connor and 

O’Murchu (2019) note how the affinity to the outside continues at Berwyn, with ample access 

to natural light and perceptually stimulating freshly painted walls which are adorned with 

symbolic Welsh vistas and attractive coastal scenes, each positioned in various communal 

areas. The photographic artwork is coupled with motivational quotes, which remind residents 

that ‘big journeys begin with small steps’ and seek to reinforce the growth that can be achieved 

(O’Connor and O’Murchu, 2019, p.1). From a theoretical perspective, the hospitability of prison 

environments lends itself to the ‘broken windows theory’ (Kelling and Wilson, 1982; Sousa and 

Kelling, 2006; Keizer et al., 2008; Chappell et al., 2011) and ‘fresh paint hypothesis’ (Goldstein, 

1942; Elliot and Maier, 2014; Savavibool, 2016). Both propose that the physical characteristics 

and psychological atmosphere of an environment can influence human behaviour (Kelling and 

Wilson, 1982; Pellegrini et al., 1981). These theories have however been critiqued, with 

Hancock and Jewkes (2011, p.624) arguing that sensitive carceral design, although 

aesthetically pleasing, represents ‘a novel and insidious extension of power and control’. 

Hancock and Jewkes (2011, p.624) go on to explain that these comforting environments can 

also be used as behavioural inducements, with PIP recognising that by any other ‘non-carceral 

cultural norm’, these normalised, and arguably progressive environments, are preferable. As 

such, PIP are encouraged to conform with ‘authoritarian notions of positive outcomes for good 

behaviour’, knowing that the punishment for unruly conduct may lead to them being removed 

from this most desirable of domains (Hancock and Jewkes, 2011, p.624). 

 

To summarise the arguments made here, it could be contended that when attempting to create 

a prison environment which is safe, decent and fair, the very fabric of the carceral space can 

determine the types of behaviours that are displayed within. The prison environment can also, 

as Liebling and Arnold (2005) stress throughout this chapter, play host to several performative 

moralities which see PIP treated with humanity and respect. Further derived from this 

discussion, is that the carceral space has the potential for physical and psychological 

betterment, and possibly even rehabilitation. It is also conceptually interwoven with liminal 

thresholds that allow some of the outside world to permeate inside the prison walls. These 

liminal indications act as a stark reminder of the life that has been left behind, and for some, 

light the way back into society. For others however, this new generation of prisons, lacks the 
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overt presence of power that has dominated UK prisons throughout history, and may in some 

cases, subject PIP to new forms of spatial and architectural repression. 

 

2.8 Recognising the importance of a rehabilitative culture 

Despite numerous studies which argue that prisons exacerbate recidivism (Gendreau et al., 

1999; Nagin et al., 2009; Cullen et al., 2011; Villettaz et al., 2015), almost every country in the 

world, continues to use imprisonment as their principal mode of crime control (Villettaz et al., 

2015). Prisons are however argued to be criminogenic, and as pointed out by Gendreau et al., 

1999, p.1) the ‘barren, inhumane, and psychologically destructive’ nature of prisons are more 

likely to increase crime, rather than reduce it. Imprisonment also imposes certain deprivations 

such as disruptions to family ties (Farmer, 2017), impeding employment outcomes (Sheppard 

and Ricciardelli, 2020), and negating claims to positive citizenship (Lockard, 2018). Building 

on these deprivations, Mann et al. (2019) also emphasise how imprisonment labels 

individuals, often returning them to a ‘law-abiding’ society with stigmatising and criminally 

orientated labels which alienate them further from mainstream society.  

 

Given the above pains of imprisonment, and prisons attested capacity to motivate crime and 

impose upon personal development, the term ‘Rehabilitative Culture’ is being spoken of with 

increasing frequency across the prison estate (Mann et al., 2018). The very notion of 

rehabilitative cultures has, according to Mann et al. (2018), been commended by some and 

contested by others. However, the resounding message is one of change and the need to 

challenge outmoded prison narratives by improving traditional approaches to prison 

management and processes (Mann et al., 2018; Mann, 2019). When contesting outdated 

narratives, there does however come a political and pragmatic expectation for current prisons 

to create rehabilitative cultures which reduce recidivism by providing PIP with prosocial 

thinking and behaviours. This is because many PIP do not have the skills or aptitude needed 

to become self-assured and autonomous individuals (Lin, 2002). Therefore, by embedding a 

rehabilitative culture in penal models such as that observed at Berwyn (Figure 1), HMPPS 

(2019b) argue that it encourages PIP to consider their future and do so with a sense of hope 

and enthusiasm. Rehabilitative cultures are also argued to prepare PIP for a different lifestyle 

and give them the skills to think differently about their attitude and behaviour and possibly 

even consider adopting a non-criminal identity (HMPPS, 2019b). HMPPS (2019b) add that 

rehabilitative cultures foster the concept of rewarding PIP when their behaviour is positive, by 

reinforcing and praising progress or constructive change.  
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Operationalising all the above, does however require prisons to adopt novel ways of working, 

some of which, are not always welcomed by prison staff, and moreover, are hesitantly 

accepted, if at all, by prison residents who are accustomed to the old way of doing things 

(Mann et al., 2018). Lopp (2020) supports this, noting how the development of new cultures 

in any organisation can bring a sense of trepidation for all involved. This unease is largely due 

to the existing assumptions, values, behavioural conventions, beliefs, policies and procedures 

that have been previously shared and accepted by a group (in this case, prison employees 

and residents) (Spencer-Oatey and Franklin, 2012). When these ingrained norms are 

challenged or replaced by a new mission statement or a range of arguably well-intentioned 

values, this can lead to what Thatcher and Meister (2021, p.3) refer to as the ‘paradox of 

entrenchment’. From a theoretical perspective, the paradox of entrenchment is commonly 

applied to business, and refers to the cultural conflict and disputes about values and 

operational practice that can arise between different subgroups, such as experienced and 

unexperienced staff (Thatcher and Meister, 2021). However, its usage in the custodial sense 

is helpful as it identifies the contradictory, and arguably heterogenous cultures, which Thatcher 

and Meister (2021) suggest can simultaneously exist within one organisation. It also helps to 

highlight the impact that organisational culture change can have when attempting to reform 

the prison system, and accounts for some aspects of prison resident and staff behaviour 

(Liebling et al., 2012).  

 

When the paradox of entrenchment is applied contextually to contemporary settings, such as 

that observed at Berwyn, it can be associated to prison cultures. Traditionally, the prison 

culture has been typified as a ‘culture of control’ (Clemmer, 1940; Garland, 2001; Wacquant, 

2012b). This distinct cultural power matrix, has from a historical perspective, allowed for a 

particular set of codes, norms, values, interactional relationships and language, which have 

been generally accepted across the prison estate (Dent and Tye, 2016). Of these 

conventionally accepted prison codes and values, underlining feelings of resentment, hostility 

and divisiveness permeate staff-resident relationships, something that Ireland (2002) argues 

can only be overcome with more meaningful interactions. Nonetheless, those entering the 

prison society, whether they be staff or residents, have been expected to embrace the 

predefined values and practices that are incumbent of that prison culture (Banks, 2003). This 

raises significant debates in relation to the paradox of entrenchment, whereby some staff, 

particularly those of long service, have been accustomed to the formative norms of 

imprisonment, which at their worst, sees prison officers linked to acts of brutality, corruption 

and misconduct (Liebling et al., 2012). Then of course there is the predefined normative codes 

that define the prison population (Clemmer, 1940; Goodstein, 1979; Sykes, 1958), which 
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again, in their most negative form, are codes which falsely posit all imprisoned males as a 

homogeneous subgroup who are categorised by hypermasculinity and violence (Toch, 1998; 

Connell, 2005; Evans and Wallace, 2008; Trammel, 2012). In both cases, these stipulated 

codes make generalisations of what it is to be someone who lives or works in a prison, many 

of which, Liebling et al. (2012) argues, are negative and inaccurate. These predetermined 

masculinised codes also fail to acknowledge other positive masculine signifiers such as being 

a father and a family member (Curtis, 2014). Prescribed masculine cultures have also tended, 

as Sloan (2016) points out, to focus primarily on harmful interactions which are punctuated by 

dominance, thus failing to appreciate the healthy relationships and interactions that can, and 

frequently do, occur in prisons.  

 

The arguments made here in relation to prescriptive cultures and codes are important, as they 

highlight how these rigidly defined norms leave little room for innovative and untried 

approaches such as Berwyn’s rehabilitative philosophy, and can stifle the possibility of new, 

and perhaps improved ways of operational practice (March-Chorda and Moser, 2011). They 

also fail to respect the individual cultural differences, social class, skills, preferences and life 

experiences of PIP, something which Bourdieu (1989, p.18) refers to as ‘Habitus’. Ignoring 

these facets can therefore limit the potential of developing healthy therapeutic staff-resident 

relationships, largely because many PIP feel bound by ‘security and control’ (Mann et al., 

2019, p.5) and the divisive ‘us and them’ narrative which punctuates prison practice. Because 

of this, prison cultures are evolving and moving away from the traditionally recognised 

topography of reciprocal mistrust, fear and aggression (Fleisher, 1989; Crewe et al., 2013). Of 

this evolution, prison cultures, such as that seen at Berwyn, are embracing new strategies 

which address pre-existing cultural frameworks, and work towards determinants which 

generate safety, encouragement, hope, healthy relationships and humane living conditions 

(Mann et al., 2018). Thus, understanding prison cultures in this way is vital to the wider study 

of rehabilitative practice, and by viewing cultures as malleable frameworks, it is possible for 

prisons to shape their own organisational identity and forge a place in a prison system which 

has tended to favour punitive approaches (Crawley, 2004a; O’Callaghan, 2017). 

 

Rehabilitative cultures therefore have a place in contemporary imprisonment, and to manifest 

such a culture, Mann (2019) argues that prisons must develop the following areas: 

rehabilitative leadership; giving hope to PIP; supporting identity change, building social capital, 

fostering healthy relationships and interactions; adopting fair and equitable processes; and 

creating safe and encouraging physical environments. Creating a safe, decent, and fair 

environment has already been debated extensively in this chapter, therefore, what follows 
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here, is an overview of the other points illustrated by Mann (2019), namely, rehabilitative 

leadership; hope; identity transformation, social capital, and healthy relationships and 

interactions.  

 

Taking a top-down approach, this discussion considers the importance of leadership, and how, 

according to Mann (2019, p.10) the most transformational prison leaders are those who 

involve ‘all levels and disciplines of staff, and when the men or women residing in that prison 

have a voice and role in culture change’. Where this occurs, the organisational values and 

expectations are shared collectively, with each member of the prison society (prison residents 

and staff) having a clear understanding of the organisational vision (Mann, 2019) and how it 

will look ‘in action’ (Hancock, 2016, p.10). Imparting an unambiguous and explicitly defined 

vision therefore requires strong strategic leadership (Schein, 1992; Snyder et al., 2010; Belias 

and Koustelios, 2014), and whilst the literature pertaining to prison leadership remains 

relatively scant, there are some accounts which highlight the challenges that prison governors 

face when attempting to instil organisational change (Bryans, 2013). Crewe (2015, p.9) 

proposes that prison Governors are often perceived as being ‘symbolic and moral figureheads’ 

who are expected to shape the culture and moral climate of their prison, often with great 

forethought and care. Because of their emblematic power, Crewe (2015) argues that the 

behaviours, decisions and assertions of prison Governors carry great influence, making them 

the beacon by which prison staff and residents look toward. This places pressure on prison 

Governors to perform to exacting standards and deliver a management style which is 

synonymous with rehabilitation, but which does so during a period of neoliberal managerialism 

and austerity (Bennett, 2015). These pressures mount further when management are faced 

with a resistant workforce who may be reluctant to adopt progressive approaches, as already 

alluded to in this chapter (Strebel, 2009; Snyder et al., 2010). This notion is upheld in 

theoretical terms by Geert Hofstede (2011, p.10) whose research on cultural dimensions 

indicates that some employees in organisational settings, are perturbed by cultural change, 

and thus, intolerant of anything that might be perceived as ‘different’ - something which 

Hofstede coined ‘uncertainty avoidance’. When presented with such challenges, Mann (2019, 

p.8) notes how it is the responsibility of the Governor to diminish the scepticism that often 

suffuses staff/resident mindsets by ‘repeatedly and consistently explaining and demonstrating 

their values’ and expressing the benefits that the new organisational values can bring. 

Governors must also, from a managerial perspective, believe unreservedly in their own 

corporate values and aim to demonstrate the desired behaviours and actions that comprise 

the organisational stance (Hancock, 2016). To this end, whilst most managers instinctively 

accept the importance of promoting cultural change, it can be argued that new cultures take 
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considerable time, effort and commitment from all, something which DeLong and Fahey (2000, 

p.616) argue to be a ‘mammoth task’. 

 

With that said, the management team at Berwyn have, from the outset, opted for a value-

centric approach to organisational culture, which, as outlined in Berwyn’s corporate campaign 

(HMP Berwyn, 2017) was one which builds upon the following acronymic values: 

 

 Value each other and celebrate achievements. 

 Act with integrity and always speak the truth. 

 Look to the future with ambition and hope. 

 Uphold fairness and justice in all that we do. 

 Embrace Welsh culture and language. 

 Stick at it! 

 

These values, much like those adopted by other start-up organisations, focus on the 

fundamental aspects of the organisation’s strategy, which can, according to Jackson and 

Harris (2003), lead to a radical overhaul of existing ways of doing things. However, upon 

deeper analysis of value-based models, Hoag and Cooper (2006) argue that the personal and 

intrinsic values of people within an organisation must closely align to the values outlined by 

the organisation, as part of their mission statement. In the context of prisons, this would mean 

that everyone who inhabits or works within the prison setting must hold similar, if not the same, 

values and beliefs to that of the organisation - something which Cacciattolo (2014) argues is 

difficult to achieve. Putting forward another criticism Ogbor (2001) argues that the value-based 

ideas that are often presented in corporate cultures are a form of hegemonic empowerment. 

Within this, Ogbor (2001) proposes that certain organisational values simply provide its group 

members (i.e. staff and residents) with the necessary skills to regulate themselves in the 

absence of management. As such, organisational values represent a form of neoliberal self-

imposed surveillance whereby group members are expected to harmonise their behaviour with 

that of the values and cultural norms of the organisation (Boje and Windsor, 1993).  In this 

way, Ogbor (2001, p.603) notes that it is not only the organisation who exerts totalitarian 

control over its members, but also ‘the members themselves take an active part in the exercise 

of control’. Regardless of these critiques, it must be noted that value-based models do go 

some way in giving hope to imprisoned people (Mann et al., 2019). This is because they 

introduce a clear set of goals, ideologies, commitments and directives that all members of the 

prison community (staff and residents) are encouraged to embrace (Mann et al., 2019). These 

objectives set a trajectory for how the prison will operate, and if followed, can provide residents 
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with the ‘headspace’ needed to focus on life-enriching activities such as rehabilitation 

programmes, education, training and vocational work (Blagden et al., 2019, p.117).  

 

Aside from instilling hope, a healthy prison culture built upon rehabilitative ideals, may also, 

according to Scott (2010, p.214), support positive identity transformation, and thus be 

considered a ‘reinventive institution’. In her examination of such institutions, Scott (2010) 

analyses Goffman’s (1961) study on Asylums, whereby he proposed that identities are 

coercively shaped and ‘spoiled’ by the repressive institutional arrangements that pervade the 

total institution. Challenging this perspective, Scott (2010) argues that some institutions, 

particularly those who adopt a reinventive stance, can provide individuals with an opportunity 

to reconstruct themselves by creating a positive identity. Crewe and Levins (2020) support 

this and offer opposing narratives of reinvention which imply that prisons are not always 

destructive or categorically negative (Wacquant, 2002). Instead, the prison experience can be 

a productive catalyst for reinventive identity transformation as it provides PIP with relief from 

the destructive criminal behaviours that have dominated their lives prior to imprisonment 

(Crewe and Levins, 2020; Honeywell, 2021). That said, it important to note that the reinventive 

capacity of the prison setting should not be misinterpreted as a defence for imprisonment 

(Crewe and Levins, 2020). Prisons are after all, places of deprivation and human suffering, 

and should not be confused with places which guarantee growth and development for all that 

inhabit them (Van Ginneken, 2016). Despite such criticisms, the threshold concept behind 

‘reinventive institutions’ is still important here, as it helps to identify many of the rehabilitative 

aims of prisons like Berwyn (i.e., encouraging autonomy, faith, citizenship, therapeutic 

support, empowerment, and self-actualization) (Scott, 2010; Johnson, 2012). These aims, 

rather than being coercive, enable PIP to view themselves as voluntary consumers of a 

service, whereby they can make an informed decision to rewrite their identity and enter into a 

process of resocialisation and reintegration (Scott, 2010; Crewe and Levins, 2020). In doing 

so, reinventive prisons which foster rehabilitative reasoning, are argued to be transformative 

havens (Lewis, 2017) which provide PIP with the necessary thinking skills and behaviours 

needed to turn their lives around and become law-abiding members of society (Mann et al., 

2018).  

 

In recognising the importance of a rehabilitative culture, a further area for consideration is the 

concept of social capital, which can be defined as a way of understanding the importance and 

value of family (Farmer, 2017), community, and civic relationships (Albertson and Hall, 2019). 

Social capital has been commonly associated with desistance research (Laub and Sampson, 

1993; Maruna, 2001; Boeck et al., 2008; Kay, 2020), and from a theoretical perspective, it 
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explains the significance of PIP having supportive social networks, adequate opportunities, 

and improved social cohesion (Almedom, 2005; Lafferty et al., 2016). The benefits behind 

these social features are multifarious, however, Lafferty et al. (2016) argues that a key 

motivation for building social capital into prison practice is the profound effect that it can have 

not only on rehabilitative outcomes, but also on people’s health, wellbeing and overall quality 

of life. Additionally, when social capital is promoted amongst the prison community, and 

particularly within a prison culture, it can also help to drive rules, norms, social obligations, 

trust, positive interactions, reciprocity and civic cooperation (Putnam, 2000; Western et al., 

2005; Lafferty et al., 2016). Considering this, social capital should not be viewed as a 

homogeneous concept, but rather, a diverse collection of social dimensions which encourages 

‘individual and collective action’ (Lederman et al., 2002, p.509). As part of this action, Berwyn 

have attempted to address social capital by fostering healthy relationships and interactions 

between the informal networks found inside the prison walls (i.e. staff and other residents), 

and those outside (i.e. family and friends) (HMP Berwyn, 2017). These relationships are one 

of the keystones that can facilitate desistance (Farmer, 2017), and because of this Liebling et 

al. (1999, p.71) argues that prison life largely depends upon ‘getting these relationships right’.  

 

To achieve this, Berwyn’s rehabilitative culture is one whereby staff and residents are 

encouraged ‘to try [their] best to maintain good relationships and ensure the values are 

reflected in [their] daily behaviours’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.1). Staff are also expected to 

embrace Five-Minute Interventions (FMI), which train prison staff to turn their everyday 

conversations and interactions with residents into ‘opportunities for learning and change’ 

(HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2). The theory behind the FMI approach derives from methods that 

were initially trialled at HMP/YOI Portland, whereby prison officers were trained to use their 

interactions with residents as opportunities to address criminogenic needs and/or encourage 

a pro-social thinking (Kenny and Webster, 2015). After a two-day training period, Kenny and 

Webster (2015) note how Portland staff were taught to incorporate Socratic questioning (a 

thoughtful dialogue whereby residents are encouraged to think about the consequences of 

their thinking/behaviour). Staff were also asked to consciously give and receive feedback 

(particularly positive feedback on residents’ achievements). Next, they were instructed to 

adopt active listening skills, and finally, give hope by communicating encouragement (Kenny 

and Webster, 2015). Reporting on the efficacy of the FMI approach, Kenny and Webster 

(2015) found that rapport between staff and residents had improved, as had the long-term 

goals associated with encouraging prison residents to think for themselves. Despite these 

discernible merits, there were some criticisms, with some officers proposing that not all staff 

were engaged in the FMI process and had ‘little or no faith in the potential for prisoners to 
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rehabilitate’ (Kenny and Webster, 2015, p.3). Others reported that they lacked sufficient time 

to incorporate rehabilitative conversations with residents into their day, and moreover, that not 

everyone within the prison population had the mental capacity or behavioural compliancy 

needed for these measures to work (Kenny and Webster, 2015). Since there were identifiable 

areas for improvement, Kenny and Webster (2015) urge caution when introducing FMI in 

future prisons, arguing that ongoing evaluation of the approach would be required. Despite 

this, FMI was included in Berwyn’s rehabilitative planning and forms part of the training that 

all prison officers receive before commencing employment (HMP Berwyn, 2017). Its usage 

within future rehabilitative prisons has also been attributed to procedural justice principles, 

which, as specified elsewhere in this chapter, recognises the importance of achieving 

constructive and collaborative prison relationships by giving PIP a voice; treating them fairly 

and without prejudice; building trust and extending respectful interactions (Tate et al., 2017). 

By adopting FMI, Tate et al. (2017, p.2) argue that prison staff can manage adverse behaviour 

by diffusing ‘negatively charged situations’ and considering ways to reward positive behaviour 

by reinforcement and praise; something which Berwyn has built into its rehabilitative culture 

from the outset (HMP Berwyn, 2017).  

 

With that said, there are many ways that prisons such as Berwyn can create a culture of 

mutuality, trust, and humanity, and by recognising the importance of rehabilitative areas such 

as those noted in this section, it is hoped that a rehabilitative culture will flourish. Cultural 

growth does however require that the attitudes and thinking of those inhabiting the prison 

space is pro-social and aligned with rehabilitation. Therefore, in keeping with the systematic 

frame adopted here, the next section will critically analyse the way in which Berwyn have 

applied language and terminology to their rehabilitative model.  

 

2.9 Person-centered lexicons: understanding the importance of language in the prison 

setting 

In this final section, the literature review explores the use of person-centered lexicons and 

considers the way in which language and terminology is being utilised to aid rehabilitation in 

prisons. This is important because, in its broadest sense, the role of language is vital in 

shaping prison cultures (Mayr, 2004), and whilst it is widely accepted that ‘words do indeed 

make worlds’, language can be used for both good and harm (Bowman et al., 2010, p.3). 

Therefore, as noted in the literature review strategy, there has been a concerted effort within 

this study to work intentionally with the use of language by deviating away from the 

institutionally defined offender-centric nomenclature that has historically prevailed within the 

prison system. This is because language sits within the ‘addressing attitudes and thinking’ 
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strand of Berwyn’s triagonal model (Figure 1) and is recognised as being a fundamental aspect 

of helping imprisoned people discard their criminal identity (Mann et al., 2018). From a lexical 

perspective, the language that has been traditionally adopted in prisons is one whereby PIP 

have been commonly referred to as ‘prisoners’, ‘inmates’ or ‘offenders.’ However, Simpson et 

al. (2019, p.7) notes that because of a nascent ‘linguistic turn’, prisons, like many other 

interactional institutions with a duty of care to people, are now considering ways to adopt 

person-centred terminology which removes the stigmatising and dehumanising labels which 

classify people during some of the most traumatic episodes of their lives (i.e. during periods 

of criminality) (Ellis and Larsen-Freeman, 2009; Tran et al., 2018).  

 

Theoretically, the use of offender-centric language connects with several theories, such as the 

sociological tenets of symbolic interactionist theory, as coined by Herbert Blumer (Blumer, 

1969; Aksan, 2009; Cox, 2020). Blumer (1969) argues that language, and more specifically, 

the meaning behind it, is negotiated and understood through interactions with others in social 

processes. This theory closely aligns with social learning theory, whereby it is argued that 

language, much like behaviour, emerges from, and is dependent upon social interactions 

(Bandura, 1969a, 1976, 1977). Both theories demonstrate that social environments govern 

language, and when specific words, such as ‘offender’, are used frequently in areas such as 

prisons, it is likely that others within that setting will adopt this same lexis through modelling, 

observation and vicarious learning (Bandura, 1969a, 1976, 1977). In addition to the theories 

outlined above, offender-centric terminology also sits within the domain of labelling theory, 

which, rooted in the works of seminal sociologists Lemert, (1951,1967) and Becker (1966), 

assumes that no act of deviance is intrinsically criminal, but rather, labels pertaining to 

criminality are formed by those in power through the creation of laws and criminal sanctions. 

Frequently, the labels ascribed by the powerful, denunciate the most marginalised of society, 

and are used not only to demarcate ‘us’ from ‘them’ (Wodak, 2008), but are also constructed 

to maintain the hierarchic relations of ‘domination and subordination’ (Fairclough, 2001, p.11). 

Power asymmetry aside, transgressive labels such as ‘offender’ can induce a loss of self-

esteem, with labelled individuals internalising the deviant stereotypes that accompany such 

words (Wellford, 1975). This can lead to the labelled person acting in defiance and enforcing 

a ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’ (Raufu, 2017, p.50) whereby the harmful labels assigned to them 

perpetuates offending behaviour and intensifies their criminal identity, thus reinforcing a 

criminal ‘master status’ (Lemert, 1967. p.41). Erikson (1962, p.311) supports this, remarking 

that once an individual accepts the deviant label assigned to them by those of higher standing, 

the stigma is ‘almost irreversible’. These harmful labels also, according to Maruna (2001), 

invite the listener to focus merely on past transgressions of the labelled individual as opposed 
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to viewing them as they are now, or indeed could be. It is here that labelling theory proponents 

argue that words matter, and by labelling a person at the lowest period in their life can provoke 

a sense of psychological hurt, rejection and exclusion (Mayr, 2004; Winnick and Bodkin, 2008; 

Tran et al., 2018). Equally, criminal labelling undermines the communicative and deterrent 

functions of punishment and can prevent convicted people from advancing their social 

mobility, such as achieving an education (Honeywell, 2021), securing employment (Pijoan, 

2014) finding adequate accommodation, or qualifying for loans or mortgages (Hadjimatheou, 

2016; Madoc-Jones et al., 2019). Therefore, it is argued that dehumanising terms such as 

‘offender’, fail to promote rehabilitation, and serve only to create a cyclical situation, whereby 

the individual is unable to progress or atone for their prior actions (Winnick and Bodkin, 2008). 

In turn, these discriminating offender-centric terms place the labelled individual in a critical 

dilemma, whereby they must carry the harmful label with them, until they can prove to society 

that they are no longer a risk (Farrall, 2013).  

 

Despite a strong theoretical rationalisation for labelling theory, Plummer (2001) highlights 

some of the criticisms that were directed toward it during the highpoint of labelling awareness- 

in the 1970s. The first, according to Plummer (2001), critically analyses labelling theory from 

a neo-liberal perspective and proposes that labelling theory does not devote enough attention 

to the economy or state power. Then there is the political right stance, which argues that 

labelling theory generates ideations which are excessively supportive and sympathetic to the 

criminal and fails to acknowledge the wider suffering of victims, thus encouraging ideals which 

might be considered ‘soft on crime’ (Plummer, 2001, p.193). Finally, and probably the most 

cited critique of labelling theory, is its rejection of positivistic criminology, and specifically, its 

refusal to consider the causes of criminal behaviour beyond that of choice and free will 

(Plummer, 2001). As noted above, these criticisms arrived during the pinnacle of labelling 

theory. Since then, Plummer (2011) has re-examined his earlier texts and has reflected upon 

the resurgence of labelling theory in contemporary society. Here, he adds that labelling theory 

may have lost its potency in criminological literature. That is not to say however that labelling 

theory is invalid or obsolete, but rather that labelling theory takes on a different position 

whereby the key focus is much more concerned with the societal response to criminal labels 

and language (Plummer, 2011). 

 

One setting that has responded to the societal response towards harmful labels and which 

recognises the persuasive effect that word choices can have, is the healthcare field (Brown, 

2013).  Particularly in care settings, there has been interest in the way that language is 

constructed, with the World Health Organization (WHO) advising that institutional terminology 
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‘must not discriminate against, stereotype, or demean people [based on] their age, physical 

or intellectual impairments, ethnicity, gender, sex or sexual orientation’ (World Health 

Organization, 2013, p.55). While the WHOs lexical framework offers no guidance on 

appropriate labels within the criminal justice system (CJS) (Tran et al., 2018) it does provide 

a framework for health-based terminology. This is not surprising, given that health-orientated 

lexicons have long relied upon euphemisms, whereby disagreeable words are commonly 

replaced with benign, and arguably more compassionate terms, which aim to remove 

degrading connotations (i.e. ‘patient’ instead of ‘client’) (Bachrach, 1985; Mugair, 2014).  

Euphemistic language does however present some challenges, and Scheper-Hughes (1983) 

argues that the use of euphemisms without real consideration to the contextual meaning 

behind the words can be detrimental to the individuals in which they are directed. Euphemisms 

are also frequently used to ‘evade, deny, displace, and obstruct’ the bigger picture and are 

argued to be a subtle semantic game played by institutions when they are attempting ‘to gain 

political or financial ground’ (Bachrach,1985, p.12). 

 

Despite arguments about neutral terms in care settings, appropriate language has also made 

headlines in the context of prisons, with the MOJ deliberating on the use of respectful 

phraseology since as far back as 2008, whereby prison staff were directed to substitute the 

term ‘inmate’ for ‘prisoner’ (Whitehead, 2008). Earlier still, the Chief Inspector of Prisons, Anne 

Owers, criticised prison staff in 2006 for referring to those in their care as ‘cons’ and ‘bodies’, 

terms which she argued attributed to deteriorating relationships and a lack of trust between 

staff and PIP (Ford, 2006). Because of the changing demands surrounding political 

correctness, recommendations on how language should be applied across the CJS are more 

prominent than ever, and as can be seen by Berwyn’s progressive approach, even terms like 

‘prisoner’ are no longer considered appropriate (HMP Berwyn, 2017). Person-centred terms 

have also been championed more recently by the Probation Service, where it was stated that 

‘unhelpful labels’ such as ‘offender’ are to be replaced with ‘supervised individual(s)’ (HMPPS, 

2021, p.4). A call for appropriate terminology has also been raised in criminological research, 

with Cox (2020) making a case for researchers to adopt a ‘people first’ vocabulary when 

referring to imprisoned people.  

 

As specified above, the response toward prison terminology has been a topic for deliberation 

for well over a decade. However, the use of humanising language is argued by some to be a 

step too far in the pursuit for political correctness, with the former General Secretary of the 

Prison Officers Association, Brian Caton, calling for an end to the ‘namby pamby attitude’ 

(Whitehead, 2008, para.4). Others raising concerns over the newly proposed lexis include 
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former prison Governor, Ian Acheson (2021, para.5), who warns that ‘soft’ labels merely 

obscure the true deprivations felt by many in the prison system. Acheson (2021, para.6) goes 

on to suggest that ‘residents’ are locked in overcrowded, unhygienic environments whereby 

‘almost every metric of decency and order [is] in freefall’, as such, the notion of them being 

referred to as ‘residents’ is a contradiction in terms. Research in the field of contemporary 

prison linguistics mirrors this sentiment, and argues that rehabilitative terminology as adopted 

at Berwyn, is sometimes considered ‘tokenistic’ or irrelevant, given the innumerable 

challenges being experienced across the prison estate (Mann, 2018, p.2). Mann (2018) also 

proposes that prioritising language over providing a safe and well-ordered environment, 

instilling a positive regime, meeting the basic needs of PIP and developing respectful staff-

resident relationships could be hugely detrimental. Despite these remarks, Berwyn have 

chosen to embrace a neutral language position and included here is a breakdown of the lexical 

adjustments that Berwyn adopted upon opening in February 2017. Before considering 

Berwyn’s lexical arrangement however, it is important to highlight that Berwyn’s choice of 

terminology has been developed in line with their rehabilitative approach (The Berwyn Way) 

which is indicative of the ‘principles of normality’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.1). This prescribed 

discourse is central to the concept of creating conditions inside the prison that resemble, as 

much as is practicable, the conditions within society (National Offender Management Service, 

2017). Berwyn’s lexis therefore aims to be acquainted with the everyday dialogue observed 

outside the prison walls (HMP Berwyn, 2017), thus diminishing feelings of marginalization and 

of powerlessness (Jewkes, 2002). Special attention has also been made to diverge from the 

depreciating language seen in more traditional prisons (HMP Berwyn, 2017). Consequently, 

what follows in the table below are some examples of Berwyn’s person-centered nomenclature 

compared against the discourse used in some traditional prisons.  

 

HMP Berwyn Lexicon Traditional Prison Lexicon 

Resident / Man  Prisoner / Inmate / Offender 

House Block 

Community Wing 

Room Cell 

Shopping Canteen 

Coleg Berwyn (Berwyn College) Education Block 

Wellbeing Centre Healthcare Block 

Care and Separation Unit Segregation Unit 

 

Table 1: Examples of Berwyn’s person-centered nomenclature 
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By moving away from a culture which imposes institutionally defined prison labels (Corey, 

1996), the primary explanation for Berwyn’s progressive lexis, is rehabilitation, and with that, 

comes an expectation for staff and residents to adopt this vocabulary in their everyday 

interactions and dialogues (HMP Berwyn, 2017). In doing so, Bowman et al. (2010) explains 

how improved vocabularies reflect the values of newly formed and adaptive cultures, thus 

making it possible to replace pejorative labels with terms that command respect, inclusion, 

collaboration, and equality. Correspondingly, the use of person-centred language, could be 

argued to mitigate the pains of imprisonment (Sykes, 1958) by enhancing the prison 

experience and making it easier for PIP to reintegrate back into society (National Offender 

Management Service, 2017). Such language also, assists in the construction of reality through 

the way that it ‘rules in’ acceptable ways of talking and conducting oneself, and in contrast, 

‘rules out’, unacceptable behaviour and discourse (Hall, 2001, p.72). Language also ‘acts as 

a powerful ordering force’, which can, through its reciprocal nature, influence attitudes, 

behaviours, and interactions, both consciously and subconsciously (Alvesson and Karreman, 

2000, p.1127). With that said Mugair (2014) notes how softened language, such as that 

adopted by Berwyn, is subject to continual change. This is because some terms are 

interpreted abstractly, whilst others become valid through common usage, meaning that some 

words will stand the test of time and become broadly accepted, whilst others will cease to exist 

(Mugair, 2014).  

 

2.10 Summary 

This chapter provided an extensive review of the literature on prison rehabilitation and 

addressed the key issues and themes in relation to current penological trends. In attempting 

to explore the issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos, and assess which theoretical 

explanations are useful when trying to understand these issues, the chapter began by defining 

rehabilitation in the context of imprisonment. In doing so, defining rehabilitation proved 

challenging since rehabilitation cannot be universally determined and is often expressed using 

conflicting terms and confounding perspectives. Moving on, the chapter developed a critical 

appreciation for neoliberal influences and a preoccupation with risk-based penal policy and 

practice. Within this debate, the chapter explored how the neoliberal sentiment, along with an 

anti-welfarist narrative, has framed imprisonment as the preferred mechanism by which to 

punish offending and prevent risk in the UK. This debate was followed with a critical 

examination of the theoretical and empirical literature in relation to the issues and challenges 

experienced in contemporary prisons, which included the current Covid-19 pandemic, prison 

overcrowding, deteriorating prison conditions and the subsequent governmental drive toward 

prison expansionism. In attempting to mitigate against the myriad of issues highlighted across 
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the prison estate, the review then went on to provide a wider appreciation of the social, 

psychological and physical experiences associated with Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. 

Here, the review reflected upon the Berwyn Way by considering the evidence-based research 

which supports the creation of organisational change, and drew upon models of rehabilitation, 

desistence and therapeutically aligned prison models, all of which were argued to enhance 

rehabilitative outcomes. The review then examined the Berwyn Way in more detail by 

exploring rehabilitative prison approaches and looking more deeply into how such approaches 

can help to create a prison environment which is safe, decent and fair. This exploration 

extended further debate into recognising the importance of rehabilitative prison cultures and 

concluded with an examination of person-centered lexicons and exploring the importance of 

language in prison settings. The following chapter presents the research methods and 

methodology for the study. 
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Chapter Three - Research Methods and Methodology       

 

3.1 Introduction  

As a single-site research project, the aim of this study was to explore HMP Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach (The Berwyn Way). To achieve this, the following objectives were 

considered:  

 

 Explore the key issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos within the 

research literature.  

 Assess which theoretical explanations are useful when attempting to 

understand these issues. 

 Examine the (physical, psychological, and social) implications of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative model from the perspective of prison residents’ and operational 

staff. 

 Examine the implications of the study findings, particularly in relation to 

enhancing good practice and supporting Berwyn to maintain its overall vision 

for reform.  

 

Two distinct methods were utilised in this research and consisted of qualitative semi-structured 

interviews with Berwyn residents, operational staff and stakeholders, and ethnographic 

observations which focused on the daily interactions that took place in varying areas across 

the prison site. Drawing on the data gathered from observations and interviews, this study 

considered the experiences of those who live and work within the parameters of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative arrangement. As such, this chapter outlines the methodological approach 

adopted, and covers in detail, the theoretical underpinnings and motivations for conducting 

the research, the research design, the data collection procedures, ethical constraints, 

reflections and limitations.   

 

3.2 The study area  

The study documented here was conducted at HMP Berwyn, a training and resettlement 

prison which opened in Wrexham on the 27th February 2017. As a category C establishment 

with the operational capacity to house up to 2,106 adult males (HMPPS, 2018a), Berwyn 

suffered strong opposition from neighbouring communities and prison campaigners who 

argued that super-prisons are not conducive to effective rehabilitation (Hussain et al., 2008; 

Liebling, 2008a). Despite widespread disapproval towards the effectiveness of titan-prisons, 

sweeping reforms continued, with build permissions being granted for Berwyn in 2014. Now 
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firmly established, Berwyn is recognised, along with Oakwood, as being one of the largest UK 

prisons (Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service, 2018). 

 

Much of the impetus surrounding the proposal to build a prison in Wales came because of 

Lord Carters ‘Securing the Future Report’, which, was commissioned in 2007 at the request 

of the New Labour government (Hedderman, 2008). Seeking to address the unprecedented 

rise in demand for prison places (Hedderman, 2008), Carter emphasised the acceleration of 

the United Kingdom’s (UK) prison building programme with the announcement of three ‘titan-

prisons’, each set to house approximately 2,500 people (Hussain et al., 2008). The former 

Justice Secretary Chris Grayling promoted a similar expansive modernisation of the prison 

estate (MOJ, 2013d) with Berwyn being one of proposed titan-prisons (MOJ, 2013d). Later in 

2016, the Queen’s speech mirrored Grayling’s reformative rhetoric, whereby she spoke of 

widespread reforms which would see six more reform prisons follow in succession of Berwyn, 

in what was named ‘the biggest shake-up of the prison system since the Victorian era’ (MOJ, 

2016, p.1). During much of this ameliorative dialogue, it was claimed that Berwyn would save 

£63m per year by providing much needed custodial placements for Welsh men who ordinarily 

would be placed out of county, and often some distance from their home communities (MOJ, 

2013d). It was noted also that Berwyn would account for the shortfall of 2,600 prison places 

that were created because of the closure of seven smaller prisons which were deemed not fit 

for purpose. These prisons included: HMP Shrewsbury, HMP Bullwood Hall; HMP Camp Hill, 

HMP Gloucester HMP Canterbury, HMP Kingston and HMP Shepton Mallet (MOJ, 2013d).   

                         

3.3 Motivations behind the research 

The motivation to explore Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach was influenced by personal 

experience, whereby after having supported a loved one through his prison sentence in 1999, 

I felt compelled to take that experience forward into my studies. It was during the summer of 

1999 that my then fiancé was imprisoned. During his imprisonment, he experienced bullying, 

intimidation, abuses of power, emotional and psychological distress, and was tarnished with 

the stigma of being an ‘offender’. His pains of imprisonment were evident each time I visited 

him in prison, and I recall thinking that more of a proactive stance was needed to make our 

prisons places of constructive growth, compassion and care. Upon his release, he returned 

home traumatised. He explained that his time in prison had demoralised him, destroyed his 

spirit and ruined any hopes that he had for his future. It took over a year for him to regain some 

sense of self-esteem and inner confidence. It took longer still for him to rebuild his life, re-

establish his business, and restore his reputation - which had suffered immeasurably due to 

his imprisonment. As a result of the difficulties he endured during imprisonment and upon 
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release, my journey, in support of him, has led me to this research. It also initiated my return 

to higher education, whereby supporting people in the custodial system, through the study of 

penology, has become my passion and driving force. 

 

Having returned to education, I embarked upon a degree at Wrexham Glyndŵr University, 

whereby prisons became my primary focus. This interest propelled me further still, into 

postgraduate study, whereby I decided to undertake doctoral research which explored 

rehabilitative prison approaches. Such an enquiry requires detailed insights into prison 

processes and procedures. I was however, under no illusion that prison research would be 

easy; recognising that prisons as a study area, are difficult to navigate, even for the most 

experienced researchers (Garrihy and Watters, 2020; Bosworth et al., 2005; Liebling, 1999). 

I was also aware of the restrictive nature of prison research and how prisons are ‘structurally 

and bureaucratically closed off from research’ (Reiter, 2014, p.417). As such, those privy to 

prison research, tend to be experienced researchers; those with a professional affiliation to 

the prison service; or individuals requiring research as part of their continuing professional 

development. Therefore, gaining access to prisons can be problematic for novice researchers, 

and it was therefore important for me to find a viable way to take my research forward. Some 

might say that in my pursuit to conduct prison research, what happened next was a 

serendipitous encounter. During the first year of my undergraduate degree, plans were 

announced for a new Welsh prison (HMP Berwyn) to be built in my hometown of Wrexham. I 

immediately saw this as my opportunity to proceed with my examination of prisons. Another 

fortuitous event soon presented itself with an offer to become involved in a book project that 

coincided with Berwyn’s opening. I took the opportunity to become involved with the project, 

and was assigned the role of Project Manager, for the publication entitled ‘How we built a 

prison for North Wales’. Commisioned by the Ministry of Justice and Lendlease (HMP Berwyn 

building contractors), this National Lottery funded project, provided a team of Glyndŵr 

University students an opportunity to collaborate with employers and stakeholders from local 

projects. The prison build was recognised as a significant local development in the Wrexham 

area, and one that would offer innumerable jobs to local people. The book was commissioned 

to document the prison build from inception through to operational phase and would 

commemorate the construction by leaving a legacy for all those involved.  

 

My contribution to the book enhanced my already established fascination with prisons and 

provided me with the opportunity to meet with Berwyn’s Senior Management Team (SMT). 

Meeting with the initial Project Director/Governor Designate, Russ Trent, to discuss his vision 

of redefining prisons through a rehabilitative model (the Berwyn Way) was a pivotal point in 
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my research. During that initial meeting, the Governor motivated me to understand the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ and how it could improve the lives of people in prison (PIP) by promoting best practice 

across the prison estate. Explaining the key components that comprise the Berwyn Way, the 

Governor spoke enthusiastically of Berwyn’s rehabilitative culture which is underpinned by a 

value-driven approach. He then discussed how the Berwyn Way was driven by humane 

treatment, which he suggested could be achieved through the ‘principles of normality’, ‘making 

big feel small’ with a rehabilitative environment, and finally, embracing collegial relationships 

between prison staff and residents. He also emphasised the importance of person-centred 

language which attempts to remove the stigmatising offender-centric terminology more 

commonly seen in traditional establishments. My meeting with the Governor highlighted 

important nuances of prison reform which I already felt drawn to from my time as a Criminology 

student. During my studies, I was made aware of the contemporary prison crisis 

(Rosenblatt,1996) with record numbers of prisoner suicides and self-harm (Tartaro, 2019; 

MOJ, 2020d), an ever-increasing prison population and carceral environments which were 

neither safe nor fit for human habitation (Casale, 1994; HMIP, 2012; HMIP, 2017a). Coupled 

with my knowledge of contemporary prison conditions and the fact that Berwyn was being built 

in Wrexham, I was keen to contribute to the existing knowledge on rehabilitative prison 

approaches.   

 

I therefore suggested to the Governor that an exploration into Berwyn’s whole-prison approach 

would be instrumental in the success of his proposed model. I explained that my research 

would consider how operational staff and those detained at Berwyn understood and 

experienced Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. The Governor and his team were supportive of 

my proposal and gave permission for me to conduct a small-scale qualitative study, whereby 

data would be collected from Berwyn residents. To glean a comprehensive picture, operational 

staff and stakeholders who had direct interactions with the prison population were also 

included in the sample. Upon review of the estimated resource implications and the logistical 

demands that hosting research can place upon working establishments, it was agreed that my 

research would be condensed into 8 weeks. This included two-weeks of intensive staff 

induction training which prepared me for working in the prison environment. Following 

endorsement from the Governor and his team on the above schedule, my proposal was 

submitted to HMPPS/MOJ National Research Committee for the necessary ethical checks 

and measures required of all prison research and was subsequently approved.  

 

This chapter will discuss the processual elements of the study and the implications 

surrounding data collection. Before that however, it is necessary to elucidate upon the 
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historical study of prisons and the theoretical underpinnings which guided and informed the 

research design.  

 

3.4 The study of prisons  

The study of prisons within scientific enquiry, is neither innovative nor original (Rowe, 2015), 

with much of what is known about prisons relating to earlier studies which are discussed here. 

The social and structural hallmarks of life in prison have been an important line of enquiry for 

many prison researchers, with Donald Clemmer’s (1940) examination into the ‘The Prison 

Community’ remaining one of the most influential studies in this area (Brown, 2002). Here, 

Clemmer (1940) highlighted the salience of ‘prisonization’ and did so by suggesting that all 

newly imprisoned individuals will go through a process of acceptance toward the socio-cultural 

life in prison and the criminal values that are contained therein (Leahy, 1998, p.279). Gresham 

Sykes’ (1958) exploration into the ‘Society of Captives’ was another influential study which 

provoked a lively discussion on penal confinement and the ‘pains of imprisonment’ and 

explored the idea that prisons were ‘emblematic of systems of domination’, which rested on 

their capacity to control imprisoned people through force and coercion (Crewe, 2016, p.77). 

Then came Erving Goffman’s (1961) enquiry into ‘Total Institutions’, which presented through 

the locus of ‘Asylums’, provided a vivid depiction of institutional life for ‘Mental Patients and 

Other Inmates’ (Goffman, 1961). Exemplified in Goffman’s work was the way social processes 

are shaped through human interaction, which, is further constructed by individuals based on 

their culture, values and varying social practices (Goodman, 2013). Goffman (1961) also 

highlighted how within these totalising environments, individuals are subjected to ‘mortifying’ 

processes which restrict autonomy, challenge self-identity and reduce individuals to nothing 

more than a number. Each of these seminal studies, explores the achievements of qualitative 

institutionalised research, and thus, remain indispensable for anyone embarking upon a 

similar exploration (Western, 2007). These scholarly works also accentuate how in the quest 

for rich data, prison researchers immerse themselves in the prison environment, often through 

primary means of qualitative data collection, such as in-depth interviewing and participant 

observation (Jacobs, 1974). The study presented in this thesis takes inspiration from this prior 

seminal insight. 
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3.5 Theorists and theoretical positioning  

The study on which this doctoral research is based, utilised a qualitative methodology as 

opposed to a quantitative approach. The theoretical justification behind a qualitative method, 

centred on its capacity to provide rich descriptions of a ‘complex phenomenon’ (Näslund, 

2002, p.327). It was also noted that qualitative methods revealed the perceptions and lived 

experience of respondents (Sofaer, 1999), who, in the context of prison research, are not 

always given a platform in which to have their voice heard (Van der Meide et al., 2013). From 

their rich and nuanced insight, this research made no claim to prove a hypothesis but instead, 

explored Berwyn’s complex real-world phenomena through inductive reasoning (Dewey, 

1933). This inductive approach was not constrained by theory, but rather, theories emerged 

and evolved as a result of the research (Babbie, 2014). The inductive process also made it 

possible to extrapolate meanings from the data, which was collected via interviews and 

observations. Both data sets provided detailed patterns, whereby abstract generalisations 

could be made (Neuman, 2014).  

 

Theoretically, this study was located within the post-positivist paradigm and drew upon the 

seminal works of Thomas Khun (1970). Paradigms are a set of beliefs and values which 

dictate the researcher’s way of thinking, the areas to be studied, how the research should be 

conducted, and how the findings should be interpreted (Khun,1970). Complementing this 

further, Punch (2014) suggests that paradigms offer a philosophical assumption about the 

social world, allowing the researcher the opportunity to encompass the three major 

dimensions, namely: ontology, epistemology, and methodology. Ontology is the study of being 

and existence, and put simply, the researcher’s ontological stance informs what constitutes 

reality and truth (Antwi and Hamza, 2015; Gray, 2018). Epistemology on the other hand, 

relates to the nature of knowledge and justified belief (May,2002; Cohen et al., 2007) and 

concerns how knowledge is ‘created, acquired and communicated’ (Scotland, 2012, p.9). 

Guba and Lincoln (1988) explain that in epistemological terms, the relationship of the 

researcher to that being researched, plays a crucial part in the research design and how the 

researcher maintains an objective stance. Both ontology and epistemology form the 

philosophical foundation of any paradigm, and ultimately shape the research methodology 

(Bryman, 2012).  
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3.6 Positivism and Post-positivism  

Competing paradigms exist in the ‘practical conduct of inquiry’, and none quite so much as 

positivism and post-positivism (Guba and Lincoln, 1994, p.112). Positivism is a philosophical 

and political ideology, which arose from the work of French philosopher Auguste Compte 

(1798-1857), whose work was disseminated widely during the latter half of the 19th Century 

(Bourdeau, 2015). Comte was interested in researching systems which confine themselves 

with the data of experience, and which categorically reject metaphysical speculation (Lenzer, 

2009). Comptean positivist philosophy dominated scientific discourse during the 

Enlightenment period (Harp, 2010), and although formerly placed amongst the physical 

sciences such as Psychics, Mathematics and Biology, advocates of the doctrine argued that 

positivism was also appropriate within the social sciences (Donaldson, 1996). 

 

Comte’s positivist doctrine asserted that research must exclusively be aligned with systematic 

methods, objectivity and empiricism and that the only true knowledge is that which derives 

from scientific enquiry (Heilbron, 1990). Positivism therefore rejects value-laden philosophical 

speculations by referring to evidence-based realities which can be scientifically interpreted 

through mathematically measured approaches such as observation, e.g., those apparent to 

the senses: touch, smell, and sight (Gray, 2013). Within these measured approaches, 

positivists aim to enhance objectivity by proving or disproving hypotheses (Bryman, 2016; 

Ryan, 2018). However, positivism soon gave way to criticism with scholars arguing that the 

realist ontological assumptions on which it is founded, namely the principle that reality exists 

independent of the observer, is fundamentally flawed, due to its reliance upon generalisation 

(Guba and Lincoln 1998) and a limited appreciation of social phenomena and the experiences 

of individuals (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). Whilst a paradigmatic polemic exists, it is not the 

intention of this research to solve the age-old debate surrounding the ontological divide 

between research philosophies, but rather to discuss the dichotomy between positivism and 

post-positivism. 

 

Positivism soon lost favour in academic circles and was replaced shortly after the second 

World War by a contemporary and altogether more considered paradigm, namely, post-

positivism (Martens, 2005). Post-positivism has some parallels to that of positivism, with both 

equally striving toward objectivity and neutrality (Guba and Lincoln 1998). Conversely, post-

positivists support the ontological assumption that the world is variable and ambiguous in its 

realities, and ‘what might be the truth for one person or cultural group may not be the truth for 

another’ (O'Leary, 2004, p.6). Denzin and Lincoln (2005) support this, acknowledging that 

whilst reality exists, it can never be truly understood, and thus, there will always be universally 
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conflicting truths at play. Other noteworthy aspects concerning post-positivism include its 

predilection towards exploration and inductive reasoning (Bryman, 2016). Furthermore, post-

positivist inquiries do not aim to disprove the scientific elements of positivism (Guba, 1990; 

Fischer, 1998). Instead, post-positivism challenges the notions of absolute truth by exploring 

phenomena, emphasising meaning and creating new knowledge (Ryan, 2006). Fundamental 

to the reputation of post-positivist qualitative research is the need to be interpretive (Guba, 

1990). Post-positivism meets this stipulation by recognising beliefs, perceptions, social 

meanings, and individuals’ lived experience (Henriques et al., 1998), but also by 

understanding human behaviour in its purest form (Sarantakos, 2012). When considering the 

confines of post-positivism, it is argued that the paradigm inevitably dictates the type of 

research that can be conducted (Gray, 2018). Post-positivism has therefore come to 

encompass phenomenology, symbolic interactionism, structuralism, critical realism, post-

structuralism, radical feminism and post-modernism (Denzin and Lincoln 1994). Although 

divergent in their ontological, epistemological and methodological stance, the paradigms 

above share a particular commonality (Denzin and Lincoln, 2005). Thus, being that each one 

deviates from the principles of positivism, and does so by embracing qualitative research 

methods, such as unstructured/semi-structured interviewing, ethnography and textual analysis 

(Denzin and Lincoln, 2005).  

 

3.7 Symbolic Interactionism and Phenomenological approaches  

Few academics follow a purist attitude toward one school of thought, and similarly, this study 

is not underpinned by a single methodological position. Thus, it is essential to highlight the 

theoretical aspects that have informed the way in which this study has progressed. In 

theoretical terms, this post-positivist research was informed by phenomenology and symbolic 

interactionism, both of which are discussed within this subsection.   

 

Symbolic interactionism can be defined as a pragmatic method in which to study human 

conduct, interaction and group life (Alver and Caglar, 2015), and has gained intellectual 

contributions from the likes of: John Dewey, Robert Redfield, Charles Horton Cooley and 

George Herbert Mead, to name but some (Blumer, 1986). For specificity however, this chapter 

will refer chiefly to the philosophies of George Herbert Mead (1863-1931) and his 

contemporary Herbert Blumer (1900-1987), who were both considered the forefathers of 

symbolic interactionism (Griffin, 2006).  

 

American Philosopher, George Herbert Mead was primarily associated with the University of 

Chicago and whose main tenets surrounding social behaviourism during the 1920s, gained 
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him approbation during his career and beyond (Dalal, 2011). Mead’s work shaped the concept 

of Symbolic interactionism, which revolted against classical rationalism by challenging the 

mechanistic worldview which dominated Western thinking from the 17th Century onwards 

(Matson 1964; Roszak 1972). Progressive in its standpoint, symbolic interactionism bridged 

the gap ‘between mind and matter, subject and object, order and chaos’ (Shalin, 1991, p. 226). 

From this, Mead (1964) envisioned a world whereby individuals act in accordance with their 

own subjective interpretation of the world (Mead, 1967). Consequently, symbolic 

interactionism aims to analyse society’s subjective meanings, which can often be categorised 

as the meanings that people assign to events, objects and behaviours (Mead, 1967). The 

application of symbolic interactionism has been commended, and on a micro-level, symbolic 

interactionism is argued to offer insight into predicted human behaviour and social interactions 

(Burbank and Martins, 2010). Blumer (1969) supports this, proposing that symbolic 

interactionism acknowledges that socially constructed perceptions of reality are variable, and 

thus, recognises that individuals are not passive, conformist objects of socialisation, but rather, 

active participants, who shape the social world around them. However, critics of the theory 

argue that symbolic interactionism fails to address the bigger picture, and on a macro-level, it 

is criticised for its limited and somewhat parochial view (Dennis and Martin, 2005.)  

 

Despite the arguments surrounding symbolic interactionism, symbolic interactionism within 

this study is of significance. This is because symbolic interactionism concentrates on ‘people’s 

practices and lived realities’ (Gray, 2013, p.24), and moreover, highlights how individuals 

modify their behaviour and actions in response to the social situations and environments that 

they find themselves in (Mead, 1967). Another central tenet of symbolic interactionism 

surrounds the importance of language, and more specifically, how language can play a factor 

in determining how people make sense of a situation (Hughes, 2016). This focus on language 

features prominently in this study, and (Gray, 2018) suggests that when exploring language, 

the most appropriate way in which to ascribe understanding and meaning is by utilising a 

symbolic interactionist stance. Research which adopts this standpoint will essentially consider 

that language can only be understood when it is analysed in the context of the interactive 

situation in which it was formed (Cossette, 1998). Furthermore, symbolic interactionism is 

typically concerned with the subjective meanings that individuals assign to particular words 

and descriptions, and thus, the object of interest is not necessarily the phrase, word, or the 

subject of discussion, but rather, the interactive situation as it was subjectively constructed by 

each of the actors involved (Cossette, 1998). This emphasis on interaction between varying 

actors is significant, and Mead (1967) asserts that whilst all organisms have the capacity to 

transmit and receive stimuli and signals, human interaction remains idiosyncratic. Particularly 
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in the sense that human communication (gesture) is made up of a series of ‘significant 

symbols’ (language), each of which, hold explicit meaning both to the conveyor, but also to 

the receiver (Atkinson and Housley, 2003).  

 

Another thinker whose work has significantly influenced this study is Herbert Blumer (1900-

1987) (Gray, 2018). Blumer was an American Sociologist and an avid exponent and interpreter 

of George Herbert Mead’s social behaviourism (Blumer, 1969; Shibutani, 1988; Bryman, 

2016). Developing Mead’s initial theoretical contributions, Blumer coined the term ‘symbolic 

interactionism’ (Becker, 1988, Furst, 2007). Blumer promoted Mead’s idea of the interrelated 

processes of interaction, mutual role-taking and subjective interpretation, which occur when 

social actors adjust their actions in certain situations (Blumer, 1969). Blumer outlined his key 

tenets surrounding symbolic interactionism in a chapter he wrote for Man and Society (Blumer, 

1937; Chamberlain-Salaun et al., 2013). Within this, he argued that symbolic interactionism is 

made up of the following: meaning, language, and thought. Here, Blumer (1969) proposed 

that individuals assign different meanings to the people, objects or situations that they 

encounter. Individuals also act differently towards these things depending on the subjective 

meaning that they ascribe to it (Gray, 2018). In attempting to express themselves further, 

individuals utilise language (Blumer, 1969). Blumer (1969) described language as being a set 

of ‘symbols’ which provide labels to the different meanings found within the world. Blumer 

(1969) suggested that individuals use thought as a way of examining their beliefs and 

changing their interpretation of the things they encounter. Often, this interpretation is based 

on new information individuals learn about a person, object or situation (Blumer 1969). Hence, 

it could be argued that individuals assign a symbolic meaning to all that they encounter 

(Blumer 1969). This meaning is dynamic and often alters in line with current social norms. As 

a result, individuals react to different situations based on the specific meaning that the situation 

holds for them (Carter and Fuller, 2015).   

 

For symbolic interactionists, another key component, and one of importance to this study, is 

the concept of ‘self’ and ‘identity’. Some scholars have applied symbolic interactionism when 

attempting to understand the self and identity processes (Carter and Fuller, 2015). These 

processes are said to arise from communication with others (Mennell 1974). However, Turner 

(2001) argues that communication with others is reliant on role-making and role expectations. 

More commonly referred to as ‘Role Theory’, Turner (1962) attempted to explain the ways in 

which individuals define role expectations, but also how these roles are embedded within 

social structures such as prisons and other total institutions (Turner, 1962; Biddle, 1986). 

Turner’s theory utilised symbolic interactionism to highlight how the ‘self’ is as much of a 
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psychological entity as it is a social one (Turner, 1968). James (1990) supports this, arguing 

that individuals are made up of many ‘social selves’ which are created by a heterogeneously 

organised society.  

 

Another to take inspiration from symbolic interactionism to inform analysis, and one pertinent 

to this study, is Erving Goffman (Gray, 2018). Social interactionism is located within the varied 

works of Goffman, whereby shared meanings, symbols and the construction of self-identity 

feature in his seminal texts: ‘The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life’ (Goffman, 1959), and 

his later work on ‘Asylums’ (Goffman, 1961). Of the former text, Goffman (1959) referred to 

the presentation of self-identity in the dramaturgical metaphor of theatrical performance. 

Moreover, Goffman (1959) described how actors draw upon impression management to 

present themselves positively to others, thus, attempting to manipulate how others see them. 

 

Symbolic interactionism is one of several interpretive approaches that are utilised within social 

science (Tan et al., 2003). The conceptual framework underpinning symbolic interactionism 

has been gradually extended over time by prominent scholars, such as those discussed 

above. Symbolic interactionism has therefore evolved into a prominent school of thought 

(Prasad, 1993), and is argued to be a rigorous empirical method (Maguire, 2000). In further 

consideration to symbolic interactionism and its relationship to this qualitative study, it is 

argued that all research, especially that of ethnography, must be grounded in symbolic 

interactionism (Tan et al., 2003). Whilst ethnographic research and interactionist Sociology 

have long been associated, the two are by no means alike (Atkinson, 2015). According to 

Atkinson and Housley (2003) ethnography and symbolic interactionism are historically and 

intrinsically linked to the ethnographic fieldwork traditions typically found in the Chicago School 

of Sociology, which specialised in the study of organisations, socialisation and urban cultures. 

The Chicago School embraced ethnography, with its most significant contribution drawing 

upon the idea of social ecology (Gray, 2018). Social ecology refers to the relationship between 

people and their environment: both in a collective and institutionalised sense (Park et al., 1925; 

Wright, 1991a; Stokols et al., 2013).  Social ecology also, according to Bookchin (2017), views 

human behaviour through the lens of unstable environments and abnormal living conditions. 

The principles of social ecology therefore hold true in prison research (Wright, 1991a) such as 

this project, which explores the developing and often capricious nature of rehabilitative 

cultures, approaches and environments.  

 

Ontologically, symbolic interactionism sits within the relativist loci, which philosophically 

suggests that ‘reality’ is understood to be socially constructed, and that all points of view are 
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equally valid and relative to the individual (Bryman, 2016; Gray, 2018). Epistemologically 

however, symbolic interactionism draws upon interpretivist understandings (Bryman 2016). 

Within this, Strauss and Corbin (1998) noted that interpretivism suggests that there are 

multiple realities, with access to these realities only being achieved through social 

constructions such as consciousness, language, shared meanings and instruments (Strauss 

and Corbin, 1998; Myers, 2008). Considering both the ontological and epistemological 

viewpoints, symbolic interactionism necessitates qualitative methods (Bryman, 2016; Flick, 

2018), and does so by inductive theory, which notes that whilst a real world exists outside of 

human consciousness, it can only ever be partly known (Gray 2018). Consequently, research 

aligned with symbolic interactionism generally produces findings which analyse society by 

addressing the meanings that people impose on events, objects, and certain behaviours 

(Reynolds and Herman, 1994). Such research also celebrates the voices of participants in the 

articulation and identification of feelings, meanings, and perceptions (Joas, 1987). As a 

sociological theory then, symbolic interactionism provides an understanding of how individuals 

make sense of their world, but where the research situation is concerned, the subjective 

viewpoints of those being studied, become the instrument for analysing social worlds (Flick, 

2018). Consequently, symbolic interactionism is more commonly associated with methods of 

enquiry such as ethnography, which, engages with the worlds of the subjects in a naturalistic 

setting (Gray, 2018).  

 

In addition to symbolic interactionism, the study presented in this thesis was also 

methodologically informed by phenomenology. Phenomenology is considered one of the main 

intellectual positions to challenge positivism, and within that, it suggests that reality is not fixed, 

but rather based on individual and subjective realities (Zahavi, 2003; Reiners, 2012). 

Phenomenological philosophy is then, according to Osborne (1994), intended as a ‘science of 

consciousness’ and concentrates its investigations on the ‘descriptions of those essential 

structures that are inherent in consciousness’ (Polkinghorne, 1989, p. 42). The purpose of 

phenomenology is to illuminate the phenomenon of interest (Zahavi, 2003; Ehrich, 2005). This 

is achieved by providing a phenomenological method for investigation which explores how 

individuals make sense of the world around them, and in this way, it offers some similarities 

to that of symbolic interactionism (Osborne, 1994).  

 

Originating in Europe during the late 19th Century, phenomenology was conceptualised as a 

philosophy (Ehrich, 2005). As the philosophy developed, phenomenology was then 

acknowledged as a research methodology, and a principal perspective from which all 

qualitative research is sourced (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994). Although influenced by earlier 
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thinkers, phenomenology is rooted in the works of German philosopher, Edmund Husserl 

(1859-1938), who is considered the founding father of the phenomenological movement 

(Zahavi, 2003; Smith, 2006). Within phenomenology there are three schools of thought which 

are ‘Husserl's descriptive approach, Heidegger's interpretive hermeneutic approach’ and 

finally, the ‘Dutch Utrecht School of phenomenology which combines characteristics of both’ 

(Hamill and Sinclair, 2010, p.16). Considering Husserl’s descriptive approach, the unifying 

principles underpinning this phenomenological tenet is its concern with the way in which the 

world appears to the individual experiencing it (Kockelmans, 1994). Husserlian 

phenomenology posits that reality consists of events and objects (phenomena) and considers 

how these phenomena are perceived in the human consciousness (Smith, 2006). As such, 

phenomenologists insist upon carefully examining and describing the ordinary conscious 

experiences of everyday life, otherwise referred to as the lifeworld (Zahavi, 2003). Within these 

life-world experiences, phenomenological researchers seek to identify the essential structures 

of consciousness (essences) as individuals experience them (Moran, 2000).  However, 

Husserl argued that knowledge of these essential structures was only possible when all 

assumptions about the existence of an external world were ‘bracketed’ (suspended) (Hamill 

and Sinclair, 2010). 

 

The importance of bracketing in Husserlian phenomenology is manifold and Crotty (1996) 

explained how the researcher’s background and social identity, may unintentionally influence 

the research process and the subsequent interpretation of data. Therefore, when describing 

the ordinary human experiences as perceived by individuals, it is necessary to ‘bracket’, or 

temporarily suspend, the researcher’s preconceptions and subjective beliefs so that the 

phenomena may speak for itself (Priest, 2002). This is especially important where 

interpretivism is concerned because interpretivists assume the social world to be actively 

constructed (Hamill and Sinclair, 2010). Researchers must therefore attempt to make sense 

of, and interpret these experiences (Moran, 2000). Bracketing therefore ensures that the 

researcher’s assumptions do not shape the data collection, or indeed, that the researcher’s 

foreknowledge does not influence the participants' understanding of the phenomena (Zahavi, 

2003; Hamill and Sinclair, 2010). In other words, existing understandings must be held in 

abeyance, to allow for alternate understandings to emerge, thus resulting in a possibly fuller 

or renewed meaning (Gray, 2018). 

 

Just as phenomenology came into its own from the original tenets of Husserl, other 

phenomenological schools of thought soon emerged (Smith, 2006). One such strand was 

Martin Heidegger’s (1889-1976) interpretive hermeneutic approach (Koch, 1995). As a former 
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student of Husserl, Heidegger argued that describing individuals’ experiences was not 

enough, and thus, rejected Husserl’s epistemological position (Dowling and Cooney, 2012). 

Instead, Heidegger prioritised ontology (Giorgi, 2007), and stressed what it means to ‘be’ a 

person and how the world is intelligible to each individual (Leonard, 1994). From this 

ontological position, Heidegger extended the philosophy of interpretation, naming this 

‘hermeneutics’ (Lopez and Willis, 2004). Because of the epistemological and ontological 

differences, Heideggerian interpretative hermeneutics differs from the Husserlian descriptive 

approach (Dowling and Cooney, 2012). Heideggerian hermeneutics concerns ontological 

questions surrounding the nature of being (ontology) and does so by aiming to understand 

everyday occurrences through language and interpretation (Koch, 1995; Dowling and Cooney, 

2012). The Husserlian approach on the other hand, poses questions surrounding the nature 

of knowledge (epistemology) and achieves this by examining and describing phenomena as 

it is consciously experienced (Dostal, 1993; Reiners, 2012).  

 

Unlike Husserl, Heideggerian phenomenology also rejects the need to bracket the 

researcher’s biases and preconceptions because hermeneutics presumes prior understanding 

(Smith, 2006; McConnell-Henry et al., 2009). The divergences do not end there because 

Heidegger contended that it is impossible for researchers to remain impartial by rejecting their 

own personal experiences in relation to that being studied as personal awareness is 

intrinsically linked to phenomenological research (Reiners, 2012). Accordingly, Heidegger 

recognised the importance of a ‘hermeneutic circle’ whereby the understanding and 

subsequent interpretation of a phenomena was achieved through shared knowledge and 

experiences (Drew, 1998). In line with Heidegger’s thinking, issues relating to the 

acknowledgement of the researcher’s personal beliefs are therefore most apparent in 

discussions relating to reflexivity. It is important to note that researchers must pay close 

attention to reflexivity, especially when undertaking philosophically hermeneutic research. 

Spence (2017, p.836), supports this, noting how researchers must acknowledge their ‘ready-

made prejudices’ and assumptions that naturally imbue their research. Researchers choosing 

to work reflexively infuse the ‘hermeneutic project with a particular kind of contemplative 

openness’, thus allowing for a ‘robust and philosophically congruent’ hermeneutic study 

(Spence, 2017, p.836). 

 

Phenomenological research approaches are varied, yet many researchers persistently label 

their studies as either Heideggerian or Husserlian examples of phenomenology (Dowling and 

Cooney, 2012). There is however another school of thought deriving from phenomenology, 

namely, the Dutch (Utrecht) school. In what could be considered a seamless blend of the two, 
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the Dutch (Utrecht) school captures both Husserl’s descriptive and Heidegger’s interpretive 

phenomenological approaches and melds them together (Hamill and Sinclair, 2010). 

Developed in the 1950s and 60s, Van Manen (2007) noted how the Utrecht school viewed 

phenomenology primarily as a practical and reflective method and not as a professional 

philosophy. Despite slight variations between each school of thought, Finlay (2009) suggested 

that fundamental similarities still exist between the core strands of phenomenology 

(Husserlian, Heideggerian, Utrecht). Giorgi (1989) highlighted these similarities and explained 

how across all variations, phenomenological research is rigorously descriptive, and aims to 

describe lived experience through the ‘embodied, intersubjective lifeworld’ (Finlay, 2009, p.4). 

Each variation also makes use of phenomenological reductions and seeks to explore the 

intentional relationship between individuals and situations by disclosing the essences and 

structures of meaning that are inherently found in human experience (Giorgi, 1989).  

 

As phenomenology provides the philosophical basis for interpretative research, it also 

influences the development of qualitative methodologies (Bryman, 2016). As the study 

presented here utilises phenomenology and symbolic interactionism, distinctions between the 

two are considered. Phenomenology and symbolic interactionism have been described by 

Bryman (2004, p.14) as being ‘united in their antipathy for positivism and have in common an 

interpretive stance’. Where there are distinct similarities, so too are there differences, and 

Bryman (2016) highlighted these dissimilarities, most notably around epistemology. 

Expanding on this, Bryman (2004) explained how the hermeneutic-phenomenological 

paradigm is considered an epistemological approach, whereas symbolic interactionism has 

epistemological implications. Considering the distinctions between phenomenology and 

symbolic interactionism, another area for contemplation is the distinction made between 

phenomenological research and ethnography. As a form of analysis, phenomenology 

concentrates on individuals, whereas ethnography is analytically focused on sites (Gray, 

2018). While both phenomenology and ethnography place emphasis on describing and 

interpretation, Gray (2018, p.26) highlighted how ethnography discovers the relationship 

between culture and behaviours, whereas phenomenology is concerned with the ‘human 

experience of the life-world’. Furthermore, where the mode of data collection is concerned, 

phenomenology utilises interviews almost exclusively, whereas ethnography relies on 

observations, which, for the purpose of triangulation, are occasionally accompanied by a 

limited number of interviews (Gray, 2018).  

 

The study documented here, is located in a broad post-positivist tradition and is theoretically 

informed by phenomenology and symbolic interactionism. In articulating the ontological 
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position of this research, it must be noted that it is underpinned by the critical-realist 

understanding that there is an external reality which exists independently of individuals’ 

conceptions and interpretations, but that this reality can be only incompletely understood. 

Therefore, in attempting to understand this reality and acknowledge how valid knowledge is 

obtained, this study adopted an inductive epistemology which sought to explore the social 

world by way of a ‘bottom-up’ process. This inductive process involved building knowledge 

from observations and interviews within the social world of the prison environment. Further to 

this, and certainly where symbolic interaction was concerned, it was recognised that society 

is understood as occurring through interactions between individuals, with individuals reacting 

to their surroundings in accordance with the meanings they attach to objects or beings around 

them. To this end, it was imperative for me, as the researcher, to capture my participants’ own 

understandings as opposed to imposing my own presuppositions and interpretations of the 

phenomena upon them and the research. Similarly, when entering the intricate and often 

intimate social world of my respondents, it was vital that my research strategy was developed 

in a way that would elicit the respondents’ own understandings of their experiences, which in 

turn, are located in a broader social context. Reality is then, where phenomenology is 

concerned, shaped by the respondents’ perceptions. Therefore, a Heideggerian rather than 

Husserlian approach was predominantly adopted within the study, as it was felt that Husserlian 

bracketing, although important, was not always possible, due to qualitative researchers’ 

inability to be wholly objective. It was also felt that on a paradoxical level, my own subjective 

awareness held some value within the research, as it enabled me to identify certain issues 

and themes within the broader human experience. Despite this however, qualitative 

researchers are still expected, if they are to accurately describe their respondents’ life 

experiences, to make sincere efforts to put aside their values and assumptions (Ahern, 1999). 

To this end, an emphasis on reflexivity was paramount to this research, and this is discussed 

later in the chapter. 

 

3.8 Ethnography 

The current study drew primarily upon two research methods, namely, semi-structured 

interviews and ethnography. As a methodological approach, ethnography has become 

increasingly popular across the social sciences (Scott-Jones, 2010). Located in social 

anthropology, ethnography has an extensive ‘historical and intellectual trajectory’ (Treadwell, 

2020, p.21). Thus, where provenance is concerned, ethnography is argued to be one of the 

oldest methodologies (Roberts, 2009). When referring to the origins of ethnography, Scott-

Jones (2010) suggests that ethnographies are located as far back as the classic era, whereby 

highly descriptive accounts of cultures were documented. These early accounts reinforce the 
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etymology of the term ‘ethnography’, which, deriving from the Greek; ‘ethnos’ (people or tribe), 

and ‘graphia’ (writing), can be translated as ‘writing about people’ (Scott-Jones, 2010, p.13). 

 

The ethnographic focus of the early field accounts such as those noted above, were largely 

preoccupied with studying ‘the other’, and provided little more than descriptions of ‘colonial’ 

and ‘primitive cultures’ (Scott-Jones, 2010). Over time, ethnographic processes were further 

developed by social scientists, who according to Hammersley and Atkinson (2007), combined 

their first-hand cultural descriptions with theoretically driven interpretations of the data. Such 

developments led to the ethnography that is recognised today; a methodological approach 

which explores the ‘cultural context of behaviour’ by ‘engaging in’ or ‘observing’ important 

occurrences (Wolcott, 1988, p.193). Expanding further on contemporary ethnographies, 

Punch (2014) explained how the process of ethnography sees ethnographers immerse 

themselves in prolonged covert or overt roles in the everyday lives of those under their study. 

As part of this often-protracted observational process (Pollock and Williams, 2010), 

ethnographers examine what people say and do, as well as what they think and feel 

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007). When exploring thoughts and feelings however, this 

cannot be assumed through simple observation, hence, some ethnographers utilise 

triangulated and multi-modal research to elicit such information (Treadwell, 2020).  

 

The most popular method of ethnography, and the one adopted in this study, is participant 

observation and interviewing. Drawing inspiration from Gresham Sykes (1958) study on the 

Society of Captives, Donald Clemmer’s (1940) exploration into the Prison Community, and 

Erving Goffman’s (1961) seminal expression of the ‘total institution’ in Asylums, I chose to 

narrate my research experience by adopting a multi-modal ethnographic approach. In doing 

so, I was able to make sense of Berwyn’s staff and residents’ actions by observing them in 

the context of the prison environment, and thus, where my understanding of these occurrences 

was unclear, I was able to verify this against semi-structured interviews. The prison therefore 

became a rich repository of stories and events which had to be documented. To do so, the 

interviews were captured with an audio-recording device, and the ethnographic observations 

were recorded in a detailed log of ‘fieldnotes’ which spanned five notebooks.  

 

Fieldnotes are considered an integral component within the ethnographer’s toolkit (Atkinson, 

2015) and from these intricate accounts of social life, ethnographers can begin to piece 

together the ‘rich descriptions’ that derive from the data (Geertz, 1973). In capturing the 

essence of everyday life, Mulhall (2003) explained how ethnographers begin by creating 

descriptive fieldnotes. There is of course no right or wrong way to write fieldnotes and 
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Ottenberg (1990) proposed that all ethnographers will go through a personal journey of 

‘anthropological maturation’, which results in fieldnotes which are personally distinct. Emerson 

et al. (2011) supported this, highlighting how fieldnotes vary between fieldworkers, with some 

picking up on appearances, accents, informal talk and speech hesitations, whilst other 

ethnographers recount in detail the actions and behaviours of those being observed. From a 

processual perspective, writing fieldnotes is not simply a matter of passively jotting down ‘what 

happened’, but rather, fieldnotes derive from the ethnographers chosen frame of 

interpretation, of which the researcher understands the ‘significant’ elements that they hope 

to include (Emerson et al., 2011).  As a result, ethnographers enter this foreign symbolic 

lifeworld with little comprehension of the subject matter, and thus, are somewhat naïve (Rock, 

2001). It is therefore imperative that ethnographers maximise their time spent in the field by 

understanding in advance, the areas they hope to learn more about during their research.  

 

Taking this into consideration, my own frame of interpretation when observing Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach, included recording the conversations that took place, as well as the 

time and space in which these interactions occurred. Similarly, I took down details surrounding 

the setting; specifically, physical place and carceral geography. Additionally, I documented the 

actors involved in each given situation, making note of their actions and behaviours. Where 

possible, I also attempted to record perceptions of feelings and emotions, however, as 

aforesaid, accurately capturing another’s emotional state through observation alone is not 

always possible and must be substantiated against other methods (i.e. interviews). Finally, my 

fieldnotes incorporated exteroceptive senses, which in some fieldnote accounts, included 

sights, sounds and smells. During each observation, this frame of interpretation acted almost 

like an aid-memoire, guiding me on what to look out for. Embarking on fieldnotes in a 

schematised manner eases some ethnographic burdens, and certainly where novice 

ethnographers are concerned, it lessens the impulse to try and document everything 

(Treadwell, 2020).  

 

As with any form of observation there are identifiable risks. In Rocks (2001) examination of 

symbolic interactionism and ethnography, it is argued that some ethnographers are in danger 

of ‘going native’. ‘Going native’ refers to instances where ethnographers become too involved 

in their research, thus abandoning their position as an observer/analyst and losing their 

‘objectivity and distance’ (O’Reilly, 2009). To retain distance between those being observed, 

whilst also keeping in sight the valuable theoretical contributions, Ybema and Kamsteeg 

(2009) suggested that time away from the field can realign the ethnographer, thus, helping 

them regain perspective. Instances such as this however tend only to affect studies where 
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covert and prolonged immersion, of say months or years, occurs (Rock, 2001). The current 

study was, however, overt and conducted over a relatively short timeframe compared to some 

ethnographies.   

 

3.9 Qualitative methods  

The social sciences are dictated by two distinct methodological paradigms, namely, qualitative 

and quantitative (Bryman, 2016). When embarking on research, an important starting point 

relates to the researchers need to negotiate the most apposite research approach (Blaxter et 

al., 2010). As such, there exists a fundamental distinction between qualitative and quantitative 

research, and whilst their objectives, and often the application in which they are conducted 

overlap (Hughes, 2012), they independently adopt an opposing ‘position on the fundamentals 

of the relationship between ideas and evidence’ (Miller and Brewer, 2003, p.192).  In exploring 

qualitative and quantitative paradigms, delineations of the two must be considered, and in 

brief, the application of quantitative research is denoted as the ‘systematic empirical 

investigation of observable phenomena via statistical, mathematical or computational 

techniques’ (Given, 2008, p.827). Hanson and Grimmer (2007, p. 59) endorsed this, and 

highlighted how quantitative research accepts the positivist ontological assumptions which 

suggest that an objective reality exists. This reality therefore can be examined and done so 

with almost irrefutable certainty using ‘objectively-correct’ scientific methods (Bartunek, 1994). 

As a result of this assured knowledge, King and Wincup (2008) noted how quantitative 

methods are used extensively within the natural sciences, and its attention to empiricism 

complements investigations whereby a deductive hypothesis must be tested, or where defined 

variables require quantification. To this end, quantitative research has received much 

adulation and is considered by some to be the superior method of inquiry (Guba and Lincoln, 

1994). Much of this approval surrounds the reliability and validity which is inherently attached 

to quantitative research (Gray, 2017).  

 

Upon determining the principles above which surround the quantitative paradigm, the 

polarities which exist between quantitative and qualitative methodologies manifest themselves 

in the following ways. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) described qualitative research as a 

multimodal design, which involves the researcher utilising an interpretative and naturalistic 

approach. This approach permits the researcher to study things in their natural environment, 

with the added benefit of ‘attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of 

the meanings people bring to them’ (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994, p.2). Qualitative research also 

distinguishes itself apart from the orthodox positivist ontological and epistemological 

assumptions which are associated with quantitative research and does so by recognising that 
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reality is multiple and relative (Hudson and Ozanne, 1988). Therefore, any knowledge 

acquired by means of this discipline cannot be objectively determined, but rather, must be 

socially constructed (Carson et al., 2001). 

 

Other facets of qualitative research discussed previously in this chapter, concern the 

intricacies of social interaction within daily life, and more specifically, the meanings that each 

actor assigns to these often-complex interactions (Flick, 2018). As such, qualitative research 

assumes that ‘social phenomena is constructed or co-constructed by self’ (Schensul, 2008, 

p.3) and is explored through the collection and analysis of conversation, text and human 

interaction (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). Meaning can therefore be constructed by the 

researcher, and as interpretivist approaches depend to a great extent upon the researcher's 

direct involvement with the research subjects, it is inevitable that meanings will emerge not 

only from participant interaction, but also through the researcher’s interaction with those being 

studied (Bryman, 2016). In this instance, the aim of this study was to explore Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach through a lens which focuses on experience, meaning and 

interpretation and was conducted in a way that firstly gave prominence to the researcher’s 

own epistemologies and perception of reality, and secondly, to those of the research 

participants. 

 

The dominant orientation of quantitative research is its consideration towards the 

quantification of numerical data (Clarke-Carter, 2004). Conversely, qualitative research is 

concerned with the study of meaning and creating new knowledge through the exploration of 

discourse, power and narratives (Ryan, 2006; Bryman, 2016). The appropriateness of 

qualitative research in exploring the relationships between language and meaning are 

paramount, particularly when the researcher intends to interpret complex phenomena ‘from 

the interior’ (Flick, 2014, p.90). For that reason, data generation methods typically affiliated 

with qualitative research include in-depth interviews, focus groups and ethnographic 

observation (Ormston et al., 2014). According to Cohen and Crabtree (2006) single methods 

of data collection cannot adequately explore a phenomenon in its entirety, and consequently, 

the use of multi-modal methodologies can help to facilitate deeper-level understanding. This 

process is more commonly referred to as ‘triangulation’ and depending on the nature of the 

research and the objectives therein, qualitative researchers may choose to use a range of 

interrelated methods from those outlined above (Denzin, 1978; Flick, 2014; Bryman, 2016).  

 

Qualitative research, although effectual, does not come without limitations (Morse, 1994). 

Mason (2002, p.2) noted how qualitative research lacks reliability and validity, due to its casual 
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and unstructured method of data collection and a reliance on subjective research that is 

‘anecdotal or at best illustrative’. Despite this, LeCompte and Goetz (1982) argued that the 

intention of qualitative research is not to test validity or reliability. Validity and reliability, they 

argued, undermines the whole philosophy and purpose of the qualitative paradigm, which is 

to explore meaning and the detailed attributes which present within the studied phenomena 

(LeCompte and Goetz, 1982). 

 

A further critique of qualitative research surrounds the issue of generalisation, otherwise 

referred to as ‘external validity’ (Gray, 2018, p.274). Generalisation is, according to 

Hammersley (1992), an act of reasoning which enables researchers to take what they have 

learnt on a micro-level and relate it more broadly to cases outside of the study. Generalisation 

also asks if broad inferences can be made from the data and applied to more general 

formulations in the future (Mayring, 2007). Despite these broad inferences, Lincoln and Guba 

(1985) argued against the ability of qualitative research to be generalised. They suggested 

that from a constructivist perspective (which regards all phenomena as being constrained by 

time and context), that ‘the only generalization is that there is no generalization’ (Lincoln and 

Guba, 1985, p.110). Despite this criticism, Polit and Beck (2010a) argued that inferences can 

in fact be made within the qualitative domain. Moreover, generalisations surrounding 

‘knowledge claims’ are valuable to qualitative research, particularly when they are yielded in 

an ‘environment where evidence for improving practice is held in high esteem’ (Polit and Beck, 

2010a, p.1451). Stoddart (2004) proposed that the idea that qualitative research cannot be 

generalised is a mere ‘folk notion’, which was developed because of a deeply entrenched view 

of how science should be conducted. In the name of generalisability therefore, qualitative 

researchers must ensure that external validity is incorporated as an ‘integral element of the 

research design’ (Gray, 2018, p.183). Researchers must also, according to Gray (2018, p.183) 

be modest about their claims surrounding the themes and patterns which arise, so that other 

successive studies may find comparable ‘but not identical findings’. 

 

Going back to the paradigmatic differences which distinguish qualitative and quantitative 

research, a common positivist critique of qualitative research is its tendency toward subjectivity 

(Flick, 2018). There remains the belief that qualitative findings are dependent on the 

researcher’s subjective and unsystematic views on what is considered significant and what is 

not (Lewis and Ritchie, 2003). Whilst this is not the case with quantitative research, which 

favours an objective stance, subjectivity does however offer a level of reflexivity to qualitative 

research (Ratner, 2002). Subjectivity affords the researcher an opportunity to invest in the 

topic, whilst also rejecting positivist assumptions by ‘participating actively in the interpretive 
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conventions and practices of a particular culture’ (Gergen, 2001 p.806). This subjectivity can 

however create detachment from the research, and it is advised that qualitative researchers 

practice active participation through ‘mindfulness’, which Bentz and Shapiro (1998) suggested 

should be factored into the research design. Research which allows for mindfulness, self-

awareness and reflexivity is therefore necessary if the research is to be considered 

transparent and trustworthy (Cousin, 2010).  

 

3.10 Reflexivity 

The concept of ‘reflexivity in qualitative inquiry’ is a crucial facet of the research design 

(Cousin, 2013, p.3), and in research terms, ‘reflexivity’ refers to the ‘thoughtful, self-aware 

analysis of the intersubjective dynamics between researcher and the researched' (Finlay and 

Gough, 2008, p. ix). Beyond such definitions, and in reiteration to points previously covered in 

this chapter, the need to be reflexive is informed by the fundamental components that make 

up this study, such as Heideggerian phenomenology.  

 

In the context of phenomenological research, Heideggerian phenomenological perspective 

suggests that the researcher’s prior experiences and knowledge must be acknowledged within 

the research process (Dowling and Cooney, 2012). Failing to do so would indicate that the 

researcher has given little consideration to the ‘rational principles’ which underlie the 

phenomenon (Taylor, 1994). When done correctly, reflexive, self-attuned research can 

uncover a wealth of rich and valuable data (Jewkes et al., 2016). This does of course come at 

the behest of the researcher, who, must venture through a process of deep self-reflection 

whereby he/she recognises their own subjective preconceptions, prejudices, and beliefs 

(Ahern, 1999). Reflexivity ensures impartiality by creating a design whereby the researcher 

avoids influencing the participant’s interpretations, or indeed, their descriptive accounts 

(Dowling, 2007). Finlay and Gough (2008, p. 11) argued that qualitative research is reliant on 

tools which accept the ‘situated nature’ of the research by reinforcing the ‘trustworthiness of 

[the] findings’. Through reflexivity, the researcher can also discount what is already known or 

perceived from his/her own subjective perspective, a process more commonly referred to as 

phenomenological reduction or bracketing (Ahern, 1999). Although contested by Heideggerian 

phenomenology (Seeburger, 1975), phenomenological reduction sees the researcher 

suspend ‘pre-understandings’ of the phenomenon so as not to jeopardise the integrity of the 

research (Koch, 1995).  

 

For reasons of integrity then, reflexivity is imperative to the qualitative method, and should be 

applied throughout the duration of the research (Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2017). This is 
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because researchers’ preconceptions and subjective values often convey a level of bias, 

hence, safeguarding against the ‘untrammelled incursions of values’ are of utmost importance 

to research (Bryman, 2008, p.22). Furthermore, in qualitative approaches, the researcher is 

neither passive nor detached from the research (Spicer, 2004). For that reason, Miller and 

Brewer (2003) proposed that researchers need to be continually self-aware of their position, 

and do so, by scrutinising this at varying points in the research. In recognition of this, a 

researcher’s subjective viewpoint will essentially inform the choice of study, the angle at which 

the research is investigated, the methodology, the findings, and finally, ‘the framing and 

communication of conclusions’ (Malterud, 2001, p.483).  

 

It is therefore imperative that researchers question their assumptions and apply a 

broadminded attitude to the practice of research by being tolerant towards the process of data 

collection and analysis, and by becoming aware of his/her presence and its influence on the 

research (Tonkiss, 2004). One way that this can be achieved is by using a reflective journal 

(Jasper, 2005). Reflective journals are used extensively in research and are applied when 

there is a need to create transparency within the study, and likewise, when attempting to 

explore the influence of ‘critical self-reflection’ on the overall design (Ortlipp, 2008). To this 

end, Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggested that reflexive journals perform much like a diary, and 

when regular entries are made during the research process, the researcher can critically 

reflect on the logistics of the study and the methodological reasoning applied to each stage. 

White et al. (2016) noted that reflexive journaling is not merely a documentation tool, but rather 

a cathartic means of expression. When used expressively, White et al. (2016) noted that 

reflexivity assists in the process of sense-making and deeper-level understanding by providing 

a medium which stimulates personal and professional growth.   

 

Given that reflexivity can result in improved practice and development, advocates of reflexivity 

suggest that in order to engage fully with the research, the researcher must critically reflect on 

the research methods and the application (Punch, 2014). Researchers must also actively 

reflect upon the study area, as it is often the case, even for experienced researchers, that 

prisons as a field of study, are perceived as a ‘site of intractable conflict’ (Sparks, 2002, p.556). 

Within this challenging domain, Piancentini (2007, p.155) noted how prison politics, 

bureaucracy and organisational conflict can ‘render officials suspicious’ of the research being 

conducted, and equally, prison participants become ‘weary and afraid’. The researcher’s 

reflexive skills are in this instance, put to the test, and to counteract the many challenges that 

can occur, researchers must be constantly aware that when entering the periphery of the penal 

institution, the researcher’s very presence will limit the research to some extent (Piacentini, 
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2007). Reflexivity is therefore acknowledged as an active process, which should take place 

before, during and after the study if it is to be effective (Collier and Williams, 2005). 

Furthermore, Schön (1983, p.26) suggested that research should incorporate ‘reflection’ after 

the event, which he refers to as, ‘reflection-on-action’. Similarly, Schon (1983) explained how 

reflexivity should also occur during the event: referred to as ‘reflection-in-action’. In both cases, 

Finlay (2002) suggested there is an overarching emphasis on self-awareness and evaluation, 

whereby researchers who reflect consistently, identify possible shifts in their understanding, 

and can recognise the changing nature and direction of the research. 

 

Such reflexive awareness also enables researchers to acclimatise to unfamiliar and often 

inhospitable environments, whereby it is common for researchers to be treated as an ‘outsider’ 

and someone not to be trusted. Prison research is as Whetter (2015, p.327) argued, a 

‘wonderful dichotomy between constraint and creativity’, and it is here that the fortitude of even 

the most accomplished researcher, is unveiled. Self-reflexivity in this regard, is an important 

tool, as it accepts that researchers must reflect upon the multiple influences they have on the 

research process, and how this process affects them and their participants (Gilgun, 2008). 

Because of this, researchers will at times, draw upon previous experiences and expertise to 

support them through the research. They may also, because of the vulnerable position of their 

participants, act as a conduit for marginalised groups, giving voice to those who may ordinarily 

be overlooked (Van der Meide et al., 2013). Reflecting on this, I recognised my own prior 

experience of working with prison leavers in a homeless provision, and time spent working 

with an inspectorate team, provided enough knowledge about how to work alongside PIP. 

Thinking reflexively, I also understood that my personal and professional experience shaped 

how I viewed certain offences such as those against children and animals. Thus, when faced 

with the possibility of interviewing a resident who had committed multiple acts of violence to 

his pet dog, I was forced from a reflexive standpoint, to evaluate my involvement, as I was 

deeply aware that my own personal bias may affect the interview: 

 

Sam suggested that I meet with a resident from [Berwyn community] today. He 

told me of the indescribable injuries that this resident had inflicted upon his dog. 

He spoke in detail about the offence, which made me nauseous at the thought of 

the suffering that this animal had endured. It was during that moment of 

uncomfortable reflection that I immediately knew it would be unfair to interview this 

man as my personal frustration might cloud our interaction and deny him the fair 

and impartial platform that all participants rightly deserve.  

                    (Field notes – day 3). 
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Being continually aware of my position within the research and reflecting on my views and 

personal beliefs in the manner documented above, helped immeasurably during the research 

process. From a therapeutic perspective, reflexivity enabled me to disassociate from difficult  

topics, understand my limitations, and remain as neutral as possible.  

 

3.11 Construction of data 

When deciding the methodological design of this study, careful consideration went into the 

ontological and epistemological position. Ontology signifies the study of ‘being’ by considering 

the nature of reality (Blaikie, 2010). Conversely, epistemology, reflects what is known about 

the world, usually through interpretation by the researcher (Bryman 2016). Gray (2018) 

proposed that rather than being ‘discovered’, meaning is constructed by the researcher, thus 

creating their own level of understanding. It therefore falls upon the researcher to comprehend 

the various social constructions of knowledge and meaning (Lincoln, 2004). Researchers must 

however acknowledge that data arises from cooperation between the researcher and the 

researched, meaning that all participants play a part in the construction of data (Newman, 

1958). To this end, special attention must be paid to the ‘co-construction of the researcher-

participant relationship’ (Bell, 2013, p.523). Such cooperation does however necessitate a 

level of rapport, which Giallombardo (1966) highlighted as being especially difficult to establish 

with PIP. Without adequate rapport, it is likely that participants will not have the confidence to 

speak openly about their lives, thus resulting in obstructions for the researcher and the 

possibility of diminished data (Pole and Hillyard, 2016; Bryman, 2016).  

 

In securing a researcher-participant relationship that was based on mutual understanding and 

respect, a level of trust and rapport was required for this study. Consequently, I focused on 

building trust during the first week of fieldwork, whereby I spent considerable time not only 

familiarising myself with the prison environment, but also allowing the residents and staff to 

become accustomed to me and my presence in their lifeworld. Where instances for 

relationship building had not been possible prior to interviewing or observations, I took the 

time to establish trust before the interview or observation went ahead. Rapport building was 

therefore a dynamic process, insofar as it developed and changed alongside the fluctuating 

nature of the fieldwork. Once trust and rapport had been achieved, I worked to maintain this 

by adopting what Goffman (1959) referred to as ‘impression management’. Within this, 

researchers emphasise different aspects of their personality such as empathy and warmth, 

and thus, play out roles in accordance with the situation that the researcher is placed in (Pole 

and Hillyard, 2016). Examples of this include not asking leading questions, allowing 
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participants enough time to address each question, whilst also enabling them to omit questions 

that they feel uncomfortable answering. Similarly, where ethnographic observations are 

concerned, examples of effective impression management include the researcher adopting a 

non-interventionist stance (Adler and Adler, 1998) whereby they limit their observational 

influence by not acting in a manner which might stimulate or alter participant behaviour 

(Treadwell, 2020). Such changes in behaviour should they occur, are referred to as the 

Hawthorne effect. Here, participants react to the presence of the researcher by altering their 

behaviour (Oswald et al., 2014). Mitigating against the Hawthorne effect, researchers must 

adopt an unobtrusive and non-threatening demeanour (Kellehear,1993). 

 

As a function of the close researcher involvement noted above, Bryman (2016) highlighted 

how researchers gain an insider’s view of the field. Within this privileged ‘insider’ position, 

qualitative researchers gain a further advantage over numerical practices, insofar as they can 

explore the subtleties and nuances that are frequently missed by positivistic studies 

(Shmerling et al., 1993). There are however associated risks when employing qualitative 

research. Bryman (2004, p.22) noted how researchers involved with intensive interviewing or 

participant observation may become embroiled in the lives of their participants, thus, making 

it ‘difficult to disentangle their stance as social scientists from their subject’s perspective’. 

Instances such as this, further emphasise the need for reflexivity, which is discussed later in 

this chapter.  

 

3.12 Power relationships  

Differing from quantitative methods which seek ‘truth’ by prioritising objectivity, qualitative 

research is underpinned by the co-construction of knowledge between the researcher and 

those being studied (Bryman, 2016; Gray, 2018). Researchers must therefore be aware of the 

power relationships that exist when conducting research with disempowered and marginalised 

groups such as PIP (Bosworth et al., 2005). Much of this awareness aligns with the need to 

develop researcher-participant relationships which are based on reciprocation and trust (Ebbs, 

1996). Trust can however be difficult to obtain, and Ward and Bailey (2012) explained how 

many in prison worry about refusing to participate in activities through fear of eroding the 

trusting relationships that they have been able to establish with prison staff. Liebling (2001) 

posited that such relationships are ‘instrument[s] of power’. Qualitative inquiry, therefore, 

attempts to reduce the power differentials that can be experienced in research, and does so, 

by encouraging empowerment, authenticity and disclosure (Bryman, 2016). In this context, 

qualitative inquiry departs from the traditional view of quantitative paradigms, and rather than 

seeing the researcher as the ultimate source of authority, aims to offer participants an equal 
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contribution in the research process (Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009). Consequently, qualitative 

research draws upon the hierarchical power differentials experienced between the researcher 

and the researched (Reason, 1994). Creswell (2007) noted how non-positivist paradigms 

possess a common epistemological ground, whereby researchers must closely monitor the 

proximity and separateness of the researcher–participant relationship. This however is not 

always possible, and Williams (2003) noted that where intensive interviews are concerned, 

there is a tendency for the researcher to hold most of the power. Where this occurs, it is vital 

that the researcher is aware of any perceived power imbalances and aims where possible, to 

address such inequities (Kumar, 2019). One way to achieve this is through reflexive 

accounting (Williams, 2003), which can unearth the researcher’s position and research identity 

in relation to those being studied (Sloane and Wright, 2016). Feminist writer, Ann Oakley, 

advocated an altogether different method, and proposed that researchers extend a mutually 

respectful alliance to those being studied, as opposed to a position of detachment (Oakley, 

1981).  

 

Drawing inspiration from the above scholars, and certainly where the semi-structured 

interviews were concerned, the current study adopted the former interpretation (posited by 

Williams, 2003). Within this, there was a constant focus on critically and reflectively appraising 

how I constructed my knowledge claims and practices. This same approach was also applied 

to the ethnography, however, there was more of an emphasis on the latter suggestion put 

forward by Oakley (1981) whereby I adopted a slightly more informal stance. Within this more 

familiar position it is recognised that being a compassionate, interested and sympathetic 

ethnographer can, as already alluded to in this chapter, cultivate rapport and trust within the 

group being observed (Fine and Shulman, 2009). Consequently, the symbiotic relationship 

that is created between the researcher and participants, aids the co-construction of knowledge 

by generating a level of candidness and tolerance, which lends itself to endless learning 

opportunities (Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009).   

 

Enhancing the co-construction of knowledge further, was the privileged position that I was 

offered during my research, which was one of being a keyholder. This provided me with access 

to almost all operational areas across Berwyn’s expansive site. This access and proximity to 

those being observed, allowed for a total and unobstructed immersion into the field. Thus, it 

revealed important knowledge which may be overlooked by more casual observers. By virtue 

of being a keyholder I did however also become increasingly aware of the power differentials 

that exist between staff and residents, of which I documented in my fieldnotes: 
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I’m not entirely sure if being a keyholder is help or hinderance to my research, as 

it has certainly come to my attention today that some residents see these keys as 

an identifying feature (i.e., staff or visitor) … I notice this by the way that some, as 

a first point of interaction, immediately cast their eyes over the pouch housing my 

keys. Slung around my midriff on a Berwyn standard issue belt, many residents, 

before making any form of eye contact or verbal communication, shift their gaze 

to my key pouch before proceeding, quite inquisitively, to ask who I am. I’m unsure 

what this initial fascination with my keys is, however, I cannot help but think that 

on a symbolic level, keyholders are predominantly associated to those in 

operational staff positions, and as such, are considered those with the power to 

control or punish. As a researcher, I’ve noticed that there are times when this 

simple set of keys, has the capacity to elevate my perceived position within the 

prison to one more akin to that of staff.  

                 (Fieldnote entry – day 6). 

 

Researcher-participant relationships are according to Pole and Hillyard (2012) at the heart of 

qualitative research. Thus, generating the rich and nuanced data that researchers desire, 

primarily depends on getting these relationships right (Pole and Hillyard, 2016). It therefore 

falls upon the researcher to navigate ‘sites of intense power relations’ whilst also attempting 

to maintain their objective and analytical position (Sloane and Wright, 2016, p.150). Where 

researchers succeed in this balance, they immediately create opportunities to gain closeness 

to that and those being studied (Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009). Such closeness enables 

researchers to gain access to participants’ intimate experiences, and thus, become 

knowledgeable about the language, culture, context and codes that permeate the field 

(Karnieli-Miller et al., 2009). Closeness does of course pertain to all qualitative research; 

however, it is especially pertinent to the long-term interactions more commonly associated 

with ethnography (Bryman, 2016).  Furthermore, I was aware that all interactions, whether 

they be interviews or observations, were dynamic, and that my role as a researcher constantly 

transformed during my fieldwork.  

 

Prison research can, when approached sympathetically, yield a wealth of invaluable 

information (Roberts, 2008; Victor, 2019). It does however, much like other studies involving 

vulnerable participants, come with some ethical dilemmas (Victor, 2019). One such quandary 

surrounds the way in which researchers make a living out of studying PIP, and the arguable 

continued scientific exploitation of those with lived experience (Prinsloo et al., 2019). Similarly, 

Pont (2008) argued that due to prevailing illiteracy, learning disabilities, and possible language 

barriers, many in prison are susceptible to research abuses, whereby their freedom to consent 
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is often undermined. Therefore, the researcher must, as was the case with the current study, 

aim to strike a balance between protection from exploitation and access to research 

participants (Pont, 2008).  

 

Since PIP are recognised as a vulnerable population due to varying limitations surrounding 

autonomy (Moser et al., 2019), they are often deemed incapable of participation and frequently 

denied the opportunity to take part in prison studies (Charles et al., 2016). Lived experience 

is however valuable to policy development and best practice (Watson and Meulen, 2018) as 

it is argued that ‘insiders know more, know better and in more depth how an organisation, 

community and indeed a prison operates’ (Fine and Torre, 2006, p.261). Giving a voice to 

imprisoned people is therefore fundamental, and with ‘rigorous ethical oversight’, it is possible 

for researchers to ‘shift the prevailing attitude’ towards the associated benefits of including 

prison residents in research (Charles et al., 2016, p.246). One way to achieve this is through 

accessible and inclusive methodologies, which when designed sympathetically, help to 

mitigate possible vulnerabilities within the participant group (Turney, 2020). When designing 

such methodologies, researchers must therefore be mindful of the power dynamic that exists 

when interviewing, and thus, must be sensitive to the needs of participants (Leverentz, 2020).  

 

Whilst the needs of participants are indeed important, so too are those of researchers 

(Liebling, 2013). Jewkes (2011, p.63) noted the need for researchers to acknowledge the 

‘emotional investment’ that is required of them whilst ‘studying stigmatised and/or vulnerable 

‘others’ in settings where differential indices of power, authority, vulnerability, and despair are 

felt more keenly than most’. Prison research is argued to be emotional ‘edgework’ (Liebling, 

2013), which, because of the desire to explore human experience in-depth, places significant 

demands on a researcher’s wellbeing, time, courage and intellectual energy. 

 

3.13 Research design  

As alluded to previously, the development of knowledge is important when conducting qualitive 

research (Tewksbury, 2009). This knowledge base is however widely criticised, with some 

suggesting that as a ‘soft science’, qualitative research fails to make generalisations (Koch 

and Harrington, 1998; Patnaik, 2013; Cope, 2014; Bryman, 2016; Jack, 2019). Qualitative 

research is also scrutinised for its use of anecdotal and largely subjective data, which 

compared to quantitative methods, is argued by some, to lack scientific rigor (Pope and Mays, 

1995). That said, qualitative research is not an inferior means of investigation, but rather, a 

different approach to studying humans (Cope, 2014). It is also, as purported by Cope (2014), 

to be an appropriate means to explore individual experiences, describe phenomenon, and 
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develop theory. On balance, qualitative research is an interpretative process, which attempts 

to explore individuals’ experiences, feelings, beliefs, attitudes, motivations and actions as they 

negotiate real life situations and scenarios (Patten and Newhart, 2018).  

 

Despite the critiques above, researchers must, if they are to generate viable research, 

concede to the fact that there will inevitably be issues which present at varying points in the 

study (Symon and Cassell, 2012). These concerns, however, must not be overlooked, and as 

discussed earlier in this chapter, conceptualisations of the research design will vary based 

upon the researcher’s ontological and epistemological stance (Bryman, 2016). To this end, 

this study utilised a qualitative design, which was informed by the post-positivistic paradigm. 

The research was inductive and made no attempts to prove or disprove a hypothesis, but 

rather, aimed to explore Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach by way of the objectives addressed 

at the beginning of this chapter. In doing so, the study concentrated on eliciting perceptions 

from operational staff/stakeholders and residents who were detained at Berwyn at the time of 

the research. During the developmental stages, the research design was largely informed by 

prior knowledge and existing literature. Therefore, from the outset, it was important to clearly 

articulate the approach which guided the study, and do so, in a way which considered the 

philosophical foundations of the research design (Lopez and Willis, 2004). 

 

In the interests of developing a theoretical foundation for future research, this study aimed to 

explore the lived experiences of Berwyn residents. The study also aimed to determine the 

operational experiences of Berwyn staff and stakeholders, who, in some cases, entered their 

vocational positions with no prior experience of the prison system. These perspectives are 

therefore fundamental in understanding rehabilitative prison approaches and can be used as 

an exemplar for future research, theory construction, and best practice (Porter, 2004).  

 

3.14 Sampling and recruitment strategy for the semi-structured interviews 

The main difference between qualitative and quantitative research is their distinct methods of 

selecting samples (Bryman, 2016). The selection of a suitable sample in either paradigm, is 

therefore guided by ‘two opposing philosophies’ (Kumar, 2019, p.290). Of these philosophies, 

quantitative research aims to draw inferences from a ‘sample’ or subset of people who 

represent that of a much larger population such as a country, town, or even those inhabiting 

a prison (May, 2002; Acharya et al., 2013). However, since it is impossible to sample 

populations in their entirety, Kumar (2019) noted that quantitative researchers must generate 

a representative sample usually by randomisation. Random or probability sampling as it is 

commonly referred, allows for this, by giving each person in the population of interest, an equal 

and independent chance of being selected (Bryman, 2016). Probability sampling is further 
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divided into several strategies which include simple random sampling, stratified random 

sampling, systematic random sampling, and cluster sampling (Kumar, 2019; Acharya et al., 

2013). The unbiased and highly representative nature of probability sampling enables 

researchers to draw clear conclusions from the data (Dawson, 2010). It also, according to May 

(2002), enables the researcher to make generalisations about the specific population. 

 

Where qualitative research is concerned, sampling is achieved by drawing upon a number of 

sampling strategies compared to those deployed in quantitative research (Rapley, 2014). 

Where quantitative research seeks to generate a representative sample (Bryman, 2016), 

qualitative research is the opposite (Patton, 2002). Squires and Dorsen (2018) explained how 

qualitative sampling is more deliberate, as it specifically identifies the most appropriate sample 

group in respect of the research topic. Because of this non-probabilistic approach, qualitative 

research is more commonly associated with ‘convenience’ sampling, which, according to 

Etikan and Bala (2017) selects the sample group according to ease of access.  

 

Another commonly used sampling strategy within qualitative research is ‘purposive’ sampling 

(Bryman, 2016). Klar and Leeper (2019, p14) noted how purposive sampling is considered a 

‘subset of convenience sampling, in that respondents are chosen subjectively’. Participants, 

when selected by purposive means, are chosen for their expertise and detailed knowledge 

(Gray, 2016). Likewise, they are selected for their knowledge of the phenomenon, their ability 

to articulate and reflect on the topic, and are willing to engage and communicate in depth with 

the research (Moser and Korstjens, 2018). To this end, it is necessary for any researcher 

utilising purposive sampling to select participants who they feel are best suited to providing 

rich information and insights (May, 2002). As purposive sampling is based primarily on the 

subjective judgement, there is as Sharma (2017) highlighted, a high probability of researcher 

bias. To mitigate against such bias, researchers must remain reflexive through each stage of 

the sampling process (Gray, 2018). Reflexivity enables the researcher to critically assess the 

suitability of the sampling strategy, and in cases where the respondent experiences or 

interests are not being represented, the researcher may consider alternative or accompanying 

strategies (Morse et al., 2018). This was in fact the case with the study documented here, 

whereby, through a process of reflection and some deliberation it was felt that three sampling 

strategies, namely purposive, snowball and probability sampling would be most appropriate. 

 

Considering the points raised here, sampling strategies must be selected in such a way that 

they ‘yield rich information and are consistent with the methodological approach used’ (Moser 

and Korstjens, 2018, p.9). This study utilised a range of sampling strategies to reach a 

representative sample for the qualitative interviews. To begin, the sample was purposive and 
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sought to represent current residents (n=20) at Berwyn at the time of the research. Information 

on the resident sample group is provided in the table below, but to summarise, the sample 

included respondents aged between 20 and 65 years old. In line with HMPPS ethical 

requirements, these ages are presented in approximate format so as not to identify 

participants. Likewise, to further protect resident identities, those who took part in the study 

were assigned a pseudonym. A final point for presentation in Table 2 (below) was the status 

of each resident, and whether it was their first time in prison. This was deemed important when 

collecting the demographics of each participant as it helped to gain some insight into residents’ 

experience of prison life, and moreover, their perception of rehabilitative prison approaches. 

However, there were instances whereby some residents declined to share such information, 

in which case this is presented as ‘not known’. 

 

Table 2: Resident participants  

Pseudonym/ identifier Gender Age range First prison sentence 

(Y/N) 

Robert Male 40-45 Yes 

Kelvin Male 30-35 No 

Harvey Male 40-45 No 

Owen Male 25-30 Yes 

Leigh Male 55-60 No 

Alan Male 60-65 No 

Jimmy Male Not known Yes 

Oliver Male 50-55 No 

Jacob Male 35-40 No 

Paul Male 20-25 No 

Gavin Male 30-35 No 

Rich Male 40-45 Not known 

Dale Male 45-50 No 

Alex Male 30-35 Not known 

Ashley Male 40-45 Yes 

Keith Male 20-25 No 

Mark Male 20-25 No 

Aaron Male 35-40 Not known 

Chris Male 60-65 No 

Stephen Male 30-35 No 
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In the same way that Berwyn residents were selected for the interview phase of the study, a 

purposive sample of operational staff/stakeholders who interacted regularly with the resident 

population was also sought. The staff/stakeholder sample comprised workers at all 

organisational levels, and included management, front-line operational staff such as prison 

officers (at all levels and from various areas within the prison), offender managers and 

chaplaincy staff. In terms of stakeholders, the sample included staff employed by Berwyn’s 

Learning and Skills provider: Novus-Cambria, and staff employed by Prison Advice Care Trust 

(PACT), who as a third sector agency, aim to support the families of those imprisoned at 

Berwyn. One area that was not considered for the study was the physical and mental health 

provider: Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board. The reason for their exclusion was due to 

the limited timeframe in which to complete the study and the subsequent need to obtain 

additional ethical approval from Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board. To this end, the 

sample group of operational staff/stakeholders was deemed adequate, with the sample 

number of staff/stakeholders remaining the same as residents (n=20). The sample size was 

determined as being large enough to obtain data on the varying perceptions and experiences 

that might exist at Berwyn, and substantial enough to achieve saturation. Furthermore, 

demands on custodial resources were also considered, and to minimise disruption, the study 

sought to utilise the smallest number of participants possible.   

 

As with residents, details of staff/stakeholder demographics are provided in Table 3 (over the 

page). Here, details pertaining to staff/stakeholder identifiers are provided in numerical from; 

to differentiate between staff/stakeholders and residents (i.e. staff/stakeholders = S.01, S.02, 

S.03 etc.). In addition, the gender of staff/stakeholders are presented, along with the area in 

which they work, and lastly, their experience (if any) of prison environments.  
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Table 3: Staff/Stakeholder participants 

Staff/ 

Stakeholder 

identifier 

 

Gender Prior experience of working in a 

prison setting (Y/N) 

S.01 Female  No 

S.02 Male Yes 

S.03 Female No 

S.04 Female  No  

S.05 Female  No  

S.06 Male  Yes 

S.07 Male  Yes 

S.08 Male  Yes 

S.09 Male  No 

S.10 Female Yes 

S.11 Female  No 

S.12 Male  No 

S.13 Female  No 

S.14 Male  Yes 

S.15 Female  No  

S.16 Male  No  

S.17 Male  Yes 

S.18 Male  No  

S.19 Female  No  

S.20 Male  No  

 

As aforementioned, it is imperative that researchers remain reflexive when developing the 

sample (Morse et al., 2018). In doing so, several pre-empted complexities were noted during 

the preliminary phase of this research. The first being that prison residents are recognised as 

being a hard-to-reach group, who often find it difficult to establish trust with outside 

stakeholders, or indeed, researchers. As such, it was decided that the most appropriate 

recruitment method was to place recruitment posters in and around the communal areas of 

the prison (Appendix B). The poster was designed to comply with Berwyn’s Bilingual policy. 

Included on both, were important points relating to the aim and purpose of the research. The 

initial sampling and recruitment of participants was therefore reliant upon the poster in the first 

instance, followed then by dissemination of recruitment information to the residents’ in-room 

information and communications technology (ICT) system (Unilink), and to staff/stakeholders 

via intranet. This method provided an accessible way for potential participants to register their 
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interest in the study, and moreover, enabled the sample group to snowball, since existing 

participants communicated their involvement to others, often encouraging them to contribute 

to the study. By triangulating the sampling strategy in this manner and utilising both purposive 

and snowball sampling, Bryman (2016) suggested that this can help to avoid sampling bias. 

A disadvantage of snowball sampling however is that the sample is very much dependent on 

those who were selected at the beginning of the study, and the ‘particular cliques and sample 

biases’ that they may bring (Etikan and Bala, 2017, p.150).  

 

Despite utilising purposive and snowball sampling at the beginning of the research, uptake 

from the interview sample group was slow. It was at this point that the research gatekeeper 

suggested the allocation of their Rehabilitative Champion, who as a Berwyn resident, was 

recognised for his widespread knowledge of the prison and the rehabilitative practices therein. 

I agreed to his involvement during the initial phase of the research, as I recognised the 

rehabilitative value that assisting in the research might have for him and was keen to offer him 

this opportunity. He accepted the position and accompanied me during varying points of the 

fieldwork. His involvement during the early parts of the fieldwork proved instrumental in helping 

me to become accustomed to the prison environment, but also, as a trusted member of the 

prison population, he helped to attract interest in areas where participant engagement had 

seen limited uptake. In this regard, his involvement enabled the sample to develop at an 

exponential rate.  

 

From the potential participants that were generated through the sampling methods noted 

above, it was acknowledged that some in the sample presented with certain vulnerabilities. 

Their perspectives and experiences needed however to be equally reflected to enhance 

validity. Therefore, a third sampling strategy was incorporated within the sampling frame. From 

all residents who registered an interest in the study, their engagement was dependent upon a 

final probability sampling strategy. Lists of those wanting to engage were disseminated to the 

gatekeeper, who was responsible then for applying a basic random sampling method. This 

ensured that participants were not ‘cherry-picked’, and in the case of vulnerable residents 

presenting with communicative impairments and/or mental health diagnoses (e.g. dementia, 

psychosis or mania), this provided an opportune moment to assess respondents on their 

suitability. Suitability to participate in the research was mapped against a series of decisional 

factors which helped to gauge respondent capacity. For staff respondents, this process was 

not necessary, as all interested staff respondents were deemed to have the capacity to 

understand the research and give informed consent.  
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3.15 Sampling and recruitment strategy for the ethnographic observations  

As mentioned elsewhere in this chapter, data collection was triangulated and consisted of not 

only semi-structured interviews with residents and staff/stakeholders, but also observational 

research. Ethnography is an in-depth approach, which is traditionally associated with 

anthropological research (Taheri et al., 2015). Ethnography is considered fruitful, mostly 

because it gleans an intimate understanding of human behaviour, cultural interactions and 

relationships (Bryman, 2016). It is also considered valuable in the field of prison research as 

‘no amount of theorising or reading in an office can substitute for hands on experience of 

spending your time in prison’ (King, 2000, p.297). To this end, ethnography is experiential, 

and with that, it offers the researcher an intimate glimpse into the lives of those being 

investigated (Van Esterik and Baker, 2016). Likewise, ethnography, and more specifically, 

observations, enlighten the research by uncovering nuanced themes and intricate details that 

may not ordinarily be exposed to researchers during more formal interviewing processes 

(Taheri et al., 2015). 

 

Considering its qualities, ethnographic observations were deemed to be a complementary 

method within this study. As such, the starting point for the ethnographic observations came 

with the need to identify areas to observe. Prior to the ethnographic fieldwork taking place, a 

bilingual ‘Ethnography Information Sheet’ (Appendix O/P) was disseminated to the Custodial 

Managers (CMs) overseeing each residential houseblock at Berwyn (Alwen, Bala, Ceiriog), 

as it was recognised that most observations would take place in these areas. The same 

information was provided to Heads of Departments in other areas of observation, namely: the 

prison visit hall, reception, multifaith centre, education department and PACT. In each case, 

both the CMs and Heads of Department for each observed area, acted as informal 

gatekeepers in this process, with the information provided to them prior to the fieldwork, 

informing them of the research and what was being asked of the staff and residents under 

their care.  

 

Informal gatekeepers were at this point briefed on the processes of ethnography, its purpose 

within this study, the potential risks, and all other pertinent information required to make an 

informed decision regarding involvement. To meet the ethical guidelines surrounding the 

involvement of residents and staff during the observations, informal gatekeepers were then 

required to relay this information (Appendix O/P) to those under their supervision or care. This 

provided an opportune moment for informal gatekeepers to address any queries that residents 

or staff had in relation to the research and inform them of their right to withdraw at any point. 

In the interest of validity, only communities (wings) with full consent from each resident and 
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staff member therein, were considered for observation, and in cases where some residents or 

staff did not want to be observed, it was agreed that these areas would be exempt from the 

study. This however did not present as a problem within the research, and after receiving 

approvals by way of consent forms (Appendix Q) from the informal gatekeepers in each 

operational area, the ethnographic observations commenced. Working with the informal 

gatekeepers to disseminate information about the study and gain consent from those likely to 

be involved, allowed for a seamless interchange between the researcher and those under 

observation within each community.  

 

It also enabled me to identify staff who were happy to be shadowed during course of their 

shift. As an essential tool in the exploration into Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, shadowing 

staff offered some understanding not only of the mechanics involved within rehabilitative 

practice, but also the motivations behind certain actions and behaviours (Bartkowiak‐Theron 

and Sappey, 2012). Recruiting ‘shadow’ candidates followed a similar process to that already 

discussed in this section, insofar as the primary gatekeeper disseminated invite letters 

(Appendix F) and information sheets (O/P) to all staff. Those who agreed to be shadowed, 

were, before the observation, reminded of the research and their right to withdraw. Those still 

in agreement to be observed at this point, were then asked to sign a consent form (Appendix 

R). 

 

3.16 Access and Gatekeepers  

As alluded to above, gaining access to, and maintaining a presence within the study area, is 

an important component within research, and it is here that the support and collaboration of 

gatekeeper(s) is critical (Clarke, 2011). Whilst the primary role of a gatekeeper is to protect 

potential respondents from harm (Rattani and Johns, 2017), they are also by definition, 

responsible for introducing ‘the researcher to the field, either an organisation or a group of 

people, or both’ (Davies and Peters, 2014, p.36). In this context, gatekeepers become the 

metaphorical gateway which must be navigated to conduct research (Bengry, 2018), and can, 

depending upon their opinion surrounding the validity and value of the study, help or hinder 

the research (Reeves, 2010). Emmel et al. (2007) proposed that gatekeepers invariably play 

a role in permitting or denying the researcher access to vulnerable and/or socially excluded 

people. In short, gatekeepers can prove invaluable to the research process, and may, if 

obliging, facilitate the ‘smooth running of the research activity’ through to completion 

(Mcfadyen and Rankin, 2016, p.82). Regrettably, there are however occasions whereby 

gatekeepers are less than accommodating, with some gatekeepers dictating the direction of 

the research by forcing researchers to ‘revise or depoliticize their analysis’ (Broadhead and 
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Rist, 1976, p.331). Kay (2019, p.37) supported this, and in a recent exploration into the 

positionality of gatekeepers, proposed that despite being viewed as the ‘benevolent protector’, 

gatekeepers are frequently purported as having an ‘antagonistic stance towards research’. 

Then there are those who actively deny access to promotional materials such as recruitment 

posters, and who passively deny further access by avoiding the researcher’s telephone calls, 

emails and other forms of correspondence (Bengry, 2018). This obstructive behaviour is as 

Broadhead and Rist (1976) suggested, often the result of gatekeeper’s concern for the agency 

of the organisation, and more specifically, apprehension toward the public image of the 

organisation possibly being threatened by the research findings. Gatekeepers may also look 

objectionably upon research because of their limited understanding of the topic, the possible 

time constraints and a simple lack of interest (Williams, 2020). In such cases, some 

gatekeepers consider ways to disrupt the research, and therefore, despite projects being given 

official approval (i.e. from institutional ethics boards), the cooperation from gatekeepers 

cannot be guaranteed (Wanat, 2008; Crowhurst and Kennedy-Macfoy, 2013; Azungah, 2019).   

 

Considering the discussion here, it can be argued that gaining research access is a political 

process which involves the constant negotiation and re-negotiation between the researcher 

and gatekeeper (Bryman, 2016). These negotiations are however, as Turner and Almack 

(2017) highlighted in their exploration into the complexities surrounding relationships with 

gatekeepers, far from linear. Researchers must, therefore, attempt to gain access to the 

respondent culture, whilst simultaneously gaining the trust of gatekeepers (Gansen, 2017). In 

attempting to gain this trust, researchers must, if they are to facilitate the research process, 

spend sufficient time creating a favourable impression on the gatekeeper by building a positive 

relationship (Sanghera and Thapar-Björkert, 2008; Reeves; 2010). Being critically aware and 

reflexive towards one’s positional status alongside that of the gatekeeper is also of 

significance, and Azungah (2019) proposed that researchers must be constantly mindful of 

how their positionality affects knowledge production.  

 

As emphasised above, the first task for any researcher when attempting to gain access to the 

study area is to identify appropriate gatekeepers (Bryman, 2016). In the current study, a 

suitable gatekeeper was assigned by Berwyn’s SMT. The allocated gatekeeper was 

considered potentially important because of her access to the respondent group. She also, as 

the Head of Reducing Reoffending, had experience of achieving improved outcomes for PIP 

through culture change and rehabilitative practice. Following this allocation, a joint meeting 

was arranged with the Deputy Project Director and the gatekeeper. It was at this point, that 

initial introductions were made, and careful consideration was given to the research 
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methodology, whilst considering the estimated resource implications that the research may 

place upon staff and residents. My initial gatekeeper proved invaluable in the planning and 

preparatory phase of the research, and as predicted, her knowledge of Berwyn and the 

possible operational constraints that could impinge upon the research, enabled me to develop 

a clear research plan. Her involvement was however cut short after accepting a senior position 

elsewhere in the prison estate. She was however, later replaced with another gatekeeper, who 

would oversee my remainder of my research. Added to the gatekeeper involvement above, 

additional support networks were also established in the run-up to the research. This included 

support from Berwyn’s Cluster Lead Psychologist, who outlined safeguarding plans and 

procedures should any of the participants (staff and residents) become distressed during the 

research.  

 

After seeking support from gatekeepers, it was necessary to discuss how best to gain access 

to the sample groups. It was agreed during the planning and preparatory phase of the 

research, that the gatekeeper would initiate contact with all potential staff and resident 

participants prior to the fieldwork. As alluded to previously, it was agreed that bilingual 

recruitment posters (Appendix B/C) would be placed in communal areas around the prison in 

the weeks preceding the research. Added to this, the gatekeeper disseminated bilingual 

invitations (Appendix D/E) and information sheets (Appendix G/H) to all residents. The 

information provided, explained the nature of the research and participation. A similar process 

was followed with staff and partners, with all potential staff participants receiving an invitation 

(Appendix F) and bilingual information sheet (Appendix K/L). Access to respondents was 

therefore relatively straightforward, and due to the advanced information technology systems, 

which are available to all Berwyn staff and residents, dissemination via technological means 

was deemed the most efficient contact method. 

 

As previously noted, despite the gatekeeper’s best efforts to recruit prior to the research, 

participant uptake was slow. I therefore made the decision, with support from the gatekeeper, 

to add another layer to the sampling process. By incorporating a snowball sampling, this 

helped to produce the sample group that was required for the study. Once the confirmed list 

of participants had been generated, I was then able to arrange mutually convenient 

times/places in which to meet with participants to conduct the interviews.  

 

During the planning phase, it was suggested by Berwyn’s SMT that to minimise staff demands, 

resident interviews would be conducted in the clear fronted meeting pods which were installed 

at Berwyn predominantly for legal meetings. The pods were located in the access/egress 
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routes to the residential communities, and with their transparent frontage provided a safe and 

convenient location for residents to meet with legal representatives whilst still being out of 

hearing, but in sight of an officer.  Aside from eliminating the need for direct staff supervision, 

it was suggested that the pods would ensure participant and researcher safety, as each pod 

is clearly visible to operational staff by way of clear Perspex windows. However, during 

fieldwork, it was immediately apparent that the pods were unsuitable. This was largely due to 

their location in a commonly used thoroughfare for residents and staff entering and leaving 

the resident accommodation.  

 

Because of their location, their clear fronted windows and air vents which allow circulation, the 

pods offered no privacy or soundproofing. Consequently, I felt that any interviews conducted 

here would have been easily overheard by passers-by and the anonymity of the participants 

would have been compromised. There was also a considerable din created by passing people, 

and constant alarm bells sounding in the vestibule area, which made for a wholly inappropriate 

environment in which to conduct interviews. It was at this point that I raised my concerns with 

the gatekeeper and requested a more suitable location in which to conduct the interviews. An 

alternative location was soon found, and rather than the pods, I was able to use the prison 

video link (PVL) rooms which are made available to residents during court hearings and legal 

appointments. Because of their legal purpose, the PVL rooms were naturally less disruptive. 

Similarly, they were located in a more private setting, but were in the interests of participant 

and researcher safety, manned constantly by operational staff. Despite having sourced a 

suitable alternative for most of my interviews, there were some occasions where the PVL 

rooms had been pre-booked. In such situations my gatekeeper sought to offer alternative 

rooms in the resident accommodation houses. These rooms, unlike the pods in the communal 

areas, were located on the second floor of the accommodation buildings and were traditionally 

used for training and educational purposes. Much like the PVL rooms, these rooms were 

soundproofed and offered discretion and security. They were also monitored by staff should 

their assistance be required. 

 

3.17 Research tools  

In her practical guide for undertaking research, Dawson (2007) highlighted the wide variety of 

research tools which qualitative researchers have at their disposal. Such tools include 

structured, semi and unstructured open-ended interviews, focus groups and participant 

observations (Dawson, 2007). The study reported here utilised semi-structured interviews and 

participant observation. Where the semi-structured interviews were concerned, topic guides 

were developed for interviews with staff/stakeholders and residents. Topic guides in this 
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instance, served as a prompt and helped to direct the conversation in a dependable yet 

standardised way (O’Keeffe et al., 2015; McNamara, 2018). The topic guide also enabled me 

to identify relevant issues that were previously unknown to me before the research, thus 

providing added insight.  

 

Where topic guides proved instrumental in the interviews, their usage within the ethnographic 

observations was not required. This is because observations are typically guided by the 

phenomena in question, thus leaving ethnographers free to observe and document anything 

which they feel to be ‘meaningful or important’ (Lochrie et al., 2015, p.135).    

 

3.18 Qualitative interviews  

Human beings are by their very nature, conversational beings who live a dialogical life, and 

because of this, Brinkmann (2014) suggested that qualitative interviewing has become a 

preferred method within human and social sciences. In view of this, the study documented in 

this thesis, draws upon qualitative semi-structured interviews as one of its key methodological 

components. Semi-structured interviewing is a method favoured by qualitative researchers 

because of its capacity to garner a thorough understanding of a phenomenon (Kvale, 2007; 

Polit and Beck, 2010b). Qualitative interviews also focus on meaning, which, according to 

Dworkin (2012, p.1319), considers the ‘how and why of a particular issue, process, situation, 

subculture, scene or set of social interactions.’ Turner (2010) noted how qualitative interviews 

are employed by researchers who understand the importance of acquiring participants who 

are willing to share open and honest information. It is also recognised that interviews capture 

the nuanced elements of the participant’s ‘story’ (Creswell, 2007, p.133) and that the 

participant’s knowledge, values and experiences are expressive and worthy of deeper 

understanding and exploration (Turner, 2010).  

 

Qualitative interviewing is influenced by constructivism which, from an ontological perspective 

proposes that reality is socially constructed (Brennen, 2017). From this socially constructed 

position, Warren (2002, p.83) argued that participants should be considered as significant 

meaning-makers as opposed to ‘passive conduits for retrieving information’. The data that 

they generate, is where qualitative research is concerned, a rich and valuable source of 

information (Geertz, 1973). There are however those who seek to challenge this view 

(Atkinson and Silverman, 1997; Hammersley and Gomm, 2008). Arguing predominantly from 

a positivist perspective, some such as Atkinson (2015, p.92), offered a ‘radical critique’ of 

interviews; positing them as simple conversations which ‘provide little or no opportunity to 

investigate the multiple forms of social organisation and action that are the stuff of everyday 
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life’. Furthermore, critics argued that qualitatively aligned interviews are subject to researcher 

bias, and can through the introduction of leading questions, direct the participant toward a 

specific conclusion, thus, invalidating their response (Lochrie et al., 2015).  

 

Upon evaluation of these criticisms, some qualitative researchers conduct preliminary tests 

which help to determine the construct and content validity of their interviews (Dikko, 2016; 

Wincup, 2017). This is often conducted through pilot tests, which, as Watson et al. (2007) 

pointed out, explore the question formulation by detecting possible flaws prior to the fieldwork. 

In doing so, these researchers, it could be argued, distance themselves from allegations of 

bias by acknowledging that they have a direct influence on the research process (Dikko, 2016; 

Bryman, 2016). In the same way that researchers must be mindful of their influence on the 

research, they must also consider the reliability of interview data, insofar as, some participants’ 

recollections may appear contradictory, inaccurate or untruthful (Roulston and Choi, 2018). 

Where this occurs, researchers must remain reactive by authenticating doubtful information 

through other means, such as methodological triangulation (Seale, 1999). 

 

When considering the most appropriate form of interviewing to utilise within a qualitative study, 

Lochrie et al. (2015) proposed that there are three types of interviews, which have already 

been alluded to in this chapter. To add yet more context, these three approaches are: 

unstructured (open-ended), structured, and semi-structured interviews. Each approach 

according to Lochrie et al. (2015), comes with its own distinct strengths and weaknesses, and 

it is upon review of these, that the researcher must decide upon the most appropriate method 

to complement their research. To this end, unstructured interviews are deemed the most 

flexible, as the researcher can limit the number of questions asked, thus, enabling the 

participant to talk openly and freely about their experience (Brinkmann, 2014). From this, it 

could be assumed that unstructured interviews require little planning or arrangement, as the 

interchange between researcher and participant is organic and largely directed by the topics 

which the participant deems important (Dawson, 2007). There is however a fundamental flaw 

in this idea, and Parker (2005) emphasised how it is not possible to avoid structure altogether. 

Parker (2005) explained that the researcher will, even in the case of an unstructured interview, 

have at least one question which acts as a starting point, thus, enabling the interview to gain 

momentum. Unstructured interviews do however maximise the dialogical potential of 

knowledge production that is characteristic in all human conversation (Brinkmann, 2014).  

 

On the opposite end of this dialogically driven spectrum is structured interviews, which are 

typically concerned with standardising the assessment process (Rogers, 2018). Unlike 
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unstructured interviews, structured interviews are rigid and rely upon a fixed set of questions 

or tick box responses (Dawson, 2007). Consequently, structured interviews tend not to yield 

nuanced detail, but rather focus on a particular response, and for that reason, they are 

commonly associated with self-completed questionnaires, phone surveys or internet-based 

market research (Phellas et al., 2011).  

 

The final approach for consideration, and one selected for this study, is semi-structured 

interviews. Unlike structured and unstructured interviews, semi-structured interviewing offers 

enhanced flexibility (Bryman, 2016; Mason, 2017; Kumar, 2019). Flexibility within a semi-

structured interview is facilitated through a series of open-ended questions which enable 

participants the freedom to explain their thoughts in detail and highlight areas of particular 

interest (May, 2002). The researcher may also incorporate some closed questions in order to 

elicit background details and demographic information on their participants (Wincup, 2017).  

 

During the semi-structured interview, participants move fluidly through the questions, and 

similarly, the researcher may also probe areas of interest, clarify certain responses and 

‘resolve apparent contradictions’ (Horton et al., 2004, p. 340). For this reason, semi-structured 

interviews are iterative, with data collection and analysis occurring simultaneously (DiCicco-

Bloom and Crabtree, 2004). This flexible and synchronous dialogue enables the researcher 

to replace or change the order in which the questions are presented, thus, eliciting the most 

pertinent points (Mason, 2017). Furthermore, Opdenakker (2006) suggested that when semi-

structured interviews are conducted face-to-face, the synchronous interchange between 

researcher and participant uncovers a multitude of social cues, such as body language, voice, 

and intonation (pitch), and speech patterns etc. Each of which, offers a telling interpretation 

about the ‘social situation’, the ‘visual and spatial dynamics’, and lastly, the ‘mood and 

atmosphere’ of that studied (Mason, 2017, p.126). Picking up on such cues does however 

require certain skills and experience (Bryman, 2016). Mason (2017) noted how becoming 

accomplished in the practicalities of interviewing is no mean feat, with researchers having to 

balance communication alongside noticing/recording visual and non-visual cues, taking 

detailed notes, and using advanced recording equipment. Throughout this process, 

researchers must also aim to support the interview dynamic, which includes: pacing the 

interview and allowing the participant sufficient time to reply, establishing that there is no right 

or wrong answer, allowing participants to stop or move onto the next question, and being 

culturally sensitive (Yeo et al., 2014). Along the same lines of being culturally sensitive, the 

researcher must also recognise that whilst exploring participant’s thoughts, feelings and 

beliefs, they will inevitably converse about personal and sometimes sensitive topics 
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(Dejonckheere and Vaughn, 2019). For this reason, the researcher must, from the outset, 

establish trust and rapport with their participants, and this is often achieved by being respectful 

and listening attentively to what they have to say (Spradley, 2016). May (2002) argued the 

need to build rapport through communicative interaction and suggested that in order to provide 

a setting which is a naturalistic as possible, the researcher should, with the respondent’s prior 

agreement, audio record the interview.    

 

Once researchers select the most fitting interview method for their research, King et al. (2019, 

p.254) suggested that ‘how to conduct’ the interview is another significant point for 

contemplation. King et al. (2019) noted how researchers may consider face-to-face interviews 

with individuals as these can elicit confidentialities which cannot be discussed in the company 

of others. Where practicalities such as cost, timescales and logistics are concerned, the 

researcher may consider a more convenient approach such as conducting individual 

interviews via telephone, video or internet (Bryman, 2016). Convenient as these methods are, 

telephone interviews and digital interviewing can however disrupt the visual cues that would 

ordinarily be present in face-to-face interviews, thus, resulting in a ‘loss of contextual and 

nonverbal data’ (Novick, 2008).  

 

A further approach to interviewing, which is applicable where collective perspectives are 

required, are focus-groups (King et al., 2019). As a group compostion, focus-groups do not 

discriminate against people with limited literacy skills, and moreover, they encourage 

participation from people who may on their own, be reluctant to engage, or those who perceive 

their input as being valueless (Kitzinger, 1995). Group interviews, it could therefore be argued, 

capitalise on communication by distorting the rigid power dichotomy that often exists between 

researcher and respondent (Bryman, 2016). This in return, allows for a more egalitarian 

exchange which generates richer and more nuanced data (Montell, 1999). Finally, focus 

groups act as a convenient means of data collection as several respondents can be 

interviewed simultaneously (Carey and Smith, 1994; Cyr, 2016; Kumar, 2019).  

 

When reflecting on the most convenient method of interviewing, researchers must also 

establish the best way to archive the data gathered within interviews, and a popular method 

of doing this within the social sciences is audio-recording. Audio recordings are a key source 

when recollecting the information put forth during an interview, and act as a ‘living electronic 

archive’ which stores the rich and nuanced data needed to inform the project (Williams, 2020, 

p.1). The current study relied partly on audio recorded material, as well as ethnographic 

fieldnotes which are discussed later in this chapter. The audio recorded interviews with staff 
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and residents lasted between approximately one and two hours and were conducted with prior 

permission from each respondent.  

 

In the case of the interviews with staff/stakeholders, and indeed, the Berwyn residents, the 

need to achieve a relatively informal interviewing style was perceived as being important. This 

was because it was hoped that participants would freely voice their views, feelings and 

experiences surrounding Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. To this end, the topic guided 

interviews were conversational, and whilst addressing the issues raised in the study’s aims 

and objectives, the structure remained flexible and relatively loose. Correspondingly, to 

minimise the possibility of idealised accounts, I adopted a neutral stance within my 

interviewing, and did so, by including exploratory questions, as opposed to questions which 

may be considered leading, condemnatory or interrogative. This loose format enabled 

participants to diverge slightly from the topic guided questions and focus instead on 

conversations that they felt needed to be discussed in more depth.  

 

On balance, qualitative research is interactive, and often necessitates a prolonged, intimate 

and in-depth exchange between the researcher and those being studied (Lincoln and Guba, 

1985). I therefore felt it pertinent to begin all interviews with an explanation not only of the 

what the research set out to achieve, but also a little about myself and my motivations for 

carrying out this research. This helped to instil the trust and rapport that have been alluded to 

in this chapter. Equally, it was just as important to conclude the interviews in a similar manner. 

Cutcliffe and Ramcharan (2002) support this, noting how interviews that are about to end, 

must be handled sensitively and without haste. Considering this, I was mindful not to hurry my 

participants to finish their conversation. I was also aware that for some residents, the 

interviews broke the monotony of their regime, and understood why some chose to prolong 

their time spent talking with me. There were also some staff members whose time was 

valuable, and as members of an operational workforce, I understood when two members of 

staff had to respond to an urgent alarm call on their radio, thus, bringing the interview to an 

abrupt close. To mitigate this, I reassessed my interview schedule frequently; allowing extra 

time at the end of each interview for possible protraction, and time for reflection when 

interviews were cut short. I also offered follow-up meetings for those staff whose time talking 

with me was cut short.  

 

3.19 Data analysis 

Analysing the vast amounts of data that are often generated by research can be a daunting 

prospect, and unquestionably, data analysis is frequently perceived as being the most detailed 
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aspect of any research project (Thorne, 2000). Data analysis refers to the logical process 

which researchers go through to apply meaning to the data (Gray, 2018). There are then, as 

Wincup (2017) noted, a broad variety of analytical approaches for researchers to consider. Of 

the many analytic strategies, qualitative researchers may opt for one of the following: 

grounded theory, thematic analysis, discourse analysis, content analysis, hermeneutics and 

interpretative phenomenological analysis (Sang and Sitko, 2015). Each approach presents its 

own distinct strengths and weaknesses, of which the researcher will have explored in-depth 

at the outset of the research (Folkestad, 2008).  

 

Whilst different analytical strategies provide varying perspectives on the data, researchers 

must carefully consider the type of analysis, and the way in which the data is managed and 

interpreted (Bryman, 2016). The use of thematic analysis informed by grounded theory is 

particularly informative when conducting qualitative research, as such, the study presented 

here, utilised thematic analysis (TA) and grounded theory. Grounded theory was established 

in the 1960s (Glaser and Straus, 1967) and concerns itself with the generation of theory which 

is ‘grounded’ in data and has been systematically collected and analysed (Strauss and Corbin, 

1994). Grounded theory involves the construction of new theory, and when utilised in 

qualitative studies such as this, can aid the researcher when attempting to search for, and 

‘conceptualise the hidden social and collective patterns and constructions within the data 

(Noble and Mitchell, 2016, p.35). Grounded theory can be used to complement TA, and when 

used in conjunction, grounded theory enables the researcher to refer to existing literature 

when analysing the data and simultaneously ‘verify, validate, and generate theory’ (Almeida, 

2017, p.1). In doing so, the researcher can shape subsequent data collection according to 

varying perspectives that arise from previous studies and indeed from the participants 

interviews and observations (Heydarian, 2016).  

 

In addition to grounded theory, TA was utilised broadly within this study. TA is, according to 

Braun and Clarke (2012, p.57), an ‘accessible, flexible, and increasingly popular method of 

qualitative data analysis’, which enables the researcher to easily identify, analyse and interpret 

the emergent patterns or ‘themes’ deriving from entire datasets. TA is best thought of as a 

technique, as opposed to discourse analysis and interpretative phenomenological analysis, 

which are all described as being ‘bounded’ methodologies or theoretically informed 

frameworks (Braun and Clarke, 2006). Unlike these bounded frameworks, TA does not have 

a specific research design and is therefore not constrained by pre-existing theories, 

appropriate research questions and specific methods of data collection and analysis (Boyatzis, 

1998; Braun and Clarke, 2006). Instead, TA is recognised for its flexibility and is therefore 
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suitable for both novice and experienced researchers as the steps located within TA are easy 

to follow, but rigorous enough to generate rich and meaningful findings (Braun and Clarke, 

2006).      

 

In their seminal works on ‘using thematic analysis in psychology’ Braun and Clarke (2006) 

noted that TA supports several theoretical positions. Additionally, they suggested that TA 

supports essentialist or realist methods, which both report ‘experiences, meanings and the 

reality of participants’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.77). TA is also well-situated to interpretivist 

paradigms, which examine events, realities, meanings, experiences and a variety of 

discourses operating within society (Braun and Clarke, 2006). On this basis, when deciding 

upon the most appropriate analytical strategy, it was felt that TA was most suited to this 

research. The justification was that my own theoretical position was one of interpretivism, 

whereby ontologically, I did not assume that social reality is singular or objective, but rather, 

reality is shaped by human experiences and sociocultural contexts (Bryman, 2016). As such, 

prison research is, from an epistemological level, best studied through the varying subjective 

interpretations of those individuals who live and work in the prison environment. TA in this 

regard, was therefore appropriate, and by drawing upon Braun and Clarke’s (2006, p.79) six-

phase process, I was able to interpret the ‘reality’ of Berwyn though this recursive ‘sense-

making process’, which is discussed below.    

 

Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase analytical process, by which this study is informed, is 

sequential. Put simply, each phase relates to the last, and thus, in a recursive fashion, analysis 

will be repeated until saturation is reached (Braun and Clarke, 2006). As a result, data analysis 

was, throughout the research, an ongoing reflexive process. However, before this reflexive 

process began, the early stages of my analysis involved familiarisation with the data. Once 

the data from interviews and observations was collected, I spent a considerable amount of 

time becoming acquainted with the data by reading and listening to the content several times 

over. My ability to engage with this corpus of data, and immerse myself completely within it, 

was achieved through transcription. By actively transcribing the interactions with participants, 

I was not only reading the content multiple times, but also listening to recordings and typing 

the participant’s words. Transcribing is, therefore, a fundamental part of the analytical process 

(Hammersley and Atkinson, 2007). Despite this, transcribing even for the most proficient typist 

is labour-intensive, meaning that many researchers choose to outsource this task to 

professional transcribers (Wincup, 2017). However, on reflection, I wanted to complete this 

task myself so that I would know my data intimately and really delve into the nuances 
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contained within. This first step provided the foundations for subsequent analysis and led me 

onto the second step in Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-phase process which is coding. 

 

Once familiar with the data, I began to identify codes that were contained within the dataset. 

Codes, according to Braun and Clarke (2006) are features within the data (semantic content 

or latent) that are of thematic interest to the researcher, and which may help to answer the 

research question. These codes, once generated, refer to ‘the most basic segment, or 

element, of the raw data or information that can be assessed in a meaningful way regarding 

the phenomenon’ (Boyatzis, 1998, p.63).  The process of coding seeks to identify, highlight 

and categorise emerging themes as an on-going reiterative process, and it is during the coding 

stage that the researcher may consider complementary tools which aid this process (Bazeley 

and Jackson, 2013). A valuable tool, which created an opportunity for further reflection, 

familiarisation and contemplation within this study, was the use of computer assisted 

qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS). There are many CAQDAS programmes 

available, and consequently, it is not easy to visualise exactly what each programme offers 

(Lewins and Silver, 2014). Nonetheless, the preferred option for many qualitative researchers 

is NVivo (Wincup, 2017). NVivo is a code-based system which enables researchers to 

systematically handle, store, categorise, conceptualise, interpret, code, and retrieve extensive 

amounts of data (Bazeley and Jackson, 2013). There are innumerable advantages to using 

NVivo, and one that encouraged me to use the software was its ability to assist in identifying 

preliminary themes, and then to create relationships amongst newly emerging themes (Dollah 

et al., 2017). To illustrate the procedures taken whilst utilising NVivo, the diagrammatic 

representation, over the page (Figure 2), demonstrates the processual pattern I followed when 

utilising QSR NVivo 12. This process aligns with the third phase of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) 

analytical process which is ‘searching for themes’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.87). 
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Figure 2: Radial cycle - demonstrates the processual steps when using NVivo 12. 

 

Once I had imported my corpus of data into NVivo 12, I then began by storing two separate 

datasets (Berwyn residents and staff/stakeholders). Both were divided into distinct folders so 

that they remained separate for clarity and comparison. I then proceeded to thematically code 

the data according to the broad and interlinking priori themes, which were informed initially by 

the literature review, the research aims and objectives, the topic guide and subsequently, by 

other thematic occurrences across the course of the research. These priori themes created 

the first thematic categories which are referred to in NVivo as ‘Nodes’. Using these priori 

codes, I then proceeded to segment the data by looking for meaningful sections of text in the 

transcripts. Some aligned with my priori codes and in which case they were stored alongside. 

However, others were newly emergent themes and therefore were assigned with a new and 

separate code. These codes therefore were inductive and emerged from directly examining 

the data. I continued this process until all data had been coded. At which point, I utilised other 

key functions of NVivo such as running a text search to locate commonly used words and 

created data visualisations such as dendrograms, word trees and word clouds. My reason for 

embracing NVivo’s visual tools was because I find visual information much easier to process. 
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However, it is important to note that the NVivo software along with its data visualisation 

capabilities, was not a replacement for analytical thought, but rather a complimentary 

mechanism which brought a measure of conceptualisation to the data. It also enabled me to 

move back and forth between phases two, three, four, and five of Braun and Clarkes (2006) 

six-phase model with relative ease.  

 

Steps four and five of Braun and Clarkes Analytical process which have not yet been 

discussed, relate to ‘reviewing themes’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.91) and then ‘defining and 

naming them’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.92). Steps four and five allowed for systematic 

examination of the data, and it was during these steps that I was able to recognise 

commonalities and inconsistencies within the data. I was also able to identify redundant codes 

and combine those with varying similarities. Additionally, I was also able to assign informative 

names to each code, and with that, incorporate the ‘essence’ of what each theme was about. 

In this regard, it was during the latter half of my project that NVivo really came into its own, in 

that, it easily facilitated any revisions to coding and enabled flexible handling and organisation 

of the data. 

 

For the final phase of Braun and Clarke’s (2006) six-step analytical process, I turned my 

attention to writing up. Here, Wincup (2007) suggested that the researcher interweaves the 

data extracts along with that of the analytical narrative. The researcher will also at this point 

contextualize the analysis against existing literature. In doing so, the researcher tells ‘the 

complicated story of [the] data in a way which convinces the reader of the merit and validity of 

[the] analysis’ (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p.93). To this end, the process of writing up is central 

to the overall analytic process and it is here that researcher will begin to critically assess the 

most pertinent themes and subthemes to bring to the findings chapter. When writing the 

findings chapter, Braun and Clarke (2006, p.93) noted how the researcher must aim to select 

‘particularly vivid examples’ or extracts which capture the essence of the study aim, without 

overcomplicating the topic. Such examples must also provide a compelling narrative which 

goes beyond simply describing the data, but rather, makes an argument in relation to the 

research (Braun and Clarke, 2006).  

 

3.20 Ethical issues  

Ethical issues are an inevitable part of all research (Oliver, 2010), and are especially prominent 

in studies involving potentially vulnerable groups, such as PIP (Overholser, 1987). The term 

‘ethics’ in its broadest sense, is frequently ascribed to morals and the distinction between right 

and wrong (Resnik, 2015). However, for the purpose of this research, ‘ethics’ concerns itself 
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with two moral dimensions: first, is ‘procedural ethics’, which is described as the ethical 

approval sought from relevant ethical committees in order to conduct the research. Second, 

is ‘ethics in practice’, which involves the commonplace ethical issues or dilemmas which arise 

when undertaking qualitative research (Guillemin and Gillam, 2004). Considering ‘procedural 

ethics’, the current study was scrutinised by two self-regulating bodies, namely, Wrexham 

Glyndwr University and Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service (HMPPS). The first stage 

of ethical approval came to fruition when the research proposal was submitted and approved 

by the Wrexham Glyndwr University Research Ethics Committee. Following this, a separate 

research application was submitted to HMPPS National Research Committee (NRC). The role 

of the NRC is to ensure that the researcher has developed a robust and relevant piece of 

research, which achieves best value for HMPPS, and does so in a way that limits resources 

and the impact on operational delivery (NRC, 2018). Despite having ethical oversight of 

research that is commissioned by internal and external researchers and organisations, the 

NRC is not an ethics committee and cannot give permission for research to take place within 

an establishment. To this end, permission for this research was initially subject to NRC 

endorsement and then approved at the discretion of the Governing Governor in April 2018 

(Appendix A).  

 

Whilst being scrutinised by two independent bodies, it remains the responsibility of the 

researcher to observe the highest standards of professionalism, integrity and transparency 

(Bryman, 2016). Such standards enable researchers to better realise the second moral 

dimension, previously mentioned in this subsection, which refers to ‘ethics in practice’. Ethics 

in practice encompasses the ethical quandaries which frequently arise during research, and 

which in the interest of researcher and participant safety, must be addressed (Guillemin and 

Gillam, 2004). The first of Guillemin and Gillam’s (2004) ethical issues considers the 

‘appropriateness’ of the researcher’s behaviour toward participants during each stage of the 

study (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996). De Laine (2000, p. 2) suggested that researcher 

conduct is crucial in the effective communion of ‘methods, analysis and interpretation’, and 

necessitates a relationship whereby the researcher treats subjects with the utmost sensitivity 

and respect (Lincoln, 1995; Dawson, 2007). As such, research participants should never be 

made to feel better or worse because of their participation with the study (Kumar, 2019). 

Furthermore, it is of equal importance, that no harm should come to them during their 

involvement (Soltis, 1989; Chapman et al., 2005). Understanding what constitutes harm to 

participants, can at times appear ambiguous to some researchers (Orb et al., 2000). Bryman 

(2016) suggested that ‘harm’ includes anything that may induce anxiety, psychological or 

physical distress and humiliation. Minimising participant discomfort should therefore be at the 
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forefront of research design, and thus, acknowledged as a probable ethical issue from the 

outset (Kavanaugh and Ayres, 1998).  

 

Research can also pose significant psychological and physical risks to the researcher, and 

none-more so in prisons (Marqaurt, 1986; Hart, 1995; Matfin, 2000). Exploring the 

psychological risks, Jewkes (2012, p.63) draws upon ‘emotion’ as an ‘intellectual resource’, 

and offers important recommendations on how researchers can conduct prison research 

‘differently’. Highlighting the psychological demands placed on researchers, Jewkes (2012) 

identifies how complex emotional feelings, experiences and personal contradictions are 

commonly felt, but not necessarily mitigated against, by many in the field of prison research. 

Addressing the ‘emotional texture’ of conducting research in prisons, Jewkes (2014, p.388) 

specifies the need for researchers to acknowledge their emotions on a deeper level and admit 

to the ‘complex and frequently confusing dilemmas’ presented to them. Liebling (2014) 

supports this, and accepts how researchers who engage empathetically with the complex 

emotions and traumas of others, can themselves potentially be affected. This vicarious 

emotional process is recognised as being one of the most pressing challenges of prison 

research, and is something that was considered extensively when conducting this study. To 

manage the emotional and psychological demands, the researcher sought to increase self-

observation and reflexivity (as discussed in subsection 3.10). Doing so, highlighted signs of 

potential stress and prompted the need for regular breaks. Between fieldwork visits, engaging 

in relaxing and self-soothing activities, such as exercise, was also found to be of therapeutic 

value.  

 

In addition to the psychological and emotional risks placed upon prison researchers, physical 

risks must also be considered. Physical risks to researchers can present as potential violence, 

harm or abuse (Martin, 2002). Therefore, it is vital that researchers protect themselves from 

harm by mitigating instances that could prove detrimental to the researcher’s personal safety 

(Paterson et al., 1999). To protect themselves, Hart (1995) recommended that prison 

researchers should become familiar with the formal and informal structure of the prison milieu. 

They must also, in the interest of personal welfare, develop collaborative relationships with 

custodial managers and central administration, each of which, are vital in the successful and 

safe delivery of the project (Hart, 1995). Subsequently, the current study was founded from 

the outset upon a collaborative research relationship with Berwyn’s SMT. In emphasising 

mutual goals with senior management, it was decided that to uphold researcher safety, the 

researcher would receive the same level of enhanced induction training that is offered to all 

operational prison staff. Further assurance was added to interviewing methods, and it initially 
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decided that all interviews, would, in the interest of participant and researcher safety, be 

conducted in meeting rooms located on each residential community. The suitably of these 

rooms was however questioned, and as noted elsewhere in this chapter, it was felt that without 

adequate privacy, these rooms would be inappropriate, thus meaning that alternatives had to 

be sourced.  

 

Whilst prisons house some of the most vulnerable people, who often have a propensity 

towards violence, this does not necessarily infer that the researcher will be placed in 

immediate danger (Apa et al., 2012). It is still however, in the researcher’s best interest to 

adopt a strategy whereby safety and vigilance is at the forefront of the research process 

(Wiles, 2013). In addition to physical safety, another prominent area for ethical deliberation is 

that of the emotional safety of the researcher (Liebling, 1999; Fleetwood, 2009; Garrihy and 

Watters, 2020).  Examples where the researcher’s emotional safety may be compromised are 

during exchanges whereby participants disclose compromising or sensitive data, and similarly, 

during emotionally laden interviews (Garrihy and Watters, 2020). Such moments illuminate 

the challenges and dilemmas that are associated with prison research (Abbott and Scott, 

2019), and more importantly, emphasise the need for formal debriefing processes should 

anything go wrong (Wiles, 2013). Within the current study, safeguarding measures to address 

such occurrences were agreed primarily with Berwyn’s SMT during the preparatory phase of 

the research. Within this, the processual elements of how to manage distress and/or 

disclosure were decided. This process was also agreed with my supervisory team, who took 

an active part in ensuring that both participants and my safety had been considered. More 

information on the management of distress and disclosure can be found later in this chapter.  

 

Another fundamental assumption that exists in the ethical conduct of research, recognises 

that certain people are ‘presumed to be more likely than others to be misled, mistreated or 

otherwise taken advantage of as participants in research’ (Levine et al., 2004, p.44). As 

already alluded to in this chapter, such participants are those more commonly referred to as 

‘vulnerable’ (Bryman, 2016). Whilst there is insufficient data to ascertain the precise number 

of ‘vulnerable’ people currently imprisoned in England and Wales, it can be assumed that 

those with vulnerabilities make up much of the prison population, either through mental illness, 

drug and/or alcohol dependency, old age and ill health (Prison reform Trust, 2017). It is 

important to reiterate that qualitative researchers are, during much of their time in the field, 

positioned within the lives of these vulnerable people, often during times of despair and 

distress. It is during such moments that participants vulnerabilities are exposed, and simply 

by discussing distressing or humiliating experiences, through interview or otherwise, the 
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trauma associated with their former ordeal can be intensified (Liamputtong and Ezzy, 2005; 

Dickson-Swift et al., 2007; Ford et al., 2009). As such, Levine et al. (2004) suggested that 

ethical considerations for vulnerable participants should be carefully considered in the lead up 

to the research, with specific detail afforded to the capacity to consent and addressing complex 

needs. This was achieved within the initial design phase of this study and saw the 

development of a structured ethical code which addressed: the unnecessary disruption of 

participant time; anonymity and confidentiality; the management of distress; the unnecessary 

disruption of participant time; capacity to take part; informed consent, and signposting. Each 

of these ethical considerations are discussed in more detail below.  

 

3.21 Mitigating disruption to participants 

Within qualitative research, ethical consideration should be applied to the choice of 

participants, and what could invariably be constrained by possible inconveniences (Saunders, 

2012). Consequently, the choice of data-collection for this study, which has been noted 

previously in this chapter, was one chosen for its capability to generate rich and varied data. 

More importantly, the chosen method of data collection was one implicit in causing minimal 

disruption to participants (Sloan, 2006; Bryman, 2008). Causing disruption and inconvenience 

to participants is recognised as a primary ethical concern, and one that should be at the 

forefront of research design (Gray, 2018). However, whilst researchers are often faced with a 

small window of opportunity to conduct their research, there remains an obligation to carefully 

inspect the potential impact caused by data collection, and moreover, researchers must 

‘minimize or avoid altogether disruptions of existing social worlds’ (Given, 2008, p.278). 

 

Significant effort was made during the current study to limit the time constraints and 

dependency placed upon the participants, by recognising that their time in employment, 

training or education may be encroached upon through their involvement in the research. It 

was also acknowledged that operational practice could be impinged, and thus, careful 

consideration was given to the estimated resource implications placed upon Berwyn’s staff; 

both through their participation in the study, but also in the supervision of prison residents to 

and from interviews. To this end, a schedule was created, which outlined the estimated 

demands placed upon staff and prisoner participants. To alleviate prolonged disruption to the 

operational practices of the prison, the research was condensed into an eight-week timeframe. 

The first two weeks were spent learning about the prison during an intensive induction 

programme (As discussed earlier in the chapter). This was then followed by six weeks of 

designated fieldwork, whereby all observations and interviews with staff and residents were 

conducted. To mitigate disruption further, all participants were assigned an appointment which 
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did not coincide with prior-scheduled activities or arrangements. Also, of paramount 

importance was the need to ensure that each participant was briefed on the nature and 

processes involved with the study. Thus, each participant received enough information, to 

make an informed and consensual decision about whether to take part. This is discussed in 

detail below. 

 

3.22 Assessing capacity  

Upon commencement of the interviews, both staff and residents were reminded of the purpose 

of the research, and in keeping with the need to revaluate their capacity, they were asked if 

they could reiterate the purpose of the research; what was expected of them; what were the 

benefits and risks involved, and if they still wanted to take part. Upon clarification of these 

points, I then considered the respondents current state, with attention given to the possibility 

of them being under the influence of an illicit substance. Fortunately, none of the participants 

were suspected of being under the influence of drugs or alcohol. However, had they of been, 

the necessary safeguards had already been established. Following on from this, and directly 

before each interview, residents were then asked to sign a consent form which was provided 

in either Welsh or English (Appendix I/J), with the same process being repeated for staff and 

partners (Appendix M/N). This process is discussed below.  

 

3.23 Informed consent  

Informed consent is a central precept within all research and is considered by some to be a 

fundamental area that all researchers must comply with (Mandal and Parij, 2014). Miller and 

Brewer (2003) support the prominence of informed consent and emphasise the significance 

of protecting participant well-being, by ensuring that participants are not only aware of the 

nature and purpose of the research but are also informed of the perceived risks that could 

occur. As such, there are certain criteria that must be satisfied to ensure informed consent 

(Bryman, 2016). The first relates to the competence of the researcher (Collins and Cooper, 

2014), and more specifically, the emotional maturity and strong interpersonal skills needed to 

obtain informed consent without placing undue pressure on participants (Richards and 

Schwartz, 2002). Next, Ennis and Wykes (2016) suggested that information pertaining to the 

research must be presented to participants in a manner that can be easily understood, and 

with emphasis on it being culturally appropriate (Ribeiro, 2019) and accessible (Gray, 2018). 

Finally, respondents must be suitably briefed on their ability to decline involvement in the 

research at any stage, without fear of incurring any negative consequences or reprisals 

(Bryman, 2016). Each of the conditions above are imperative, as it is important to obtain 

informed consent, rather than consent per se (Gray, 2018).  
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Considering the criteria above, I ensured that all participants were given written and verbal 

information about the study. Here, it was made abundantly clear that their participation was 

voluntary, and that they could withdraw from the study at any point without incurring any 

repercussions. They were also guaranteed anonymity and confidentiality in each of the 

research outputs. Residents were also reminded that the research did not form part of their 

sentence plan and it would not affect their Incentive and Earned Privileges (IEP) status should 

they wish to take part. Those still willing to proceed at this point, were asked to sign a consent 

form (Appendix I/J) indicating that they understood what the study was about and what was 

involved.  

 

To reiterate points already alluded to in this chapter, the process for gaining informed consent 

for the ethnographic component of this study was slightly different to that of the interviews and 

required support from Custodial Managers and/or appropriate Heads of Department. At senior 

level, their involvement was instrumental in legitimising the ethnography. It was therefore their 

responsibility to communicate the details of the observation (Appendix O/P) to the residents 

and staff under their care, and prior to the observation taking place, obtain verbal consent from 

each resident to participate (Appendix Q). Staff agreeing to be observed during their shift were 

also asked to sign a consent form (Appendix R) and were prompted again on their right to 

withdraw at any point during the observation. 

 

3.24 Management of distress  

In its aim to understand intricate phenomena, qualitative research involves a detailed 

exploration into participants’ beliefs, attitudes and actions (Gray, 2018). Qualitative research 

is therefore, according to Richards and Schwartz (2002), designed to be probing, thus, stress 

inducing for many that take part. In order to mitigate against possible distress to participants, 

a predefined ‘Management of Distress Policy’ was developed prior to the research and 

submitted to HMPPS for approval. The policy was developed during the planning phase of the 

research. With advice from Berwyn’s Cluster Lead Psychologist, it was recommended that 

prior to the fieldwork, the researcher must liaise with Berwyn’s Support and Wellbeing Team 

to discuss the nature of the research and how they might be called upon in the event of 

distress. To support the resident participants further, it was recommended that in the event of 

distress residents must be signposted to the Berwyn ‘Listeners’. ‘Listeners’ are peer-support 

prisoners, trained by the Samaritans to provide confidential emotional support to inmates in 

need. To mitigate the possibility of distress to staff participants, the Cluster Lead Psychologist 

endorsed the services of the Employee Assistance Programme, whereby staff could access 
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counselling and specialist services as needed. Once agreed, the Management of distress 

policy was included for ethical review. Following its endorsement by HMPPS, this policy 

informed the interactions with participants, and enabled me to keep in mind the possible 

psychological and emotional distress that some participants may suffer, particularly when 

discussing sensitive issues.  

 

In preparation, I arranged for all interviews to take place in a setting which was familiar to 

participants, and where, in the event of distress, there were support staff close by. I had also 

pre-empted the possibility of being asked for practical help or guidance from participants. 

Therefore, it was made clear to each one, that as a researcher, I was unable to provide advice 

or support (beyond listening with empathy). Consequently, I determined to direct those 

requesting advice or support (not research related) to the relevant department for professional 

support (Bryman, 2016). During the research however, this precaution was not necessary. 

 

Considering the interview and observation process, information pertaining to the aim and 

objectives of the research was issued to prospective participants in the run up to the study. 

However, I began all interviews and observations by reiterating the nature of the research. 

Participants were at this point also reminded that their involvement was voluntary and that 

they were free to withdraw from the study at any time, and without explanation or 

disadvantage. During the interviews and observations, I approached my participants with 

compassion, empathy and understanding and encouraged them to only discuss experiences 

which they felt comfortable talking about. It was also explained to participants that they were 

free to refuse to answer individual questions, and this would not compromise them in any way. 

As a result, some chose not to answer certain questions, this too was met with understanding 

and careful consideration, with those questions being immediately omitted. 

 

During the research, there were no instances of distress. There was however a precise 

framework to guide instances of this nature.  As such, should I have had reason to believe 

that a participant might harm themselves or others, I would have calmly explained that I would 

have to share these concerns with the psychological support services at Berwyn, who were 

the designated point of referral, in an event such as this.  

 

3.25 Managing disclosures 

In line with Section 85(2) of The Prison Rules (1999), there was a requirement within the 

research to inform all participants that confidentiality and anonymity may need to be broken in 

some circumstances. To summarise, these circumstances related to disclosures made about 
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involvement/knowledge of criminal activity unactioned by the police. Other disclosures 

included those relating to the intentions/behaviour which could result in harm to themselves 

or others. Information which suggested that a vulnerable child or adult was being abused or 

neglected was also included in the disclosure policy, along with any disclosures pertaining to 

serious unprofessional behaviour involving prison staff.  

 

Whilst no disclosures were expressed during the study, it was necessary to inform participants 

of this policy prior to all research interactions. It was also important to pre-empt the likelihood 

of a disclosure, and where it was felt that a participant was about to divulge in incriminating 

information, it was necessary to interrupt the conversation by reminding them about the limits 

of this research and the possible need to break confidentiality. To mitigate the possibility of 

disclosures further, I decided at the outset of the research not to include questions pertaining 

to convictions or criminal activity. Such information held no value in the research, and because 

of its possible implicatory connotations, it could where disclosures are concerned, elicit 

information which could raise further concerns for the participants. Had an event such as this 

happened during the study, the protocol would have been to explain to the participant in 

question, that their disclosure would be shared with appropriate professionals. The disclosure 

would then have been communicated to the gatekeeper at the earliest convenience, along 

with the necessary steps in Incident Reporting.  

 

3.26 Data presentation and data protection  

The study reported in this doctoral thesis observed the requirements of the Data protection 

Act (2018) which includes increased legal and ethical requirements to the processing and 

management of research participants’ personal data. Outside of this, this study also complies 

with The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) which entered into force on 25th May 

2018. Within this, each participant was given assurances surrounding anonymity, and for the 

purpose of maintaining participant confidentiality, participant names were replaced with a 

pseudonym and all personal identifiers redacted. This included the exclusion of any non-

essential information such as data relating to previous establishments. 

 

3.27 Prison resident coding 

In respect of individual data extracts, pseudonyms have been assigned for each prison 

resident who took part in either the ethnographic observations or interviews. 
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3.28 Prison staff coding  

In respect of individual data extracts, ‘S’ indicates prison staff and is inclusive of stakeholder 

staff employed by partner agencies within the prison (e.g. Novus-Cambria, PACT and 

Interserve). Each separate codifier is accompanied by a digit which indicates the individual 

prison staff identifier (e.g. S.01, S.02, S.03 etc.). 

 

3.29 Summary  

A fundamental component of any research is to ascertain the aim and objectives, which, in 

the first instance, this chapter explored. After considering the study of prisons and the seminal 

works which have informed contemporary prison literature, the chapter highlighted the 

methodological approach adopted in this research project. With further rationale provided in 

relation to the motivations and justifications for selecting post-positivist qualitative research, 

the chapter then critically appraised the methodological positions of phenomenology and 

symbolic interactionism and explored the merits associated with their application in regards to 

this research. Next, the chapter considered ethnography and this was supported with the 

rationale for opting for this method, and moreover, the usage of observational techniques. Of 

further prominence within this chapter, was a critical analysis of qualitative methods and a 

wider appreciation for alternate quantitative methodologies, which were ruled out during the 

planning phase of this study. Following this, the chapter offered insight into reflexivity and the 

need for thoughtful, self-aware analysis.  This opened up debates on the construction of data, 

and here, the chapter addressed the ontological and epistemological frame of the research.  

This was followed by important debates relating to power relationships, and here it was 

acknowledged that the privileged position of prison research requires a certain sensitivity, 

which was emphasised with extracts from the field. Moving on, the chapter considered the 

research design in detail and this was supported with the sampling and recruitment strategy 

for both the ethnographic observations and the semi-structured interviews. Offering a critical 

overview of accessibility, the chapter ascertained the difficulties associated when attempting 

to gain access to the prison site, and moreover, negotiating the important relationship with the 

research gatekeeper(s). This led to an exploration into the chosen research tools, namely 

qualitative interviewing, which was critically unpacked. The next area considered was how the 

data was managed and analysed, and here, emphasis was placed upon establishing the most 

appropriate data analysis methods for this research, namely, thematic analysis and grounded 

theory. Considering then the participant group involved in the study, the chapter addressed 

the ethical constraints associated with the research, such as mitigating against disruptions, 

assessing participant capacity, gaining informed consent, managing distress and disclosures, 

and finally, data presentation and protection. The chapter concluded with a brief overview of 
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the coding strategy utilised in the subsequent findings chapters. The chapter following, 

presents the first of four data chapters, each of which comprises structured and empirical 

analysis of the study.  
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Chapter Four - The ‘Berwyn Way’ 

 

4.1 Introduction 

This first findings chapter exemplifies the social, psychological, and physical experiences 

associated with Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, by drawing on the common themes that 

emerged from the interviews with residents and operational staff. The findings illustrate how 

the ‘Berwyn Way’ - a rehabilitative model which was created to set the direction of the values 

and strategic priorities at Berwyn, is overshadowed by several organisational complexities 

which shape staff and residents’ experiences within this newly evolving prison. Since opening, 

Berwyn has attempted to develop a rehabilitative model which meets the criteria imparted by 

the prison service, whilst also injecting a fresh line of liberal thinking. However, as will be seen 

from this chapter, the ‘Berwyn Way’ is born out of radical organisational change, which, in 

some cases, conflicts with the principles and values of traditional prison establishments in 

England and Wales. Consequently, Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach has faced resistance 

from some who took part in the study. Therefore, due to its rehabilitative philosophy, the 

‘Berwyn Way’, can at times be left open to interpretation, leading to differing respondent 

conceptualisations of the intended nature of Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos. These perspectives 

are explored in this chapter, beginning with contextual background surrounding Berwyn’s 

newly adopted culture and how this has been received by those living and working in the 

prison. The chapter then discusses the fragmented representations of cultural development at 

Berwyn, and how by challenging the dominant penal discourse, Berwyn faces scrutiny and 

misrepresentation from those working and residing at Berwyn. This chapter draws upon data 

from interviews with prison staff and residents, together with data from fieldnotes, which, for 

the purpose of respondent anonymity utilises pseudonyms. While the content of each 

subsection overlaps and interrelates, each theme has been separated for the purpose of 

analysis.   

 

4.2 Rehabilitation with walls and fences: applying a Scandinavian approach in a 

British prison 

Berwyn, as with all prisons, has the capacity to implement change, and only by comparing 

Berwyn to other prisons, both from a national and global perspective, can this be understood. 

In comparative terms, Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach attempts to challenge the orthodox 

narrative by deviating away from the Anglo-American punitive penal trend, and gravitating 

instead toward the Nordic approach, whereby, under the appellation of ‘Scandinavian 

exceptionalism’, an emphasis is placed upon developing humane prison conditions. To this 

end, Berwyn has developed a humanistic approach which incorporates: ‘principles of 
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normality’ and ‘making big feel small’. Both directives present in the data and are articulated 

from the respondents’ experiential perspective of Berwyn’s physical and cultural environment. 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative vision is detailed in the fieldnote entry below, which was written 

following an observation of the Welcome Week Community. The ‘Welcome Week Community’ 

is more commonly referred to in traditional establishments as an ‘Induction wing’. It is here, 

that newly received residents spend a total of seven days and nights being integrated into 

Berwyn before being moved to a more permanent community. During the preparatory phase 

of this research, a request to take pictures of the physical domain, was, on the grounds of 

security, rejected by Berwyn SMT. As such, the account below draws upon observations with 

residents who had spent some time on the Welcome Week Community. Within the account, it 

was acknowledged that Berwyn has attempted to replicate the Nordic model on a cultural and 

infrastructural level, sometimes successfully and other times not: 

Fieldnote entry – Day 13:  

The Induction Unit, or ‘Welcome Week Community’ as they call it at Berwyn, 

feels exactly that: welcoming. It’s spotlessly clean, with natural light that floods 

the landings, and there is an overall sense of this not being a prison - one 

could almost be mistaken for being in a college or university. The size and 

space have been utilised well, and the warm feeling generated from the use 

of space is symptomatic of the overall approach at Berwyn – making big feel 

small certainly feels fulfilled here.  

As I sat and spoke with three of the welcome week residents, I asked them to 

expand further on the ‘Berwyn way’: 

Todd explained how Berwyn is “different”, with attempts to make it “like prisons 

in Norway and Sweden”. Todd explained that the prison is more “prisoner-

focused” than his previous establishments and there is an emphasis on making 

things feel as “normal” as they would “on the out” (Todd).   

Jack, another resident, supports this by saying: “we’ve got all mod-cons here 

– everything from a shower and toilet in your pad, through to your own phone 

and laptop” (Jack).  

This focus on facilities is evident, and in viewing the rooms, prisoner autonomy 

and decency is apparent with well-equipped rooms containing basic 

essentials.  
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The physical environment was discussed in the first instance, which, synonymous with 

Scandinavian prison topographies, indicates an environment which is clean, fresh and 

aesthetically pleasing. The use of space is well-defined, offering a somewhat collegiate 

feel. This too continues through to the living accommodation, which offers residents 

somewhere to sleep, bathe and space for personal belongings.     

In addition to the constructive use of physical space and amenities, residents 

acknowledged Berwyn’s attempt to replicate the Nordic model in cultural terms. However, 

cultural variations between the UK and Scandinavian countries exist to such a level that 

Liam, one of the residents, suggested that Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach cannot 

reproduce Scandinavian ideals. This is seen in the fieldnote extract below:  

Despite attempts to replicate the Nordic approach through physical resources 

and use of space, Liam states: “It [rehabilitative approach] can’t be done… We 

might want to take some of their [Scandinavians] ideas, but in a country like 

England and with a prison of this size, it just won’t work”. I ask him why it will 

not work, to which he responds “This is England - our values are completely 

wrong. We’re just copying their [Scandinavians] way of doing things, and I 

guarantee the old ways will start to creep back in” (Liam). 

Drawing attention to the disparities between the socio-cultural climate of Nordic countries 

to those of the United Kingdom, Liam was reluctant to admit that such a model could be 

sustained, given that there would be a proclivity for Berwyn to revert to the punitive 

treatment more commonly observed within traditional prisons in England and Wales.  

In attempting to rewrite the castigatory prison narrative that has permeated the British 

penal landscape for many years, Berwyn, as a new prison, with new staff and a new 

regime, could be deemed an ideal platform in which to canvass a Nordic-styled 

proposition of cultural change. However, the data demonstrates that this proposal at times 

is juxtaposed against the reality surrounding Anglo-Welsh prisons, which, comparable to 

that of Nordic establishments, have an obligation to protect the public whilst also reducing 

reoffending. Of this responsibility, there is a distinct edict within UK prisons which focuses 

on public protection, and moreover, security. Subsequently, Berwyn, as with all prisons 

in the UK, is bound by the need to place security at the heart of everything they do. 

Security not only dictates how prisons operate but also how reforming prisons are built, 

and by attempting to combine Nordic ideologies with Anglo-Welsh prison security 

measures, there comes a distinct paradox, which, is detailed in the following account 

whereby Scandinavian Prison Officers visited Berwyn to observe the progress made: 
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The Scandinavian prison officers came here and I was chatting to them and they 

said “we go and do a university course before we can do our job”. They also said 

“how can you do rehabilitation with walls and fences”. I said to them “what do you 

mean?”. They said “we wouldn’t have fences, because that isn’t trust. You are 

trusting them but then also keeping them incarcerated, which is conflicting” (S.19). 

Here, this Officer acknowledged how the Scandinavian prison team highlighted how the Nordic 

paradigm, which many reformers look to contemplatively as the archetypal penal model, could 

never be transferred on a universal level (Cavadino and Dignan, 2006). As such, the extract 

above expresses the oxymoronic nature of security versus trust. This is further reflected in the 

extract below, which reveals, that as with the residents and staff that occupy them, prisons 

are not homogenous, thus, Berwyn’s heightened security measures against the backdrop of 

an innovative rehabilitative culture brings with it the paradoxical question of: ‘is it a 

rehabilitative culture or is it jail?’ (S.19): 

A lot of the lads will tell you that it’s not a cat-B, yet it’s built to cat-B standards. 

They say “there’s CCTV everywhere” … They say “there’s fucking bars and doors 

everywhere”. They [Berwyn] said that it would be a rehabilitative culture here, but 

at the end of every landing there is [sic] bars everywhere, so is it a rehabilitative 

culture or is it jail? We [staff and management] need to say that it’s both, but we 

didn’t. We just kept saying it’s going to be different and it’s going to be 

rehabilitative. Truth is, it’s not going to be different. They [residents] rock up here 

and it looks exactly the same as any other prison (S.19). 

Despite concerns relating to the paradoxical nature of Berwyn’s rehabilitative vision to that of 

its infrastructural security, there remain additional thematic elements which indicate that 

Berwyn’s infrastructural design conflicts with its rehabilitative ethos. From the following 

accounts, perhaps the most profound feature to be deduced is how the lack of reform-

orientated design at Berwyn creates an oppressive environment, which aside of being a health 

and safety issue, can incubate dissension and irritation amongst those living and working at 

Berwyn.  

This is exemplified in the following comment by an operational member of staff: 

The building I don’t think is a good design - it’s horrible. You’ve got spurs 

[wings/communities] and then the central office which is separate from the spurs. 

You can’t see down any of those spurs. For a state-of-the-art prison, it’s poorly 

designed, but I can see exactly what’s happened - they have designed a prison by 

some architect or someone in the prison service and there’s been no consultation 
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whatsoever with people like us who work day-to-day in that sort of environment. I 

know that they say ‘making big feel small’ but they can’t do it, it’s like a warehouse 

(S.17). 

Here, this Prison Officer below noted how issues with the prison design can influence staff: 

On the residential communities, geographically, having one big communal office 

doesn’t work. In other establishments, you would have the wing office that would 

be on your wing. Here, on the other hand, they’ve got one big office and they’ve 

got four communities that all use the same office, and it simply doesn’t work (S.16). 

Focusing predominantly on geographical design, both staff members discussed how the 

prison design was at times incompatible with rehabilitation. This is apparent in the way that 

Respondent 17 discussed the lack of consultation with frontline staff regarding the 

infrastructure, and how this has led to impracticalities in the design. Similarly, Respondent 17 

indicated a safety implication whereby the spurs are arranged around a central atrium which 

houses the staff office, which is more commonly referred to at Berwyn as ‘the bubble’. As a 

design feature, this central atrium takes inspiration from Bentham’s panopticon, which has in 

previous establishments functioned well in promoting good sight lines with residents. Despite 

this however, respondents described a fragmented feel at Berwyn, whereby staff are placed 

in remote positions within the houseblocks, where they are at best, nothing more than a 

passive presence. This is evident in the staff comment below:   

I feel like I’m in a glass goldfish bowl. All the men are coming in banging on the 

[office] windows, whereas they could do that on the communities, and they would 

be able to speak to staff. I think it’s just badly designed (S.18). 

Others described issues with the prison build and how, from a security perspective, the 

location of the toilets can leave colleagues unsupported and therefore at risk:  

The people who have built this place are obviously not people who have worked 

in jails before because there are certain things here that just don’t make sense. 

So, for example and this might sound petty, but toilets – I hold my wee in as long 

as I can just because I don’t like to leave staff on their own (S.19). 

These comments offer insight into the operational difficulties that staff at Berwyn face when 

attempting to deliver a rehabilitative approach in a building which is incongruent with Berwyn’s 

aims and ethos. Therefore, as suggested by the respondent narratives, Berwyn’s architecture 

does not support the aim of successful rehabilitation. This is reflected further in the account 
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below where a member of staff discussed the use of glass interview booths which are located 

outside some of the communities (wings):  

On my induction, [I] asked where are we going to interview the cons? They 

[Induction Facilitators] said “What do you mean?”. I said, “When we put someone 

on basic [lowest of three Incentives and Earned Privileges – basic, standard and 

enhanced], where are we gonna do it?”. Their answer was “Just do it on the wing”. 

You heartless callous bastards! They moaned about that for six months and won, 

and then they put up them glass booths. Would you like me to tell you that your 

mum has died there? It’s decency that we’re meant to be running here apparently 

– ridiculous! This prison was designed by people that don’t work in jails and that’s 

where it’s gone wrong (S.17). 

Here, this Officer expressed how Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach is hindered by a poorly 

designed spatial concept. In installing transparent glass booths, the SMT had hoped these 

spaces would function as purposeful areas in which to meet with residents to discuss personal 

issues. However, respondent data suggests that the booths operate in a manner which creates 

a spectacle out of those utilising them, and thus, by placing a resident in full view, diminishes 

their right to privacy, decency and humane treatment.  

Further accounts provided by residents offer a different perspective about how carceral 

geography plays an important role in rehabilitative prison design: 

On the wings there is no ventilation, there’s no air conditioning. In the summer it’s 

boiling, and you can’t even open the vents… I don’t know who designed it, but 

somebody’s either made a lot of money or the designer has got a drinking habit, 

because it doesn’t seem to have been designed very well (Jacob). 

Berwyn has a big problem with ventilation. So, on every community there is [sic] 

no windows. I don’t know who would build a new prison that doesn’t have any 

windows that open on a community. Yet, there are bars on the windows, so you 

can’t get out (Ashley). 

Both residents above indicated the physical discomfort experienced through an environment 

which lacks adequate ventilation and temperature regulation. However, respondents also 

referred to some psychological implications as seen in the account below, where this resident 

expressed his concerns toward defecating in close proximity to his roommate.  

The thing above your toilet is like a vent and inside the vent there’s an aerial. The 

aerial is meant to be a thermostat, so when the room hits a certain temperature, it 
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sucks the air out. In the last jail that I was in they had the exact same thing, but it 

constantly sucked out and when you went to the toilet it sucked the smell out, but 

they don’t work here. So, in the summertime, they keep you in a double pad and 

you go to the toilet and your stomach might be playing up, because it’s a Saturday 

night and you’ve had a curry the night before, and your stomach goes off, but 

you’re locked up with your pad-mate and you’ve got to go the toilet with him there. 

I just don’t think it’s right (Owen). 

The extract above describes how confined and unventilated areas have the potential to 

intensify the pains of imprisonment, which, measured as a psychological indicator of stress to 

those in prison, could intensify irritability and frustration. These accounts were reiterated from 

a staff perspective also; a member of staff from the chaplaincy remarked:  

The prison is very warm, and at the height of summer, it’s really unpleasant 

working here… Even though it’s a new prison, which opened on time and on 

budget, I think that we have opened underprepared and that has caused significant 

problems and has really had an effect on staff morale (S.12). 

Staff and residents described the prison environment in oppressive terms, with particular 

attention given to the physical environment. Respondents described how the physical space 

at Berwyn can affect the quality of prison life for staff and residents. It is this quality of prison 

life which features in the comments below, whereby residents discussed cell-sharing: 

The single cells are small. It’s crazy because they want people to double-up, but 

even if I had my wife in here, I wouldn’t want to double-up with her for that period 

of time because you need your own space. So, the environment here, I think was 

built wrong, so in my previous establishment on a wing of 66 there was one double 

cell, and the rest were singles and that’s how it should be, the cells were also 

slightly bigger (Paul). 

They [residents] are not happy about doubling-up. They’re coming here thinking 

they can get a single but then they’re put in a double, and straight away you’re 

getting “I’m not going in a double with nobody”. So, they get their enhanced 

[highest of three Incentives and Earned Privileges – basic, standard and 

enhanced], at reception, and then they’ll get to the wing and refuse to double-up 

with someone and get put on basic, so they’ve had their enhanced about twenty 

minutes. The majority of rooms here are doubles. They’ve not thought about it at 

all. C-cats should be singles (Leigh). 
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Here, respondents acknowledged the negative effects of cell-sharing, and moreover, 

highlighted how by having a high ratio of double occupancy rooms, Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

ethos can at times be undermined.  

Despite some of the more critical findings, positive reflections surrounding the physical 

environment were also evident: 

The upshot of [Berwyn] is when I first came to jail, we were going to the toilet in a 

bucket, there were no TVs, you couldn’t even have tinned food. But now here, I sit 

on a brand-new wing, I’m in a brand-new cell. I mean, I’m not institutionalised, but 

it’s brand-new, it’s clean, I’ve got a shower, I’ve got a phone, I’ve got an iPad, I’ve 

got as much food as I can eat, you can even have a tin opener, I’ve got a stereo. 

These things you didn’t have before, we didn’t even have power in our cell years 

ago, and we didn’t have a kettle or coffee or nothing. So, I often think, you know 

what, things could be a lot worse, you only have to cast your mind back (Leigh).   

 
This resident, a lifer, emphasised how his time spent in various carceral settings has enabled 

him to see the physical space and amenities at Berwyn in a positive light. His experience of 

institutionalised changes indicates that as with many things at Berwyn, reformative 

movements, both in the structural and social sense, take time to create and refine.  

 

4.3 Lost in translation: barriers to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’ 

As noted in previous chapters, prisons are under unremitting pressure to adopt rehabilitative 

cultures which meet the business objectives and operational demands of the wider prison 

service. As a newly established prison, Berwyn’s rehabilitative vision is one which challenges 

the conventional narrative and does so by developing a transformative model which is crucial 

in the quest for sustainable cultural change. To this end, the respondents who contributed to 

this study identified a range of social, psychological and physical experiences during Berwyn’s 

ongoing transformation. Respondents talked about these experiences, with subtle changes 

outside that of the traditional penal directive, such as the use of rehabilitative space and 

infrastructure, having a significant impact on the experiences of prison staff and residents. 

Additionally, respondents reported how the rapid and continuous developments at Berwyn 

during the initial start-up phase had a detrimental effect on staff and resident wellbeing, with 

reports of there being little or no effort to implement or maintain the ‘Berwyn Way’ in a 

systematic, timely or realistic manner. This is emphasised in the extract below, where 

Respondent 08, a Prison Officer, said: 
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When you look at the Berwyn values, in the beginning they were good and you 

could understand them, but they’ve not got the processes in place to make them 

realistic, so it’s setting them up to fail. There is no strategy, no planning, we just 

have to react to every situation, and every situation they react to just creates 

another ripple effect, whereas if they had time to sit and look at the strategy, it 

could work really well - but they’re just not. There’s no consistency (S.08). 

Here, this Prison Officer reports a distinct lack of strategic direction in which to fortify Berwyn’s 

core values. Respondents also suggested that the proposed organisational strategy in a new 

prison such as Berwyn should be identified and assessed on a more gradual basis:   

I think this place has lost its way a little bit. I’m not pointing the finger at anybody, 

other than I feel they’ve had everything thrown at them too quickly, and they 

should’ve had a more gradual approach (Jacob). 

Themes emerging from the data indicated that organisational culture is deeply 

embedded within the prison narrative and is therefore difficult to change. This is apparent 

in the extracts below where two staff members highlight how Berwyn’s identity is deeply 

rooted in historical and developmental prison discourse, and thus, the ‘Berwyn Way’ 

requires time to evolve, as well as support from the wider prison service.  

We’ve got to try and change people’s lives so that they don’t want to reoffend and 

come back here. We’re working our way through this and it’s not going to be easy. 

I also don’t believe that this particular establishment is going to do it all by itself. 

It’s going to be a long process which isn’t going to happen in a year. It’s going to 

be maybe five years or even ten years before we see big changes, but we have to 

start somewhere (S.13). 

The culture here is changing, and it’s changing elsewhere as we address the 

problems that come about through a lack of care. However, when you consider 

the conditions under which some people are working in some jails, where there 

are a lot of staff assaults, a lot of drugs, a lack of control, lack of supervision, a 

lack of staff and a lack of resources, it’s easy to sit here in the most expensive jail 

in the country and say it’s fine. It’s difficult, and it’s very challenging in the way it’s 

becoming in some prisons (S.16). 

Both respondents indicated the need for change, and moreover, the complexities faced, 

not only in Berwyn, but also within the wider prison estate. Furthermore, it was noted b y 

respondents that organisational change operates on a reciprocal and interdependent level 

with that of its culture, or put simply, prison staff, strategies, design , and the overall 
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organisational approach can influence culture and vice versa. This was witnessed during 

the ethnographic component of this research, whereby an observation of the ‘Time to 

Connect Family Project’ was conducted. The Time to Connect Project was delivered by 

PACT, who work with group members to consider how each resident can build 

relationships through play with their children. As part of this weekly exercise, six residents 

involved in the project, met in a classroom at the prison college where they each made 

dreamcatchers to present to their children during their next visit. During  this observation, 

it was noted that: 

Fieldnote entry – Day 15:  

The men in the ‘time to connect’ group discussed how the culture at Berwyn 

changes between time and space - conferring on how different agencies and 

staff adopt a different stance, depending on their agenda, their purpose in the 

prison and their personal moral values.  

One resident, by the name of Daniel spoke of how the culture in the ‘time to 

connect group’ differs to that of other areas in the prison – claiming it to be: 

“safe and welcoming – it’s the epitome of everything rehabilitative”. Daniel 

went onto explain how his time spent crafting items that he can “give to his 

daughter on their next visit” is what “helps him to get through [his] jail time”. 

Daniel said that “this is true rehabilitation right here, a place where you’re 

accepted and treated like a human being” (Daniel). 

This however is unfortunately not a collective narrative within the wider 

environment at Berwyn. As such, another in the group, Ricky, spoke of how 

the organisational changes at Berwyn “haven’t been clear” with management 

trying to “throw too much into the mix”, thus, leading to a “blurring of the lines 

when it comes to the meaning of the rehabilitative culture” (Ricky). 

As noted in the field observation, a lack of phased organisational instruction during 

Berwyn’s initiation has resulted in simultaneous changes occurring, many of which are 

ambiguous. This is particularly relevant for Berwyn, which, as a dynamic environment, requires 

incremental or revolutionary change in order for the cultural objective to become a shared 

vision which is comprehensible and workable. However, by ‘[throwing] too much into the mix’ 

(Ricky), respondents suggested that Berwyn has created organisational misunderstanding, 

whereby the cultural vision is distorted and unclear.  
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As with any new cultural ethos, the staff and residents become the embodiment of the 

approach and are therefore instrumental in enabling the rehabilitative culture to grow. 

However, respondents discussed the ambiguities surrounding the cultural expectations and 

values, and how from a staff and resident perspective, this creates uncertainty:  

They [the values] are important to the men but only if they understand them. I know 

that there’s a lot of the men who don’t understand them and have come from a 

very strict establishments before here, and in fairness, this is a new establishment 

and not all staff understand those values. It’s very hard because there is a lot of 

uncertainty between the values and what we should be doing, and until everyone 

understands them and can deal with them in a daily setting, then I’m afraid that 

some men are saying “send me back to another establishment where it is very 

strict because at least I know where I stand” (S.13). 

Whilst problems with organisational values were expressed, others attributed difficulties 

surrounding the relatability of the ‘Berwyn Way’ to ‘shoddy foundations’ (Jacob). Here, this 

resident below described how a rehabilitative culture, particularly that of a new establishment, 

must be embedded from the outset and incrementally advanced so that it becomes a shared 

objective:  

If you embed the culture right from the start by slowly building it so that everybody 

believes the system will work, then when new people come, they will adopt your 

policy.  Whereas I don’t think it [Berwyn] had the foundations, so, you can’t build 

a big house on shoddy foundations, and I think the foundations weren’t deep 

enough here before they threw too many prisoners at it (Jacob). 

In the extract above there is an emphasis on consistency, which is also shared in the following 

accounts also:  

It’s not been set up properly. We’ve not got enough interview rooms, not enough 

staff facilities, the staff room is tiny, we’ve got two toilets for the whole houseblock 

and that’s for the females and two for the men - it’s not great… We’ve got no air 

conditioning on the wings for the men…There’s no windows that open and the roof 

is glass so it’s like a greenhouse - it’s horrendous. There is nowhere for the staff 

to shower on the houseblock, so if you get potted [prison terminology: bucket of 

human urine and/or excrement poured over a staff member] then you’ve got to 

walk through everybody to Ogwen [Care and Separation Unit] so that you can 

have a shower. You have to walk through everywhere covered in whatever (S.10). 
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Why would you open the biggest jail in Europe without any jobs open? Why would 

you open this jail with no workspace? Things are still not open now. They just 

haven’t finished anything. Would you move in your house if it wasn’t finished? You 

could do, but it would make life difficult. At the minute, we’ve got that industries bit 

in the middle which is not even a third open. Work is the main thing that keeps 

lads busy in jail and we didn’t have any. That’s what jail is for - it’s to get lads doing 

something with their time whilst there in here and we haven’t done that, and we 

are still not there yet (S.19). 

Anecdotally, respondents discussed how creating predictable and dependable environments 

which can cultivate human independence and self-determination is central to the realisation 

of a rehabilitative prison culture. Such cultures are therefore prescribed not only on a 

psychological and social level, but also through physicality, and it is from the respondent 

accounts that carceral geography is viewed to be instrumental in shaping and reinforcing a 

rehabilitative culture.  

Further to this, in attempting to contextualise where the ‘Berwyn Way’ sits at present and the 

direction it will take, an important theme in the data indicated how the model is implemented 

by staff. Implementation here, refers to the way staff have understood and applied Berwyn’s 

culture, values and core priorities to their work, and similarly, the influence this has had on the 

residents. As such, Respondent 30 below talked about how some staff interpret the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ differently, thus, creating a vague interplay between the culture, its core values and the 

meaning ascribed to them by individual members of staff:  

We’ve got the Berwyn values which sound good on paper, and I think that [they] 

could work, but everybody needs to be doing the same thing, and I think it needs 

to be narrowed down in terms of what those values actually mean instead of 

having a broad spectrum of ideas. Nothing is set in stone here, and it’s open to 

interpretation. We don’t know where we stand, so the men are even less likely to 

understand what is expected of them (S.10). 

Respondent 30 acknowledged that the ‘Berwyn Way’, alongside its core values and strategic 

priorities, has the potential to work. Conversely, it was suggested that whilst training on the 

‘Berwyn Way’ had been provided, the ‘broad spectrum of ideas’ (S.10) meant that some staff 

had not grasped the main tenets of the model - leading to a distinct lack of continuity. This 

was reiterated further in the comment below:  

I think the way we’ve been trained and made aware of the culture ostensibly is 

great, but I feel that people bring some of their prejudices and inappropriate values 
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to work. I think sometimes there is a lack of experience and understanding of what 

the job is about, especially for a lot of the new staff. It takes time, I did a five-year 

apprenticeship to learn to man vehicles and I didn’t get to call myself a mechanic 

until I been doing the job for six or seven years. It takes time to train and you can’t 

put judgement and experience into people. So, there is an emphasis on the values 

and that’s become integral to the structure and procedures, but I still feel that there 

is another step to go before all of the staff completely absorb and take those values 

forward and integrate them into their daily work (S.16). 

Whilst the respondent above suggested that training on the model was adequate, staff 

comprehension was considered unsatisfactory, with the suggestion that inexperienced staff 

members were not able to advance Berwyn’s core values because they lack awareness of 

what is expected.  

Similarly, respondent 12 said: 

I don’t think that there is anything wrong with the model… but I do think that the 

understanding of it and the application of it is maybe not exactly where we would 

want it to be. I think that maybe the level of training that some staff have had is 

dependent on their own education and their own ability to understand and engage 

(S.12). 

Here, Respondent 12 suggested that due to varying levels of comprehension, some members 

of staff do not understand how to apply the ‘Berwyn Way’. Accordingly, respondents suggested 

that the model has failed to gain traction and remains in a state of inertia: not progressing, and 

not being ‘where [Berwyn] would want it to be’ (S.12). This suggests that implementing and 

maintaining momentum is crucial in the successful growth of a rehabilitative culture and is 

considered in greater depth in the following discussion, which considers the way in which the 

Berwyn Way was marketed prior to opening.  

The initiation of Berwyn’s new model was accompanied by an initial flurry of enthusiasm and 

passion for the project. This was accompanied by extensive marketing, publicity and a 

concentrated presence of the organisational values and priorities. Stephen, a resident, 

explained this in the account below: 

They [Management and staff] did start telling people about the values when they 

first opened but you don’t hear of it no more. I think it was all for the news, because 

it was a new jail so they had to do this and that, you know, just bragging it up. Now 
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it’s been open a couple of years it’s just gone down. So no, you don’t hear anything 

about the values no more – you just don’t hear it (Stephen). 

Here, Stephen talked about the concentrated efforts to advertise the new approach, 

particularly during the initial operational phase. However, in attempting to outwardly promote 

Berwyn to the wider society, efforts to endorse ‘the Berwyn way’ eventually stopped. 

This is supported in the account below, where a member of staff explained how the Berwyn 

values became less prominent: 

The values are less spoken about these days. They haven’t been superseded, but 

I think that the strategic priorities which are the three things: the rehabilitative 

culture, the principles of normality and making big feel small are probably more of 

a key focus in people’s minds… I think that the values are still there but they’re 

probably less spoken about and less publicised which probably comes down to 

them working themselves out now, and I don’t mean working themselves out as in 

leaving but working into the culture how they should exist (S.12). 

Here, this staff member suggested that the values have begun to ‘[work] themselves’ into the 

everyday culture at Berwyn (S.12). If this is indeed the case, the idea of what a ‘rehabilitative 

culture’ consists of becomes lost in translation, and by not continuing to promote the individual 

values to new staff and residents who arrive at Berwyn, there comes the risk of the values 

being forgotten altogether.  

Two Berwyn residents attributed the ‘Berwyn Way’ as being one of the main reasons they 

came to Berwyn:  

I was big on the rehabilitative culture at other prisons and was one of the 

ambassadors at my other prisons... [That’s] what drew me here. Then I got here, 

and it’s not really lived up to that expectation. We’re still pushing for it and there’s 

a group of us that are working with the governors to try and build it back up, but 

it’s kind of lost its momentum right now (Alex). 

The whole rehabilitative culture is the reason why I wanted to come here. I support 

it… but unfortunately, it hit a brick wall many months ago (Kelvin). 

Both accounts suggest that the rehabilitative culture has become stagnant and that residents’ 

efforts to help reinstate the momentum of the ‘Berwyn Way’ by working closely with the Senior 

Management have proved ineffective. This is emphasised in the following account: 
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12 of us [residents] got together and wrote a letter to the Governor, which basically 

said that you’re missing a trick and you need to use us to help better your prison. 

He took it onboard and that’s when we started having regular meetings with him 

and it was gaining momentum. We were going to have a Ruth Mann Community 

for rehab culture, ambassadors around the place and things like peer-to-peer 

support. As it stands, the wheels have kind of fallen off now, but we’re trying to get 

back on track. (Alex). 

Here, Alex talked about consultative meetings to discuss the advancement of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach. With a group of residents opting to support the model, Alex’s account 

demonstrates that the resident voice is a priority when driving a rehabilitative culture forward. 

However, another barrier to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’, came about by 

management restructuring, which occurred shortly before the research commenced, with the 

departure of the initial Governor, Russ Trent. Here, Alex recounted on how the management 

change at Berwyn interrupted the progress of the rehabilitative model:  

We were getting good meetings and feedback from the number one [Governor] 

but now [he’s] not here, so we’re trying to get his replacement on board… It’s just 

about having that support from the managers to do it, and with that change of 

management, we now need to try and get them on board with us (Kelvin). 

 

4.4 Pathways to change: facilitators to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ 

As noted in the literature review, within any establishment undergoing organisational and 

cultural change, there is a need to obtain active participation from those involved in the 

organisational structure. This participation has traditionally been referred to in prison literature 

as ‘enculturation’, which is synonymous with the ‘socialisation process’ (Crawley and Crawley, 

2008, pp. 143). Both terms refer to the way in which residents and staff, accept the cultural 

values, beliefs and behaviours that are indicative of the prison locale in which they reside or 

work (Caldwell, 1956). As seen from this study, integral to Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach 

are the staff and residents, who, as fundamental change agents, are expected to embark upon 

this enculturation process by embracing the ‘Berwyn Way’. Acceptance to change is therefore 

key to the survival of a newly evolving prison. Therefore, this subcategory will consider how, 

simply by their acceptance or rejection of the model, Berwyn residents and staff have become 

facilitators to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’. 
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To begin, a recurring theme within the data was one of motivation, mindsets and individual’s 

acceptance toward Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach:     

I wanted to come here, and you find that the people who want to come here, come 

with a smile on their face and expectations, but the people who get moved for 

security reasons or who generally don’t want to be here, come with a much 

different attitude (Kelvin). 

At the end of the day, you’ve got to want to be rehabilitated. I’m not a career 

criminal, but there are a lot of career criminals in here and you just know by the 

way they are, that they’ve no intention of changing (Robert). 

It was suggested above that some new residents arrive at Berwyn with an open mind, whereas 

others have no intention of adopting the ‘Berwyn Way’ or becoming rehabilitated. This 

supports previous desistence literature, specifically in relation to the ‘theory of cognitive 

transformation’ whereby it is argued that a willingness to adopt rehabilitative processes 

requires a ‘general cognitive openness to change’ (Giordano, 2002, p.999). 

This is reiterated in the following quote:  

It’s all down to the men. The men have got to want to be rehabilitated. You can 

only push it so much in people’s faces. You will have first-time offenders that want 

to progress and get out of jail and eventually go home. Then there’s other lads 

who are just repeat offenders and they just don’t want to know, they don’t want to 

engage with the rehabilitative culture, they just want to do the time and go back 

out where they’ll probably reoffend (Kelvin). 

Here, Kelvin explained the way in which some residents have a preconceived idea of how they 

might utilise their time at Berwyn, with some showing no interest in engaging in Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach. Acceptance to change therefore occurs on an individual basis and as 

suggested within the data, a rehabilitative culture may or may not have the capacity to 

encourage desistance, which will be discussed in greater depth within this subsection.   

 

Other respondents elucidated on the possible reasons behind some resident’s reluctance to 

welcome the ‘Berwyn Way’. Leigh, a resident, spoke about the arrival of 200 new residents 

who were transported from HMP Walton, which at the time of the research, was undergoing a 

programme of refurbishment:  

The other month they decanted [transferred] about 200 lads from Walton because 

they’d shut a wing. The lads who came [sic] were spitting on the floor, throwing 
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food everywhere- they were horrendous. Now, they’ve gone into the jail and now 

we’re having lots of problems. They’ve just come with an attitude, and they’re not 

for buying-in. They’re eating food on the chairs and wiping their hands all over 

them - there was food all over the place, absolute filth… Now they’ve gone out into 

the jail and now all of the wings are going rotten! They’ve knackered Paradise up! 

There was none of that when I first came here, it’s only happened since they came. 

What they need to do is start getting rid of them and send them somewhere bad, 

you know somewhere like Barlinnie - top of Scotland. There needs to be an 

example made, just to get the message across, you know: buckle down or piss off 

because we don’t want you here (Leigh). 

 
Leigh discussed the level of disrespect for the physical environment and a disregard toward 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos. In emphasising how this influx of residents altered the dynamic, 

it is suggested that resistance toward the ‘Berwyn Way’ was introduced when the values and 

social norms held by the new residents arriving from Walton, conflicted with that of Berwyn’s.  

In view of this, the data suggests that it is possible to recognise which residents may be 

receptive to change, and thus, facilitate the evolution of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach: 

The process of change is so different for everybody and can be slow and difficult 

for some people. You’ve only got to think about what it’s like trying to change some 

of your own habits - things that you’ve done for years are often difficult to change… 

However, I think that 60% or 70% of the guys do want to engage in that change 

process if they’re given the opportunities (S.06).   

Here, this member of staff from the Offender Management Unit explained that the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ is adopted by residents at varying rates, with some residents responding well and others 

needing more time. In some cases, Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach calls for a change in 

habits, which some residents are receptive to, and others not. In the extract above, 

Respondent 06 indicated that most residents at Berwyn want to engage, but this is largely 

dependent on them receiving the opportunities that bring about rehabilitative growth.  

From the data, others such as Kelvin, a resident, suggested that there is a window of 

opportunity in which to capture residents who are susceptible to change: 

So, it’s the men, and those first three months of coming into [Berwyn]. If you can 

force all the good things in and try and capture them when they first come in, it 

[becomes] a bit of a buffer before they lose interest and then they go the opposite 

way. If they can come in on induction, we can capture them (Kelvin). 
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Kelvin proposed that the first three months are imperative when attempting to engage new 

residents in Berwyn’s approach. By seizing the most opportune moment to involve residents 

in the change process, the data suggests that resistant stances can be reduced through active 

support and guidance during the reception and induction process:  

I was in [another prison] before I came here. I didn’t want to come here. I was 

furious when I got shipped out. I just thought what on earth is going on here. I was 

mad as hell… So, I came here and I’m not at all happy, and I’m sat [sic] in reception 

and I’m fuming. But I listened to what they had to say and thought: I’m here now, 

I will give it a go. So, I took my induction and I’ve listened to what they’ve told me 

and I’ve bought into the ethos: the rehabilitation, which is what they’re trying to 

give people. They’re trying to give people a chance (Leigh). 

This resident above, a lifer, with considerable previous lived experience, specified how 

successful change implementation during his own personal journey at Berwyn, came about 

by extensive guidance and communication upon first arrival. Only through this, was he able 

to make an informed decision on whether to invest in Berwyn’s ethos. Others also 

highlighted how through support at Berwyn, they have adopted a receptive mindset, which 

enables them to acknowledge the positive opportunities that Berwyn offers:  

 I’m feeling quite comfortable as a prisoner, well, as comfortable as a prisoner can 

be. There are other jails where things are worse, and I’m seeing the positive side 

of Berwyn, and what I can get from Berwyn…I can take a lot from Berwyn. That’s 

the way I see it (Jimmy). 

I’ve seen a lot of difference. In a good way. The rehabilitative culture if you want 

to embrace it is a good thing, but if you don’t want to help yourself then you won’t 

embrace the rehab culture… There’s a lot of things to rehabilitate you here... 

Berwyn give you an opportunity to change, but it’s whether you take it (Ashley). 

This resonated in the comment below, whereby a staff member talked about how the prison 

environment at Berwyn can be conducive to change:  

We [Berwyn/Staff] give people the tools to change but essentially, it’s down to that 

individual. It’s a nice environment here if you do want to change. I can imagine it 

being very hard to go to somewhere like Birmingham if they want to change, 

because you’re in an absolute shit hole with people rioting and kicking off left right 

and centre. So, we do have people here that come out for release, and they will 

say “Berwyn has changed my life”, and I think it’s because Berwyn has given them 

the opportunity to change (S.05). 
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As indicated above, the carceral environment at Berwyn provides a conduit toward change 

and desistance from crime, should residents wish to accept it.  However, the data indicates 

that despite the ‘nice environment’ (S.05), residents’ acceptance of the ‘Berwyn Way’, much 

like the desistance process, is an individual journey, which is navigated differently from one 

person to the next. Desistance therefore presents itself as a theme in the data, with 

respondents suggesting that some residents, depending on where they are in their desistance 

journey are more open to the idea of cultural change and prosocial development:   

The older ones that come in and who’ve done a bit of time tend to settle down and 

have got over the newness of being in jail, [so], for them, they reform. However, I 

think some of the younger ones, which are still jack-the-lad and want to be the big 

man, or who are not engaged in the drug or alcohol programmes - they’re not 

bothered. To them, it’s just jail. It’s a new cell with a shower, TV, remote-control, 

and phone. So, for them, it’s far better being here than it is in Walton or 

Birmingham. But I think when they get to 30 or 35 [years old] and they are still in 

custody, it clicks. Another thing is if they’ve got kids, and their kids are six or seven 

now and asking “why is daddy not at home” and “why are you in here?”. That’s 

when it clicks, and that’s when they start rehabilitating (S.16). 

Here, the data expresses an initial focus on the age of the residents and how through 

maturational reform (Goring, 1919), some residents have abandoned their offending 

behaviour in favour of being rehabilitated. In addition to, or as part of the ageing process, 

social capital also features as a mechanism toward resident receptivity. Here, the data 

specifies that residents with key social and familial relationships outside of the prison, have a 

greater incentive to change, and thus, are acquiescent of the rehabilitative possibilities at 

Berwyn.  

So far, the data highlights resident’s willingness to embark upon a path of enculturation, 

whereby they either resist or accept the ‘Berwyn Way’. In doing so, they become active agents 

in the implementation and maintenance of the model. However, another theme to emerge from 

the data was reciprocation. Here, reciprocation refers to residents who are no longer resistant 

to, or needing to be persuaded about the value of rehabilitation, but rather, have reached a 

point where they understand what Berwyn hopes to achieve and “[buy] - into” (Leigh) the idea 

of ‘the Berwyn Way. This is noted in the following extract: 

I bought into this rehabilitation thing and how it’s going to be. If you get your head 

down then it will work for you (Leigh). 
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I see it [rehabilitative approach] for what it’s trying to achieve, and I know what it’s 

for. Therefore, it’s easy for me to change, but it’s not necessarily easy for other 

people who’ve been in the prison system a long time, and who associate with 

familiarity. Change isn’t always something that’s accepted and adopted - there’s a 

definite pull and a push between it. So, it works for some, others feel frustrated, 

and it’s not adopted ubiquitously across the estate by everybody (Alan). 

Here, both accounts indicate that these residents have reached a reciprocal point and are 

willing to adopt Berwyn’s approach by transmitting the rehabilitative vision back into the wider 

prison environment. However, as with any change process, there is the option to travel in the 

opposite direction. This is indicated by Alan, who talked about the “push and pull”, thus 

suggesting that there is still some resistance toward Berwyn’s approach. From the data 

therefore, it could be argued that residents not in acceptance of the ‘Berwyn Way’ may attempt 

to diminish Berwyn’s rehabilitative efforts, and do so, by fostering a negative counterculture, 

which Alex, a resident, describes below: 

It’s a culture that’s infectious, so you will have one negative person who will 

influence that negativity onto ten other people, and then it ends up that they all buy 

into that negativity. There are still a few of us that try to be a beacon of light but 

it’s not easy – we’re the minority and there are just too many negative people trying 

to drag things down. That’s all that you hear: negativity. Some of them might only 

be in for six weeks, and I am there thinking “do a few years and think about it” - 

you’ve got to see the positives (Alex). 

From the narrative, this counterculture is described as being transmittable, with the potential 

to influence others. In attempting to challenge this negativity, the data demonstrates that there 

are however some residents at Berwyn who fully subscribe to the ‘Berwyn Way’, and where 

possible, attempt to help other residents see the value behind embracing Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative culture. This notion was supported by Kelvin, who suggested that enculturation 

will only be accomplished through shared efforts. Expressing that here, Kelvin talks about how 

a peer-led support system may help to cultivate change:  

You’ve got enhanced men at the top with good attitudes, [and] who want to get the 

best out of the jail…Then at the bottom, you’ve got lads who are in and out of the 

drug scene- they get bullied, they get led astray easily, and it’s [them] that you 

want to target, with the enhanced men at the top helping through peer-to-peer 

support to get the others onboard. So, if you want to give the rehabilitative culture 

a chance, then let the men help the men. Let the men who believe in the 

rehabilitative culture do something for the prison (Kelvin). 
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As seen from the narratives, there are several factors which contribute to the implementation 

and maintenance of the ‘Berwyn Way’. Within this, residents choose to either accept or reject 

Berwyn’s values, with some responding better to the enculturation process than others. This 

too is also the case for Berwyn staff, who like the residents, are encouraged to embody the 

values, policies and practices which are projected within the ‘Berwyn Way’. The accounts 

below depict this and illustrate how Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach has enabled supportive 

subcultures to form. These subcultures can be defined as those staff who respond positively 

towards Berwyn’s vision. In contrast, however, are staff countercultures: consisting of staff 

who actively defy Berwyn’s ethos by developing their own distinct values and norms. 

Beginning with staff who respond positively towards the ‘Berwyn Way’, the data illustrates how 

some staff commenced their employment with a genuine desire to engage with Berwyn’s 

cultural code: 

I think it’s widely recognised in the prison service nowadays that prison isn’t just 

about punishment, it’s about rehabilitation and getting people ready for their 

release, and to become productive members of society. Therefore, I think it’s only 

a matter of emphasis that Berwyn has gone in very strongly with this rehabilitative 

message, which I totally sign up to. It’s something that deeply attracted me to the 

job in the first place… For myself, I have to say that I am a true believer in the 

rehabilitative culture and values of Berwyn and I think we need to persevere with 

this, I really do (S.12). 

Despite being a long-serving member of prison staff, Respondent 12 demonstrated how his 

own social norms and values are aligned to those of Berwyn, thus demonstrating how 

enculturation differs for each individual. This was reiterated further, whereby another member 

of operational staff, specified how her own central values were orientated to those 

underpinning the ‘Berwyn Way’:   

When I came to the interview, they asked me about the values to start, and it’s not 

just a spiel that you give off, because I genuinely am that person. I treat everybody 

with respect in my own life. For me it’s easy and it doesn’t come hard and there’s 

nothing forced about it (S.11). 

Here, Respondent 11 discussed the effortlessness of adopting a culture which typifies her own 

values. By being aligned to an organisation’s core values from the outset, this member of staff 

indicated the relative ease in implementing the ‘Berwyn Way’. 
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Similarly, Respondent 06, shared this view and highlighted how active reflection during the 

enculturation process enabled him to recognise that his own cultural code was similar to that 

of Berwyn’s:   

I think when I first landed here back in January or February time, I thought it was 

all a bit corporate. It [felt] a bit false. However, I had a proper read of the values 

and I thought “you know what, if everybody adopted that set of values, then you 

won’t go far wrong”. They apply to your relationships with your children, your job 

roles, whatever you do, whatever club you’re a member of – they’re simple, well 

thought through and easy to apply. But I’d always had [them] in the background 

anyway, it’s just that somebody somewhere, somebody much cleverer than me, 

has put them into a small model with an acronym and it works (S.06). 

Here, Respondent 06 talked about the moment whereby he realised that the ‘Berwyn Way’ 

had the propensity to work. However, his view of the rehabilitative approach was much 

different upon first arrival at Berwyn: seeing it as being somewhat contrived.  

 

Despite some staff’s obvious acceptance toward the Berwyn model, others were not as 

supportive. This discordance toward the ‘Berwyn Way’ is emphasised in the following fieldnote 

entry whereby Jackie, a Prison Officer employed to work predominantly in the visit hall at 

Berwyn, discussed a counterculture of staff who have a ‘vested interest’ in seeing the 

rehabilitative approach fail: 

Fieldnote entry – Day 10: 

Arriving early to observe the visits, which from a narrative perspective, is an 

area spoken of highly by the men at Berwyn, I meet with Jackie, a Prison 

Officer detailed to the visit hall. She talks me through the visit/search process 

and how best to observe this dynamic environment. She broaches the topic of 

culture and discusses how her own cultural values are “similar to those quoted 

at Berwyn”. However, those values she says, are “not always held by other 

staff at Berwyn”, going onto state that there are “dinosaurs in the ranks, who 

do not share Berwyn’s culture and have a vested interest in seeing this place 

fail” (Jackie). 

Jackie emphasised the disagreement that arises from staff who hold institutionalised and 

entrenched cultural views of prison work. This theme was reiterated in further interviews with 

operational staff, who said: 
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There are some fabulous members of staff that work here and who strive to give 

their best to the people that they’re working with, and to change the lives of the 

men… There are also some staff who have perhaps been in other prisons, and 

who are a bit “Berwyn, what?!” type thing. They turn their noses up at the values 

and are like “yeah, right”, and “you’re Berwyn through and through like a stick of 

rock”. Basically, they take the Mickey out of the values (S.11). 

I think there are too many people here from too many different prisons and it 

clashes. So, you’ve got officers here from Liverpool, Pentonville, Brinsford and 

wherever, and everyone has their own way of doing things. So, when they come 

here, they haven’t all adopted the Berwyn Way. They’ve said “well, we do this at 

Brinsford” and “well, we do the opposite at Liverpool”, so, everything’s just different 

(S.05). 

The above accounts specify an incongruence between the values of some staff, to those of 

Berwyn. Entrenched views, coupled with a reluctance to leave behind cultural practices of their 

previous establishments, are evident in the narratives. Others spoke of the ridicule that the 

‘Berwyn Way’ receives, which is suggestive of there being distinct countercultures of staff who 

are reluctant to embrace Berwyn’s approach:   

I think that the younger officers are basically being influenced by the older ones 

that are used to the old way. How you change that I don’t know, because you’ve 

got to have your experienced ones in order to train your inexperienced, but it’s 

knowing which experienced ones will be able to change, and could change their 

mindset to make it better, and who genuinely wants to make it better (S.08). 

Here, Respondent 8 spoke of the social influence that experienced officers have over new 

recruits. Whilst experienced officers at Berwyn were in the minority, their influence over new 

staff was deemed significant, with the data highlighting the power that experienced staff had 

in convincing lesser experienced staff into their way of thinking. Minority influence has of 

course been explored at great length in conformity studies, with both Asch (1951) and 

Moscovici (1976, 1980) arguing that a consistent and confident minority have the power to 

disrupt established norms, thus creating uncertainty, scepticism and conflict. To this end, 

prison cultures serve to reduce uncertainty by offering stability to an inexpert workforce 

(Crawley and Crawley, 2008). Nonetheless, the data suggests that prison cultures can also 

inhibit change, and do so, by failing to modify the attitudes of time-served prison staff, whose 

deep-rooted principles are focused upon recreating work practices from previous places of 

employment. For example, the officer below, who had spent more than 20 years in the prison 

service, expressed his disinclination to internalise the Berwyn Way:  
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I don’t really pay a lot of attention to them [values]. I just concentrate on the job 

that I do. I know exactly what I need to do: I need to get these lads to turn their 

lives around and I don’t need to look at the values and ethos and whatever else 

they want to project here. That’s fine if that’s what they [Berwyn] want to do, but 

I’ve been in the job too long now and know exactly what I need to do. I treat the 

lads with respect and I treat them the way I’d expect myself to be treated, and I 

don’t need to be told stuff about values (S.07). 

Here, it is evident that this experienced officer does not deem it necessary to consult the 

values, beliefs and operational expectations of Berwyn in order to undertake his role 

effectively. The same respondent suggested that other long-serving officers with whom he 

works alongside at Berwyn, embrace the same mindset:  

 A lot of them [Berwyn colleagues] have been in the prison service for a while and 

they are of the same type of mindset as me, and that is to say that they know what 

is expected of them. We’re professionals, we’ve been in the job for years, so we’ve 

got our own approach, and it works - so why change it (S.07). 

 
Disillusionment and cynicism toward the ‘Berwyn Way’ is acknowledged here, with the 

suggestion that Respondent 07 and his colleagues have no intention of adopting the Berwyn 

approach.   

A final theme identified which substantiates the idea of countercultures who respond 

negatively to the ‘Berwyn Way’, relates to staff who may have initially engaged in Berwyn 

culture, but who, through a negative incident or assault have become despondent:  

It’s really hard to do the values when your colleague has just been punched or had 

shit thrown on them. It’s just really hard (S.05). 

This Prison Officer spoke of how through adversity, the meaning and value attached to a 

rehabilitative culture can alter. After an assault therefore, some staff find it difficult to engage 

in the rehabilitative ethos, because much of the principles, such as valuing each other, are 

debased when something like this happens. This is reiterated here, whereby a Prison Officer, 

also subjected to an assault, reported how the rehabilitative approach became negligible – 

holding no value or importance to him:    

I know that [over a period of four months last year] that no rehabilitation happened 

on my shift. I didn’t even speak to the lads - I ignored them. I just went to unlock 

doors and did the bare minimum, simply because someone threw piss and shit at 

me. So, subconsciously, I ended up punishing the rest of them [Residents] but 
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until I got over that and got over that thought that one of them [Residents] could 

do that to me, I wasn’t prepared to treat any of them with respect. I just did my 

bare minimum and came to work (S.09). 

 

4.5 Sold a dream: Expectations versus reality  

Much of this chapter has explored respondent involvement with Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

approach, and how, through its evolution, it has shaped respondents’ experiences. This 

subsection complements this by considering staff and residents expectations of Berwyn, and 

where these expectations derived from. Many of the respondents said they held similar 

predefined expectations which were defined by discourse typically conveyed through the 

media, or more informal means, such as prison literature and roadshows. On this basis, this 

section considers respondent expectations, and if their expectations had been fulfilled. 

Many respondents discussed the idealised expectations that existed before they came to 

reside or work at Berwyn. The accounts below indicate resident presuppositions, with the 

common theme emerging that they were ‘sold a dream’: 

They sell you a dream. When you come here, they say ‘we’re gonna give you a 

laptop, we’re gonna do this and we’re gonna do that’, and okay, fair dos, they do 

give you a laptop, but all that is, is for them. It just does your general applications 

(Keith). 

I think it was just to get us here, and now that they’ve got us here, they can do 

what they want. They sold everybody a dream! They said you can paint your pads 

how you want; you can have carpets, and it sounded like you could make it like 

your flat on the out, but then you’ve got here and it’s just a pad! It’s just jail, honest. 

It’s nothing like they said it would be. I wish I didn’t come here. I wish that I had 

stayed in [my previous jail], done my course, got my cat-D - I’d be flying. But, here, 

it’s a different story (Mark). 

I don’t know what everyone has been told that they can get and can have, but it’s 

not true – we’ve been sold a dream. They said that they had skype here. It was all 

madness what they were saying about your rooms and stuff like that. They were 

just saying these things. I’ve been misled in here (Stephen). 

The comments above suggest that the rooms and facilities did not match the expectations of 

the residents. Others however expressed feelings of being brought to Berwyn under false 
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pretences, and as in the cases of Residents: Mark and Stephen above, both alluded to being 

misinformed.   

Others however, specified that where opportunities and facilities had met their expectations, 

delivery of such things did not transpire:  

When we came here, I read the literature about the rehabilitative culture that was 

going to be here, and the opportunities, and whereas the facilities have matched 

up to expectation, the delivery of those facilities and some of the initial programs 

that we were told that would be on offer, haven’t materialised (Jacob). 

Similarly, Keith in the extract below, indicated that the delivery of promised exercise equipment 

has not been satisfied, with gym equipment on the communities not being accessible:    

First thing I thought when I arrived at Berwyn was ‘this is a nice clean jail’. I thought 

‘this is alright’. You’ve got a phone in your cell which you can use 24 hours a day…. 

You’ve got a TV with all of the Freeview channels – I thought ‘this jail is quite good’. 

But, as time went by, I started to realise all the faults. For example, I have just 

been diagnosed with diabetes and in my last prison we had a cardio machine on 

the wing. So, I’ve come here knowing that they have a fitness suite on each wing 

and straightaway they’ve gone ‘no, that’s for display purposes only’. Then they 

took all the machinery away, saying that you can’t use it, but yet, they advertised 

it. So, since I’ve been here, I’ve put all this excess weight on instead of me being 

able to reverse my diabetes it’s just made it worse (Keith). 

An important inference is made toward resident grievances surrounding inadequate health 

provisions, which demonstrates that the advertised physical recreation facilities, or lack 

thereof, had not met Keith’s expectations and placed him in a position of concern and anxiety 

surrounding his physical health.  

Others cited family engagement as being a primary expectation when arriving at Berwyn. This 

again was something communicated to prospective residents during the initial start-up phase, 

either through publicity campaigns or word-of-mouth:  

 

They said there’s going to be face time and there’s going to be family visits every 

month. They basically told us a load of rubbish and it just didn’t materialise; it didn’t 

materialise at all. I’ve had two family days since I’ve been here (Owen). 

They said it was all about family ties here. It was meant to be family orientated, 

but it hasn’t been like that for me. I haven’t had a visit off my kids for over a year 
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in this jail. They won’t let them in and every time that they come, they stop them 

from coming into the jail. I don’t know why, it might be security reasons - I couldn’t 

tell you, but the jail is not what it’s cracked up to be. It’s all a lie, a front, a myth 

(Mark). 

Both accounts above signify the importance of maintaining family-ties in prison, and when 

institutional prison practices begin to impact upon anticipated family visits, residents may begin 

to feel that their rights and entitlements have been violated. In this situation, residents who 

perceive their visitation rights as being denied, may be more likely to harbour feelings of 

resentment and hostility toward the system. This is reiterated in the extracts below, where both 

residents stressed the importance of virtual visits, as seen with the mention of Skype and 

Video Link:    

Some of the things I heard obviously weren’t true, so for example people were told 

they could Skype their family and stuff like that. So yeah, there was all sorts of 

rumours flying around (Robert). 

I was sent here for a particular reason, I’m a foreign national prisoner and my 

family don’t live in this country, so I had been trying at [my previous jail] to see my 

father through video link because he was poorly….I was informed at [my previous 

establishment], that the OMU Department that Berwyn had that facility, and would 

[I] be willing to go…so, I came here and unfortunately Berwyn started saying I had 

been misguided… they’re saying that they don’t do video link with family, 

especially overseas, they only do video link for probation officers, court or other 

prisons. This was a big blow to me (Jimmy). 

As seen above, virtual visits enabled through real-time platforms such as Skype, are 

fundamental in maintaining family ties. Furthermore, virtual visits also help residents adjust to 

prison life and improve their chances of societal adjustment upon release. Consequently, 

residents at Berwyn indicated great value in family connectivity and in failing to deliver on this 

expectation, residents suggested that this places them in a vulnerable and traumatic position.  

Of equal significance to resident expectations comes that of the workforce. Accordingly, a 

common staff expectation was that residents would be local men, and more specifically, 

Berwyn would house men from Welsh counties who are, or have been held in out of county 

jails: 

The idea that they sold, was that they we were going to be taking Welsh prisoners 

from around the country, but the problem is that there [aren’t] enough Welsh 
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prisoners around the country to take, so obviously we’re taking people from 

London, Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool (S.08). 

It was sold to me [that] anybody here would want to be rehabilitated and would’ve 

been vetted before coming. But now, since I’ve been working on [the 

communities], it seems to be one-for-one, whereby we get segregation swaps and 

people that don’t want to be here. I get men coming to me saying ‘Boss, I’m now 

five hours away from home and my family cannot come and visit’. That’s not 

helping rehabilitation is it (S.16). 

Here, both staff members above, share a concern for the locality in which residents originally 

reside. This too is observed in the following fieldnote entry, whereby Carl, a mature resident 

discussed his lack of visits and the effect this has on him:  

Fieldnote Entry: Day 15: 

Having spent the morning observing the craft session with PACT, I spoke with a 

resident named Carl. Carl had joined the group so he could make some gifts to 

send to his children who lived out of county in a coastal town in the south of 

England. Carl explained that he ‘hadn’t had any visits with his family since moving 

to Berwyn’ and that his placement in terms of ‘maintaining family-ties was 

counterproductive’. He spoke about the ‘isolation and depression’ that this causes 

and by not having ‘something to look forward to like others here that receive 

regular visits, it makes [his] jail time drag’ (Carl). 

The expectancy of Berwyn to be a Welsh prison for Welsh prisoners has always been a point 

of contention. As noted in previous chapters, concerns of Wales being burdened by the 

English problem of overcrowding, have influenced expectations of who might be housed at 

Berwyn and how residents’ demographic locality might impinge upon successful rehabilitation 

and resettlement. 

 

By placing people out of county, there is a risk of unnecessarily segregating residents from all 

important social and familiar ties, and in doing so, increasing the pains of imprisonment 

(Sykes, 1958). Similarly, by filling prison places with residents who do not necessarily want to 

be at Berwyn, there comes another theme, and that is of staff expectations surrounding 

uncompliant residents with a myopic attitude toward rehabilitation:  
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My expectation was obviously that it was going to be this brand spanking new 

prison with all top of the range facilities… Whereas, coming to Berwyn, it was very 

much that this is going to be a category-C and they are taking no sex offenders, 

and it’s meant to be the well-behaved, hand-picked prisoners from around the 

country. We were pretty much sold a dream (S.08). 

A lot of the lads that we get here are not supposed to be here. So, basically, when 

they first opened this place, they used to go out and do roadshows where they 

would cherry pick the lads. It was a dream, and it was never going to carry on that 

way because of the way that the prison service was really short on spaces. 

Because of that, we’ve been filling up pretty quick, and a lot of other 

establishments see it as a way to get rid of all their problem children, and that’s 

what we’ve got at the moment – we’ve got jail full of problem children (S.07). 

Both comments indicate expectations of having a compliant resident population whose 

motivations to rehabilitate were congruent with Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos. However, due to 

prison overcrowding elsewhere in the prison estate, Berwyn is now argued to be a conduit for 

‘problem children’ (S.08), who disrupt the rehabilitative growth and success of the ‘Berwyn 

Way’. 

In keeping with resident growth and rehabilitative development, another theme within the data 

points to the perceived expectations surrounding recategorisation. This is represented in the 

discussion below, whereby, Jacob, a resident, explained his reason for transferring to Berwyn 

and his expectation to progress to category-D status:   

I came here with the expectation of being able to progress through to d-cat at an 

earlier stage. In fact, I left a friend of mine [at my previous establishment], but he 

got his c-cat at the same time as I did, and he decided to stay. I said, ‘You’re mad, 

this new place at Berwyn, look what they’re doing’. I’ve now got 25 months left to 

serve and I’ve been refused d-cat. He however, stayed at [my previous 

establishment] and now he’s [moved to a cat-d establishment] for the last four 

months, yet my record in prison is much better than his. I’ve not had a single 

warning throughout my entire [sentence]… I’ve not put a foot wrong, yet they’ve 

continually denied people like myself earlier progression (Jacob). 

When asked why this was, Jacob responded:  

I would love someone to answer that question for me. Apparently, it’s not their 

[Berwyn] policy, but that wasn’t what we were led to believe, and if I’d have known 
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that beforehand, even with all this lovely environment and the nice welcome, then 

I wouldn’t have come here (Jacob). 

Whilst one might suspect that this recategorisation has not occurred on the basis of Jacob’s 

risk assessment since his last review, the data below, which was provided by a member of the 

Offender Management Unit (OMU) at Berwyn, indicates that the issue is more complex than 

initially thought: 

A lot of men want to get their cat-D, but we’ve had a lot of problems with the 

offender management unit who haven’t been able to sort out the cat-Ds or the 

paperwork is inadequate…. We’ve been sold a bit of a dream with the calibre of 

men that we are getting. A lot of them are cat- B’s and have either come from the 

young offenders estate and just turned 21, or they are cat-B’s that’ve come from 

other establishments and they wanted to get rid of them and said ‘we’ll just cat-c 

them and send them to Berwyn’, but really, they’re not cat-C criteria (S.08). 

This implies that Berwyn is being utilised by other establishments as a place in which to send 

problematic prisoners, who do not necessarily meet the stringent criteria for recategorisation. 

As a result, residents arriving at Berwyn with an expectation to be downgraded are being let 

down. This comes at the behest of the wider prison system, and the pressure placed upon 

Berwyn to accept men who have been inappropriately downgraded, and who do not meet 

Berwyn’s category-C criteria. 

Other areas that have fallen short of expectations, and which replicate the theme of 

rehabilitative development is that of education, training and employment opportunities for 

residents at Berwyn. In the following quotes, staff respondents discussed inadequacies in the 

industries provisions, which during the fieldwork, saw several workshops not open or ready to 

take residents on:  

There are no workshops open at the moment - we’ve hardly got anything for [the 

men] to do. Most of my lads don’t want to do education…They’re looking for more 

hands-on stuff and there isn’t hardly any of that here at the moment. The plastering 

course opened last week but they haven’t even got a tutor yet… If there’s nothing 

in place for them then they’re just banged up behind their door getting bored 

(S.10). 

We still haven’t got the workshops fully up and running. I know guys that have 

been sent back from work because they haven’t got enough Personal Protective 

Equipment. So that side of things: the organisation and getting things in place, isn’t 

rehabilitative because it demotivates people. They come here expecting it to be 
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great and it’s not, and you’ll hear some of the guys who have been here a good 

while will say ‘You sold us a dream’ (S.06). 

In both extracts there is an emphasis placed upon the lack of meaningful and productive 

opportunities for residents. Without operational industry buildings, the benefits of preparing 

residents for employment upon release by equipping them with a vocational skillset are lost. 

Furthermore, vital opportunities to build social capital and improve resident well-being is 

hampered, with residents without a place in education or industries, being forced to spend 

most of their day locked up. As noted in the literature review, education, training and 

employability have been recognised as one of the fundamental pillars of effective 

rehabilitation. Therefore, by not having adequate industry-based provisions, this encroaches 

upon Berwyn’s capacity to successfully deliver a truly rehabilitative approach.  

In response to the lack of vocational and educational placements at Berwyn, respondents 

spoke of the bearing this had on resident-wellbeing, and specifically, how a lack of meaningful 

activity had the potential to create tension, frustration and hostility.  As previously discussed 

in the literature review, such emotions are symptomatic with unrest and anti-social behaviour, 

which is elucidated upon here by an officer: 

I think we opened too early. The industries should have been opened first before 

we took anybody into this establishment, because so many of [the residents] in 

the first six to 12 months of us being open, didn’t have a job. We sold them the 

Berwyn dream, which was that: you’ll get a job and have a great education, but a 

lot of it wasn’t open. A lot of those men got so many negative comments, issues 

and nicking’s [Disciplinary charges] with not going to work and not having a job, 

and just generally getting frustrated. That could have affected their later release 

(S.16). 

A further frustration associated with the vocational opportunities available to residents at 

Berwyn surrounded accreditation. With many of the industry-based vacancies at Berwyn 

lacking formal accreditation, residents and staff alike, expressed their concerns: 

There’s are not enough accredited jobs here. In my old place they used to have 

tiling, painting, decorating, welding, woodwork, motor mechanics - and these were 

all accredited NVQ courses that actually stood for something when prisoners got 

out. A lot of the stuff that they do within the prison here is not accredited, and 

doesn’t stand for anything… They should be getting proper courses going, but 

there’s nothing in place, so all the lads are just sitting on their backsides doing 

nothing (S.07). 
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Other respondents spoke of frustrations surrounding some of the psychological rehabilitation 

intervention programmes at Berwyn, which were often unavailable or had waiting lists that 

exceeded the length of their sentence:   

A lot of the programmes that prisoners need to do on their sentence plans are non-

existent. For example, you’ve got Kaizen which is three strains of domestic abuse, 

general violence and sex offender violence. They’re only running at this point the 

general violence element, so where you’ve got prisoners coming in whose 

sentence plan might require them to do the sex offender one, then they can’t 

complete their sentence plan - so essentially, they’re sending them here and 

setting them up to fail (S.08). 

Expectations surrounding the intervention programmes that would be available at Berwyn is 

reiterated further:  

In my last jail they said that you have to do [a] course, but then when you come 

here, they put you on a waiting list for it. A prime example is a lad who came here 

was told to do the [Kaizen] course and came specifically to Berwyn to do it, and 

then they told him that there was an 18 month wait – he said “well, I’m out in 17 

months” (Keith). 

Both accounts indicate that access to intervention programmes was untimely, and by not 

prioritising residents whose sentences precede the length of the programme, they were 

essentially ‘setting people up to fail’ (S.08).  

To summarise, the data indicates that expectation setting in any evolving organisation is 

fraught with difficulties. Respondents spoke candidly about the importance of not creating false 

hope as this can lead to feelings of resentment and frustration. Consequently, in attempting to 

sell ‘the Berwyn dream’, the reality of Berwyn has not quite lived up to the expectation for 

some residents and staff.  
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4.6 Summary  

By examining the implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative model from the perspective of prison 

residents’ and operational staff, this chapter presented the psychological, physical and social 

experiences associated by those living and working at Berwyn. This was addressed by 

considering the comparative nature of imprisonment, and incorporated discussions pertaining 

to the socio-cultural climate of Nordic countries compared against the UK. This discussion 

opened up deliberations on Berwyn’s attempts to replicate penal exceptionalism and the 

cultural developments seen therein. Moving on to consider how Berwyn has attempted to 

transform the orthodox narrative of Anglo imprisonment by drawing upon rehabilitative Nordic 

exemplars, the physical infrastructure was deliberated. Here, participants highlighted how 

Berwyn’s topography was not always conducive to rehabilitation, both from an operational and 

security perspective. Summarising the next theme, the chapter explored how Berwyn’s distinct 

lack of strategic direction during the early phase of becoming operational led to Berwyn’s core 

values being ‘lost in translation’. The experience of both groups was articulated in accounts 

which refer to the social and structural determinants of an evolving rehabilitative culture. Of 

this culture, respondents reported the need for organisational growth, with genuine 

commitment to rehabilitation being the core function of the prison. However, Berwyn’s vision 

requires cooperative ethical values and a shared sense of purpose amongst all - something, 

which has not yet been fully achieved.  

With Berwyn’s attempts to shift the prevailing narrative on prison rehabilitation, it was 

incumbent upon the study to arrive at findings which indicate that the process of creating a 

rehabilitative approach is both challenging and continuous. Therefore, the next theme 

considered the levels of comprehension found in the staff and residents in relation to the 

Berwyn Way. This was evident, for example, in respondent accounts of the rapid and 

continuous developments during the initial start-up phase, and how varying conceptualisations 

of what was expected at Berwyn have resulted in individuals negotiating the ‘Berwyn Way’ in 

various ways. Individuals therefore shape the Berwyn culture, and accounts which highlight 

the resistance and receptivity toward Berwyn’s approach by some staff and residents, draws 

to attention to the cultural dichotomies that exist. To this end, resident and staff accounts 

focused on how enculturation at Berwyn has required individuals to modify their behaviour, 

often adopting behaviours which feel unfamiliar and uncomfortable. The study thus far 

indicates that long-lasting change is most successful when it is self-motivated and rooted in 

positive thinking. However, with countercultures beginning to form, resistance toward the 

‘Berwyn Way’ is evident.  

The rehabilitative culture is therefore fundamental in successful strategic direction, with a large 

part of the chapter focusing on staff and resident experiences in relation to expectation setting. 
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Mixed views were reported, with some suggesting that the rehabilitative approach was as 

predicted, if not better. Others however indicated a persuasion to ‘buy-into’ an unrealistic 

vision, which would struggle to maintain momentum. In both interpretations, the rehabilitative 

approach at Berwyn requires collective acceptance. Without this, Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

approach, which incorporates a progressivist stance on the treatment and management of 

people in prison, suffers a number of ambiguities. When put before residents at staff at 

Berwyn, these ambiguities only add to their confusion surrounding the correct implementation 

of the ‘Berwyn Way’. The following chapter presents the next set of findings, which relate to 

the process of enculturation, its affects on self identity, and the way in which Berwyn have 

been able to lift the liminal veil between the outside and the inside.  
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Chapter Five - Lifting the liminal veil between the outside and inside 

 

5.1 Introduction  

The process of enculturation within any ‘total institution’, irrespective of its rehabilitative or 

therapeutic design, can be an unsettling experience which often sees prison residents undergo 

a loss of self-esteem and social identity (Karmel, 1969). Traditionally, this experience is 

documented as a ‘mortification of self’ (Goffman, 1961). Of this ‘mortification of self’, PIP are 

subjected to dehumanising experiences, whereby the ‘pains of imprisonment’ materialise 

through the deprivation of liberty, heterosexual relationships, goods and services, autonomy 

and security; all of which, have the potential to weaken or spoil self-identity (Sykes, 1958; 

Jewkes, 2002a). Prison identities are therefore shaped by the space in which they inhabit, and 

whilst scholars such as Sykes (1958) argue that the totality of the prison experience creates 

a homogenous body of prisoners with a shared and somewhat subdued identity, there is the 

possibility of this identity being renegotiated (Jones, et al., 2000; Phillips, 2007). This chapter 

therefore explores the individual and collective prison identities that have formed as a result 

of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, and how by attempting to challenge the orthodox 

narrative, the identity positions of Berwyn residents have been reinforced or reconstructed.  

 

5.2 Helping residents to maintain their sense of self upon arrival 

As noted in previous chapters, developing a sense of identity is imperative as it enables people 

to stand out as individuals (Jenkins, 2014), to develop a sense of importance and well-being, 

and assimilate with certain groups and cultures (Alvesson et al., 2008). ‘Identity’ therefore is 

a major component of the ‘self’ (Burke and Tully, 1977) and can be defined as a ‘set of 

internalised meanings which individuals apply to the self in any given social role’ (Dyer, 2005, 

p.204). These internalised meanings serve as a standard or reference point to who[m] one is, 

or is likely to become (Burke, 1991). How PIP think of themselves is therefore a central 

concern toward selfhood and considers how they are required to form social identities which 

often conflict with their pre-prison authentic self (Schmid and Jones, 1991; De Viggiani, 2012).  

An individual coming into prison for the first time for example, may identify as being a father 

and provider to his family, yet this ‘authentic self’ holds no influence within the prison 

environment or indeed within the ‘prison code,’ and is therefore often abandoned at the gate 

upon arrival (Sykes and Messinger, 1960). As such, prisons are environments whereby an 

individual’s pre-prison identity must be held in abeyance in order to make way for the 

(re)construction of an appropriate prison persona (Schmid and Jones, 1991; Jewkes, 2002b). 

This is commonly referred to as a ‘suspended identity’ (Strauss, 1959), and as an identity 

preservation tactic, observes prison residents eschewing their true self, only to revive it once 
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more upon release (Schmid and Jones, 1991). Countering the presumption that identity enters 

a hiatus when people are first imprisoned, Kazemian and Travis (2015) offer an alternative 

supposition; claiming that identity is not paused whilst imprisoned, but rather interrupted by a 

number of factors. These factors include: the onset of the desistence process, fluctuating 

psychological well-being, changeable life-course transitions, and for some, a commitment to 

a persistent criminal career (Kazemian and Travis, 2015). Prison identity transformations also 

occur partly through the need to adapt to prison life. As a coping mechanism, these identities 

whether they be singular or multiple, align with the organisational structures, the traditionally 

held prison hierarchy and one’s own life course trajectory (Sykes and Messinger, 1960; Ybema 

et al., 2009). When adopting such prison identities, residents often adopt a façade which 

meets the micro-level demands of the prison environment (Jones et al., 2000). This subsection 

explores those demands, and more specifically, analyses the narratives of Berwyn residents 

to demonstrate the importance of the self-identity in a newly evolving prison.  

The first point in identity transformation happens upon arrival (Haney et al., 1973). The point-

of-reception into prison therefore is a critical juncture in any given establishment, for it is here 

that the individual needs of each newly received resident are recognised (Schilders and Ogloff, 

2014). Despite this, prison reception and induction processes are renowned for being 

traumatic and dehumanising, and it is here that the degradations of imprisonment are first felt 

(Sykes, 1958; Clemmer, 1958; Goffman, 1961; Foucault, 1977).  The reception process and 

first nights in custody not only set the cultural tone i.e. directing individuals on how to act and 

behave, but also form the first stage of identity transformation (De Viggiani, 2007b). It is a 

moment when newly received residents decide who they are, or indeed, need to become to fit 

in within the social hierarchy (Cohen and Taylor, 1981; Archer, 2002; Jenkins, 2014).    

The extract below documents this process and explains how upon arrival, one of the residents, 

Owen, absorbed the context and social cues of Berwyn: 

Basically, when the bus came into the prison with all us locked up on it, they 

opened the door one-by-one and they never handcuffed us which was very 

strange because you normally get handcuffed on a prison bus. But here, they 

opened the door grabbed your box of stuff and gave us a hand coming in, which 

was very strange (Owen). 

Owen’s immediate observation was an acknowledgement to humane treatment. Owen 

compared this experience to other prisons, and in recognition of the respect he was shown 

upon arrival at Berwyn, Owen’s account suggests a welcomed but altogether unnerving 

experience. The data here illustrates that whilst still meeting the processual reception 

demands imposed by the Prison Service, such as formal arrival procedures and assessments, 
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Berwyn’s reception method could be interpreted as less mechanical and depersonalising than 

other establishments. This is elucidated further in the following accounts, whereby Harvey, 

Alex and Jacob described their first moments at Berwyn: 

Normally you’d be put in a holding room and not much would be said, and you 

wouldn’t have much correspondence with anybody. Whereas here, you’re put in a 

nice room with comfy seats. They treat you like men, not like animals (Harvey). 

Alex shared similar experience to those expressed above:  

It’s a very different experience to come to Berwyn… The reception was amazing. 

It was more welcoming than I’ve experienced before – it was like a hotel. Walking 

in felt very open and very friendly. They had couches everywhere; it was a very 

relaxed atmosphere. First impressions were good. As a prisoner who has been in 

11 years, you’re not sure how to take that. You question it really, but it was 

relaxing, and I felt like I could be myself for the first time in 11 years (Alex). 

Jacob then added: 

When I first arrived, there was amazement. Obviously when you normally arrive at 

a new place, you get put in a holding cell and locked in, but here, after the initial 

searches, we got put in a nice environment with a telly and pictures and got offered 

coffee and fruit whilst they processed us, so my first impressions were wow, this 

is not as I expected (Jacob). 

Each narrative offers some understanding of the disparity that exists between reception 

processes in other establishments. By drawing upon the physical space and amenities, and 

more specifically, the soft furnishings, the extracts suggest that Berwyn’s attempts to make 

this environment feel as close as possible to life in the community, have as desired, created a 

sense of normality. Each respondent suggested that by promoting normality, new residents at 

Berwyn can reflect upon their pre-prison identity. Normality in this sense, therefore, acts as a 

prompt toward the life that they have left behind (Blunt and Varley, 2004). It enables newly 

received residents to ruminate upon their personal identity before being received into custody 

and reflect upon what was and what will become.   

On further analysis however, it is also suggested that as a point of entry, the reception also 

offers an opportune moment for new residents to begin to (re)construct their sense of self. It 

is here that newly received residents examine their new surroundings, ‘[find] their feet’ (Gavin) 

and decide who they need to become to integrate. This process could be referred to as the 

socialisation of self. A moment, early in the prison journey, whereby new residents decipher if 
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their distinct pre-prison identity fits in with the world around them, or indeed, if they need to 

suspend this identity and adapt accordingly. As implied from the data, this notion of a 

socialisation of self is far removed from Goffman’s debilitating ‘mortification of self’, which 

constitutes a ‘massive assault’ on the identity of those received into custody (Berger 1963, 

p.101). According to some of the residents, Berwyn moves beyond this ‘assault’; allowing new 

residents to feel altogether humanised and less inclined to develop an institutionally dictated 

temporary identity.  

Another distinct theme which links with the idea of identity transformation is how procedurally 

just and fair treatment can communicate information about a resident’s value to the group. 

Through respectful and humane practice during the reception and induction process, the data 

demonstrates how Berwyn has enabled residents to feel accepted:  

I first arrived and went straight onto the induction wing. All the lads were very 

friendly, they made you feel at ease. It was a completely different atmosphere 

when you came through reception, so there [were] no searches or anything like 

that. In other prisons, you arrive and it’s a strip search as standard. You then have 

to sit on a chair which detects for phones and stuff like that, but in general, there’s 

nothing like that here, they tend to treat you more like a human than a number 

(Robert). 

Here, as with other accounts already presented, Robert suggested that Berwyn’s reception 

and induction process is civilised and progressive. Instead of ‘feeling like a number’, Robert’s 

dignity and individualism was valued and protected: meaning that he felt ‘at ease’ – a view 

held by others who took part in the study. One such view was that of Harvey: 

It was quite relaxed, and it seemed as though it was going to be a good 

atmosphere. I’d come from Walton, and when you’re in Walton your back’s up a 

lot because you don’t know what will happen in them sorts of places. But when I 

came here it just seemed to be a lot more chilled out. You could be yourself for 

once (Harvey). 

From this extract, Harvey expressed his pre-prison identity, which had been constructed in his 

former establishment. Here, it can be interpreted that this manufactured identity was very 

much about self-preservation; a shielded and largely masculine prison identity which residents 

often construct in order to protect themselves. Such self-protective identities are not 

uncommon, and through the need to adapt to the fluctuating prison environment, are 

constructed with a view to being constantly alert and guarded (Crewe et al., 2014). For some, 

self-protective identities are encapsulated within the ‘masculinist continuum’ (Sim, 1995, 
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p.112; Toch, 1998). However, at Berwyn, Harvey discussed the opportunity to discard this pre-

constructed masculinist prison identity, drop his guard and reclaim, if only momentarily, his 

authentic self.  

 

The treatment that people receive during each process of the prison journey is therefore 

instrumental in the construction of self-identity. Indeed, it is within this theme that residents 

spoke about how the rehabilitative approach during reception at Berwyn influenced their sense 

of self:   

 

I think it [way you are treated] affects your overall status straightaway, it affects 

your overall well-being and who you are as a person. Obviously, what a lot of 

people that haven’t been to prison tend to think is that we probably should be 

punished once we’re at prison, and not the fact that prison is the punishment. You 

are taken away from your loved ones and family. That is the punishment, and I 

don’t care how big and tough you are, it’s a foreign environment and it’s not a nice 

environment (Jacob). 

 
Here, Jacob suggested how the systematic treatment of prisoners can affect wellbeing and 

self-identity status. As such, Tyler and Lind (1992) propose that when individuals are treated 

fairly, they find it easier to identify and conform to the group or culture of which they are part. 

However, when treated unfairly, this communicates a message that they are excluded or even 

marginalised from the group: 

 
When I first came to Berwyn, I couldn’t believe it was a prison. The way they were 

addressing you, interacting with you, it was different – it was good. It made me feel 

respected, happy, I guess. No one judged you (Ashley). 

 

Here, Ashley spoke about the power of procedural fairness. In treating Ashley in an affirmative 

manner upon arrival, he discussed how he felt valued and involved. This perspective featured 

in other resident interviews.  
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5.3 Renegotiating identity upon entering general population 

Place and identity are inextricably bound, with the prison space being no exception. Both place 

and identity are co-produced meaning that identities are formed in relation to the environment 

that is encountered (Proshansky et al., 1983). Identity constructions occur from the moment a 

resident enters the prison environment and continue to shape through each transitionary 

phase of the prison journey. This is noted in the data and is suggested that Berwyn’s 

provisional welcome week unit offers some stability; with respondents noting how their 

authentic self was steadied, if only temporarily.  Low and Altman (1992) refer to this as place 

attachment - suggesting that individual’s bond with places in such a way that their identity is 

reinforced. Place attachment therefore offers some explanation into why some individuals feel 

comfortable and calm in particular environments such as Berwyn’s reception and welcome 

week community. It also highlights why displacement (forced or voluntary) can be so traumatic. 

The following accounts explore displacement, with some residents suggesting that the need 

to question one’s identity soon returns, specifically when they are moved from the welcome 

week community (induction) into general population, where ‘you’re just another number’ 

(Liam).  

 

This is restated in the fieldnote entry below, whereby residents discussed how prison identity 

concepts are challenged yet again when entering a new area within the prison:  

 

Fieldnote entry – Day 2: 

When talking with two trusted red-band prisoners (Dale and Jamal) whose job it 

was to operate the reception area of one of the residential houses, it became 

apparent that identity forms an integral part of Berwyn’s growth and development 

– both regarding organisational identity, but also in relation to staff and resident 

identities. My discussion with Dale and Jamal started off jovially at first, with both 

discussing their journey through the Berwyn induction process which both 

described as being ‘relaxed’ (Dale) and ‘unusual by prison standards’ (Jamal). 

 

Jamal then went onto explain:  

The thing with Berwyn is that you are made to feel settled when you arrive here, 

and that lulls you into a false sense of security. You’re made to feel like an 

individual with all the first name terms and all that. For a minute, you think that you 

mean something, but once you get allocated to a wing, all that’s gone. That’s the 

glossy side of Berwyn – it’s been made so that you think you’ll be able to settle in, 

be yourself and just do your jail [serve your sentence], but after welcome week, 
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that’s when they drop the act, and you go back to be being in any normal jail. 

Berwyn isn’t all that different to other jails that I’ve been at when you get to its core 

(Jamal). 

 

Similarly, Dale added: 

He’s right you know. I thought I was onto a good thing when I got here. I thought, 

you know what, that’s me sorted; I’ve got a place where I’ll be respected and 

treated proper. It’s somewhere where I can start to rebuild my life, get my visits to 

see my kids and maybe even think about what I want for myself when I get out. 

Truth is though that once you get on the houses [residential house blocks], you’re 

a prisoner like in any other jail – you have the same shit thrown at you by the staff 

and other cons day-in-day-out. Will I fuck be able to shape myself in this place. 

I’ve just got to suck it up and admit that this jail is jail, even with all its bells and 

whistles (Dale). 

 

As with other quotes noted herein, the data is suggestive of procedural justice and 

compassionate treatment. In addition, the data begins tentatively with both Jamal and Dale 

explaining how Berwyn’s civilised entry process enables the formation of positive and 

prosocial prison identity. This prosocial identity standard is expected from all new Berwyn 

residents, and this is posited within in the data by the way that Jamal discusses how Berwyn 

applies a sense of individualisation: through the use of first name terms, and the way in which 

newly arriving residents are made to feel at ease. Although ‘unusual by prison standards’ 

(Jamal), once accustomed to Berwyn’s expected identity standard, residents can begin to 

piece together a more defined sense of self and how they might progress through the system. 

From this extract therefore, it is suggested that rehabilitative reception and induction 

processes which are based on compassion and dignity, provide new residents with a clear 

identity standard: guiding them on the type of prison identity that they are expected to convey, 

but also how to bring this newly developed identity to life. This identity standard is however 

short-lived, with the data suggesting that individuals entering Berwyn for the first time, are 

expected to navigate the complicated prison terrain by renegotiating their identity with each 

new area of the prison that they encounter. This is expressed by the way in which both Dale 

and Jamal spoke of a dynamic shift away from the seemingly contrived and ‘glossy’ frontage 

of the induction and reception process, to Berwyn’s core: the residential houses, whereby 

there is a return to the constructed self-protective identity as seen in many other prisons.  

 

Despite the more critical reflections within the data which propose the constant need to 
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renegotiate identity, it is suggested that prison identities are situation-specific, and 

(re)constructed in accordance with the carceral infrastructure, hierarchical arrangements, 

social interactions and the forms of power that are experienced in each area of the prison. 

Identity transformations can then be enforced, depending on the fluctuating situation of the 

prison environment (Glaser, 2010). Of the forms of power noted above, prisons were, circa 

1970 to 1990, described as being ‘Authoritarian’ (Dean, 2010). This form of ‘authoritarian 

governmentality’ offered paternalistic support and guidance to PIP by attempting to steer them 

toward a non-offending lifestyle. However, if PIP ‘chose not to conform to institutional 

demands’ then punishment and constraint, which is characterised by the ‘authoritarian wall’ 

are not far away (Crewe, 2012a, p.144). From a Kantian perspective, paternalism attempts to 

keep in check prison residents’ lives, identity, health, education, and security, but does so at 

the expense of their liberty (Suber, 1999). Despite its ostensible benevolence, paternalism in 

the context of prison, often turns out to be coercive, and is displayed through authoritative 

regimes, controlling prison interventions and secure carceral architecture, all of which, 

frequently undermine residents’ autonomy (Glaser, 2010). This however is another area where 

Berwyn differs, and the following section demonstrates how Berwyn’s approach to individual 

autonomy has the propensity to cultivate independent prison identities and develop the 

construction of selfhood.  

 

5.4 Promoting the development of autonomous identities among residents 

As agencies of deprivation and disempowerment, prisons represent the antithesis of a 

rehabilitative setting (De Viggiani, 2007a). Within this, Reiman and Leighton (2016) propose 

that prisons are places whereby self-sufficiency and independence are not recognised as 

normative characteristics within the prison population. Prisons instead, turns to infantilising 

residents, and in doing so, Haney (2003, p.81) notes that ‘prisoners adjust to the muting of 

self-initiative and independence that prison requires and become increasingly dependent on 

[the] institutional contingencies that they once resisted’. Consequently, prison residents have 

traditionally come to expect many of the day-to-day carceral functions, procedures and 

administrative tasks to be performed by prison staff. Thus, meaning that the ability to operate 

as individual agents through free-will and self-determination is often impinged (Reiman and 

Leighton, 2017). PIP therefore never attain full autonomy, meaning that their authentic self is 

diminished, since they are ‘controlled by others or incapable of deliberating or acting on the 

basis of his/her desires and plans’ (Beauchamp and Childress, 1977, p.99). Therefore, for 

prisons to be truly rehabilitative, autonomy (both in the physical and psychological sense) must 

play an active component in the concept of any progressive prison and its regime. Residents 
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must be able to make autonomous and meaningful choices, and it is here within the data that 

participants at Berwyn discussed this further:   

I can have a shower – in some of them other jails it can be hard to even get a 

shower because there might only be four showers per landing… Here, I can get a 

shower in the morning and another at night (Dale). 

In addressing autonomy, Dale immediately addressed personal hygiene with reference to 

being able to shower twice daily. Each residential ‘room’ at Berwyn, be it single or double 

occupancy, is furnished with a wet room; incorporating a toilet, sink and shower, each of which 

can be concealed behind a privacy screen. The ability to shower in relative privacy, and at a 

time of one’s own choosing, may appear a simple action, and one no doubt taken for granted 

in the outside world. However, such an act in the prison context is instrumental in allowing for 

agency and autonomy, with the data suggesting that showering, and more specifically 

managing personal hygiene, is central in construction of selfhood. This is discussed in more 

depth in the following quote, whereby Aaron spoke of the importance of personal hygiene and 

self-image:  

Here, you can have a shower whenever you want, but in [previous establishment], 

we had to ask the officers to open the doors for us so we could go and have a 

shower. I’m used to having a shower once or twice a day at home. It’s also brilliant 

that we can wear our own clothes – you feel comfortable in your own clothes. I 

know it’s not a big thing, but you want to feel nice and dress nice. I’m a person 

who likes to change their clothes everyday (Aaron).  

As proposed by Aaron, personal hygiene and the ability to wear one’s own clothing is a marker 

to pre-existing identity, with the data suggesting that Aaron is as much concerned with his self-

image as he was before he entered prison. From the extract therefore, preserving self-image 

and individuality can be seen to be mutually bound – with both being important in the 

construction, or indeed the preservation of self. Aaron also acknowledged a somewhat 

Foucauldian passive experience in his previous establishment, whereby he spoke about 

having to gain permission from the staff to shower. This however is not the case at Berwyn, 

with the data suggesting that Berwyn have recognised that the material world of the prison 

can act as a barrier to identity formation by the way in which it inhibits and dictates autonomy, 

agency and power. Therefore, by simply incorporating showering facilities within each of the 

residential rooms, this helps to move away from the Foucauldian ‘docile’ identity construction 

which still exists in some other establishments (Foucault,1977). From a critical perspective 

however, it is worth noting that residents with no prior experience of prison may view autonomy 
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in a slightly different light, simply because as first-time entrants, they have nothing to compare 

it to. 

From this position in the data others in the study went on to suggest how a lack of autonomy 

can create passive identities which are devoid of individuality and self-direction. This idea sits 

centrally within self-determination theory, and as noted in the literature, proposes that personal 

autonomy and perceived afforded choice (albeit restricted within the context of prisons), is of 

crucial significance to the overall quality of life and psychological functioning of those in prison 

(Van Der Kaap-deeder et al., 2017). Considering this, the data suggests that Berwyn has 

explored ‘autonomy’, namely: self-control, rationality, self-identification and authenticity, and 

as seen in the following excerpts, has attempted to remove obstacles which residents face 

when attempting to exercise autonomy.  

One such obstacle is time-management. Time management in prisons has traditionally been 

dictated by the prison. Within this, residents are directed on when to unlock, when to move, 

when to eat, when to shower and when to telephone loved ones. Other areas also governed 

by the prison, are the management of individual appointments, family visits and activities. For 

purposes such as these, prisons usually depend on paper ‘applications’ (otherwise referred to 

as ‘apps’) which are completed by residents for a variety of requests. Traditionally, paper apps 

range from: scheduling visits with family, through to booking a dentist or doctor’s appointment. 

Residents also use paper apps to order their canteen (weekly items such as toiletries and 

sweets, which residents can purchase from the prison stores). Berwyn however have 

reconfigured this traditional design, meaning that this particular obstacle has been 

circumnavigated (to a certain extent). In doing so, Berwyn have taken the accepted paper-

based app process and digitised it, and from day one at Berwyn, ‘the men [residents] are 

introduced to the idea of taking responsibility for their jail time’ (Clive). This is achieved with 

personal laptops, which as previously discussed in this chapter, are issued to new arrivals, 

and can theoretically, replace the need for paper apps. The fieldnote extract which follows, 

explains the issuing of these laptops and the subsequent ‘Unilink’ operating system which is 

preinstalled on every laptop. The data was taken from an observation of the ‘Working Together 

Induction Session’ which was provided to new residents during their first day on the Welcome 

Week Unit. The session was delivered by two current residents (Clive and Mason), whose job 

it was as Rehabilitation Champions, to familiarise new residents with the ‘Berwyn Way’ and 

operating their new laptops: 
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Fieldnote entry – Day 2:  

 

I joined the session ten minutes in and was introduced to a group of new residents 

(nine in total) who had recently arrived at Berwyn. Following my introduction, Clive 

began his PowerPoint, which, he took great pride in informing me that he and 

Mason had ‘put together themselves’ (Clive). The focus of their presentation was 

an overview of the Berwyn Way, and included guidance on the Welcome Week 

process; the rehabilitative culture and values; Berwyn terminology; the reward and 

responsibility scheme; adjudication procedures; the core day (including lock and 

unlock times); an overview of each of the departments at Berwyn, and finally, the 

vocational and educational opportunities available to the men.  

Surprisingly, a large proportion of the induction also focused on ‘living 

independently’ and how this relates to ‘Unilink’ and its ‘content hub’ which is the 

system operator for the laptops. Each of the men had been issued with their laptop 

the day before (when they were processed in reception), and today’s session, 

aside of being whistle-stop tour of all things ‘Berwyn’, was an opportune moment 

for them to learn how to operate the laptops and navigate their way around the 

Unilink interface.  

Each of the men, apart from one, was attentive – focusing on Clive and Mason’s 

detailed presentation; some of the men even jotting down notes on the paper 

provided. One however, by the name of Ellis, stood at the window, unwilling to 

engage, despondent, possibly still in a state of shock or displeasure at his arrival 

at Berwyn. I managed to speak with Ellis at the end of the session and asked if he 

had taken anything from today’s session, his response being: ‘it’s a load of 

bollocks Miss. I know all I need to know about jail, and I don’t need to learn how 

to use a computer’ (Ellis). 

As Mason and Clive’s presentation ended, I took the opportunity to speak with 

some of the new residents. One in particular by the name of Bryn - I asked him his 

thoughts on the session and laptops. Bryn explained how ‘the session was really 

useful. I can see that they want us to start managing our own jail time, which is 

really good, but a lot of lads in prison won’t be able to do that – they just haven’t 

got the skills to look after themselves. The laptops are hit and miss too. From what 

I can gather, they’re just an expensive extension of the kiosks that you get on the 

landings in a lot of other jails. There’s nothing new there – only that they they’ve 

repackaged it in a personal laptop which you keep in your cell. It will be interesting 
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to see how many of those laptops get launched (broken) when someone loses 

their shit’ (Bryn). 

In analysing the varying identities of some residents, the data suggests that some may be ill-

equipped to adjust to the rehabilitative tools which have been introduced to purportedly ease 

the pains of imprisonment by instilling independence and autonomy (i.e. laptops). Others 

however appear to adjust with ease. Ellis for example conveyed a self-assured identity 

appearing to have little concern about adopting Berwyn’s autonomous agenda. This is 

suggested by the way Ellis spoke about not needing to learn about jail or computers. His 

confidence, however, could indeed be a ‘front’ – a peripheral mask positioned as a basic 

survival of the self; its façade hiding his weakness, vulnerability and inability to manage this 

new environment.  

Some participants in the study appeared to have evaluated the autonomous nature of the 

laptops and Unilink. One such participant was Bryn. Bryn suggested that whilst he recognised 

the need to create autonomous individuals; capable of managing their time in jail, Berwyn’s 

technology, as touched upon briefly in this chapter, did nothing to build upon the self-service 

app kiosks already provided in several UK prisons. This technological [repackaging] as Bryn 

put it, requires a certain type of resident – one who identifies with information technology, and 

who can navigate their way around technological interfaces. A possible inference from Bryn’s 

narrative therefore is one of presumptions, and put simply, Bryn suggested that there is the 

assumption that residents will be able to manage their personal time/affairs whilst in prison. 

This however, as seen from the data, is a quality that many of these men do not possess 

even in their pre-prison identity.  

Others reiterated this view including Alan, who was interviewed later in the study: 

At Berwyn they want to empower the men to think for themselves, but I think 

they’ve missed some of the main things that need to be considered, because not 

everyone can think for themselves or organise themselves, and so a lot of people 

feel lost (Alan).  

Much like Bryn in the former fieldnote entry, Alan suggested that Berwyn’s attempts to 

empower the men by creating prosocial, independent thinkers is very much reliant on residents 

possessing the prerequisite qualities needed to adopt such an identity. Many of these 

rudiments may of course be lacking in some residents, as their pre-prison identities and 

backgrounds are not homogenous (Goffman, 1961; Phillips, 2007). As suggested in the data, 

some residents will struggle to manage their own time, others may even have difficulties 

adapting to the autonomous mechanisms, such as the laptops and living arrangements, which 
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have been designed to create self-determining identities. One such resident who resonated 

with this was John. John also sat in on the above-mentioned induction session delivered by 

Mason and Clive. The fieldnote entry below documents his experience:  

Fieldnote entry – Day 2:  

 

Following Clive and Masons induction presentation, Mason spent considerable 

time with each new resident - logging them in and familiarising them with their 

laptop and Unilink. I sat and observed this, noting how some men took to the 

system like the proverbial ‘duck to water’, others however, appeared to struggle 

with the idea of a digitised app system. My attention was immediately drawn to 

one older resident (John) who seemed perplexed by the laptop. John asked Mason 

on numerous occasions ‘to run through that one more time’ (John), and although 

the digitised app process seemed simple to me, it was obvious that John had little 

knowledge of how to operate a computer, let alone navigate a new app system. I 

asked John how he felt about using the laptop – he replied ‘This is all new to me. 

I’m not used to this – I’m not technically minded and I’m quite worried that I won’t 

get the hang the of it in time to put my requests in’ (John).  Mason then reassured 

him that ‘there will be Digital Peer Mentors available on each community – they’ll 

guide you through the laptops and Unilink, so don’t worry’ (Mason). I could see 

that this comment had done little to alleviate John’s apprehension and asked him 

if he would be okay. His reply: ‘come back to me in a week’s time and I will tell you 

then – I’m not holding out much hope though’ (John). 

Prisons, by their very nature, contain individuals whose pre-prison identity is one born out of 

social and economic exclusion (Crewe, 2012a). Unsurprisingly, these individuals are typically 

unemployed prior to imprisonment, and often enter prison with disproportionately low levels of 

literacy, numeracy and information technology skills (Davis et al., 2013; Prison Reform Trust, 

2013; Creese, 2016). Consequently, many residents will be neither conversant nor 

comfortable with using information technology to manage their time whilst in prison. An 

example of this is seen in John’s account above. As an older resident, John spoke of how he 

did not identify as being computer literate. He spoke about being unfamiliar and uncomfortable 

in using information technology. The laptops and Unilink system in his case, it could be 

suggested, are a symbolic example of the residents’ habitus – a term coined by Bourdieu in 

1967 (Webb et al., 2002).  The term ‘habitus’ suggests that ‘social order is progressively 

inscribed in people’s minds through cultural products’ which include: systems of knowledge, 

education, decisions, values, language, methods of cataloguing and understanding the 

activities found within everyday life (Bourdieu, 1986, p.471). Such ‘cultural products’ in the 
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context of Berwyn are the laptops and Unilink System. This is noted anecdotally in John’s 

account, whereby he highlights his unconscious acceptance of his place within the prison – 

an acceptance whereby he realised that he was not conversant with Berwyn’s technological 

approach and was concerned about his ability to cope. Correspondingly, the data also 

revealed the social differences and hierarchies that exist at Berwyn. Because of his computer 

illiteracy, John’s social status is exposed to the rest of the group, thus, singling him out as 

someone who is technologically disadvantaged and unable to manage the simplest of tasks. 

This is substantiated by Black (1979, p.153), who claims that when a person’s social status is 

made visible, as in the case of Johns inability to use ICT, it exposes ‘the location of a person 

or group in social space, seen in relation to others’, thus, marginalising them further.  

To summarise, it can be argued that in their attempts to create autonomous and self-

governing residents, there remains a common misconception when it comes to identity at 

Berwyn. The identity expectations are such that it is anticipated that residents will be capable 

of managing themselves and their time, but also, be proficient enough to utilise the systems 

put in place to do so, namely, the Unilink laptops. For some, as seen from the accounts, this 

is troublesome with the prospect of a technologically driven programme of rehabilitation 

placing some residents in a position of vulnerability. There are however other aspects at 

Berwyn which reinforce self-determining identities such as the move to integrate autonomous 

living arrangements by the way of in-room showers and bathing facilities. This move towards 

residents’ managing self-care and personal hygiene, not only allows them to build upon self-

image and individuality, but also acts as an important mechanism in the (re)construction or 

preservation of self. 

 

5.5 Limiting liminal stressors through the promotion of healthy family relationships 

Liminality is a central concept in prison literature and features in research which speculates 

upon geographical explanations of carceral space and its ability to act as a metaphorical space 

of ‘betweenness’, whereby spaces such as prison visiting rooms provide a threshold between 

the outside and inside (Foster, 2017; Moran, 2013). Some studies in liminality also consider 

its influence in (re)construction of identity and selfhood (Beech, 2011). Others however, 

deliberate on prison’s liminal capacity to disrupt the life course transitions and rites of passage 

that individuals on the outside come to expect, such as gaining employment, getting married 

and raising a family (Jewkes, 2005). These studies are but a few of the corpus of liminal related 

literature. Each one however puts forward a resounding message of liminal space, liminal 

states, and the liminal experience as being something ambiguous (Beech, 2011; Jewkes, 

2005); ‘a sort of social limbo’ which must be carefully negotiated by those in the prison system 
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(Turner, 1974, p.57). This limbo-like existence is often intensified by the institutional, 

organisational and social structures that are encountered in the prison setting (Moran, 2013) 

and this section aims to explore the identity construction and transitions which occur at Berwyn 

because of its rehabilitative focus.  

As detailed in the previous chapter, Berwyn’s motivation toward incorporating a humane and 

decent environment can be seen to break down the limbo-like threshold which liminality 

creates. Such an indeterminate liminal state is not only stress-inducing but also hinders 

identity formation, and the following accounts explain how Berwyn has reduced some of these 

liminal stressors: 

When you move prisons there’s always anxiety - you’ve come off the street where 

you’ve got a life into an area where you’ve got no life, you’re practically living out 

of a bag. So, there’s a lot of anxiety when you come to Berwyn, they give you a 

cup of tea, sandwiches, and a comfy chair. The TV’s on the background, so it’s a 

big culture change and a bit of a shock in prison standards (Kelvin). 

Kelvin’s narrative is indicative of the liminal process. He begins by suggesting that when 

coming into prison, he was betwixt and between two places/spaces (the outside versus the 

inside), but similarly, was betwixt and between two identity constructions (pre-prison identity 

versus prison identity). Within this, Kelvin expanded upon the preliminary phase of his liminal 

state: coming off the streets ‘where you’ve got a life’ (Kelvin) into a liminal space/state where 

his pre-prison life no longer exists and where his very sense of self is encapsulated in the bag 

that he arrived with. This state of liminality as documented by Noble and Walker (1997, p.31) 

‘significantly disrupts one’s internal sense of self or place within a social system’, with social 

actors having to reposition their identity across multiple divides. Consequently, this is often 

the reason that many newly received prison residents struggle to cope during the first 

days/nights in prison. Hence, from the extract it is suggested that liminality plays a 

fundamental role in the (re)construction of identity, and by incorporating something as simple 

as soft furnishings, a hot drink and something to eat, the negative impact of liminality can to 

some extent be assuaged.   

In understanding the potential liminal stressors that present within custodial settings, there 

comes the possibility of developing accommodating prison environments which allow for fluid 

identity transformations. From this notion, the extracts below indicate how Berwyn have 

considered environmental and caracal space when attempting to alleviate the liminal stressors 

of the residents:  
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It [the environment] can help you a lot. Having a phone in your room is massive. If 

I’ve got something on my mind it can manifest into something big but that is 

managed if you can just pick up a phone up and then it’s sorted. Just like that, 

sorted. It’s a weight off your mind, instead of sitting there churning it up, churning 

up. I’ve done it before in other jails where we didn’t have a phone, and it’s hard 

work because then you will get a lockdown and you can’t get to a phone, or you 

can queue for half an hour and you ring up and then you get an answer phone and 

it’s like ‘fucking hell’- you’re just desperate to talk to somebody and you can’t, so 

there’s none of that here and it takes away a lot of stress (Leigh). 

As alluded to in the previous chapter, facilitators to creating and maintaining Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative ethos are reliant upon several factors: one being that of the environment. As 

such, a large investment was made in the infrastructure and functional aspects of Berwyn. 

One theme to derive from this is the in-room telecommunication system, which as suggested 

by Leigh, plays an instrumental part in limiting liminal stressors, but also offering a link to the 

outside world. Like a metaphorical bridge, the communication systems at Berwyn help to close 

the threshold that exists between loved ones- the same loved ones who often serve to defuse 

the pressure and anxiety that can arise whilst detained. In connecting the liminal gap that 

exists between the outside and the inside, it is suggested that the in-room phones act as a 

connector to one’s pre-prison identity. This is suggested in the following quotes whereby two 

residents spoke about the importance of the in-room connectivity when identifying as a father: 

The phone in your cell is very important, but I was actually fortunate because my 

last jail had that as well. My children are quite young now, so to speak to them 

normally of an evening, and not under pressure on a landing or on a wing, when 

people are waiting- it makes a big difference (Paul). 

The digital landscape of prisons is ever-altering (Knight, 2015) and whilst not solely exclusive 

to Berwyn, in-room telecommunication systems remain infrequent across the prison estate. 

Nevertheless, when utilised, residents like Paul suggest that in-room telephones assist in the 

maintenance of parental and familial identities by allowing for greater family connectivity. Paul 

also alluded to the protective factors associated with in-room technology, and contrastingly, 

spoke about the risks posed when making calls on a communal ‘landing or wing phone’, where 

the pressure to vacate the phones can create a tinderbox of tension. 

Another resident who supported the notion of promoting familial identities through ICT was 

Alan. Alan explained how his proximity to his family whilst at Berwyn meant that he relied 

exclusively on the in-room phone ‘to stay in touch’ (Alan) with his family:   
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 I’ve never had a visit. I’m just too far from my family, so around six hours travel 

time. The phone, however, is everything to me. I’m on the phone every day and 

the costs of the phone calls are cheap compared to other places, which is great. 

Communication is the lifeblood of people’s stability with their families and being 

able to reach out is crucial. I’ve got a long-term partner who lives in another country 

who I speak to every day. I also speak to my mother several times a week. I have 

friends who I speak to, and so for me, that’s the most positive aspect of life today, 

because I’m getting to the point where my release date is coming up- having been 

in almost a decade, so I’m very detached with what life is like out there and I’ve 

got to re-engage my mind with the demands that will place on me in the near future 

(Alan). 

As proposed by Alan, the in-room phones offer a sense of presence in the outside world. The 

phones offer a chance to suspend the liminal prison identities that exist within the prison walls 

and enable residents to return to being a father, husband, son, brother, uncle, nephew or 

friend. From this extract it was also expressed that the in-room phones bring positivity to the 

monotony of a prison existence – with Alan proposing that the phones are the one positive 

aspect to draw upon especially when coming to the end of a sentence. In this respect then, 

the communicative qualities of in-room technology extend not only to identity reconstruction 

but also to the temporal aspects of the prison journey. Alan expressed this notion when he 

spoke of his disassociation with the outside world; the phone acting as his only lifeline to life 

outside, and a possible way of resuming his pre-prison identity in time for his release.  

Continuing the theme of paternalistic identity and the efforts made by Berwyn to limit liminal 

stressors, some residents spoke of the rites of passage that are experienced in fatherhood 

and how by being absent, Berwyn have recognised the importance of a father’s involvement 

upon their developing child:   

I’ve just had my first baby boy so I like to phone my wife about 10 or 12 times a 

day because I like to always find out how my kids are doing. I phone my mum at 

least once a day. Believe it or not, that’s the best part of the cells – the telephones. 

When I was in [my previous establishment] it was horrible because the phones 

would get cut off at 11 o’clock and then you can’t make a call, so, if you were there 

for New Year, you couldn’t say ‘happy new year’, or, if it’s the next day and it’s your 

kids birthday you can’t say at 12 o’clock ‘happy birthday’, so that’s a really good 

thing here. You can get to phone your family at any time of the day (Aaron). 

Aaron suggested that as a new father, his absenteeism due to imprisonment defined his 

paternal identity. He expressed his need to contact his wife several times throughout the day. 
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He also spoke about how the phones allowed him to maintain his role as a father and partner, 

and in being connected, he could still be part of the significant moments in his family’s life. 

From a liminal perspective, the data offers insight into bridging the liminal void between 

residents’ prison and parental identities. Thus, this gives hope to fathers like Aaron, who 

suggest that even though they are absent from the family home, the connectivity at Berwyn 

allows them to continue to offer the positive paternalistic benefits that only an involved father 

can provide (Popenoe, 1996).   

A central aspect of identity formation is the influence on relationships and interaction with 

others (Stryker, 1980; Cinoğlu et al., 2012).  Participants therefore spoke about the notable 

efforts made by Berwyn to fortify family relationships not only through technological means, 

but also by offering residents with developmental parenting skills. The following narrative 

documents a discussion held with Lucy, a family worker employed by PACT, during an 

observation of the parenting class. The class is offered to resident fathers hoping to enhance 

parent-child relationships. As primary stakeholders at Berwyn, PACT provide several family 

related programmes- each designed to support prison residents and their families, and often 

working to strengthen parent-child relationships: 

Many of the lads here are dads, but they sometimes don’t know how to be dads, 

and because some of them have been apart from their kids for a long time, we 

have to give them the skills to be good dads again. That’s why this class is so 

important… They have to show us some sense of responsibility before they get 

onto the course because we only offer this to the ones who show commitment. 

Once they’ve shown us that, we invest in them and give them the skills they need 

to fulfil their role as a father (Lucy). 

Lucy went onto explain that the role of a father is crucial in development of self, with residents 

recognising who they currently are and how that might alter when they re-enter society: 

When the lads are released, they will unfortunately be burdened with the stigma 

of being a prisoner and a criminal. When you’re a dad that label is really damaging 

and it’s hard to fit in. I mean, think about the impact it’d have on a child if their dad 

dropped them off at school and overheard the other Mums and Dads saying, 

‘there’s that one just out of prison’. That stigma sticks and it could even rub off on 

the child, and so it’s up to us to build better dads and help them shake off the 

criminal labels that have attached onto them while they’ve been in jail (Lucy).  

Providing a rich account, Lucy spoke of the polarising interpretation of identity which exists for 

individuals with children. Through forms of overt stigmatisation and labelling, some who leave 
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prison are still identified as ‘criminal’ and not necessarily as a ‘parent’, despite no longer being 

imprisoned. As Lucy expressed, negatively connoted prison identifiers are difficult to avoid. 

These post-release criminal identifiers/labels are therefore suggestive of liminality persisting 

well beyond the confines of the prison gates. Accordingly, as Lucy suggested, it is the 

responsibility of agencies like PACT to extricate negative labels and focus on nurturing the 

identifying qualities that are expected in a ‘father’, but also a ‘prosocial member of society’. 

In binding the ties that were once severed when individuals are separated from family due to 

imprisonment, Berwyn has recognised the significance that the family unit has in shaping 

individuality. In enabling families to remain intact, whether that be through technological 

advancements, pragmatic parenting programmes or by lessening the liminal boundaries of the 

carceral space, the data suggests that Berwyn are attempting to do things differently. Another 

area where these differences are prominent are the visits hall. Much like the reception, 

visitations at Berwyn adopt a similar nurturing attitude toward identity (re)construction and 

preservation. Residents in the following quotes explained this in more detail: 

Visits are really good here. They are more relaxed than other prisons because you 

can go and get food with your family which works on a ticket system. You can sit 

next to them [family] which doesn’t happen in any other prisons that I’ve been to - 

so, normally you are sat across a table from them. You can sit and cuddle your 

partner or your kids or your mum (Gavin). 

It’s different at Berwyn though, it’s so much better. Your family can sit down on the 

colourful chairs next to you, it’s not like other prisons where the chairs are fixed 

it’s just more family friendly, so much so, my Auntie wants to come up every other 

month. It’s a good environment, and I feel that really is what the principles of 

normality is all about. That’s what you want to see in a prison. I have nothing bad 

to say about the place because they’ve gone over and above for my family. That 

will never leave me, what they’ve done for my family (Kelvin). 

In the data above, each resident begins definitively by proposing that things at Berwyn are 

vastly different to other establishments. Both accounts are suggestive of closeness and 

intimacy; an occurrence typically associated with the thresholds of freedom. Through being 

able sit close to, and embrace loved ones, Gavin and Kelvin suggested that they felt ‘relaxed’, 

thus, limiting the stress induced liminal state can be experienced during visitations in other 

prisons. There is also a prominent focus on positive touch with both narratives alluding to the 

profound importance of physical contact. Positive physical contact is important across the life 

course (Ardiel and Rankin, 2010) and is a powerful way in which to communicate affection 

(Field, 2010) and strengthen parental and familial identity (Field, 2014; Jussilainen, 2015). 
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Thus, residents suggested that the freedom to be near to, and connect with family and loved 

ones on a physical level, can have a profound and lasting effect.  

 

5.6 Promoting self-worth and connectedness through physical touch 

The concept of positive touch was reiterated in further narratives and became a prominent 

theme when discussing visits. Residents spoke candidly about how physical contact aligned 

with the ‘principles of normality’. Afterall, ‘[a father] would expect to embrace his son or partner 

if they had been separated for any given length of time in the outside world’ (Kyle). This 

principle of normality offers tangible and intangible rewards to both the residents and their 

visitors, namely through the development of self-worth and connectedness. Conversely, it was 

suggested that ‘touch’ also had a negative influence on the advancement of the visits process 

at Berwyn:  

I thought it was brilliant, and when I first came it was like that, and especially on 

things like visits…I’m sat there and my kids can sit on my knee, my partner can sit 

next to me, we can go up and get something to eat. So, it’s more about the 

principles of normality for them and they feel at ease, and for them to have quality 

time with me, it sees them through the week, but it’s all changed (Harvey). 

When asked to expand upon Berwyn’s visitation processes, Harvey, much like others in study, 

stressed the importance of physical contact and its prominence to him as a father. Additionally, 

and drawing again upon his identity as a parent, Harvey referred to the novelty of being able 

to provide for his family by purchasing food for them from the servery which is located in the 

visit hall. The servery enables residents to purchase food using money from their personal 

account, which from a rehabilitative perspective, ‘encourages self-responsibility and money-

management’ (Callum). Despite this seemingly constructive feature, Harvey went onto explain 

that because of the relaxed rules surrounding physical contact during visits, things had 

changed significantly since he first arrived at Berwyn. This was reiterated further by Callum, a 

prison officer who was rostered to the Berwyn visits area, and who shared his views during an 

observation of the visits process: 

We’ve had to tighten up security in visits now. We’re noticing a lot more passes 

(drug exchanges) because we let them (prison residents) hug their families and sit 

so close together. We’ve also seen an increase in the number of passes that go 

on between the prisoners when they are queuing to get food, so that’s something 

we need to address security wise… The ticketing system works to a certain extent, 

but only if they all go up to collect their food when they’re supposed to (Callum). 
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Here, Callum suggested that despite their best rehabilitative efforts, the quality of visits are 

often overshadowed, and to some extent, compromised because of the need for heightened 

procedural security. This call for enhanced security, he suggested was brought about by a 

small number of residents who ‘abuse the good stuff that [is] put in place and ruin it for the 

rest of [the residents]’ (Callum). 

 

While aspects of liminality and its influence upon identity (re)construction, have focused on 

the built environment and things like in-room connectivity, it is important to note that family ties 

are also crucial. As suggested in the data, family ties generate hope, and because of this, 

family is of equal importance to the mechanisms within the prison, as they can lift the liminal 

veil between the outside and inside; letting in a glimmer of light. Significant relationships with 

family and friends are therefore essential when attempting to motivate prison residents to 

change their lives. Such relationships enable residents to see beyond the liminal boundary of 

the prison wall and envision a life where their prison-identity of ‘offender’ no longer 

overshadows them. Relaxing into the company of loved ones is therefore an important driver 

toward rehabilitation, and one way that Berwyn have looked to facilitate this is through regular 

family days: 

 

Another good thing here is the family days, so we had one last year in the sports 

hall and it involved sports for all the kids. Don’t get me wrong they have family 

days in other prisons, but they are terrible compared to here. So here, we actually 

got to have sports day with our kids - it was fantastic, in fact that’s one of the best 

things about it here (Kelvin). 

 
I’ve had two family days since I’ve been here… they’re phenomenal. In [my 

previous establishment] though, there was a family day every month…I also got 

more visits in [my previous establishment], I would get six visits a month; I’d have 

one a week with my wife and kids and then I’d have two with my mates, so I could 

keep up with my friends. Here, sometimes you get three visits, so you get a visit a 

week, but if it’s a five-week month then you lose a week (Owen). 

 

Anecdotally, both extracts highlight the positive influence of family orientated days. While the 

frequency of these family events is suggested to be less than other establishments, the quality 

of family interaction and involvement is prominent within the narrative. Building upon the family 

events further, the following account was taken from an observation of a family session which 

was held in the visit hall for a select group of residents. The session was aimed at encouraging 
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family ties and involved a petting zoo which included small animals ranging from a ‘Friendly 

Skunk’, ‘Skinny Guinea Pigs’ through to a Kookaburra – a native bird of Australia. Each of the 

residents involved in the session took part alongside their child(ren) and partners. The family 

session offered a chance for the residents to reconnect with, and revaluate their parental and 

marital role:  

 

These family sessions are really good for me. I get to be part of my family again 

and that really helps me to keep my head down in here. It keeps me going, 

because I know I’ll see them [family] again soon… My little lad was crying earlier 

– did you see?... He fell over and hurt his hand. I gave him a big cuddle and told 

him to be brave like his Dad. That’ll carry me through until I see him again. My 

missus really enjoys coming here too. I used to be dead ashamed of them visiting 

me in [my previous establishment] but I’m not here. I’m quite proud for them to see 

me here because I’m not like a caged animal and it doesn’t really feel like a jail at 

all – I can do stuff like this - with the animals- with my lad and watch him play. But, 

it’s really hard to leave them at the end though. It tears me up watching them leave, 

knowing that I’ve got to go back in there [prison] and try to stay strong (Christian). 

 

Within his interpretation Christian spoke of the importance of family engagement, and how in 

making family sessions as normal possible, it can help to alleviate the liminal pains that both 

he and his family experience. He suggested that the family sessions offer up dramatic identity 

(re)constructions which are transient, and again, dependent on the situation/time/space. 

Christian also spoke of his ability to console his son when he fell, and elaborated on the pride 

he felt by finally being able to allow his family to visit him in his temporary ‘home’. To this end, 

the family events are symbolic of Christian’s familial identity (i.e. father/ husband), but also a 

painful reminder of the masculine prison façade that must be reassumed before returning into 

the prison. Conversely, Christian’s account is suggestive of the family sessions acting as a 

motivator and possible behaviour modifier. Christian spoke about how in valuing his visits, he 

aims to stay out of trouble, stating that the family orientated events are often ‘the only thing 

getting [him] through [his] time here’ (Christian).  

 

From a liminal perspective then, there comes the suggestion that attention must be given to 

family orientated practices which can alleviate the liminal stress that is placed on residents. 

Correspondingly, these liminal strains also apply to visitors who enter the prison milieu also 

feeling somewhat betwixt and between (Hayward, 2018; Moran, 2013; Codd, 2007; Comfort, 

2003). To achieve this, Christian above alluded to the importance of making family orientated 
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events inclusive and appealing to all involved. This notion was also shared by others in the 

study:  

The families that come here love it. I’ve had men telling me that they’ve had their 

kids visit them here for the first time in years because they didn’t want their kids to 

go and visit them in other prisons, simply because of the environment and the 

other visit halls and just how it was with metal tables and the way that the staff 

treated them. They’re not pleasant environments but look what we’ve got- it’s 

fantastic. That interaction with their families is hugely important - it’s one of the 

main things that they look forward to (S.13). 

From a symbolic perspective, visitations at Berwyn, and the spaces in which they occupy, act 

as a metaphorical bridge between the outside and inside (Moran, 2013). By making these 

spaces and situations as interactive, inviting and inclusive as possible for those that attend, it 

is suggested that the liminality is lessened, with visitors feeling at ease and keen to return.   

 

5.7 Summary 

Drawing on the key objectives within this research, this chapter contemplated the social, 

psychological and physical implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative model in relation to 

enculturation and identity formation. The chapter considered how prison identities are 

fragmented co-constructions, which depending on the context of the physical environment, or 

the interactions held with others, are situation-specific and ever-evolving. This was explored 

initially by considering what is already known about the dehumanising aspects of prison 

socialisation and its ability to disrupt residents’ sense of self. The chapter demonstrates how 

Berwyn has attempted to attenuate these disorientating intermissions by enabling and 

reaffirming positive identity standards when PIP first arrive in prison. This discussion prompted 

further debates surrounding the renegotiation of identity upon entering general population, and 

here it was suggested that Berwyn’s attempts to limit the degradation of self, had not been 

fulfilled when residents’ moved onto more permanent accommodation within the prison, thus 

leading to a renegotiation of self.  

 

As agencies of deprivation and disempowerment, prisons are often recognised for their 

capacity to create passive identities. Therefore, promoting autonomy was the next theme 

deliberated within this chapter. To summarise the key points raised here, it was acknowledged 

that Berwyn offered residents with constructive opportunities to manage their hygiene, self-

image and time management in a more active and self-determined manner. In addition, 

autonomy has also been incorporated into residents’ identity transformations. By building in 
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autonomous technology into the immediate physical environment, individuals can plan, 

systematise and manage their time in prison, which of course, strengthens self-

individualisation, and for some, instils the pro-social and proactive identity standards that 

Berwyn hoped to create.  

 

Further attempts to promote self-determined, active identities were also noted in the next 

theme. Here however, the focus shifted toward the limiting liminal stressors through the 

promotion of healthy family relationships. Within this discussion, it was recognised that by 

suspending identities, residents’ may at times lose sight of their role in society. To this end, 

Berwyn sees the person inside the prisoner, and when summarising this chapter, it can be 

argued that Berwyn have worked to develop protective identity mechanisms such as greater 

connectivity to family. By identifying areas within the prison where pro-social and affirmed 

identities can flourish, the debate then moved on to address the promotion of self-worth and 

connectedness through physical touch. This was especially evident in accounts relating to 

prison visits. To summarise, it was noted how parental and familial identities were encouraged 

at Berwyn, often through the use of physical touch and connectedness with loved ones during 

visits.  

 

By addressing the topics detailed above, this chapter has explored how Berwyn have, albeit 

unknowingly, created a liminal lessening blueprint. This blueprint demonstrates the 

importance of understanding the constant renegotiation of identities that occur in varying areas 

of the prison environment, but also how these identities can be nurtured and embraced. 

Further indications within Berwyn’s blueprint suggest that liminality whilst possible to minimise 

in some areas, can also re-emerge somewhat virulently in places such as residential prison 

communities (wings), where work to alleviate the liminal stressors needs further consideration 

and development. Finally, Berwyn’s blueprint highlights how when the liminal gap is effectively 

minimised, the negative identifiers of criminality can be subverted, thus enabling residents to 

engage in positive forms of identity construction. Moving on, the findings chapter which 

follows, considers behaviour management.  
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Chapter Six - Managing behaviour: the Berwyn Way 

 

6.1 Introduction  

The prison system ‘requires order and discipline if it is to function effectively, and significantly 

so, if it is to be considered rehabilitative’ (King, 1985, p.187). Prison management policies 

have therefore seen a renewed interest in how best to hold prison residents accountable for 

their actions, particularly where disorder is concerned (Gendreau et al., 2011; Crawley, 2013). 

This comes because of the unprecedented demands faced by establishments across England 

and Wales which are currently experiencing deteriorating behaviour and a culture of disorder, 

harm and violence (Chamberlen et al., 2019a). As noted in existing literature, violent and 

antisocial behaviour in prisons in England and Wales is at an unparalleled high (Peacock, 

2019; Chamberlen and Carvalho, 2019b). Suggestions on how to address this, revolve 

primarily around enhancing structure within the wider prison regime through education, 

training and purposeful activity (MOJ, 2018). Likewise, greater calls for enhanced, yet humane 

disciplinary measures have also been proposed, with HM Inspectorate of Prisons (2017b, 

2019) looking toward prisons to provide ‘safe, well ordered and motivational environment[s] 

where positive behaviour is promoted and rewarded’. Equally, the policy calls for unacceptable 

conduct to be dealt with in an objective, fair, proportionate and consistent manner’ (HMIP, 

2017b, para.3). To this end, an important realisation toward Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach 

is legitimate authority and rule setting. Within this, Berwyn’s behaviour management system 

at the time of the research, was developed with a view to challenge negative behaviour, whilst 

also motivating and incentivising individuals through positive reinforcement of good behaviour. 

It must however be acknowledged that Berwyn’s approach to behaviour management was 

examined during Berwyn’s first unannounced inspection by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of 

Prisons (HMIP) on the 4th March 2019. The inspection suggested that despite Berwyn opening 

with a ‘clear rehabilitative vision’ (HMIP, 2019, p.6) several weaknesses were identified. Areas 

for review included: ‘the rewards and responsibility scheme was not working effectively and 

did not incentivise good behaviour’ (HMIP, 2019, p.6, S7). Furthermore, ‘the number of 

adjudications was slightly lower than in similar prisons’, and therefore, it was argued that some 

adjudications could have been managed ‘informally through the rewards and responsibility 

scheme’. Finally, there was insufficient oversight of the adjudication process, with many 

adjudications outstanding. Concluding, the inspectorate stated that the above areas 

‘undermined the challenge of poor behaviour’ (HMIP, 2019, p.12, S8). Taking this into 

consideration, this chapter offers practical insight into the challenges experienced at Berwyn 

during the pre-inspection phase. Similarly, it explores the efforts made to reinvigorate 

behaviour management by incentivising behaviour, and how this preliminary ethos may have 
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inadvertently created a placatory culture whereby negative behaviour went unchallenged or 

was rewarded.  

6.2 Reward and Responsibility: rebranding rehabilitation  

In 2019 the Ministry of Justice called upon governors to reward and incentivise good 

behaviour, rather than emphasising punishment (MOJ, 2019b). However, without this 

framework in place at the time of the research, Berwyn were somewhat ahead of the 

proposals. Therefore, considering the contemporary concern surrounding prison disorder and 

the need to manage harmful and disruptive behaviour (Bennett, 2016) Berwyn attempted to 

instil a new approach. To achieve order and discipline, a key ambition outlined by Berwyn was 

to modify behaviour by reward, rather than punishment. Here, Berwyn looked toward revising 

the already recognised Incentive and Earned Privileges (IEP) scheme, which was introduced 

to British establishments in 1995 (Pratt and Garton-Grimwood, 2014). The IEP scheme was 

introduced to UK establishments because of increasing levels of drugs and assaults (Liebling, 

2008b). Developed as a behavioural stimulus, it was assumed that through the IEP scheme, 

the compliancy of prison residents could be improved upon in return for material benefits 

(Liebling et al., 1997). The three-tier framework enabled prisons to categorise residents based 

upon their conduct and builds upon the idea that behaviour can be modified with incentives 

for positive and prosocial behaviour and punishment for misconduct (Drake, 2008). Critics of 

this ‘rational choice’ ideation argue that many prison residents are ‘not rational choice thinkers 

and resent being addressed by a carrot and stick approach to behaviour modification’ (Crewe, 

2016, p.94). Despite this, Berwyn have continued along the route of behavioural modification 

with the exception of some slight alterations to the standard IEP scheme. One such change 

was that of terminology. As with other areas of the Berwyn rebranding, the term ‘Incentives 

and Earned Privileges’ was replaced with ‘Reward and Responsibility’ and is a reworking of 

the traditional IEP scheme.  

In order to categorise privileges, the standardised IEP scheme consists of three statuses: 

basic, standard and enhanced, each of which, offer key earnable privileges to residents such 

as: added gym time, extra spending money and in-room televisions (Crewe, 2016). If resident 

behaviours deteriorate whilst the resident is assigned to either of the two higher statuses 

(standard or enhanced), privileges (such as those detailed above) can be retracted and the 

resident demoted to a lower status (Khan, 2016). Traditionally, when entering custody, 

residents are automatically placed on the mid-range ‘standard privilege’, and can, depending 

on their conduct, move up or down the framework as detailed above (Liebling, 2008b; Khan, 

2016). At the time of the research, Berwyn offered a different entry level to that of the more 

traditional IEP scheme. Under Berwyn’s Reward and Responsibility scheme, newly received 

residents were automatically placed on the upper-level ‘enhanced privileges’ upon arrival. In 
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view of this, this theme explores the individual and collective views of those living and working 

at Berwyn and focuses on Berwyn’s decision to modify and improve resident behaviour 

through the renewed ‘Reward and Responsibility’ arrangement.  

Respondents began by explaining the processual elements involved in Berwyn’s Reward and 

Responsibility scheme and how this compares with other establishments operating under the 

standardised IEP rules.    

Every man [at Berwyn] comes in on enhanced and gets given a chance. Basically, 

[the Governor] wanted to give every man a chance by starting him at the top [of 

the privilege framework] and then it’s theirs to lose.  But, in all other prisons you’ve 

got to be well-behaved for three months, get references off your workplace and 

your personal officer and then [the decision] goes to OMU (Offender Management 

Unit) and they sign it off which takes three months before you get it [enhanced]. 

Then, if you lose it [enhanced status], it takes another three months to get it back. 

But at Berwyn, you walk through the door and you’re immediately on enhanced 

(Kelvin). 

While the data highlights the differences between Berwyn’s Reward and Responsibility policy 

to that adopted in other establishments, the conceptual aspects underpinning Berwyn’s 

scheme require further clarification. Therefore, when asked to explain where the idea for 

Berwyn’s Reward and Responsibility strategy originated, a member of operational staff stated 

the following:  

There was a school on the Wirral…They were the first school to revolutionise 

punishment. So, they don’t punish people, but they reward people. It’s all reward 

based... So, [someone] has come up with the idea that we’ll reward prisoners 

rather than punish them (S.17). 

Within this passage the prison officer explained how the idea behind the ‘Reward and 

Responsibility’ scheme at Berwyn had germinated from an established model found in a 

school on the Wirral. The model, he explained, had been further developed by the prison 

service, who had taken inspiration from this whole school rewards approach and applied it to 

Berwyn’s operational practice. The same officer then went onto explain how although founded 

on a reputable school-based model, this would not necessarily translate in the context of a 

prison:  

The reward system is the punishment system and they [prison service] are just 

saying that it’s not! So, what happens is, if you’re good then I’ll give you a telly? 

So, what happens when you’re not good? - We take the telly away! Well, that’s 
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exactly what we did anyway, but we used to call it punishment, but now they call 

it reward! So, nothing has actually fucking changed… It’s just a change in 

terminology… They’ve gone completely wrong by giving everyone everything and 

have refused to take anything away because we don’t do punishment here! … If 

they [Berwyn] want to be reward based and they want to quote or copy this 

school…they’ve got to take things away from those that don’t behave (S.17). 

Using the example of a ‘television’ to describe how the reward and responsibility policy 

operated at Berwyn, this officer suggested that televisions have always been used to 

incentivise behaviour. He went onto explain how the school-based model which Berwyn have 

attempted to replicate, is no different to the way in which behaviour in the prison system has 

always been managed. Thus, he argued that the only difference between Berwyn’s model and 

the Cheshire based school model, was one of semantics. He suggested that despite investing 

in the creation of a seemingly innovative way of managing behaviour, Berwyn have in fact 

done little to alter the traditional IEP policy – with the only exception being a simple ‘change 

in terminology’ (S.17). The following quotation from another member of operational staff 

supports this, and offers a deeper narrative into the lexical semantics of Berwyn’s rebranding:   

 
Some of the language seems to be changed simply for the sake of it, rather than 

it bringing anything positive. A perfect example of that [is] that most prisons have 

an IEP scheme which is the [privileges policy], which is: basic, standard and 

enhanced. It stands for Incentives and earned privileges. We [Berwyn] got rid of 

that and called it ‘Reward and Responsibility’. I don’t personally see the difference 

in the terminology there. Ones not punitive and one positive, they both suggest 

the same thing to me (S.02). 

Changes to organisational language is explored at length in the following chapter. However, 

its usage here is important, as it offers some understanding of how Berwyn’s rebranding 

exercises (i.e. name changes: IEP to Rewards and Responsibility) have caused some staff 

and residents to question the model’s authenticity. In a detailed exploration into moral agency 

Bandura (1999, p.4) suggests that some organisations use euphemistic labels as a way to 

camouflage ‘pernicious activities in innocent or sanitizing parlance’. Gambino (1973) supports 

this, adding that euphemistic labels act as a ‘language of non-responsibility’, which enables 

organisations to make harmful conduct appear more respectable, simply by assigning it with 

a more palatable term. Thus, through simple rebranding, Berwyn’s ‘Rewards and 

Responsibility’ scheme can to some extent be shrouded behind sterile labels which detract 

from the reality of imprisonment. Such terminology is therefore created to inspire and glorify; 
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often serving as a framing strategy which reassures the public and policy makers that real 

change is occurring, when in fact, little has altered (Corgan and Malley-Morrison, 2008). 

 

However, other respondents talked about the rebranding in a different way, suggesting that 

Berwyn’s Reward and Responsibility Scheme is highly subjective: 

When you first come [to Berwyn], they give you enhanced. It’s like they [Berwyn] 

are giving you something to make you fail in a way, because the first chance they 

get, they’ll try and take that [enhanced status] away from you every single day. 

Once you’ve got something good, they want to take it away from you and that in 

itself causes anger (Gavin). 

Upon evaluation, Gavin’s narrative suggests that Berwyn have created a scheme, which, is 

perceived as being supportive and rehabilitative. However, Gavin infers that there is a hidden 

meaning behind the superficial exterior of the Rewards and Responsibility scheme. He 

proposes that whilst offering an initial enticement (enhanced privileges on arrival), Berwyn 

then seek to negate this by looking for ways to revoke privileges and demote residents to a 

lesser status. From a psychological perspective, the act of giving and taking is often 

associated with power and control (Winters, 1973). Power motives, according to Veroff (1957), 

are inherently associated with the development of hierarchical positions, whereby an individual 

or group dominates another. Quirin et al. (2009) support this, indicating that dispositional 

power (much like that seen between prison staff and residents) is often manifested through 

the act of rewarding or removing privileges. Such gestures when applied contextually to 

Berwyn’s Rewards and Responsibility scheme, have the power to strengthen and inspire if 

done in an equitable and legitimate manner, however, if not observed fairly by all staff 

members, can create resentment and anguish within the resident cohort (Drake, 2008; Khan, 

2016). Therefore, returning to the idea of rebranding rehabilitation, it can be argued from the 

data that by attempting to revivify existing prison practices, Berwyn had anticipated that their 

innovatory rebranding exercise would shape the Berwyn narrative, and possibly that of prisons 

to come. It has however, in cases such as those documented here, created some scepticism 

toward the integrity and longevity of such rehabilitative enterprises.  
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6.3 Managing adverse behaviour  

The prominence of social order in custodial settings is categorised by a number of omnipresent 

rules which preside over prison life. Such rules aim to replicate the extant prison regime, whilst 

also working to address what constitutes order and the way in which behavioural 

transgressions are managed (Jackson et al., 2010). As with any attempt to modify or challenge 

adverse behaviour through legitimate authority and rule setting, there comes several barriers 

and challenges that must be faced (Tyler, 2006). One such challenge is that of the 

environment (Harvey, 2007; Baybutt et al., 2019). Prison is a highly pressurised and 

demanding environment where the aphorism of ‘survival of the fittest’ often holds true 

(Clements et al., 2017; Simpson, 1934). Some imprisoned individuals come prepared for the 

unpredictable nature of prison having lived an equally unpredictable criminal life; often 

consisting of manipulation and deceitfulness (Cornelius, 2001). Others, it is argued, are neither 

equipped nor conversant with the precarity of the prison terrain and must adapt rapidly if they 

are to survive (Smith, 2019).  

Because of the volatile nature of the prison setting, it has therefore been suggested that 

institutionalised individuals quickly develop the capacity to serve their own motivational needs 

by utilising adroit displays of goal orientated behaviour (Braginsky, et al., 1969). Woolston 

(1973) supports this, claiming that whilst the goals pursued by some prison occupants may 

appear reasonable, the displayed deviancy which is employed in order to achieve such goals 

is often excessive and dangerous. It seems rational therefore to assume that some prison 

residents present as effective impression managers, who, through the art of manipulation can 

control or play upon the good will of others by utilising artful or unfair means (Cornelius, 2001). 

Others, however, are disconnected from such criminal thinking patterns, and are as result, 

suggested to be more open, agreeable and cooperative (Bulten et al., 2009). That aside, 

prisons such as Berwyn, must be aware of criminal thinking, and moreover, the varying 

personality traits that exist within the prison population, and when faced with adverse 

behaviour, must understand how to meet the needs of all. To this end, this section considers 

the ways in which Berwyn address challenging behaviour, whilst also attempting to motivate 

residents through positive reinforcement. The following narratives are therefore indicative of 

this, with residents contextualising Berwyn’s approach with explanations into how adverse 

behaviour at Berwyn presents and how it is managed:  

You may have heard about the situation where prisoners go on the railings to get 

things sorted, and that’s because they’re so frustrated (Jimmy).  
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Leigh then added: 

Lads are going on the bars (landing railings) because they’ve got no vapes. 

They’re going on the railings and then [staff] will go and get them some vapes. 

Then the lads say I want my enhanced back as well, so [the staff] give them that 

back. If they’ve been on the railings; they should be down the block. [The staff] are 

too soft and that’s not good (Leigh). 

Supporting what was said above, Harvey added context to the debate with examples of how 

some residents behave at Berwyn:  

 A lad ordered a £13 emergency canteen and didn’t get it, so he gets on the railings 

and then they [staff] offer him a £75 emergency canteen just to get down. It just 

doesn’t make sense! If that was the case, why didn’t they just give him his £13 

emergency canteen in the first place (Harvey). 

Acknowledged here are examples of maladaptive goal orientated behaviour, whereby 

individuals resort to obstructive and manipulative behaviour to get what they want. Whilst 

many prison residents adjust to prison life, a significant number fail to cope with the pains of 

imprisonment, therefore, maladaptive responses become common place, with Adams (1992) 

citing emotional disorders, suicide attempts, self-harm and prison misconduct, as just some of 

the demonstrated behaviours. In response to this, an example of maladaptive behaviour at 

Berwyn, as noted above, is that of residents’ climbing upon the prison railings which line the 

upper landings of each community (wing). Because these railings are located at some 

considerable height, this places residents in imminent danger of a possible fall. By positioning 

themselves precariously on the railings and refusing to dismount unless their demands are 

met, it is suggested that these railings provide residents with leverage over staff and are used 

as a bargaining tool. In some cases, staff yield to resident orders, and as seen by Harvey’s 

account above, demands for things like canteen funds are occasionally met with greater 

rewards than originally commanded. Despite this, respondents suggested that pacification 

toward maladaptive goal-orientated behaviour appears to be isolated to Berwyn, with the 

following extracts suggesting that the rewarding of bad behaviour in other establishments is 

remote:   

If you jumped up on the bars in other prisons, they would just fill the balloon thing 

up and push you off – job done. [you would] get behind your door or down the 

block and you won’t get nothing; you won’t get your prop [property] or nothing and 

you definitely wouldn’t get a pack of vapes that’s for sure (Chris). 
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This was supported also by an operational member of staff who said: 

They [residents] get on the railings for vapes. They know that if it’s going to disrupt 

the routine then they’re going to do it. So, let’s not let it disrupt the routine. If 

somebody gets on the railings, leave them up there. Just get the airbag up and 

don’t even engage with them, just leave them to it. So, like I say, its little things 

like that- we [staff] need to just stop wiping their arses for them (S.19). 

Distinctions that exist between Berwyn’s approach and other establishments were often made 

throughout the research. Within the narrative, there is reference to other prisons managing 

similar situations (i.e. climbing on the railings) in a swift and intolerant manner, often with 

minimal attempts to communicate or counsel individuals. This is supported by the way that 

both respondents above spoke explicitly about the physical response to residents’ who place 

themselves at height. It is suggested that in other establishments, such behaviour would be 

met with physicality (i.e. an inflatable device; deployed to cushion their fall) and that no further 

attempts would be made to engage with or de-escalate such behaviour. Physicality was 

reiterated by others, with evidence of authoritarian experiences featuring prominently in the 

narrative:  

In my last establishment if I acted the goat and started calling staff this and that 

and smashing stuff up then I would get proper twisted up [restrained] and put on 

the worst landing you can get in the prison, with no window; that is freezing cold. 

In here: no, ‘let’s give them a single cell’ (Owen). 

 

Every other prison that I’ve been to was harder, but not in a brutal way. So, you 

knew where you stood. Lads would know that they couldn’t take the piss. They 

couldn’t get at height [i.e. on railings] and then demand to see the number one 

Governor and get what they want and get their vapes – that just wouldn’t happen 

(Alex). 

Whilst it was acknowledged that other prisons were more punitive and possibly more physical 

in their response to inappropriate behaviour, respondents suggested that the rules were 

clearer and they not only understood their position, but also knew what was expected of them. 

The generalised approach at Berwyn however was one of mollification, which, as noted within 

the narratives was not clearly defined. To this end, respondents spoke frankly on the topic of 

appeasement, suggesting that some staff at Berwyn choose to placate residents; subduing 

residents’ anger and frustration by giving into their demands and subsequently rewarding such 

behaviour: 
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I have noticed that if you don’t kick off then nothing gets done. So, people are 

always jumping up on the bars for little things like they want their property from 

reception, and if they’re told no, then they just go on the bars, or they’ll kick off to 

go down the block. They do that because they get a pack of vapes when [they] go 

down the block. It’s just stupid things like that which are giving [residents] a reason 

to kick off (Stephen). 

I don’t think that rehabilitative means rewarding bad behaviour which seems to be 

the case here. That is not how you rehabilitate someone; it should be by reinforcing 

good behaviour and punishing bad behaviour (S.10). 

From the data, it is proposed that Berwyn’s behaviour management system may have been 

misconstrued by some staff. This has then led to a mismanagement of maladaptive behaviour; 

a view which was also supported by other staff respondents, who suggested that Berwyn’s 

approach, although well-meaning, has not been fully comprehended, thus creating an 

inconsistent and unanticipated placatory culture:    

I’m not sure how different [Berwyn] is, but it’s definitely less strict than other jails 

and there’s less boundaries. Here, if the lads to go over the railings, then they get 

some vapes… When we first opened it was a joke and anyone that was naughty 

would get the wing jobs. You’d think to yourself, why are the good boys not getting 

the wing jobs, and why are we just placating the bad behaviour by saying ‘have a 

wing job’ (S.10). 

Reflecting on adverse behavioural patterns, the officer above spoke about the inconsistent 

culture which has been created at Berwyn because of their approach to behaviour 

management. It is suggested that in the early operational phase, Berwyn failed to establish 

clear boundaries, or indeed, put forward an explicit idea of how rule setting should be 

implemented. This resulted in unruly residents being offered privileged positions in the jail, 

such as wing mentors (a job usually reserved for compliant residents who demonstrate 

personal growth and high levels of responsibility). Instead, those disrupting the regime have 

been rewarded, and from the data, it can be derived that this sends out a strong message 

which indicates that Berwyn are ‘placating the bad behaviour’ (S.10). 

Despite this viewpoint, other staff respondents attributed Berwyn’s lenient approach to direct 

orders received from Senior Management. When asked to explain from where this conciliatory 

culture had emerged, this operational staff member reported the following:  

This for me has been fed by Governors and Custodial Managers that are 

incompetent and over promoted. It’s been led by management because they are 
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thinking that appeasement is what they want to do… It happened yesterday, so to 

save breaking a cell door, [staff] were directed to give a guy [resident] that had 

locked his door, and who had kept staff two hours late, a vape, just so he would 

unlock the door (S.17). 

Elaborating on this phenomenon, respondents proposed that the act of rewarding bad 

behaviour at Berwyn, had arisen from staff being directed by senior and middle management 

to take the easiest recourse. Anecdotally, it is suggested that this easier option, from a 

managerial perspective, happens in many cases to be the least labour-intensive or more cost-

effective approach (i.e. avoiding the cost of a broken door, or giving into resident demands so 

that staff can finish their shift). In doing so, this staff member highlights how Berwyn’s 

behaviour management model is undermined and destabilised.  

 

Managerialism, therefore, contributes to the success of behaviour management policies, with 

the accounts placing emphasis not only on Berwyn’s approach to managing misconduct, but 

also, the way in which prison managers are able to ‘shape the social climate of the institutions 

they command’ (Bennett, 2016, p. 21). This notion is reiterated in the following accounts, 

whereby experienced members of operational staff spoke of the managerial response to 

resident misconduct: 

 

I think this will be a cracking prison when it gets there, but the current problem is 

that you need to get those fundamental basics in place… For example, during the 

adjudication process, when someone has assaulted a member of staff then they 

are dealt with correctly and are transferred out. They are not basically just getting 

away with it and then they’re back on the landing the next day, in the staffs’ face 

going “ha ha ha - told you I’d get away with it” - and they get away with just a 

nicking. The governors are too lenient. It seems to be a case of, if [residents] kick-

off then they get what they want and that’s the problem. For example, with the 

ACCT (Assessment, Care in Custody and Teamwork) process, if you’ve got two 

men sharing a room and they don’t want to share, then one will say “right I’ll get 

on an ACCT document”, which is maladaptive goal orientated behaviour. 

Basically, what they’re saying is if I don’t get my own cell then I’m gonna cut up 

[self-harm], and we are allowing that to happen. In any other prison they would 

say “cut up then and then we’ll deal with it”. But because it’s here, it’s “we can’t 

have that, so you’ll get what you want” … Another thing here is when somebody 

assaults a member of staff or gets involved in a restraint; in other prisons, they’re 

taken down to the segregation for a couple of days, but in Berwyn, they go in 
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[segregation] for a couple of hours and then they’re coming back on the wing and 

basically staff are just feeling deflated and not valued. Staff feel like management 

are not listening to what [they] are saying because he [resident] is down there for 

five minutes and then comes back (S.08). 

Within this detailed account, this member of staff spoke candidly about the ways that 

behaviour is managed at Berwyn. From a managerial perspective, the data proposes that 

Berwyn have opted for a ‘lenient’ stance. This stance, as detailed in the above, sees residents 

‘[getting] away with’ (S.08) behaviour that they would normally be penalised for in traditional 

establishments. This stance, for many staff at Berwyn, leads to frustration and anguish, and 

as noted above, when rule breakers go unpunished for obvious infractions such as assaulting 

staff, staff are left feeling ‘deflated’ and undervalued. Picking up also on staff assaults, this 

prison officer supports the comments made above and talked about the managerial response:  

I did a study for the union which looked at the adjudications here and you want to 

see how many have been timed out or thrown out. Altogether, there’s something 

like 2000 and odd, and only a couple of hundred that have actually been dealt 

with. Out of 126 staff assaults in this calendar year [2017/18], only six were actually 

dealt with (S.17). 

Whilst this extract offers some understanding of the frustrations that staff experience when 

they report being overlooked by management, it goes some way in also explaining how prison 

management, and the choices they make, do not sit in isolation. Prison staff must also take 

some responsibility for the decisions they make when considering the most effective and 

humane ways to discipline residents. Other staff members, supported this view and suggested 

that some staff were negligent in this decision-making process; often opting for a ‘quick fix’ 

(S.10):  

 
They [staff] do it, because at the time it just shuts them [residents] up. We would 

let them out when we weren’t supposed to just to keep them quiet, but that doesn’t 

work… At the time it’s a quick fix, but in the longer run you end up losing control 

totally and they just take advantage (S.10). 

Conversely, some staff suggested that Berwyn’s lack of behaviour management is a result not 

of laxity, but rather, inconsistent approaches from inexperienced staff:  

The problem here is you’ve got a massive influx of new staff, whereas when I 

started, you had staff on the landing that didn’t have anything less than 15 years 

in the service… I was working with staff that knew the job inside out and they had 

their jail craft. Here the jailcraft is very new, and new staff are learning off new 
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staff, so they’re learning bad habits, and so they are very much appeasing the men 

(S.08). 

Adding yet more depth, this staff member then went onto say: 

In other prisons you would tell them to put an app [application form] in, and you 

would say ‘I’m not doing it for you, you need to start thinking to yourself’, but here, 

it’s very much ‘if I don’t go in the office and make a phone call then he will kick-

off’. If he’s going to kick-off then let him kick-off and we will have to deal with that. 

It’s very much they [residents] are saying ‘Jump’ and we are saying ‘How high?’, 

and if we don’t, that’s when we get involved in restraints, and our restraint numbers 

are going up - it’s all a big cycle (S.08). 

As already discussed in chapter four, newly employed operational staff often arrive at Berwyn 

having no prior experience of working in custodial settings. Consequently, the data suggests 

that a lack of custodial experience, or ‘jailcraft’ (S.08) as its more commonly referred, can lead 

to inconsistent work practices. Acknowledging that the jailcraft at Berwyn is ‘very new’, this 

officer suggests that Berwyn’s model challenges the deeply established jailcraft of old. It 

requires staff to tread unfamiliar territory and adopt working habits that they are neither 

conversant nor comfortable with. Because of this, staff are navigating Berwyn’s approach to 

behaviour management from various positions. Some maintain traditional working practices, 

whilst others, attempt to build upon Berwyn’s new philosophy. Often, this creates discordance 

and inconsistency, and makes it difficult for Berwyn’s behaviour management process to take 

hold. Inconsistent staff practice is however not confined to Berwyn alone, with historical 

accounts on professionalism and competence, or lack thereof, featuring prominently in 

existing literature (Stutsman, 1931; James et al., 1997; Rynne et al., 2008; Sorensen et al., 

2011; Crewe et al., 2011). Such variations in the quality of staff practice can of course pose a 

threat to institutional order: 

They have tried to apply the soft approach, but it’s too soft right now and it’s too 

inconsistent between staff and governors. The inconsistency is not helping the 

culture here right now (Alex). 

Owen agreed with this statement and added: 

Some staff are not strong enough; they are too weak. You see people [residents] 

who push the boundaries, and you think ‘you what! How can [they] speak to 

somebody like that and get away with it’. Some staff will take it, whereas some will 

just argue back. Others nip it in the bud, and that’s good, that’s how it should be - 

they’ll just say ‘right, you’re going back to your room’ (Owen). 
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You can still work with people and be rehabilitative, but you don’t have to just let 

them do anything because they need structure and boundaries, and they like to 

know where they stand... It doesn’t work like that here though. It’s not consistent 

and the men don’t know where they stand. They will ask a question to a certain 

member of staff or the manager and they will get told different stories… I have 

always been strict, but I’ve always been fair. A lot of the units will let people on 

and off the communities even if they’re not supposed to be there, but I would 

always say no. So, when they [residents’] see me there, they just turn around and 

don’t bother asking… They just know that those are my boundaries and it’s not 

going to happen, and they accept that. If everybody did that it would be nice. It’s 

always consistency. If they [residents’] know where they stand, then they don’t 

push the boundaries because they know it’s going to be a no, but if they think 

there’s that little bit of leeway and someone is going to let them in then they’re 

going to try it (S.10). 

Inconsistent staff and management practices were prominent in the research, with this 

overlapping in other chapters. In a study which considers the moral performance of five UK 

prisons, Liebling and Arnold (2005) found that prison residents made clear distinctions 

between the staff who they felt most supported by. Whilst ‘consistent practice’ did not feature 

as one of Liebling’s research measures, it does however suggest that residents expect 

regularity and dependability both from the staff that they encounter, but also the institution as 

a whole. The accounts detailed above pick up on this, highlighting how a truly unfaltering 

approach to behaviour management can never be truly achieved. This, as suggested above, 

is because some staff lack the experience and/or confidence needed to set clear boundaries 

and follow through with them; often being referred to as ‘too weak’ (Owen). Others, as noted 

in previous accounts, lack the perceptiveness needed to tackle maladaptive behaviour, and 

thus rely upon those in a supervisory or managerial role to make such decisions. Finally, both 

narratives above are expressive of the subjective nature of boundary setting, with some staff 

addressing maladaptive behaviour in a dominant and immediate fashion, whilst others adopt 

a more submissive stance. Either way, discrepancies in the way that maladaptive behaviour 

is addressed can create a volatile environment. Prison workers, regardless of position, must 

therefore uphold the security and integrity of the prison by clarifying and maintaining strong 

boundaries, whilst simultaneously being aware of their own limitations (Fenner and Gusak, 

2006). 
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6.4 ‘Those who shout the loudest’: rewarding bad behaviour and ignoring the good 

Given that prisons are acknowledged as total institutions, it is unsurprising that one of the 

binary characteristics of prison is discipline and rule setting (Goffman, 1958). Therefore, 

without clearly defined rules and boundaries, PIP are unlikely to learn the appropriate way to 

behave (Brant, 1972). Goffman (1961, p.22), regards prisons as the ‘forcing houses’ for 

changing people in society, and without restrictions, PIP are unable to master self-discipline 

or prepare for social reintegration. These are precisely the reasons why it is vital that prison 

establishments develop rules which are both reasonable, legitimate and consistent (Brunton-

Smith and McCarthy, 2016). Added to this, there comes the need to be impartial by 

acknowledging both good and bad behaviour in equal measure (Reisig and Mesko, 2009; 

Tyler, 2006). This is one area that Berwyn, have struggled to achieve as part of their revised 

behaviour management system, and it is within this that residents and staff share their 

experiences. Key themes highlighted in this section are partiality, exclusion and a lack 

reinforcement for prosocial behaviour. Correspondingly, an absence of punishment for 

residents who bring disorder and unrest by flouting the rules was also thematically identified. 

As noted above, a key theme to derive from the data was one of partiality. Residents spoke of 

the ways in which Berwyn’s approach to behaviour management could be perceived as being 

unfair. This is explored in the following extract whereby Aaron said that rewarding negative 

behaviour with ‘vapes’ and other preferential inducements such as a ‘single cell’, was viewed 

as inequitable:  

I don’t think I could sum it up in one word, but what I would say is that it’s unfair 

here. It’s unfair because certain people in here get treated better than others. So, 

the people that actually kick off and who don’t care about their cat-Ds – they get 

better treatment than the people who actually want their cat-D and want to 

rehabilitate themselves… I’ve seen people that have actually jumped on the 

railings and who have had full blown arguments with the officers; they are kicking 

off and kicking all the bins on the wing, and yet, they still don’t receive no 

negatives. But, on the other hand, if I was to bang up five minutes late then I 

[would] get a negative. So, the only way around that is if I kick off then I will get 

the special treatment (Aaron). 

The data illuminates how problematic residents who demonstrate adverse behaviour are often 

perceived as receiving preferential treatment by staff. This sentiment is not exclusive to 

Berwyn however, with research suggesting that preferential treatment for favoured residents 

has always been of prominence within the custodial estate (Fox, 1971; Smith, 2005; Dickson, 

2019). Considering this, Aaron suggested that the time spent by staff dealing with challenging 
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residents was prone to generate perceptions of partiality by many within the prison population. 

This inequity was shared extensively by other respondents:  

Put it this way, a lot of people in this prison will tell you that they reward bad 

behaviour and it’s true, because the people that don’t kick up a fuss and don’t do 

anything – they get nothing in return (Ashley). 

 

They are rewarding bad behaviour and I don’t think that’s right. For lads like us 

that are well-behaved, that’s not fair. We seem to cop it in the neck for their 

misdemeanours. It’s a shame, because lads like that are wrecking the jail (Leigh). 

The influence of Berwyn’s behaviour management strategy is extensive, and as noted here, 

respondents spoke about resentment toward noncompliant residents. Here Jimmy expressed 

his antagonism toward those residents who divert the attention away from well-behaved and 

prosocial individuals, such as himself: 

We get angry with people [residents] like them because the staff are immediately 

attending to their needs because if somebody is on the railing it becomes a hazard. 

Whereas if me or my friend for example have to wait three months to get a similar 

need sorted, we get [put] on the waiting list even though we behave well. Why this 

partiality? Why reward bad behaviour? Now that culture of rewarding bad 

behaviour is so attached to this place. Somebody has to do something to break 

that and start rewarding all of these good people. Also, those people climbing on 

the railings, I’m not saying they should be punished, but maybe they need help 

(Jimmy). 

Whilst Jimmy acknowledged that some residents’ do indeed ‘need help’, and that their 

negative behaviour is often characterised by the need to elicit attention, his account typifies 

the culture that Berwyn has created by attempting to breathe new life into its behavioural 

management strategy. This culture, as proposed by Jimmy, has become engrained within the 

wider Berwyn narrative, and is one which sees Berwyn reputed for its lackadaisical approach 

to behaviour management. Jimmy’s account is also suggestive of the negative implications 

that rewarding bad behaviour and failing to recognise good behaviour can have on the wider 

prison population. Moreover, his account highlights the disenfranchisement that many 

residents experience when they are categorised as being compliant and docile. As a result of 

their acceptance to the rules, residents like Jimmy are in danger of being excluded. This is 

reiterated extensively in the following resident accounts:  
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As someone who strives to do the right thing, we do get overlooked. If you are 

somebody that is playing up then they tend to get all the attention. Half of me thinks 

- well, they’ve got to get the attention, so particularly if they are at height then 

they’re gonna get the attention, but don’t overlook the ones who are doing the right 

thing and who want to help. So, right now, the balance isn’t quite right (Alex). 

 

My personal view is, that if you are in Berwyn and you are ranting and raving then 

you get everything, but if you be quiet and try and progress through the system 

then it’s hard. I’ve seen it myself; basically, they reward bad behaviour here and 

there’s a lot of people who want transfers out because of it (Keith).  

Other residents supported this view and went onto say:  

The approach needs to be straightforward, and they need to help people. They 

are meant to be giving second chances in here, but it seems that they’re only 

giving second chances to the ones that are under the influence of drugs and that 

are jumping on the bars. If you jump on the bars here, then you are going to get 

away with something. I on the other hand, I’m the sort prisoner that just gets on 

with things. I’m keeping my head down and I’m not making a flap. I’m not even 

shouting or arguing with staff but basically, I just get ignored (Owen).  

 

Its hard work for us. I’m on D-lowers and only last week someone jumped on the 

bars and the whole wing lost out on gym. Then someone jumped up [on the 

railings] again during association and all the lads said “listen, if you don’t get down, 

we’re gonna punch your head in, so just get down”. They ruin it for us. He got 

down then, so we said, “if you’re gonna jump on the bars, do it at 7 o’clock when 

we are all behind our doors”. The men who are well-behaved feel that their efforts 

to self-police and restrict anti-social tendencies or behaviour go unnoticed 

(Stephen). 

Each account aptly reflects the sense of abandonment that some residents experience when 

their acts of compliance, development, and positivity are disregarded. For them, it is suggested 

that because Berwyn acknowledge adverse behaviour and ignore the good, they are, in 

essence forgotten. There is also mention of residents’ attempting to regulate or self-police 

adverse behaviour because of the negative implications it can have upon the wider prison 

community. Despite this, Stephen explained how attempts to ‘restrict anti-social tendencies’ 
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are overlooked by staff and management, with little recognition given to residents’ who 

conform to the accepted behaviours of the prison either through self-surveillant conduct or 

otherwise. This notion resonated further in other staff and resident narratives, whereby 

respondents shared their frustrations of how diligence and conformity often go unnoticed:  

One of our boys works on the ground and is in charge of the chickens… Every 

time I see him, he is digging things or carrying things or moving things, but he 

hasn’t got any positive entries [p-NOMIS]. He’s probably one of the hardest 

workers here, and he keeps that up continuously. He’s hard-working and he just 

gets forgotten (S.10). 

All within the prison estate are subject to the Prison National Offender Management 

Information System (p-NOMIS), which is a comprehensive database containing index 

offences, offending history and daily records of prison resident behaviour – both positive and 

negative (Samele et al., 2017). In the account above, the officer explained how certain 

residents are exempt from receiving positive entries on their p-NOMIS account – drawing to 

attention the lack of recognition toward residents who maintain good behaviour. Paul, a 

resident at Berwyn, expands on this: 

It’s like banging your head against a brick wall. We’re in this weird grey area here, 

whereby me and a few others off my community don’t do anything wrong in jail- 

so I don’t get any warnings, I don’t get any nickings [disciplinary charges], but 

because you don’t do anything wrong, you don’t get anything. If I did something 

wrong and made more of a noise then I would get given something, but here they 

reward bad behaviour which gets frustrating after five years (Paul). 

Again, this view was substantiated by other residents: 

Officers need to start recognising the people who are genuinely trying to 

rehabilitate and start giving them that special treatment. I think a lot of rehabilitation 

comes from people actually acknowledging it. If none of the officers and staff here 

are actually acknowledging that you are rehabilitating, then what’s the point – no 

one will give a shit. Even if you’re just following the prison regime, then you’re 

being rehabilitative because you are not causing them [staff] any problems… But 

if you’re not being acknowledged for it then it just makes people fall into a bad 

place (Rich). 

Acknowledgement can be easily discounted. It can however be an instrumental tool in the 

promotion of positive behaviour and can influence emotion by motivating residents and 

offering them some sense of inclusivity (Niven et al., 2007). There are numerous studies which 
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support this premise; each suggesting that an individual’s moral status and humanity is 

reinforced when positive acts or behaviours are acknowledged (Bastian et al., 2011; Pizarro 

et al., 2003). However, if used overzealously, Bear et al. (2017) argue that the frequent use of 

praise and tangible rewards can be counterproductive, and must therefore be systematic and 

justifiable. Through consistent application, acknowledgment of prosocial and rehabilitative 

behaviours could help to alleviate the exclusion that some residents spoke about within the 

data. It may also help to address the concerns raised in the accounts above, whereby 

respondents suggested that Berwyn’s failure to acknowledge or encourage socially 

responsible behaviour, could make some residents question their own principles and be 

persuaded to adopt maladaptive behaviours. This is emphasised in the following discussion 

whereby Jacob proposed that without the correct use of positive reinforcement and 

encouragement, individuals will eventually ‘stop being good’ (Jacob). 

We don’t have a programme whereby we reward people for conducting 

themselves how they want us to conduct, we just have a punishment scheme. We 

just have a punitive way. You can’t expect people to act responsibly and pro-

socially without some rewards. I don’t care if we’re just prisoners, and I don’t care 

if people think we shouldn’t get rewards or not; humanity says if you don’t reward 

people for their good behaviour then you will eventually get people who stop being 

good (Jacob). 

This account pertinently captures the demotivation that some residents’ experience when 

there is no incentive to comply to the rules, or indeed, to modify behaviour in a prosocial 

manner. Critically, what stimulates these suggestions is the idea of incentivising good 

behaviour and punishing bad: something that as suggested by the data, is an area that Berwyn 

are yet to master. Incentives act as contingent motivators (Fehr and Falk, 2002; Oliver, 1980) 

and therefore, when incentives are absent from a prison environment, it is argued that many 

residents will look to alternate means, namely adverse and antisocial behaviour. Jacob 

expands on this in greater detail, emphasising mainly upon his personal motivations: 

What have I got to strive to? If I strive to be like him- what has he got that I haven’t 

got: nothing! He never gets in trouble, he does everything right, but you haven’t 

given him more visits, [or an] early D-cat. He hasn’t got a bigger room or a bigger 

telly, he doesn’t get anything extra, so what is my incentive? And that’s the 

viewpoint here, and that’s what we’ve been trying to get across. What are they 

offering for the marginalised people? I think it’s like this, you’ve got 10% of 

prisoners that will always be compliant. You can lock them up 23-hours a day and 

take away their phone and telly and they won’t misbehave. On the other end of 
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the spectrum, you’ve got the 10% who no matter what you give them, will be 

disruptive, because that’s their nature. Then you’ve got 80% in-between- who 

could probably be swayed one way or another, depending on the circumstances 

of their environment. So, if you create an environment that doesn’t reward 

anybody, and doesn’t reward good behaviour, and doesn’t reward you for passing 

certificates, or doesn’t reward you for keeping out of trouble for a month etc, then 

where is their incentive? (Jacob). 

Hypothesising on the demographics within the prison population, Jacob proposed that there 

are a large proportion of Berwyn residents that could be encouraged to comply with the rules. 

Jacob also highlighted a smaller number of residents who are fixed in their behavioural 

persuasions and are either instinctively compliant or habitually disruptive. It is those occupying 

the middle ground that Jacob proposed as being a ‘captive audience’. As such, simply by 

introducing a constructive environment with clearly demarcated rules, regulations and 

attainable rewards for compliant behaviour, this captive audience could be motivated to adopt 

a prosocial stance. This viewpoint sits comfortably beside the perspective of Tyler (2006), 

whose seminal work considers why some people choose to obey the law and others not. Tyler 

(2006, p.3) argues that ‘people are viewed as shaping their behaviour to respond to changes 

in the tangible, immediate incentives and penalties associated with following the law – to 

judgements about the personal gains and losses resulting from different kinds of behaviour’. 

It also goes someway in reintroducing the idea of the ‘carrot and stick’ approach, which as 

alluded to previously in this chapter, is an idiom which denotes that behaviour can be induced 

through a simple combination of rewards and punishments (Bijan et al., 2014; Sylvester and 

Thomson, 2018). Whilst behavioural modification techniques in Anglophone prisons are 

principally steered by carrot and stick incentives and sanctions, the data presented so far 

highlights key concerns surrounding Berwyn’s approach to incentivising and punishing 

behaviour. By rewarding bad behaviour and disregarding the good, the data indicates that 

Berwyn’s method is by no means analogous to the carrot and stick approach. Neither does it 

offer residents with the frequent and repeated behaviour-reinforcers which apply to operant 

behaviour (Flora, 2012):  

There is no carrot on a stick here, that’s the problem. If I was still in my other 

establishment, they’d have had me in my cat-d now because I’ve got two years 

and 10 months left... But here, I’ve got to wait another 10 months until I get my cat 

d, so that’s 10 more months of not being able to push my kids on a swing outside. 

I’ve missed out on a lot with my kids. But all in all, it is a joint thing, they’ve got to 
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get the right lads here and they’ve got to get staff here that want to make it work 

(Owen). 

 

If you give [residents] a carrot and stick, and you want [them] to rehabilitate and 

do something with [their] life while in jail and make something of [themselves], then 

give them goals and give them rewards, and for those other [residents] who are 

falling in and out of disruptive lives, they’ll say “I want that” (Kelvin). 

Thematically, respondents addressed the need for a distinct carrot and stick approach. They 

also suggested how motivation is vastly depleted when no such incentivised or sanctioned 

approach exists within the prison environment. Respondents also shared idealised views of 

what a ‘carrot and stick’ approach should look like, with residents putting forward 

recommendations of how Berwyn could address the behavioural problems that have been 

emphasised within this chapter:   

I’ve always thought of possible things that might help, so possibly rewarding the 

lads for good behaviour… Possibly even the food… I reckon they should let you 

on a Friday, if you’ve been good and kept your head down, they should let you 

order something to eat – a proper meal as a reward, because it’s like an incentive. 

It’s something you can work toward at the end of the week; you’ll have a nice little 

meal to look forward to (Gavin). 

 

In my last prison they developed a point system… [Whereby] you get rewarded for 

not getting any warnings, not getting any nicking’s, passing your exams and your 

MDT (mandatory drugs testing)…You need somewhere in a prison, a few wings 

or communities, where people can aspire to live on them, and where they’ll think- 

‘wow, that is a great place to be- I want to be better so that I can get on there’. 

Without that, prisons end up being like this place. There is nowhere in this prison 

where that sort of thing exists… You need a truly super enhanced wing where you 

can cook your own food, and it’s not just like you get an extra visit here and there, 

but it’s a truly super enhanced area that people can aspire to be part of. You then 

give them a point system, and it becomes a way [for them] to access things like 

better visits, extra clothing and parcels. You’re giving people an incentive to be 

better, because if not, you have that complete community disorder that you see on 

so many wings here – wings where you see all the negativity. It’s like a restaurant, 

if it’s a good restaurant, you’ll tell four people, but if it’s a bad restaurant you’ll tell 
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twelve. It’s the same here with bad behaviour, it just multiplies and multiplies 

(Paul). 

By summarising the narratives presented here, it could be argued that without recognition or 

constructive reinforcement for prosocial behaviour, and purposeful punishment for genuine 

misconduct, Berwyn’s behaviour management model falls short of its desired objective. To 

this end, respondents suggested that Berwyn should ensure that punishment is properly 

administered and does not become a reward for the undesirable behaviour. Likewise, to create 

the positive motivational effect that any prison strives for, it was suggested that Berwyn must 

open their eyes to the prosocial behaviours that exist within many residents; thus, placing 

equitable value in both compliance and defiance.  

 

6.5 Behaviour modelling: weaponising the Berwyn way  

A final area for consideration, and one which offers some explanation behind Berwyn’s 

attempts to reinvigorate behaviour management, is behaviour modelling. In social learning 

theory, as noted in the literature, behaviour modelling is the social process of acquiring and 

transmitting complex behaviour patterns (Bandura,1965,1969a). Social learning theory 

represents a general viewpoint on behaviour, with the fundamental principles of social learning 

being demonstrated predominantly through studies on aggression - typically with child and 

adolescent sample groups (Maisto et al., 1999). Such studies demonstrate that individuals 

learn experientially (by doing), but also from indirect sources such as hearing and seeing, a 

term referred to as Vicarious Learning (Bandura and Walters, 1977; Ollendick and Shapiro, 

1984; Hoffman, 2000). Despite these studies, modelling effects on prosocial and antisocial 

behaviour are not limited to children and adolescents, and more recently, studies indicate that 

modelling effects are also noted in adults (Bierhoff, 2002). Considering the previous literature, 

the effects of Berwyn’s response to behavioural management are noted from an observational 

learning perspective. Here, respondents discussed how the adverse behaviours that have 

resulted from Berwyn’s attempts to reinvent behaviour management have become a symbolic 

representation of the conduct, which is now considered legitimate, permissible and 

appropriate. Alongside this, respondents explained how through behaviour modelling, some 

residents have detected the vulnerabilities of Berwyn’s approach, and have discovered ways 

in which to use the scheme as a weapon against the staff, and in some cases management. 

This is detailed in the following fieldwork extract which was taken from a discussion with a 

prison officer during an observation of the reception area. The officer, for the purpose of 

anonymity will be referred to as Colin: 
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Fieldnote entry – Day 11:  

I spent some time during an observation of the reception area talking about 

Berwyn and the manner in which they apply behaviour management techniques. 

Colin, a Prison Officer with several years’ experience explained how behaviour 

management is ‘not something that they [Berwyn] pay much attention to during 

the reception process’ and the only time that [staff] see an ‘escalation in behaviour 

is when [staff] tell [residents] that they have to share a cell – it often goes off 

[indicating resident hostility/anger/frustration] at that point’. Colin goes on to 

explain how when [new residents] arrive at Berwyn, they are ‘instantly placed on 

enhanced’. Ordinarily, new arrivals in other establishments would enter on 

standard privileges and then be expected to work up to enhanced (as noted 

previously in this chapter). But at Berwyn, Colin explains that the former Governor 

‘wanted to do things differently. He wanted to give them [residents] something 

good from the get-go. He wanted them to have something that they would be proud 

of and want to keep hold of’. Colin goes on to state that ‘a lot of the [residents] that 

come in have never had enhanced status before, so it comes as nice surprise to 

them when they arrive’. The privileges system at Berwyn (Rewards and 

Responsibility Scheme) as noted previously, is a different proposal than in other 

prisons, and Colin explains how out on the residential houses the privileges 

scheme at Berwyn has ‘morphed into something quite different than what we had 

initially planned’. I ask Colin what he means by this – to which he replies: ‘a lot of 

these lads here are smart, plus they’ve got a hell of a lot of time to sit back and 

watch things unfold… They get to see how things work and the way that people 

are going to react to certain behaviours and so they learn how to manipulate things 

so they can get the upper hand…The privileges system here is a prime example 

of how the lads [residents] use things in their favour…They’ve learned that if they 

get on the railings or anywhere at height for that matter, and refuse to get down, 

then we can’t touch them. They’ll get on chairs, tables, benches, sheds, you name 

it, all the while knowing we can’t lay a hand on them. We had one up in the eaves 

not so long ago- he refused to come down for ages. We had safer custody and 

everyone in there trying to talk him down, but he knew if he stood his ground for 

long enough, we would eventually give in… Sometimes they’ll demand to see a 

CM [Custodial Manager] or a number 1 [Governor], and then [Senior Management] 

end up giving into their demands…. It’s often the case of those who shout the 

loudest seem to get the most attention, and to add insult to injury, we’re not always 

dealing with them in the best way. There are no consequences for that sort of 
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manipulative behaviour… It sends out a mixed message to the other lads 

[residents], and to be honest, they’ve got the upper hand because they’ve learnt 

how to use our own rules against us. The rest of them [residents] cotton onto this 

and then you’ve got a recipe for disaster -they’ve taken what we’ve created and 

weaponised it, and they know exactly how to use it against us’ (Colin). 

Once again, as documented in other chapters, acclimatisation was recognised as being 

fundamental. Colin explained how residents become accustomed to the adverse behaviours 

that frequently occur at Berwyn. Within that, he spoke of how residents witness negative 

behavioural patterns (i.e. climbing on the railings), and the subsequent penalties (or lack 

thereof). Colin reiterated the overly tolerant attitude that exists toward misbehaviour, and the 

blatant disregard toward positive and prosocial conduct. Because there happens to be a 

culture for ‘rewarding bad behaviour’ (Leigh) and failing to recognise or acknowledge the good, 

many of the residents, are as suggested by Colin, becoming rapidly aware of the non-

consequential approach that exists toward residents who fail to comply with the rules. From a 

social learning perspective, as Colin suggests, this is a ‘recipe for disaster’, quite simply 

because humans acquire new behaviours through the observation of others (Bandura, 1969b). 

This process is referred to as vicarious learning, (otherwise known as behaviour modelling). 

Within this, Bandura (1962) proposed that almost all learnt behaviour can be acquired through 

observing others. Therefore, by legitimising and reinforcing adverse behaviour, these 

behavioural patterns are then modelled, internalised, and repeated by residents who may 

ordinarily be considered upstanding within the context of the prison environment. Colin 

referred to this as a ‘weaponisation’ of the model, which, by definition, is described by Daoudy 

(2020, p.1349) as a retaliatory and ‘violent method used to gain advantage’. To add clarity to 

this representation, Colin suggested that some residents associate misconduct with 

instantaneous reward and utilise negative behaviours to make demands and take control. This 

view was shared with other staff members, who discussed the varying ways that Berwyn’s 

model is being exploited by residents:  

When I was [working] on Bala (one of Berwyns three residential houses) some of 

the guys [residents] would say “oh yeah, so where are your values now?” - This 

would be when things had gone wrong or when they can’t get their own way. Or, 

they would say “why haven’t my trainers turned up in the post? So where are your 

values now” (S.06). 

 

Then everybody starts to say, “well he gets that so I want that too”, or you get, 

“well, he gets visits whenever he wants so I’m gonna get on the railings”, or “he 
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gets a vape if he jumps on the railings so I’m gonna do that too”. So, this is what 

we’re seeing, they are mirroring patterned behaviour because others are getting 

away with it (S.08). 

The critical issue raised by respondents was the way residents utilise Berwyn’s liberalised 

philosophy to their advantage. From a theoretical perspective, social learning theory is 

particularly suited for analysis here, since it is sensitive in detecting behaviour modification as 

a function of changing environments (Bandura and Walters, 1963; Bandura, 1978; Hoffman, 

2000). Within newly evolving environments such as Berwyn, adverse behaviour patterns are 

often imitated, thus, resulting in mutual behavioural changes amongst the prison population. 

These newly reinforced behaviour patterns set the cultural and behavioural tone by 

prescriptively outlining role expectations and setting new behavioural norms (Ahammer, 1973; 

Bandura, 1969b).  

 

6.6 Summary 

Summarising on the narratives presented here, this chapter aligned with the objectives of this 

study by exploring the key issues relating to one area of Berwyn’s ethos – behaviour 

management. To summarise, the chapter began by exploring Berwyn’s novel approach to 

legitimate authority and rule setting, which was informed by an evidenced based school model 

with a record of successful behaviour management. In keeping with this scholastic model, it 

was acknowledged that an important realisation within Berwyn’s approach was to attempt to 

challenge negative behaviour, whilst also motivating and incentivising residents through 

positive reinforcement of good behaviour. This was further supported with the rebranding and 

reconfiguration of the earned privileges system at Berwyn. Here the data revealed how this 

new reward and responsibility system operated in comparison to traditional prisons, along with 

its perceived strengths and weaknesses.  

By examining the physical, psychological, and social implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

model from the perspective of prison residents’ and operational staff, this chapter then 

considered how adverse behaviour presented itself at Berwyn and also how it was managed. 

A common theme to derive from the data was the way in which residents had recognised 

negative behavioural patterns which would ultimately enable them to get what they wanted. 

This maladaptive goal orientated behaviour was considered obstructive and manipulative, and 

created difficulties for staff attempting to manage this behaviour using the approaches outlined 

within the ‘Berwyn Way’. Consequently, a placatory culture had developed in response to 

negative behavioural patterns, and respondents highlighted how Berwyn had failed to 

establish boundaries, or put forward an explicit idea of how rule setting should be 
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implemented. As a result, the chapter indicated that some staff at Berwyn had limited 

experience with behaviour management, and had in some cases, struggled to deal with unruly 

residents. This led to inconsistent staff and management practices, with the outcome being a 

volatile environment, with regular outbreaks of disorder and adverse conduct.    

This behaviour had a detrimental effect on compliant residents, with respondents’ 

emphasising inequity, abandonment and a lack of tangible rewards or social approval for those 

maintaining prosocial behaviours. Without constructive recognition for good behaviour, and 

purposeful punishment for apparent misconduct, the outcome for many in the sample group 

was demotivation. Residents’ noted how there was no incentive to comply with the rules, or to 

modify their behaviour in a prosocial manner. Often, this resulted in compliant residents 

adopting negative behavioural patterns, simply to be heard and seen. This debate led fluidly 

on to the final topic of deliberation which addressed behaviour modelling and how the 

behaviour management system employed at Berwyn had been weaponised. This topic aligns 

with the study objectives by assessing theoretical explanations on behaviour modelling and 

social learning theory. The chapter acknowledged how Berwyn’s behavioural model had been 

distorted and exploited by some residents, often for personal gain, thus generating a weapon 

of Berwyn’s own making. Moreover, adverse behaviour at Berwyn was being modelled, 

internalised, and repeated by residents who may ordinarily be considered compliant.  The 

following chapter presents the next set of findings, which relate to prison language, 

relationships, and interactions. 
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Chapter Seven - Actions speak louder than words: rethinking prison language, 

relationships and interactions  

 

7.1 Introduction 

In its simplest form, language is an intrinsically bound social act, which from a communicative 

perspective, forms the most widespread mode of human interaction (Gumperz, 1982; Verga 

and Kotz, 2013). Language, and more specifically, institutional discourse is therefore 

fundamental in the construction of identity (Mead, 1967), and equally, in the reinforcement of 

prison relationships (Goffman, 1959). Consequently, the role of social interaction and 

interpersonal prison relationships has gained significant momentum in recent years, after 

being recognised for its therapeutic and rehabilitative potential (Warr, 2008; Lewis, 2016; 

Willmot and McMurran, 2016). Despite a concerted focus in this area, little research exists in 

the field of prison linguistics, and the influence that penal lexicons can have upon prison life 

(Mayr, 2004). There have however been explorations into the relationships between discourse 

and power (Gunnarsson et al., 2014; Drew and Heritage, 1992; Boden, 1994; Wodak, 1996; 

Mayr, 2004). Despite being somewhat undervalued within prison literature, Tran et al. (2018, 

p.1) suggests that words matter when describing people in the justice system, largely because 

of the ‘impact upon health, wellbeing, and access to wider services’. Accordingly, language is 

making an insurgence across the prison estate, with some establishments adopting person-

centred language over traditional offender-centric nomenclature (Sapouna et al., 2011; 

Scottish Government, 2016). This chapter therefore explores the interconnectedness of social 

interaction and language; drawing upon Berwyn’s use of a newly developed, and arguably, 

sanitised prison terminology which has been implemented with a view to shape the prison 

environment, and the relationships therein. The chapter also considers how Berwyn’s 

approach to language and improved interactions has been received by the staff and residents. 

In view of the respondents’ accounts, this chapter also explores how Berwyn’s refreshed take 

on language, could from a social, interpersonal and cultural aspect, promote, preserve, or 

dissolve prison relationships.   

 

7.2 Developing rehabilitative discourse: moving beyond stigmatising labels and 

criminal symbols 

In a detailed examination into the ‘pragmatics of human communication’ Watzlawick et al. 

(1967) argued it impossible for humans not to communicate. Shannon and Weaver (1963) 

support this, positing every behaviour, even language, as a form of communication, which 

conveys important messages from both the sender to the receiver, but also to wider society. 
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Consequently, it is important to consider that terminology, and indeed, institutional discourse, 

is a recognised form of social control (Mills, 1940), and thus, has the power to inhibit or 

facilitate interactions and relationships (Cicourel, 1968; Tran et al., 2018). Language is seen 

therefore, to shape the way individuals feel, think and articulate ideas. Consequently, if 

terminology is dehumanising, then by default, the thoughts and actions of individuals reflect 

this (Ellis, 2013). Considering this, Berwyn have recognised the importance of words by 

attempting to remove negative labels and adopt a language which promotes dignity, 

development, and personhood. Berwyn’s lexicon is therefore one where ‘prisoners’ are 

addressed as ‘men’ or ‘residents’, residents occupy ‘rooms’ rather than ‘cells’, ‘wings’ have 

become ‘communities’, ‘canteen’ is referred to as ‘shopping’ and the ‘segregation’ is known 

as ‘care and separation’. These are just some of the discourse adjustments introduced at 

Berwyn, and form one part of Berwyn’s move toward humane imprisonment. This section 

explores these linguistic modalities, and how from the respondents’ perspectives, Berwyn 

have attempted to move beyond ‘offender’ specific labelling, in favour of humane person-

centric terms:  

In the prison service over the years since I’ve been in, it has moved from a very 

negative language to a more neutral language. So, we went from calling the people 

who we house, 'offenders' to calling them 'prisoners' because they found that 

language offensive, in that they would say “we are not offenders, we are ex-

offenders, or we have offended”. So, we went from calling people what they were, 

to calling them what they are, and the attempt here is to move onto that aspirational 

kind of language, in that we call people what we want them to be (S.12). 

Recognition of the motivational impact of prison language has been given limited attention within 

prison policy or literature (Mayr, 2004). Language does however, from an institutional 

perspective, have the capacity to inspire, motivate and mobilise (Allen, 2016). It may also, if 

articulated carefully, offer rich opportunities to codify and crystallise what an institution is about 

and the values and culture that it wishes to portray (Allen, 2016). Highlighting then the subtle 

changes and nuances that have occurred throughout the history of institutional language, the 

staff account above paints a vivid picture of how the prison system is increasingly moving away 

from degrading terms, which were once representative of ‘the old approach’ (S.06). The 

narrative also indicates how this kind of pejorative institutional discourse has in the past, 

concentrated on dehumanising labels which fail to recognise people for their individual 

qualities and personal identity. Departing from the tendency to depersonalise individuals 

through discourse, Leigh, a resident, explained the steps taken by Berwyn to develop a 

person-first language, which he suggests enables people in prison to grow and develop:  
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Here, they call you by your first name, or you’re a ‘man’ and not an ‘inmate’. I’ve 

never heard of any of that before until I came here... I think it’s good. I can see 

what they are trying to do - they are giving the lads a chance (Leigh). 

Leigh recounted on how soft and sympathetic terminology is scarce in prison, with terms like 

‘inmate’ reflecting the austere environment in which such terms are expressed. Traditional 

institutional lexicons are therefore direct and indelicate, with terms like ‘prisoner’, denoting 

exactly that: ‘a person deprived of liberty and kept under involuntary restraint, confinement or 

custody’ (Merriam Webster, 2020, para 1). To this end, Leigh explained how Berwyn have 

injected a progressive lexis, which deviates from the conventionally unembellished terms 

which remain commonplace in other prisons, and can, when applied sympathetically, enable 

residents to envisage a future away from offending behaviour.  

Leigh’s narrative highlights that language has the capacity to frame the way in which society 

views people in the justice system, and equally, can influence how those people view 

themselves (Broyles et al., 2014). Therefore, the appropriate use of prison language is 

fundamental not only in the culture and growth of the establishment, but also for the inclusivity 

of those housed within the prison setting (Brown and Walker, 2010). It is within this, that 

Berwyn have looked toward less stigmatising and non-aligned labels such as ‘men’ as 

opposed to ‘inmates’ or ‘prisoners’. However, despite a determined effort to adopt person-

centred terms, the data suggests that Berwyn has to some extent, underappreciated gender 

equality and the need to incorporate gender-inclusive language:   

I think there has been some successes with the terminology, and some failures, 

and certainly some slippages, and probably over the years it will work itself into a 

middle ground. The biggest difficulty was initially deciding whether to call them 

‘men’, without thinking about the possibility of transgender people. So, then there 

came the question of what can we call them then? The word seems to have settled 

on ‘residents’. I would personally say that ‘prisoners’ is also a gender-neutral term 

and I wouldn’t necessarily have a problem with using that either (S.12). 

 

The language and terminology here at Berwyn attempts to take things away from 

[traditional] prison language… Here, [we] call them ‘men’, which then went to 

‘residents’ because we had a transgender prisoner here, so that caused a lot of 

problems. So, we call them ‘residents’ now (S.08). 

Both staff members explained the difficulties that Berwyn experienced when attempting to 

agree on a suitable non-binary term for transgender residents, of which there were two housed 
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at Berwyn at the time of the research. Other staff respondents agreed that the terminology 

had been contested, and thus, alternative terms were then sought: 

Interestingly, we are already abandoning the term ‘men’ because we had a number 

of transgender people in custody here, so nowadays we are tending to call them 

‘residents’ (S.12).  

Admitting here the need to waive certain terms that were included in Berwyn’s early lexis, this 

staff member spoke about the unintentional oversight that occurred during the development 

of Berwyn’s new organisational terminology. Others supported this, and offered further 

clarification behind Berwyn abandoning certain gendered terms:  

'Men' was a bad idea… They didn’t foresee any transgender people coming, so it 

then moved to ‘residents’. The lads don’t even use these terms, and do you know 

what the gender-neutral term across the prison estate is? - It’s prisoner! That is 

actually the legal gender-neutral term, so why aren’t we using it? It makes no 

difference (S.09). 

The significance of this account is prominent, and given the role of language in determining 

cultural and social attitudes, the data demonstrates how Berwyn had overlooked the possibility 

of transgender residents being housed there. It also fails to address the minimum 

requirements set out in HMPPS ‘The Care and Management of Individuals who are 

Transgender’ Framework, which states that ‘staff must make every effort to communicate with 

individuals in ways that respect their gender identity, using appropriate verbal and written 

communication and use of pronouns’ (HMPPS, 2019c, section 4.49, p.17). Further 

examination of this extract also highlights how only in receiving transgender residents into the 

prison setting was this language omission noticed. As a result, it was necessary for Berwyn to 

embed gender-inclusive language which acknowledged that some individuals identify as a 

gender other than the one they were assigned at birth. After some deliberation, the data 

indicates that Berwyn agreed upon ‘resident’ – a term, which is considered humanising, but 

also incorporates all, by not discriminating against sex, social gender or gender identity. This 

term was however disputed, with respondents highlighting the inappropriateness of the word. 

Anecdotally, there was also some cynicism towards Berwyn’s word choices. This was 

highlighted by the way in which the officer in the account above stated that the conventional 

term ‘prisoner’ already serves as an appropriate and legal gender-neutral term. This 

trepidation toward more neutral gender-aligned terminology offers a salient example of how 

transgender lives are ‘erased’, and indeed, overlooked by dominant institutional practices 

(Namaste, 2000). Similarly, Berwyn’s attempts to correct their language transgression could 
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be considered perfunctory, and as noted by Edney (2004) indicates a lack of concern for the 

experience of transgender people in prison. 

Conversely, Berwyn’s deviation away from the traditional institutional lexis in favour of neutral 

terms, were received positively by some respondents, who elaborated further on Berwyn’s 

person-centred language:  

It [language] really does help the men… They say that it makes them feel, for once, 

that they are not their crime. To call them a ‘con’ [convict] is derogatory, and the 

best way it was described to me during my POELT (prison officer entry level 

training) was: if you think of the worst thing you’ve ever done in your life, whether 

it be stealing a chocolate bar from a shop, or having a fight in high school - would 

you like to be known by that for the rest of your life? Shall we call you an ‘abuser’ 

or a ‘thief’ for the rest of your life? I think that’s a good way of looking at it (S.15). 

 

Calling them 'men' and not 'prisoners'- I think it’s great. I used to work with people 

with disabilities, so I’m already non-judgemental… I’m always very careful about 

the language I use with people. So, I am always aware, and for me it comes 

naturally… I deal with the person as a human being first and foremost (S.13). 

As noted by Foucault (1972, p.227), total institutions have the ‘political means’ to maintain or 

modify the ‘appropriation of discourse with the knowledge and powers that it carries with it’. 

Put simply, prisons act as a conduit in the reinforcement of language; carrying with them the 

power to heal, help, hinder, or harm. Conversely, institutionalised language can also empower 

individuals, and this is noted above, whereby staff reflected on the impact of Berwyn’s person-

first terminology. Each account illustrates the power of spoken word and offers some 

explanation of why terms like ‘prisoner’ (S.13) and ‘con[vict]’ (S.15) are both degrading and 

stigmatising. The accounts also suggest that pejorative prison terms fail to build residents self-

esteem, or indeed, their hope for the future. Instead, the data highlights how these terms can 

suspend a person’s identity at the worst moment in their life. Fixed in this perpetual state, the 

label ascribed to them further confines them in the present moment. This, as posited by the 

data, creates a situation whereby individuals are both physically and psychologically locked-

in to their categorisation as an ‘offender’, often leaving them unable to move forward in the 

construction of a crime-free life. Building upon this premise further, Vanstone (2020) notes 

how ubiquitous criminally aligned labels (i.e. offender, convict, criminal) consign the individual 

to a position of unending guilt – a position where they are perpetually constructed as the other 

or outsider. Fixed in this unending state, the label ascribed to people in prison further confines 
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them in the present moment. This, as posited by the data, creates a situation whereby 

individuals are both physically and psychologically locked-in to their categorisation as an 

‘offender’, often leaving them unable to move forward in the construction of a crime-free life.  

As aforementioned in this study, improving prison conditions remains at an important juncture 

in the national conversation on criminal justice (Bierie and Mann, 2017). The national 

discussion is one of extensive change, and within this, Berwyn have recognised that the power 

of language is central to this movement. Berwyn have therefore attempted to move beyond 

the stigmatising labels and criminal symbols which currently permeate the prison landscape. 

However, to evaluate the influence that this changed discourse has within the custodial 

environment, the voices of those to which these labels are assigned, must be heard. The 

following quotes do just that, with residents deliberating on the impact that Berwyn’s 

progressive lexicon has upon them: 

That’s one of the reasons I came here. They call it rehabilitative, but they also call 

it principles of normality. Basically the idea is to keep everything as normal as 

possible at the jail, so when you go back into the community, it’s not a shock or a 

culture change, and it makes it easier for men to reintegrate…This is exactly what 

Berwyn has tried to do, they call them ‘communities’ not a ‘wing’, it’s a ‘room’ not 

a ‘cell’, you’re a ‘man’ not a ‘prisoner’ or an ‘offender’… It totally makes a 

difference; you feel like a normal person…It’s good to feel normal and like you’ve 

got a place in society (Kelvin). 

Life in prison will never be comparable to life in a free society, therefore, in line with the 

principles set out by the European Prison Rules, ‘active steps should be taken to make 

conditions in prison as close to normal life as possible’ (Council of Europe, 2006, rule 5, p.42). 

In response to this, Kelvin explained how Berwyn have recognised that people leaving prison 

must attempt to negotiate the difficult path of reintegration back into society, but must do so, 

laden with the stigmatising labels which uninvitedly attach onto most within the prison system 

(Sampson and Laub, 1997; Burnett and Maruna, 2006; Moore et al., 2016; Ricciardelli and 

Peters, 2017). Berwyn’s normalised language, therefore, enables residents’ to ‘feel normal’ 

(Kelvin), and as noted by the data, Berwyn’s sympathetic labels alleviate some of the 

transitionary stresses that occur when people re-enter society. 

In the same way that Berwyn’s normalised prison discourse can help those leaving the prison 

system, it also offers support to those still imprisoned: 

If you’re just told to “get in your cell - you’re a prisoner” then you’re likely to lash 

out. If officers are going to speak down to you that way and treat you like that, then 
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I am going to act that way. If you’re going to talk to me like I’m a nobody, then I’ll 

come across that way with you (Kelvin).  

As recounted here, too often, people in prison become accustomed to the stereotypical and 

stigmatising markers which the criminal justice system and society prescribes. Maruna (2001) 

supports this, and when referring to the classic arguments of labelling theory, proposes that 

the punitive societal response to crime and deviancy stigmatises those who commit crime. 

Subsequently, people in prison often internalise the deviant labels by which they are assigned, 

thus leading to self-perpetuated and cumulative deviancy (Farrington, 1977; Farrington et al., 

1978; Erikson, 1962). Kelvin above, substantiated this, and by touching on the mutuality of 

terminology, he suggested that words, and the way in which they are spoken, have the power 

to influence his behaviour. This theme provides a significant overlap with chapter six, which 

considers the way in which behaviour is managed at Berwyn. Considering then the importance 

of language, Kelvin’s account helps to build a holistic picture, and is suggestive of the need 

for each of Berwyn’s reformatory elements (language/environment/treatment) to work in 

unison. Simple discordance in one area (i.e. language) could have a dramatic impact on each 

of the key areas within Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. In the same way that language can 

influence the overall rehabilitative aims at Berwyn, it can also evoke resentment or respect 

towards others, and Kelvin noted how from an interpersonal perspective, language has the 

capacity to enhance relationships. This was reiterated by other residents, who suggested that 

the relationships they form at Berwyn are often guided by the way they are spoken to: 

If I’m spoken to respectfully and politely, then I will appreciate that, and I will go 

out of my way to help somebody and be polite back (Harvey). 

For me, yes, it [language] does make a difference. It’s not as authoritarian 

(Robert). 

Elaborating on person-centred language and respectful communication, both Harvey and 

Robert agreed that on a personal level, discourse is important, as it enables them to develop 

richer relationships which are not punctuated by the ‘authoritarian’ power differentials which 

often typify prison settings. Mayr (2004, p.7) supports this; suggesting that when presented 

sympathetically, institutional discourse can reduce the ‘overt markers of power asymmetry’ 

that often exist between prison residents and staff. However, despite their efforts to level out 

the power-laden transactions that frequently occur, Berwyn’s attempt to appropriate language 

has not been well received by all, with some respondents highlighting its inadequacies:    

Personally, I would rather be called a ‘prisoner’ because I know who I am (Jimmy). 
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When researching institutional discourse, homogeneity within participant perspectives cannot 

be assumed (Broyles et al., 2014). This is because certain words do not meet everyone’s 

approval, and thus, perspectives may only be determined by the group in which such terms 

are directed. To this end, Jimmy shared his views on Berwyn’s lexicon by offering a profound 

explanation, whereby he suggested he would rather be referred to as a ‘prisoner’ as this term 

is both overt and clear. Jimmy also proposed that he accepted his offending behaviour and 

appreciates his identity as a ‘prisoner’ – the term ‘prisoner’ is therefore distinguishable, and 

acts as an explicit marker to his identity position whilst at Berwyn. From the data, it can 

therefore be argued that individuals like Jimmy prefer clarity over compassionate phraseology, 

and that attempts to euphemise institutional terms can confuse the identity roles that people 

in prison must adopt. As such, in already ‘[knowing] who [he] is’, Jimmy argued that he finds 

no value in moving beyond the prescribed institutional labels and would rather accurate 

markers such as ‘prisoner’, ‘cell’ and ‘wing’: 

I would rather call my ‘cell’ a ‘cell’ because there is a difference between a ‘room’ 

and a ‘cell’. There is no way I would call that a ‘room’, it’s a ‘cell’, I know that, and 

I accept that. The other thing is ‘community’ instead of ‘wing’. I wouldn’t call the 

place where I stay a ‘community’ because I don’t think Berwyn has created the 

opportunity for men to have a good relationship with themselves (Jimmy).  

Demonstrating his preference toward traditional prison discourse, Jimmy highlighted how a 

prison ‘cell’ and a ‘room’ are entirely different. He also argued that words like ‘community’ are 

neither accurate, nor appropriate, when placed within the context of Berwyn. This is because 

many of the communal foundations needed to build a ‘community’ have not been embedded 

at Berwyn, such as enabling the residents to understand themselves and those around them. 

Furthermore, Jimmy highlighted how in previous establishments, he had managed to achieve 

the sense of community that Berwyn has strived to create, albeit without an overemphasis on 

language and rehabilitative approaches: 

In the other jails where I came from, we had communal food together. We had 

gardens, and we were given the opportunity to be empowered. Even though we 

were prisoners, the prison service empowered us to do something, and that way 

we were able to build relationships with fellow prisoners, as well as the staff. That’s 

not happening in this jail and therefore how can I call the place where I live a 

‘community’ when I don’t even know the names of people and I don’t get to interact 

with them. The only people I talk to is my neighbour. So, I know it’s a ‘wing’ and 

unfortunately, I have to disagree with the Berwyn terminology like ‘men’ and 

‘community’ (Jimmy). 
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When preparing residents for release, a key area in rehabilitation rhetoric is the promotion of 

good citizenship (Turner, 2012). To achieve this, Turner (2012) suggests that prisons must 

instil a civic responsibility early in the prison journey. This is accomplished by building a sense 

of community and socialisation into the culture, regime and environment. This however is one 

area that Jimmy suggests that Berwyn have failed to provide, thus casting more doubt upon 

the accuracy of Berwyn’s choice of terminology. This view was strengthened further by a 

member of staff:  

I think ‘resident’ implies that you want to be here, and with respect, they’re 

prisoners; they can’t leave, so they are a ‘prisoner’… They are ‘wings’, not 

‘communities’ – one lad said to me the other day, they’re not communities because 

there’s no community spirit, so I get the point of it, and I agree with the point of it, 

but whether or not it catches on and if it [language] will be like that in 15 years’ 

time, I just don’t know (S.20). 

In the pursuit of suitable terminology, respondents suggested that Berwyn have neglected the 

true meaning behind their chosen vocabulary. This is noted by the way in which this officer 

explained how words like ‘resident’ and ‘community’ verbally disguise the accuracies of prison 

life. Both words, the officer argued, imply that people imprisoned at Berwyn want to be there, 

have a choice in where they are placed and share some commonality or cohesion with the 

people in which they are housed with. This, as can be seen from the data, is not the case, and 

by opting for euphemistic alternatives, the data explains how Berwyn’s terminology can be 

perceived as being misleading and inexact. Substantiating this further, Paul added to this idea 

of linguistic distortion by stating that:  

People say it’s a ‘room’ so that causes conflict straight away because the men say 

“well, you wouldn’t lock me in my room at home" (Alex). 

To this end, the narratives here indicate that the problem with sanitising institutional discourse 

is its incongruousness, with many respondents preferring unadorned and sincere terminology: 

I feel like [the Berwyn language] is a bit contrived… It’s very good as a headline 

for a newspaper or maybe in an internal mail somewhere, but in practice it makes 

no difference at all…. So, I believe the use of terminology here is a good strapline. 

But it doesn’t make me feel any better because it doesn’t make any sense; so, if I 

said to my daughter - “that’s daddy’s room” - it’s not! I can’t get out of that ‘room’ 

so it’s not a ‘room’. So, for me, it doesn’t work (Paul). 

Speaking contemplatively here on the authenticity of Berwyn’s lexis, Paul argued that the 

language adjustments legitimise Berwyn’s existence as a rehabilitative prison and are 
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therefore nothing more than a tool in Berwyn’s marketing strategy. Furthermore, he suggested 

that the discourse had been developed for promotional value and not for the welfare of those 

detained at Berwyn. In support, Gavin suggested: 

It’s aesthetic at the end of the day. You can call it a ‘room’ if you like, but it’s really 

a ‘cell’ – you get locked in. You can call me a ‘man’, but when it suits staff, you’re 

a ‘prisoner’ and you are treated as such… To be fair, I find it patronising because 

I’m in prison and therefore I’m a ‘prisoner’, as far as I am concerned (Gavin). 

Through its carefully chosen lexis, Gavin highlighted how Berwyn’s language could appear 

alluring to some. From his perspective however, Gavin posited the terminology as being 

condescending and insincere, something that Stephen alluded to also:  

If there’s bars on the windows and it’s locked, then it’s a ‘cell’ – that’s how I see it. 

The words don’t mean nothing - jail is jail and it always will be. If there’s a fence 

around the perimeter then you’re in jail – no amount of words can change that 

(Stephen). 

Whilst it is implied that Berwyn’s discourse is paved with good intentions, and euphemistic 

labels like ‘resident’ and ‘room’ are constructed to put a positive spin on the words which they 

replace (Gernsbacher et al., 2016), the terminology is open to scepticism. Some noted how 

‘there are spoilers… politics… and agendas involved’ (Alan). Whilst those presented above 

suggested an ulterior motive behind Berwyn’s phraseology, namely for publicity or public 

image. Other residents spoke of the illusive and feigned nature of Berwyn’s terminology, and 

how semantically, such terms conceal neoliberal prison agendas behind soft-focus phrases 

and rose-tinted idealism.   

Because of this, many residents in the study agreed that there had been little acceptance 

towards Berwyn’s sympathetic discourse, with few residents who were interviewed for this 

study choosing to adopt it. This was supported by staff also, who highlighted the residents’ 

nonchalant response to Berwyn’s lexicon:  

They [residents’] don’t care. They don’t care if they’re called ‘men’, ‘residents’ or 

‘cons’. You get the odd one who will say “no, we are men”.  Obviously, we are now 

changing ‘men’ to ‘residents’, but a lot of them just don’t care (S.19). 

Language for some can be a form of empowerment, and whilst this account suggests that 

many Berwyn residents are indifferent to the progressive language adjustments, there are 

some who have been empowered by the alterations, and in finding their voice, will openly 
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challenge the terminology that is used. Then there are those who were suggested to show 

little interest at all, and who preferred to maintain the lexical status quo: 

I don’t think that they [residents] are particularly interested in it [Berwyn 

terminology]. I think that they are happy to be called ‘prisoners’ because it is a 

neutral term and it’s also a factual term (S.12). 

Agreeing that some residents are disinterested by Berwyn’s terminology, this staff member 

suggested that some residents prefer orthodox terms because they perceive them to be 

relative, and therefore accurate. This view was reiterated by another staff member:  

 I really don’t think they [residents] care what they’re called. The word ‘men’ was 

meant to make them feel more like part of society, but some of them aren’t part of 

society and never will be because some of them aren’t getting out… They will say 

“I’m in prison, therefore I’m a prisoner”. They also say, “when I get out, then I will 

be a ‘man’, but while I’m in here, I’m a prisoner” (S.15). 

Sanitised language is often used to avoid the expressive and ‘relational values’ that are 

ascribed to harmful terms like ‘prisoner’ or ‘offender’ (Fairclough, 2001). However, from the 

narratives, it is suggested that these relational values are accepted and respected by some in 

the resident population. With this acceptance, many housed at Berwyn acknowledged their 

position as ‘prisoners’ and agreed with being referred to in what they deemed to be both 

‘neutral’ and ‘factual terms’ (S.12). There is however a temporal undertone embedded within 

Berwyn’s phraseology, and as seen in the above account, some residents relate to being a 

‘prisoner’ and living in a ‘cell’ (S.15) whilst residing in prison. However, once released, there 

is the expectation for these prison-specific terms to be immediately discarded. This notion sits 

comfortably beside the arguments in chapter six, whereby identity was discussed. In 

theoretical terms, Goffman (1963) states that prisons and the wider criminal justice system 

bestow symbolic markers of deviance upon many people – the result being, that these 

individuals leave the system with a tainted and ‘spoiled identity’. Added to this, whilst in prison, 

identity is altered further, and individuals must take on what Schmid and Jones (1991, p.415) 

refer to as an ‘inauthentic prison identity’ which enables residents to maintain a general sense 

of self by forestalling the radical identity changes that the prison expect. The nuanced detail 

in the account above expresses this and demonstrates how some Berwyn residents are 

comfortable with traditional institutional terminology as it enables them to maintain this 

inauthentic prison persona. 

It could be argued that moving beyond the stigmatising labels and criminal symbols that make 

up the linguistic landscape of prison, is far from a futile exercise. To this end, this section 
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highlights the barriers and facilitators of adopting progressive institutional discourse and 

considers how some staff and residents have responded to Berwyn’s lexical approach. For 

some, the wider benefits of Berwyn’s rehabilitative terminology have been presented, and from 

a rehabilitative perspective, it has enabled some residents to discard the stigmatising labels 

that mark them as both a ‘prisoner’ and a ‘criminal’. Others however considered the language 

alterations in a sceptical light; suggesting that Berwyn’s progressive terms are superficial and 

do nothing to enable PIP to move past the stigmatising labels and criminal symbols which 

dictate much of their lives both behind bars and beyond. 

 

7.3 The institutionalisation of language: change processes and the acquisition of 

rehabilitative discourse  

Every organisation, be it a prison or otherwise, has its own distinct language (Srivastava et 

al., 2018). In the same way that healthcare professionals refer to ‘patients’, and universities 

address ‘students’, almost all organisations draw upon a specific lexicon which is unique to 

the profession (Sarangi and Candlin, 2011). As Sarangi and Candlin (2011) suggest, these 

normative terms are industry-specific (i.e. health / education), and can develop understanding, 

strengthen values and create a sense of community within the structure of the organisation. 

Language, therefore, is recognised as a ‘signal of cultural alignment’, and much like the 

examples above, prisons also rely upon a catalogue of clearly defined lexical terms, which 

help to cement institutional cultures and amplify penal discourse across the custodial estate 

(Srivastava et al., 2018, p.8). Therefore, a key challenge for a new prison such as Berwyn, is 

to convince those involved, that language modification has potential (Clarke et al., 2019). 

Institutional language offers a fertile ground for improving social interactions and relationships 

within the prison setting, and this chapter explores the complex association between Berwyn’s 

lexicon and the influence this can have when attempting to build positive interpersonal 

relationships and communications. The focus of this section however is to explore the wider 

implications of Berwyn’s language, and more specifically, how the power of influence comes 

not necessarily from the carefully selected institutional terms, but rather the acceptance, 

cohesiveness and conformity of those living and working within the parameters of Berwyn’s 

changed lexis.   

An important starting point when considering the change processes involved when adopting 

a new organisational nomenclature, is the idea of language acquisition. Studies pertaining to 

the acquisition of language have in the past concentrated on child development and the ways 

in which children acquire whole systems of language such as a foreign language (Skinner, 

1957; Chomsky, 1959). These language theories are however narrow in their demographic 
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focus and offer little explanation about how isolated words are acquired by adults. Despite 

this, there are important nuances that can be taken from these seminal theories such as: habit 

forming and reinforcement, the change process involved in language acquisition, and 

language development by means of environmental influence. These nuances, when applied 

to the respondents in this study, help to explain why those living and working at Berwyn come 

to accept or reject Berwyn’s liberal terminology.      

To begin, the implementation and acquisition of a newly formed organisational language such 

as Berwyn’s, requires people to be accepting of new terminology. Whether accepting or not, 

there will however be some in the prison system who must transition from the arguably 

orthodox nomenclature that has been collected along the path of imprisonment. The following 

accounts are suggestive of this, and primarily consider the language habits that are formed 

through the process of institutionalisation:  

For the guys that have been in prison since they were of prison age, or even 

before, I think they’re institutionalised now and it’s second nature to them to use 

prison language, it’s also harder for them change and I really don’t think a lot of 

them are bothered (Robert). 

Robert explained how for those who have been imprisoned for long periods, and who may 

have considerable time remaining on their sentence, Berwyn’s altered vocabulary can be 

alienating. Discussing the length of time that some have spent in the prison system, Robert 

spoke about how prison language becomes entrenched and habitual, thus making it difficult 

to change. Substantiating this, Stephen noted how spending almost seven years in the prison 

system, which, could be considered a relatively short sentence compared to some, had the 

same indelible impression on his vocabulary when he arrived at Berwyn:  

Some people call them ‘rooms’ and some people call them ‘cells’. Obviously 

because I’ve done jail for about six and a half years, it’s always been a ‘cell’ to me 

and always will be a ‘cell’ (Stephen). 

Stephen demonstrated his tentativeness toward Berwyn’s progressive terminology, which he 

added, came from the habitual language patterns which he had acquired during his time in 

other prisons. Sam supported this stance; speaking about his reluctance to embrace a 

language system which he does not perceive as being ‘rehabilitative’: 

If you’ve done jail before, you’re not really going to come here and just start calling 

an officer by his first name. You’re going to call them ‘Boss’ or ‘Miss’. Then there’s 

your ‘cell’ – just because they want to start calling it a ‘room’ doesn’t make it 

rehabilitative – it makes no difference (Sam). 
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Demonstrating an overriding unwillingness to conform to Berwyn’s rehabilitative terms, Sam’s 

account also highlights the insignificance of terminology, and how, in his words, Berwyn’s 

terminology ‘makes no difference’. This view was reiterated by Alex who explained why 

Berwyn’s language is incomprehensible to some: 

As somebody who has been in a while, I don’t see the benefits of it [Berwyn 

terminology] … It’s a softer language and it may have the ability to make a 

difference, but only if it was across the whole prison estate, but just one isolated 

prison isn’t going to make a difference (Alex). 

The narratives tell a story of institutionalisation. Having spent considerable time in prison, and 

communicating with the normative prison lexis, Alex suggested that in the same way that 

people can become institutionalised, so too can language. Alex’s account provides a telling 

interpretation of how the introduction of ‘softer language’ could hold many benefits, but only if 

it were adopted nationwide across the prison estate. However, embedding new terminology 

takes time, effort, and a willingness to change.  

A possible reason behind people’s disclination to accept Berwyn’s phraseology could be the 

habitual and reinforced nature of prison language. Tracing its lineage, the term ‘inmate’, for 

example, was first recognised in 15th century English language, and signified ‘someone who 

is a mate to another, especially in a dwelling place’ (Cox, 2020, p.1). Considering its 

provenance, it is understandable that revisions to a lexicon so deeply entrenched in penal 

history may be difficult for prison staff, residents and even society to process. Despite this, in 

the same way that language becomes institutionalised, it also must undergo adjustments to 

keep up with an ever-evolving prison system. To this end, some scholars suggest that there 

is ‘taboo-induced need for language change’ (Sytnyk, 2011, p.206). Steven Pinker’s (2002, 

p.212) ‘euphemism treadmill’ supports this, and by retracing historical penal discourse, it is 

evident that a turnover in vocabulary has already occurred, with prisons in 1919 replacing the 

term ‘prison warden’ for ‘prison officer’ – a term still accepted across the prison estate (Godin 

and Kendall, 2009). Promoting ideas of a therapeutic and altogether less punitive prison, 

euphemistic labelling can alter the orientation of the prison environment and allow for a 

redefinition of prison practices and cultures. Nevertheless, adapting to this changed 

terminology can be difficult, with the following accounts documenting this change process:  

They [residents] come into reception and they think it’s absolute nuts. Example- a 

guy came in last week and he’s a one-for-one, so we’ve exchanged him [with 

another establishment] for one of ours... I sat down and did his interview with him 

and said, “you will go on a community”. “What’s a community?” he goes to me. So, 

I tell him “it’s a wing”.  I go “you’ll be in a room”. He goes to me “a room?”. I’m like 
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“a cell”. He just could not get his head around it. He was calling me Mr, Sir, and 

Boss. Even when I said my name, he said “no, I will call you Mr XXX, Sir or boss” 

(S.16). 

Detailed here, is the unsettling experience that some residents arriving at Berwyn face when 

they are expected to embrace new nomenclature. Placed in what could be considered an 

unnerving position, the data explains how some residents’ question, and in some cases, 

challenge Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis; often refusing to use the language (as noted above). 

Conversely, some residents prefer to revert to the recognisable penal discourse which 

punctuates traditional prison environments. Principally, much of this resistance derives from 

the way in which prison residents’ ‘psyches and behaviours’ are ‘moulded by the social and 

structural hallmarks’ of conventional prison life – a process which Clemmer (1940, cited by 

Brown, 2002, p.6) coined ‘prisonisation’: 

A lot of [the residents] don’t buy into it [Berwyn terminology] … I suppose you could 

say the environment has created that terminology and it’s what they get used to - 

it’s what they’re taught, it’s what’s their everyday language is… So, they are 

institutionalised to that point (S.08). 

A crucial precursor to any form of change, be it discoursal or otherwise, is the need for people 

to agree to new models. This idea has been covered at length in previous chapters, however, 

it is important to note here how there will always be some residents who are indifferent to 

change and unwilling to conform to a changed lexis. Largely, this is attributed to habituation, 

with the staff member above arguing that residents who have spent considerable time in a 

prison setting become apathetic to change. For them, this staff member suggested that some 

institutionalised individuals develop a dependency upon the institutionalised customs, 

practices, and terminology.  

Then there are those residents who are new to the prison system. For them, their experience 

of Berwyn’s terminology is much different, and does not appear to have the negative 

connotations seen with residents who have already served multiple sentences in as many 

prisons:  

For anybody who’s first time it is into prison, they don’t know any different. Anyone 

that’s been in jail before, is used to ‘wing’, ‘con’, ‘landing’ and that’s what they still 

refer to them as (S.16). 

Being accustomed to the prison milieu, or not as the case may be, can significantly influence 

resident’s perception, and indeed, acquisition of Berwyn’s liberal lexis. As noted above, those 

aquatinted with the prevailing prison discourse, are argued to be unresponsive to changed 
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terminology. Conversely, it is argued that those who are new to the system, are oblivious to 

the alterations, and thus, are more receptive to new lexicons. The following accounts, 

however, argue that receptiveness can alter with time:  

The whole ‘man’ thing, once they are used to it and its second nature for them, 

then it will work, but at the moment they’ll say, “what are you talking about, I’m a 

prisoner” (S.10).  

 

The other one is ‘community’ – I still call them ‘wings’ because I’ve gotten into the 

habit of calling it a ‘wing’ and I find that I have to try very hard to call them 

‘communities’. Does it make a difference? I personally don’t think that it does. I 

think that it may do (Alex). 

Time, and moreover, an emphasis on the change processes that occur when adopting new 

terminology was prominent within the data, with respondents suggesting that with regular 

usage, Berwyn’s rehabilitative language will become the norm. Thinking then of the possible 

longevity of Berwyn’s lexis, the following staff member emphasised the perpetuation of 

language:    

I wonder if going forward they [residents] will [accept the terminology], and 

actually, it’s just at the minute that it’s so new, and they have been so used to 

being called a ‘prisoner’ who lives on a ‘wing’ in the ‘cell’ (S.11).  

Considering the novelty of Berwyn’s terminology, respondents noted how in time, the 

consensus around rehabilitative terms may improve as the language evolves and takes hold: 

Maybe twenty years down the line there will be an expectation for us all to call 

them ‘rooms’, ‘communities’ and ‘men’. So, I think that just because it’s so new it 

hasn’t had time to embed itself (S.11). 

Overall, the institutionalised nature of language was a prominent theme, with many of the 

narratives emphasising the difficulties faced when even minor alterations to discourse occur. 

Respondents suggested that what seems like a simple linguistic amendment, can have a 

dramatic impact on the residents who are expected to adopt the new phraseology. 

Respondents indicated that Berwyn’s progressive phrasing was particularly problematic to 

those who have engaged with the prison system for prolonged periods, but also those 

relocating from custodial settings whereby rehabilitative terminology has not been espoused. 

Institutionalised both in the context of the environment and the language, respondents 

proposed that adapting to Berwyn’s progressive terms takes considerable adjustment, and a 
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certain degree of receptivity. Respondents also highlighted how when the rehabilitative 

language is not applied uniformly across the prison estate, this casts doubt upon Berwyn’s 

lexis, thus leading to further incoherency. However, should Berwyn’s lexicon be championed 

on a national level, the staff member in the final quote, speculated whether the novelty of 

rehabilitative terminology may eventually dissipate, leading to a widespread acceptance of the 

language. To this end, the acquisition and acceptance of rehabilitative terms for those in the 

prison population is a painstaking process, with the data illuminating the difficulties that some 

Berwyn residents have experienced when attempting to abandon, and in some cases unlearn, 

deeply entrenched institutional terms, in favour of a new, and seemingly novel discourse. In 

the same way that residents have found it difficult to unlearn the prison conventional terms, 

so too had some staff: 

I believe 90% of the officers here are new. The other 10% aren’t new and they find 

[the Berwyn terminology] difficult (Paul). 

Drawing attention to the ratio of newly recruited staff to more experienced staff, Paul noted 

how the time served staff had found Berwyn’s terminology difficult to adjust to - a view that 

this officer also shared:   

To the men, a lot of the time, there is no difference, but to us, and especially 

experienced staff, [the Berwyn terminology] can be difficult to remember 

sometimes, and difficult to phase in. It’s like the term of ‘cons’ – they all know that 

that’s what they’re called because all that a ‘con’ is a convicted criminal, which is 

what they are. Whether they are guilty or not, that’s what they are, because they 

are people that have been convicted by the courts (S.14). 

The quote here offers some indication of the opposition and lack of acceptance toward 

Berwyn’s liberal terminology. By justifying its usage, this member of staff suggested that the 

term ‘con’ – meaning convict, is widely accepted by staff and residents. The account also 

provides explicit insight into the resistance that prevails over Berwyn’s terms, with the officer 

noting that regardless of guilt or innocence (as may be the case with residents entering on 

remand), it is justified still, to refer to residents as ‘cons’. This notion was supported by other 

members of operational staff, who put forward a similar cynical argument: 

I don’t buy into that [Berwyn terminology] at all. They are 'cons' to me. They’re 

'pads' -They get smashed up!... I don’t buy into it at all (S.19). 

Much like the resistance to adopt the ‘Berwyn Way’ as discussed in chapter four, some 

respondents expressed a similar reluctance to ‘buy into’ (S.19) Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

terminology. The data here also indicates how linguistic adjustments vary depending on 
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whether the establishment has a strong culture or a weak culture. Here, this officer highlights 

the fragility of Berwyn’s culture and how, despite being a value-orientated prison, who selected 

its workforce against a strict value-based interview process (as noted in the background 

literature), there are still those staff who continue to contradict the terminology, thus 

jeopardising Berwyn’s hard work.  

Much of this reluctance was characterised by the lack of commitment that some staff 

demonstrated toward Berwyn’s lexical arrangement:  

There are cliques of people who pull in one direction against the structure of power 

and so it’s become an entire battle really… If people kept themselves to it 

[language] and applied themselves to it in a meaningful way, it would eventually 

develop… Berwyn has frustrated itself in a lot of respects because it’s very difficult 

trying to keep everybody on the same page, and when [language is] new and 

you’ve got staff that come from experience, but they come with the wrong 

experience, for the simple fact that they come from the old way of doing things. 

We all gravitate towards the familiarity of what we know and so it’s become this 

pull against, and almost this fight against adopting the new language I feel, and so 

it’s lost its way (Alan). 

As indicated elsewhere in this study, prisons are inextricably linked to power – a power often 

revealed through varying interactions and discourse exchanges (Mumby and Clair, 1997; 

Simpson et al., 2019). Referring metaphorically to Berwyn’s terminology as a ‘battle’, Alan, 

above, highlights the push and pull that exists between Berwyn’s progressive lexis and the 

more traditional discourse seen elsewhere in the prison estate. Alan goes on to postulate on 

the power play between staff and Berwyn’s operational expectations, and how in particular, 

some experienced staff ‘fight against adopting a new language’ (Alan). Consequently, Alan 

suggests that ‘familiarity’ is the dominant force in this power pervaded game, with many 

experienced operational staff surrendering to the tried, tested and perhaps comfortable ‘way 

of doing things’. This view was echoed by others in the study:  

It’s very inconsistent and I think that is part of the underlying issue at Berwyn, and 

that is, that all staff are not singing from the same hymn sheet... I think that’s down 

to some experienced staff having one view and then inexperienced staff having 

another view (Alex). 
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You’ve got a lot of staff who have come in from other prisons and they are used to 

the old school terms of calling them ‘cons’ and ‘cells’, so I think the whole change 

of language has been a difficult thing (S.08). 

The data highlights the power battle that exists between the old and the new.  By ‘not singing 

from the same hymn sheet’ (Alex) in relation to the language, staff at Berwyn, can at times, 

portray a negative message to those coming to work or reside at Berwyn. As the data 

suggests, this is a message of disharmony and disagreement, which does nothing to promote 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative image. From a linguistic perspective, Simpson et al. (2019) proposed 

that for terminology to be retained and produce the desired rehabilitative effects, there must 

be an element of lexical cohesion. Lexical cohesion is achieved when words are embraced 

and reiterated by all involved, and cases where the lexicon is neglected or abandoned, may 

result in the words losing their potency and meaning (Simpson et al., 2019). 

There is also the suggestion that lexical cohesion can serve as an identifier. Below the extracts 

highlight how new staff at Berwyn, often with no prior prison experience, are easily identifiable 

through the language that they adopt: 

So, instead of calling somebody an ‘inmate’, you call them a ‘man’… That would 

probably go a long way if every officer were to use it, but it doesn’t happen. You 

might get the odd officer that does use it, but you can tell that they’re new because 

they’re using those words. But give them a few weeks after they have been here 

a while and then it’s back to normal with words like ‘wing’ (Aaron). 

As new staff are yet to develop the necessary communicative skills needed to work in a prison 

environment, the language structures at Berwyn provide a perfect way to identify new and 

inexperienced staff. As noted above, new staff are more likely to embrace Berwyn’s liberal 

terminology, as they come with an open mindset. Conversely, the data below suggests that 

some experienced staff who have been employed in the prison system for some time, are 

‘fixed in their ways’ (S.14), and because of their reluctance to adopt the new terminology, 

continue to inject resistance into Berwyn’s approach: 

I think that a lot of it [language development] depends on the turnover of staff, 

because the [newer] staff that you get in, the more the terminology will change. 

Whereas with the staff that have been working in the prison service longer, they 

get more fixed in their ways (S.14). 

There were however instances where experienced and time-served staff arrived at Berwyn 

with an equally open mindset to that seen in many new recruits. However, despite their 
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enthusiasm to adopt Berwyn’s terminology, resistance was still experienced elsewhere in the 

prison estate: 

I already do follow it [Berwyn language]. I went back to Risley on overtime and 

said, “just put him in his room”, and everybody looked at me like I had pissed on 

their kids at Christmas. I then tried to act all macho and said, “chuck him in his 

kennel”, and originally, we would have made jokes like that, and that’s the thing 

that needs to stop. I will give them that. There is stuff like that that needs to stop 

(S.17). 

Here, this officer highlighted how resistance toward language pervades the prison system, 

and unless there is a uniformed response to rehabilitative penal terminology, little is likely to 

change. This was supported by another staff member with considerable experience of the 

prison system. His account tells of the deep-rooted language patterns which currently 

permeate large parts of the prison system:  

I think what the old terminology represents is the old approach in the old way of 

doing things. Some of its judgemental, some of its derogatory and some of its 

disrespectful… It takes time to get out of those old habits. I arrived here after [many 

years in the prison service] and so that language is deeply embedded into your 

habits. But you can change, and you’ve probably noticed that I’ve made an effort 

throughout this interview to say the ‘people who we lock up’ or the ‘people that we 

care for’, or the ‘men’ or the ‘residents’ (S.06). 

Anecdotally, this staff member reflected on the difficulties faced when attempting to depart 

from the deeply embedded language structures found in the prison estate. He then went onto 

explain the importance of changed discourse and its place within the contemporary prison 

system:  

So, the discourse is important, but I don’t think people fully get it. I did [training] a 

number of years ago, so I’ve learnt about that sort of thing...You can’t bring about 

change without getting people to change the way they feel and the way they 

behave, and so if I can do it, [after many years] of calling people ‘cons’, then 

anyone can do it (S.06). 

After examining the narratives presented in this section it could be concluded that change, 

whether related to practice, or indeed, to the acquisition and acceptance of rehabilitative 

terminology is a difficult and timely process. There is also the argument of implementation, 

and how easy or difficult it is for prison staff, residents’ and wider society to unlearn the 
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language of a lifetime – a language so deeply engrained in the sociolinguistic history of 

prisons. 

 

7.4 Actions speak louder than words 

The reputation of new organisational terminology such as that seen in Berwyn’s progressive 

lexis, often rests upon these newly introduced words being turned into behaviours that can be 

embraced and emulated by others. There are however times when actions speak louder than 

words, and put simply, when language fails to elicit a desired response many resort to less 

humanising behaviours as a more potent means of communication (Nock, 2008). This section 

considers this idea in more detail and considers the way in which language and behaviour 

intersect.   

To begin, perhaps the most profound theme to be deduced from this area of the research was 

the conflict between rhetoric and reality: 

So, the other day when they had an emergency shutdown for some reason, they 

just opened the door and threw a sandwich at me, and I said, “I’m a vegan, I don’t 

eat that”. They said, “sorry mate” and then slammed the door. I know I wasn’t going 

to die over that one sandwich, but the first thought that came to my mind was why 

call me a ‘man’ and then throw a sandwich at me and slam the door, just because 

the prison has got problems. I can understand that the prison may have 

operational issues but at the end of the day, it’s my food. They didn’t even have 

time to listen to my concerns, and I had to press the bell and then somebody came 

and said we’ll ring the kitchen and sort something out – the man then disappeared 

but nothing happened. Evening came, I got my evening tea and the rest is history. 

So, I would rather be called a ‘prisoner’ (Jimmy). 

Deeply embedded in Jimmy’s narrative is the suggestion that words and treatment at Berwyn 

conflict. For a prison that is actively attempting to improve the penal narrative by endorsing 

rehabilitative terminology, Jimmy highlights how Berwyn’s lexicon is often overshadowed by 

the detrimental actions of staff. This is a valid concern, with Jimmy painting a vivid picture of 

how certain behaviours conflict with the verbal assertions that are posited through Berwyn’s 

person-first language. As a strict vegan, the act of ‘throwing’ an unsuitable meal into Jimmy’s 

room is suggested to be both dehumanising and insulting. When juxtaposed with Berwyn’s 

person-first phraseology, this action is also suggestive of the lack of concern toward significant 

areas of a resident’s life, such as dietary, religious or cultural needs. Although Jimmy does not 

speak of his ethnicity here, it must be noted that Jimmy is of Indian descent, which in some 
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cases may denote a specific cultural or religious dietary requirement (i.e. some dharmic 

religions are strictly plant-based and forbid the consumption of meat and animal products).   

Whilst operational demands can take their toll on staff, thus leaving insufficient time to address 

the needs of every resident (Crawley, 2004a), Jimmy’s account also highlights how in a split 

moment, basic humanity, dignity and respect can be easily lost. As a passive agent in this 

situation, Jimmy emphasises how his relationship with the officers is one of mutual 

dependency; one which relies upon the staff to make the prison experience tolerable (Coyle, 

2002). However, when words are at odds with actions, as is the case in Jimmy’s narrative, 

words can become meaningless. On that basis, Jimmy asserts that he prefers the relative 

‘honesty’ of the term ‘prisoner’ as this more closely reflects his personal experience.   

To this end, words, and more importantly, the actions that uphold those words, therefore speak 

volumes: 

The ethos behind this rehabilitative system is that in order to make us feel more 

like men, you must treat us like ‘men’, but they still lock us up at night, so a ‘room’ 

still turns into a ‘cell’... I understand what they’re trying to do, but I take it as a 

model that fits in with the rest of a package, and without all the other models 

working to the same goal, then it’s not relevant… If you create an environment 

where you treat people like ‘prisoners’, and you punish them like ‘prisoners’, and 

you don’t reward them, and then you say I’m going to call you a ‘man’, then your 

actions and your words are conflicting, they’re not in harmony (Jacob). 

Jacob acknowledged Berwyn’s progressive and well-intentioned approach, and moreover, 

Berwyn’s staunch efforts to make the environment humane, dignified and respectful. However, 

Jacob indicated that in the same way that staff and resident relationships are mutually bound, 

so too are prison practices. Put simply, Jacob argued that the success of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach is dependent upon all constituent parts of Berwyn’s ‘package’ (i.e. 

language, culture, values, attitude, treatment, environment etc.) working cohesively with one 

another. If certain areas of the Berwyn model are as Jacob suggests, not ‘working to the same 

goal’, there is the possibility that staff and residents will become disheartened and abandon 

the effort. Therefore, in identifying the need to generate synergy between each of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative components, there too comes a requirement to create cohesive practice which 

is harmonious with the wider rehabilitative approach:  

They said that they would knock on the doors before they came in our cells, but 

on a number of occasions I’ve been sat on the bog having a dump and they’ve just 

walked in my cell without knocking. There’s no knocking, there’s none of that - they 
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just open your door. The values in regard to how they treat you- I haven’t seen 

none of that. The only place I did see it was on the induction wing, where they 

actually did knock on your door, and were genuinely quite polite (Alex). 

 Jacob added:  

They say that an officer should knock before they enter. Officers come and speak 

to me all the time, but I can’t remember one that has knocked. Not that I find that 

the problem, but again, things are not being done (Jacob). 

From a thematic perspective, both extracts place emphasis on what some Berwyn staff say 

versus what they do. Actions are therefore important when attempting to develop therapeutic 

relationships between staff and residents. Both Jacob and Alex use the example of staff 

knocking on residents’ doors before entering to highlight this point. By failing to do this most 

simple of promised tasks, the narrative indicates yet another area where the Berwyn’s 

language conflicts with purported practice. Resident living areas are for many in prison a safe 

space and offer sanctuary from the pressured prison environment (Wener, 2012). As such, 

Alex spoke of officers entering his room unannounced whilst he was using the in-room 

bathroom facilities. This alone is debasing, particularly when Berwyn have explicitly advertised 

their rehabilitative vision as one which respects individual’s personal space and dignity. 

Correspondingly, as a prison which endorses the principles of normality, such intrusiveness 

does not replicate the outside world. Instead, it is indicative of the lack of regard that some 

staff show, and again, conflicts with the idea that those housed at Berwyn are ‘residents’ or 

could ever be truly considered as such whilst in prison.     

Discordant practices such as those discussed above, uncover just some of the realities that 

exist behind Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. As such, in observing the disharmonious 

actions against the language used by staff, respondents perceived that the staff’s true 

intentions are often laid bare: 

It’s a ‘pad’, it’s a ‘room’, it’s a fucking ‘cage’, it’s a ‘box’ is what it is. It’s a ‘cage’ for 

men is what it is. No matter what they call it, it’s a fucking prison cell... Maybe for 

the first couple of months they kept up this whole “you are not cons, you are men”, 

but 18 months into it and now it’s back to normal. They’re just screws aren’t they! 

We are just cons, it’s just a pad, it’s just a wing – it’s just jail – don’t believe the 

hype! (Mark). 

Here, Mark directed his frustration at the fleeting nature of Berwyn’s lexis, and argued that 

some staff have kept up this outwardly deceptive terminology for long enough to simply pass 

muster. Further frustrations noted by Mark were the ways in which Berwyn’s exercise in 
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modifying discourse, attempts to refocus the lens away from the broader prison picture. 

Nowrasteh (2019) supports this, arguing that sympathetically framed discourse can influence 

public opinion, and help to convince opponents, or indeed, those living the prison experience, 

that positive change is underway. The ‘resident’ living in a ‘room’ frame will therefore evoke 

very different views from the ‘prisoner’ living in a ‘cell’, and through his personal frustration, 

Mark, above, expresses just this. For Mark, Berwyn’s terminology auspiciously frames Berwyn 

as a textbook rehabilitative exemplar, however in truth, he suggests that Berwyn’s person-

centred nomenclature is nothing more than ‘hype’.  

Despite the critique that some like Mark offered towards Berwyn’s lexis, there were others who 

argued that in order to instil much needed respect, decency and humanity, these language 

adjustments had to occur within the prison estate:  

I think the way we talk about prisons and the people that we look after is very 

important. The connotations, the deeper meanings and the lack of respect are 

important… I also understand that the way we talk about things gives away the 

way we feel about them, so I think that encouraging and supporting people to use 

different terminology is important and is an integral part of what we do here (S.06). 

Across the personal nuances found in this account, it was suggested by this staff member that 

the wider connotations found in prison language need to be explored, and that a greater 

emphasis must be placed on respect and how people are treated. This view was supported 

by others:    

In regard to what name I should be given – I should be treated with humanity and 

as a human. Therefore, what you are called is irrelevant, it’s how you are treated 

which is important (Gavin). 

Here, Gavin expressed the triviality of words, putting forward instead, a strong argument for 

better treatment and respect. Regardless of the words spoken, being treated as a ‘human’ 

was of utmost importance to Gavin. This view was reiterated widely across the respondent 

group, with many agreeing that ‘it’s more than just language - it’s about being respectful’ 

(S.13). The following staff accounts build upon the idea of ‘respect’ further, and suggest that 

treating residents respectfully has a much stronger impact than the terminology that is used:   

I think deeper things are more important than the terminology that we use… The 

[previous] Governor always said that our men in custody shouldn’t be defined by 

the fact that they’re in custody. First and foremost, they are men who deserve to 

be treated with respect and as individuals (S.12). 
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A common response here was one of respectful treatment as opposed to an overemphasis 

on rehabilitative language. This view was reiterated by other staff members who agreed that 

language aside, respectful and humane treatment remain the most fundamental building 

blocks within any rehabilitative prison:   

There’s that old saying isn’t there: “I’m not a number”. It goes back to that whole 

thing where if you treat people like animals then they will behave like animals 

(S.13). 

Better treatment was ubiquitous within the narratives with staff explaining how when treated 

respectfully, residents are more likely to reciprocate:   

 If you treat them like poo, then that’s what you’ll get back. For me respect is right 

up there (S.19). 

There is then, according to the account above, a mutual investment to be gained from focusing 

on the humane and dignified treatment of prison residents. That however is not to say that 

language should not play an equal part in this respectful treatment. However, from the 

accounts here, it can be argued that better treatment surpasses terminology: 

From my point of view, it’s actually the behaviour that’s more important than the 

language and ultimately, it’s how you treat someone, more than what you call 

someone (S.12) 

From a linguistic perspective, the accounts suggest that words do not hold the same power or 

persuasion for each individual. Respondents therefore highlighted how ‘if there is going to be 

a change [in language] it has to be more than just the semantics’ (S.12). Likewise, others 

noted that ‘a change of behaviour and attitudes is far more important than the words that [are 

used]’ (S.12). This of course summarises much that has been covered in this section and is 

indicative of the need for wider respect, both in Berwyn and beyond. 

 

7.5 Reshaping the social systems that define contemporary prison relationships 

As acknowledged throughout this study, staff and resident relationships are fundamental to 

prison life, and can influence resident’ well-being (Liebling, 2011) and prison order (Bottoms, 

1999; Sparks et al., 1996). When ensuring order, Beijersbergen et al. (2016) highlights how 

prisons depend upon the ‘passive security’ of the carceral environment; with its high walls, 

bars, razor wire fences and surveillance devices. To counterbalance this passivity, prisons are 

equally reliant on ‘dynamic security’, which incorporates: positive interactions, mutual respect, 

trust and well-balanced staff and resident relationships (Parker, 2007). To this end, Berwyn 
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have attempted the reshape the social systems that define contemporary prison relationships, 

with the narratives presented here, offering some understanding of how collegial and 

therapeutically aligned relationships have been formed. This section also considers the 

barriers and facilitators to such relationships. 

In order to serve the various social functions that exist in prisons, relationships must be 

established in line with the individual establishment’s culture and values (Lewis, 2016). From 

the outset, Berwyn’s cultural ethos was one which encouraged constructive interpersonal 

relationships between staff and residents. In the same way that Lewis (2016) highlights the 

shifting nature of interpersonal relationships, so do most of the respondents in this study. To 

begin, operational staff portrayed relationships at Berwyn as being changeable. In his quote, 

the officer below, spoke of his experience in another prison during the 90s, whereby he 

recollected the prevailing culture as it was then:  

I got onto [an] offending behaviour programme delivering R&R [Reasoning and 

Rehabilitation] … I did a session with a couple of the guys and we were talking 

about talking to people decently and courteously, prosocial modelling and 

whatever. I walked these two guys back to the wing following their social skills 

session, and I walked onto one of the wings and said to the staff “two on fella”. 

This member of staff then proceeded to say to the two guys who I’d escorted back: 

“go on, get behind your fucking doors you two – go on fuck off” ... I just looked at 

the two guys, shook my head and mouthed an apology… You’re trying to get 

people to treat people decently and the staff are talking to people like dirt, but that 

was back in 1996/97 and thankfully we’ve come a long way since then (S.06). 

By comparing his earlier experiences of prison to that of Berwyn in the present day, this officer 

acknowledged that staff and resident relationships have changed significantly. His narrative 

draws upon the important historic variations between staff and resident interrelations, and 

how in a punitive era, staff attitudes toward those in their care, differed greatly. Of course, 

such disparities still exist in contemporary prisons, and therefore, the following accounts 

consider the ways in which Berwyn have attempted to ‘swim against the prevailing tide’ (S.06) 

when considering how to improve staff and resident relationships.  

In reshaping the social systems that define prison relationships, a key theme to derive from 

the data was the way in which first name terms, or address terms, are used between staff and 

residents. Whilst there is no standardised prison policy regarding the way that residents should 

be addressed, prison staff are obliged to ‘be courteous’ and ‘respectful’ to those in their care 

(National Offender Management Service, 2010, p.23). In response to this, Berwyn have since 

opening, encouraged staff and residents to address each other by first name. Paul shared his 
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views on this approach, and when asked how he felt about using first name terms, he 

responded with the following:  

The first name thing has been good, and I think it’s because I’ve been used to it at 

a previous jail… But, if I’d come from an environment where that didn’t happen- 

so for example my first jail to here, then that would have been a big deal, because 

if you didn’t call them Miss, Mr, Ma’am, Gov or Boss there, then wow – bad things 

would happen to you (Paul). 

In the context of traditional prison practices, Paul explained how the use of first names 

between staff and residents is not standardised across the custodial estate.  It is however, one 

of many novel approaches at Berwyn. In favour of this approach, Paul suggested that he found 

Berwyn’s use of forenames enlightening. He did however argue that the prevailing formalities 

and cultural preoccupations that exist surrounding prison terminology, such as using terms 

prefaced with titles or other social-hierarchical elements (i.e. ‘Miss, Mr, Ma’am, Gov, Boss’ 

etc.) creates personal anxiety. From his account, fear is associated with terminology, and Paul 

implied that if he were to refer to officers by first name in his previous, and perhaps more 

conventionally aligned prisons, that something ‘bad’ would happen. This view is indicative of 

custom and convention and highlights how Berwyn’s approach to address terms could partially 

erode the predefined hierarchical relationship dynamics that are synonymous with traditional 

establishments. It is also a telling interpretation of formality over familiarity and demonstrates 

how some in the prison system prefer to rigidly observe convention and formal prison etiquette 

over more convivial practices. This notion was supported within respondent narratives, and 

the following extracts highlight how address terms are used interchangeably by staff at 

Berwyn, with some preferring conventionalism over conviviality and vice versa: 

Most of them [staff] call me by my [first] name, but they did that at other jails. I 

certainly don’t call [staff] by their [first] name- I’ll call them officer etc. Although, 

when you get to know them, you do tend to call them by their name (Jacob). 

 

They [staff] call us by our first names. I tend to call the officers by their first names 

too, if I can remember their names. Most of them, I’d say I do remember their 

names, apart from some of the new ones that come in (Robert). 

Respecting residents, according to Hulley et al. (2011, p.5) means ‘addressing them 

courteously, by the name [that] they prefer’. It would, however, be imprudent to assume that 

all residents want to be referred to by first name, and as noted by the data, many at Berwyn 

prefer the traditional address terms which they have come to know in other establishments. 
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For some, like Robert, first names can overcomplicate an already complex situation, and as 

he suggests, first name terms require him to recall the individual names of an ever-changing 

workforce. Jacob however, conveyed a message of familiarity, suggesting that only when ‘he 

[got] to know [staff],’ would he consider using acquainted terms such as an officers first name.  

There is then, a close relationship between how individuals address one another and the 

interpersonal relationships that are created when using such terms (Liu et al., 2010). Prison 

address terms therefore help to illustrate the way in which prison relationships are structured 

and the ‘hierarchies of power that are reproduced’ (Scott, 2011, p.8):  

The whole rehabilitative thing here like calling them by their first names is very 

hard for those old school officers. Also, letting them [residents] call us by our first 

names is really hard for the officers who have been in the job years (S.13). 

This account highlights how some of the workforce, namely, more experienced staff, find first 

names terms inappropriate. Also, permitting residents to refer to staff by first name was also 

suggested to cross a line, something that Paul in the following account added more context 

to:  

I’ve had conversations with officers here and they said, “my name is X but can you 

please just call me Miss”, because they’re not comfortable with it and because 

they’ve been in the system for ten years (Paul). 

Because of their previous experience and the traditional values placed on conventional 

address terms, Paul highlighted how experienced staff find first name terms unbefitting. 

Building on this, the staff account below explains this further:  

We [staff] tend to call them [residents] by their first names and they call us by our 

first names as well. A lot of officers from other prisons are really surprised by that. 

They will often say “did you just call him by his first name?”. In the prisons they 

[staff] come from, they tend to call them [residents] by their surname, and the 

officers are always called ‘Gov’ or ‘Miss’. It’s actually a bit of a culture shock for 

some (S.15).  

Highlighted here are the structures of hierarchy that exist at Berwyn. Each account is 

suggestive of the types of relationships that can develop when considering legitimate address 

terms. Anecdotally, the narratives present an aversion toward Berwyn’s first name approach. 

Much like elsewhere in this chapter, there is also the suggestion that some experienced staff 

have reservations, and indeed, difficulties in adjusting to these terms. For them, appropriate 

address terms are those which instil control, order and authority, and include being referred to 
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as ‘Gov’ or ‘Miss’ (S.15). Anything other than these institutionally recognised terms, are 

considered by some as an afront to authority, and can potentially erode the power relations 

and superiority that experienced staff have come to recognise from traditional establishments 

(Scott, 2011). In the same way that some officers preferred being addressed by normative 

institutional address terms, so too did some residents:  

There are some staff that will not give you their first name. I was always used to 

surnames, and in fact, I prefer surnames because they are your uniforms, and you 

should respect the uniform. They are the officer- the authority. So, I prefer 

surnames (Alex). 

Here Alex explained how some Berwyn staff are incompatible with Berwyn’s approach 

because of their objection to sharing first names with residents. It is not entirely clear from his 

narrative why some staff prefer formal address terms; however, Alex’s own reason for using 

formal terms, was one of linguistic divergence. Linguistic divergence is a term which explains 

the symbolic boundaries that exist between prison staff and residents (Danescu-Niculescu-

Mizil et al., 2012). Those who are linguistically divergent, tend to reinforce professional 

boundaries by choosing not to implement informal linguistic mechanisms such first names. 

Divergence enables staff to distance themselves from residents and helps to avoid the 

therapeutic commitment that comes from becoming overly familiar with someone (Selzer, 

2017). Conversely, when social actors agree with the language of the establishment, they are 

considered ‘linguistically compatible’, and thus, aid relationships by reducing the social 

distance between themselves and those in their care (Srivastava et al., 2018). This idea of 

divergence and compatibility applies then to both staff and residents, and this is highlighted 

by the way in which Alex addressed his need to create differentiation and distance between 

himself and the uniformed staff. In the same way that surnames reinforce professional 

boundaries and relationships, Alex also suggested that formal terms allude to a level of respect 

and authority. This notion of respect being gained, or indeed lost, through the appropriate use 

of address terms was reiterated by others:  

When I went to do work experience in another jail, I was talking to one of the 

[residents]. We were walking back from meds (Medication distribution) and he 

said, “thank you very much for your time”. I then went upstairs, and the staff said 

to me “what did he ask you just now?” They thought that he’d said something rude 

to me… I said, “he just asked me my name, so I said its xxx”. They said, “we go 

on second names here!” So, I said, “well if he knows my surname he can go and 

look me up on Facebook, and I’ve got cousins and family on there, who are all 

connected to me and all with the same surname. But, if I just give him my first 
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name, what is he going to get from that?” So actually, I think in terms of my 

protection, first names work better. Whereas other members of staff think that they 

lose respect by letting them [residents] call you by your first name (S.19). 

Upon opening in 2017, all newly employed Berwyn officers were required as part of their prison 

officer entry level training, to complete a work experience placement at another established 

UK prison. The officer above, who embarked on this process, spoke about the way in which 

she was scrutinised for giving a resident her first name. Whilst the officer above would have 

been trained to adopt Berwyn’s more informal approach to language, she raised a strong 

argument for using informal address terms. Whilst others in this section argued that first names 

erode respect and authority, this officer emphasised how first names may in fact act in the 

interests of self-preservation. By not divulging her surname, she proposed that residents are 

unable to locate her on social media, or indeed, make connections to her family. Thus, from a 

security perspective, the data illustrates how first names are conducive to the creation of 

appropriate prison relationships, as they maintain safety and organisational security, whilst 

also retaining the convivial interactions that Berwyn hoped to instil. 

Others agreed with this, and highlighted the various ways that first names can facilitate 

therapeutic relationships: 

I don’t want to be calling somebody by their surname - I just don’t think that’s 

natural or right really (S.13). 

 

I’ve found is it’s very difficult to be angry with XXX [states first name] … It’s very 

hard not to be friendly with somebody when you call them by their Christian name, 

but the surname approach is not constructive. [First names] put you on a level 

playing field with them [residents’] (S.18). 

Constructive communication forms the core of human relationships (Selzer, 2017). Both 

accounts above, stress the importance of building respectful communication into prison 

relationships. In the first account, the officer suggests that informal terms allow for a more 

organic interchange between residents and staff. Similarly, she highlighted how first names 

help to reinforce positive behaviour and recognise residents as individuals, as opposed to 

accepting them as a homogenous group. The latter account builds upon this by emphasising 

‘mutual human equality’ (Fromm-Reichmann,1950, p.246; Waldron, 2017) which is formed by 

informal terms. It is here then that the power inequities can be balanced, with residents 

suggesting that Berwyn’s approach enables them to be on ‘a level playing field with everyone 

[at Berwyn]’ (Leigh). 
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Thematically, the idea of alleviating the oppositional relationships that exist in custodial 

environments was of significance to many in the study. As such, when addressing the need to 

create richer and more meaningful relationships, respondents spoke of the dynamic shift that 

has occurred because of Berwyn’s more relaxed approach:  

The ethos here is for the staff to engage with us and sit down and have meals with 

us. There’s no staffroom and there’s no office on the wing, so it encourages them 

[staff] to mingle with us (Jacob).  

As discussed in chapter 4, during Berwyn’s planning phase, there was a deliberate attempt to 

build a sense of community and human interaction into the physical infrastructure. Jacob 

highlights this, explaining that without a staff office located within the residential areas, Berwyn 

staff are encouraged to make the effort to engage with residents, thus, reinforcing interactional 

relationships. Also noted by Jacob, Berwyn’s ethos promotes socialisation between staff and 

residents, and whilst in the context of prison, such relationships are argued to transgress the 

traditional professional norms (Sykes, 1958), at Berwyn, these relationships are considered 

rehabilitative. Logan et al. (2020, p.1) support this; arguing that from a dynamic perspective, 

convivial relationships are discouraged across the prison estate, with staff-resident 

relationships tending to be ‘adversarial in nature’. Because of the conflicting stance 

traditionally seen between prison staff and residents, respondents explained the impact that 

this had on the interactional dynamics at Berwyn. Below, Kelvin spoke openly about his first 

interactional encounter with Berwyn staff whilst playing cards with another resident on their 

community (wing):  

We [Kelvin and another resident] were having a laugh, sitting down on the table 

having a game of cards, having a cup of tea and a biscuit and three screws came 

and joined us... I just looked up and said, “oh my God, what are you doing?”. 

Things like that have never happened in the prison service before… three officers 

in their 20s [sitting] down with us like we’re all mates, like we’re all okay together...It 

blew my mind…. I would’ve never offered a screw a biscuit and a cup of tea in any 

other jail - only here at Berwyn. It’s been a breath of fresh air. It’s actually been 

easy, because here the interaction with the staff is important (Kelvin).  

A shift in dynamics away from the oppositional relations that are synonymous with traditional 

staff-resident relationships is noted here. Kelvin elucidates on the changing nature of 

relationships at Berwyn, and how during a game of cards, two officers took joined in with the 

game. Kelvin explained the shock and disarray that he experienced during that moment, and 

anecdotally, paints a vivid, yet poignant picture of two conflicting groups coming together in 

an act of social bonding. Kelvin explained how relationships at Berwyn incorporate important 
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elements of ‘camaraderie and respect’ (Kelvin). These elements, he argued, help to diminish 

the interpersonal barriers that separate residents and staff, and regardless of their 

backgrounds and status, allow for both groups to become equal. The following staff account 

presents a similar picture:   

The men say to us that its different here; it’s nice here, the staff are nicer. Some 

of them are really shocked that we even speak to them… You tend to find that 

when they come from certain prisons, they’ll say that it’s really weird that staff 

come and talk to you and the staff sit with you here. In other places they would be 

called a ‘grass’ if they were seen talking to staff, but here it’s accepted. It’s a good 

thing for us and them because if they are vulnerable then it won’t look weird for 

them to be talking to staff… They can then tell you information about themselves 

without being accused of being a ‘grass’ (S.19). 

According to Ricciardelli and Perry (2016, p.406) ‘prisons present unique obstacles’ which 

impede staff-resident relationships. One such obstacle is the all-pervading ‘inmate code’ 

(Sykes, 1958; Ross et al., 2008, p.470) which overshadows much of the social etiquette in 

prisons. As noted in the background literature, the traditional ‘inmate code’ places significant 

limitations on the extent to which prison residents can ‘be seen’ to have amiable relationships 

with staff (Liebling et al., 2012). Traditionally, the ‘inmate code’ calls for the solidarity of the 

prison population against staff and reinforces the ‘us and them’ culture which pervades the 

prison environment (Sykes,1958). Residents choosing to take exception to the code by striking 

up any kind of allegiance with staff, would be considered disloyal or a ‘grass’ (Liebling et al., 

2012).  This was noted in the data above, however, due to Berwyn’s relaxed response to staff 

and resident interactions, and the emphasis on encouraging deeper and more meaningful 

relationships, many of these obstacles have been displaced. Therefore, the data highlights 

how positive relationships at Berwyn, challenge some of the barriers that are often 

experienced within prison relationships. Without the rigid constraints of the ‘inmate code’, the 

social chasm that often exists between residents and staff in more traditional establishments, 

has been bridged. By closing the gap, the data highlights how reciprocal staff-resident 

relationships have been created at Berwyn. An added benefit of Berwyn’s collegial 

relationships, as noted by the data, was that vulnerable residents are now able to interact with 

staff without fear of reprisal from their fellow cohort, and staff can develop therapeutic alliances 

which foster trust, development and growth. In recognising the importance of such 

relationships, respondents explained other important caveats which underpin collegial staff-

resident relationships, the first being honesty:  
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Honesty is massive and if you’re honest with people and say “look, I can’t do that 

for you” or “I can’t do that for you today, but I will come back the next week”. 

Honesty is massive and they [residents] appreciate that (S.11). 

Another member of staff went onto say: 

I’m honest with people, so if I can’t do something then I will tell them so.  They do 

try and push for more and more every time and they like to try their luck. If you set 

your standard from the beginning, then they know where they stand with you. So, 

I will never say ‘yes’ and not do it (S.05). 

The narratives here act as a barometer to the importance of openness and honesty. Staff 

respondents suggested that honesty sets the tone for collegial relationships, and without it, 

trust is often forfeited. This view was supported by residents: 

You get lied to quite a lot which is annoying. They [staff] expect you to be moral 

and upstanding and a positive member of society, but then you’ve got staff here 

who are not following what they are trying to project – that to me doesn’t make 

sense because prison staff should be positive role models (Gavin).  

Prisons are highly suspicious environments, which naturally impose a level of mistrust 

between those living and working there (Bond and Lee, 2005). As a result, many in prison 

believe that most messages shared between residents and staff are dishonest (Levine and 

McCornack, 1991). Interpersonal trust is therefore fundamental in the development of 

collaborative staff-resident relationships, and the nuanced detail in Gavin’s account 

surrounding truthfulness and transparency highlights this. For Gavin, staff at Berwyn are those 

he looks up to, and represent positive role models. However, as Gavin indicates, some staff 

flout their position of authority by acting deceitfully, and in doing so, erode the mutual 

expectations that underpin therapeutic relationships. Conversely, when openness and 

trustworthiness are adopted, the bonds between residents and staff are reinforced, and the 

following account documents such a relationship: 

One particular member of staff is very friendly insomuch as he will come in and 

say, "could you make a drink for me". I like that, because he trusts me to make a 

drink for him, and that kind of relationship is what I like (Jimmy). 

 

Talking here of a trusting relationship developed with a member of staff at Berwyn, Jimmy 

emphasised how this officer trusted Jimmy enough to make him a drink. From an analytical 

perspective it could be argued that there is a subservient undertone to this action, however, 

from a symbolic perspective, Jimmy argued that the trust placed in him was meaningful. From 
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the data therefore, it can be ascertained that trust and honesty go a long way when attempting 

to create collegial relationships. However, much like any relationship, therapeutic allegiances 

can break down, and the following accounts highlight how despite Berwyn’s emphasis on 

positive relationships and interactions, an ‘us and them culture’ pervades:  

It feels sometimes that the staff are against us, I don’t know if it’s because they 

are getting their confidence, or whether it’s the sort of people that they’re 

recruiting… but it seems now like its staff against cons; just like it is in other jails 

(Harvey).  

 

There is an undeniable adversarial force in many prisons which divides staff and residents’ 

into ‘us and them’ (Irwin, 2004; Arnold et al., 2007; Dolovich, 2018). This force underlies part 

of Berwyn’s rehabilitative vision, and by encouraging healthy prison relationships, Berwyn had 

hoped to eradicate the oppositional thinking that goes hand in hand with the ‘us and them 

culture’ experienced in numerous other establishments. Despite this, Harvey claimed that the 

‘us and them’ dynamic that Berwyn had worked hard to avoid, had managed to bypass 

Berwyn’s well-intentioned model and embed itself into operational practice. Others in the study 

agreed with this, and expanded upon what the ‘us and them culture’ at Berwyn looked like:   

My experience of this place, compared to my experience of other jails, is that it’s 

always an us versus them culture in this place. So, its staff and then it’s us, and it 

feels like they’re always trying to score a point (Jimmy). 

 

There is a competitive undertone located in Jimmy’s narrative which suggests that the ‘us and 

them’ culture at Berwyn is one where staff and residents are in a constant battle to gain the 

upper hand. To add to this, the ‘us and them’ culture at Berwyn manifests in other ways:  

If I suggest anything, then staff don’t believe me. They’re wary of us… I think it gets 

drilled into them; don’t let them [residents] manipulate you and don’t trust them 

(Leigh). 

‘Us and them’ cultures, are as noted by Leigh, imbued by an element of mistrust. Officers he 

adds, are cautious when interacting with residents; something which Leigh suggests is 

inextricably linked with long-established prison practices. From this mistrust, a false, or 

enforced camaraderie is often formed: 

Basically, they expect you to just crack on with them like as if we’re all mates. That 

doesn’t work in jail. You can’t just go and talk with officers like you’re all pally with 

them (Sam). 
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Highlighted elsewhere in this study is the importance of prison cultures, and more specifically, 

how rehabilitative cultures can eliminate dehumanising prison practices (Ahalt, 2020). 

Rehabilitative cultures are also argued to facilitate healthier and richer relationships between 

residents and staff. The accounts above are suggestive of this, and document how even when 

building a rehabilitative culture afresh, as is the case at Berwyn, there remains this ubiquitous 

‘us and them mentality’ which stems from conventional prison practices. According to Bryan 

(2019) prison officers are traditionally trained to enforce an ‘us and them’ binary. However, if 

left unchecked, Bryan (2019, p.167) argues that ignorance toward the ‘other’ will seep into any 

well-meant programme of reform, thus ‘[disabling the] collective imagining of change’. 

Considering this, officers may default to this binary position at any time, and as noted here by 

Jacob, when this happens, the dominant ‘us versus them’ culture, coupled with Berwyn’s more 

collegial approach, creates a sea of confusion: 

So rather than it be ‘us and them’, which I know that still exists. I think that here, 

there is more of a grey area than black and white at other jails. You know where 

you stand at other jails (Jacob). 

 

Postulating on Berwyn’s relaxed response to staff-resident relationships, Jacob suggested 

that there has been a blurring of the lines between the types of relationships that are 

permissible at Berwyn. Additionally, Jacob proposed that the ‘grey area’ surrounding 

appropriate and reciprocal relationships at Berwyn is open to interpretation, meaning that 

many residents do not always know where they stand.  

 

7.6 The performative prison: the dramaturgical ‘act’ of constructing prison language 

and interactions  

Working, or indeed, being incarcerated in prison, requires a certain performative attitude 

(Crawley, 2004b). Therefore, when attempting to explore the everyday social interactions and 

institutional language within a prison setting, an important theoretical perspective to consider 

is ‘dramaturgy’. Dramaturgy takes its starting point from symbolic interactionism and is 

concerned with the micro-sociological interplay between various social ‘actors’ (Gronbeck, 

1980; Edgley, 2013).  First introduced into the field of sociology by Erving Goffman (1959), 

dramaturgy considers the presentation of self in everyday life, and how social actors, namely, 

prison staff and residents, present themselves daily. With the prison as their ‘stage’, 

dramaturgy emphasises how social actors, present themselves differently depending upon 

where they are and whom they are with. Therefore, drawing on Goffman’s dramaturgical 

perspective, this section aims to explore prison staffs’ dramaturgical performance, and their 
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efforts to ‘manage’ their front and backstage persona in line with the operational expectations 

of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach to language and interactions.  

As noted above, when attempting to understand the theatrics of prison life and how social 

actors such as the respondents in this study, interrelate with one another, the most critical 

viewpoint is Goffman’s dramaturgical theory. Goffman (1959, p.9) opened his seminal study 

on dramaturgy in institutional settings by declaring that ‘the perspective employed in [his] 

report is that of the theatrical performance’. Within that, Goffman (1959) explored the ways in 

which individuals in institutional work environments, such as prisons, present themselves and 

their activity to those around them. Goffman (1959) explored the way social actors steer and 

control the impressions that others form about them, often by keeping up a performative 

façade and/or sticking to a theatrical script. The data promotes this idea, and begins by 

uncovering an important thematic detail in the dramaturgical performance of prison staff at 

Berwyn:  

The terminology is more for outside people’s satisfaction because it’s not really 

used in here for us. Some people in here, as I said, use it, such as management, 

CMs [Custodial Managers] and above, but staff in general don’t really bother with 

it (Gavin). 

 

According to Karreman (2001, p.91), Goffman ‘uses drama as a metaphor for human 

interaction’. This is noted above, whereby Gavin, suggests that from an interactional 

perspective, Berwyn’s rehabilitative terminology is used for the ‘satisfaction’ of those ‘outside’, 

or in dramaturgical terms: the ‘audience’. Presenting then to an audience, Gavin proposed 

that Berwyn’s progressive terminology helps to enforce prison staff’s ‘frontstage’ performance, 

thus, forming part of a wider act. This is corroborated by Serpa and Ferreira (2018), who along 

with Goffman (1959), agree that various social actors such as prison staff or indeed those in 

more senior positions, such as Custodial Managers or Governors, take a ‘frontstage’ position 

at various times in the working day. According to Goffman (1959) taking ‘frontstage’, tends to 

be during moments when social actors are visible to an ‘audience’, which in prison context, 

could be senior management, prison officials, inspection teams, researchers or the general 

public. Once ‘on-stage’, social actors attempt to convince their audience that their frontstage 

identity is authentic, and that the practices of the institution are consistent and genuine 

(Goffman, 1959; Boles et al., 1983). In order to stay immersed in a frontstage role however, 

Watson (1982) argues that social actors must employ a level of ‘impression management’ 

which enables them to stay in character, and offer a convincing self-portrayal for the audience 

to see: 
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It [language and interactions] depends on the level of management that’s around, 

so if you’ve got someone like XXXX, who is the head of this house around, then 

you won’t get people saying things like ‘con’ or ‘kennel’ or whatever. They’ll just 

tend to keep quiet (S.20). 

 

The language also gets used differently at different times, so it depends who is 

around- like if there is a CM [Custodial Manager] about, then staff will use the 

correct terms, but in general, people do still say ‘con’ and ‘prisoners’ (S.05). 

 

When there are external people about, staff members seem to treat you correctly 

because of the public image and what not. But, on the whole, it’s only when there 

are people in positions of power about that you get treated differently (Gavin). 

Upon analysis, the data suggests that some at Berwyn are concerned with impression 

management. The data highlights how some staff adopt an institutionally acceptable façade 

depending on where they are and who they are with.  Kanter (1977) supports this, proposing 

that social actors are often being observed by people in a position who can determine their 

fate such as management. Consequently, Kanter (1977) notes that social actors, must project 

their sincerity and acceptance of the establishment, by conforming to the organisational 

‘scripts’ (i.e. Berwyn’s rehabilitative language and interactional expectations):  

People [staff] are constantly monitoring what they say, just to be ‘Berwyn’ and 

through fear that we might get in trouble (S.05).  

 

In terms of terminology, they [staff] follow what is written on the book, so we have 

to be called ‘men’, and some staff come and say, “we just do that because the 

governor wants us to do it” (Jimmy). 

Respondents spoke about the ways Berwyn staff fulfil their roles, and how they meet Berwyn’s 

expectations surrounding social interaction and communication. Both narratives emphasise 

how some staff are simply going through the performative motions when it comes to 

communicating with residents, simply because they ‘are worried about doing something 

[wrong] in case they get into trouble’ (S.05). It was also indicated that some staff self-police 

their language to ensure that they do not ‘slip up’ (S.05), or in the dramaturgical sense, forget 

their lines:   
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At times, I’ve found myself slipping into saying things like ‘wing’ when I’m talking 

to some staff simply because they say it. You have to really think about what you’re 

talking about, and for some of the staff who’ve come from other prisons where they 

have worked which have possibly not used that language, it’s hard (S.11). 

 

I think when you’re talking to the men, sometimes you will slip-up and say ‘cell’ or 

‘pad’ or whatever (S.05). 

 

Sometimes, you have to really think about what you are saying (S.14). 

 

Despite their best performative efforts, staff also noted that whilst they were concerned about 

being reprimanded by management for not adhering to Berwyn’s social script, there were 

some within the management team who did not demand the same level of commitment from 

staff towards the rehabilitative approach:  

The governors will pull you up on it [terminology] if they hear you. Some governors 

if they hear you saying ‘cons’ or something like that, will pull you up on it, but then 

others won’t. There’s a lot of inconsistency, so I think that’s why they can’t push it 

across the board (S.19). 

As with other areas of this study, widespread inconsistencies towards Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

methods were highlighted. Inconsistencies in the way the social script is acted out, can of 

course, create disengagement and dissonance between staff and residents. Such 

inconsistencies lead directly to the distinction between the more sincere performances, and 

indeed, the more cynical (Goffman, 1959, p.18). Addressed here, the following respondents 

expressed how some staff slip into Berwyn’s rehabilitative role with ease, largely because of 

a natural alignment with Berwyn’s values and approach:   

Some people are here to help, and they are the ones that belong here. Others, 

which don’t have the right mentality, should got to other prisons like Strangeways 

and Walton. The attitude needs to be uniform throughout the organisation. Some 

staff call us ‘men’ and treat us as ‘men’ and others see you as ‘prisoners’ and treat 

you like ‘scum’. So, no, it’s not uniform, and as I said, when management are 

about, staff treat you in a different way (Gavin). 
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There are a lot of staff here who’ve just taken to this approach anyway. It’s not 

unusual for them because they’ve worked in other working environments where 

everybody has been treated decently (S.06) 

Within both accounts, it is suggested that some staff have arrived at Berwyn with the right 

mind-set, and thus, compliment Berwyn’s rehabilitative vision. From a dramaturgical 

perspective, the data indicates that these staff could be considered ‘naturals’ because they do 

not need manage their frontstage persona, or indeed, play a part. In the same way that there 

are natural and ‘sincere’ rehabilitative performers (Goffman, 1959, p.18), there are also those 

who are willing to cast aside their traditional working habits and accept the dramaturgical role 

to which they have been assigned at Berwyn:  

I suppose some might say that it’s slightly more difficult for the likes of myself and 

the other 10% of staff who are time-served… You have to be prepared to roll with 

it and accept the changes, and at the end of the day, my employer pays me a 

reasonable amount of money to adopt a certain approach. People pay a GP 

[General Practitioner] a certain amount of money to have a particular way about 

him or her, and to treat patients in the correct way, and not to bring any prejudicial 

or other negative values to their role. Why should it be any different in the prison 

environment? If my employer says that I have to come to work and do that, then I 

don’t think there’s anything wrong with that. It’s logical isn’t it? It’s okay by me, and 

if I’m not happy with it then I can always go and get another job (S.06). 

This experienced staff member recognised that he must regulate his role to fit in at Berwyn. 

This act, however, can be difficult to maintain, and the following accounts demonstrate how 

there are occasions when social actors drop their mask in favour of a more comfortable 

position. This position is more commonly referred to by Goffman (1959, p.135) as ‘backstage’, 

which by definition, is a place whereby ‘the actor can relax, put aside his/her disguise, interrupt 

the performance and abandon the character that he/she plays in the respective frame’: 

On [my houseblock] to be honest, it’s pretty good. We all have a laugh and a joke. 

I will say “get behind the door inmate”. But they always know with me that it’s well-

humoured, so I can get away with it (S.20).  

This staff member admitted feeling comfortable enough in his working area to drop his guard. 

The officer spoke of being able to address the residents in his care as ‘inmates’ without the 

terminology being taken seriously. But more importantly, he argued that his ability to take a 

backstage position in this area, was because he used these terms in gest, and moreover, was 

in the company of those who understood and accepted his humour. There were however 
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instances whereby some individuals dropped their performative guard at the most inopportune 

of moments: 

I heard one member of staff, and he didn’t know I was in the washing room, and 

he said, “we’ve got eight more pets coming in today”, and I just thought eight more 

pets! Is that what we are? A pet! Just animals! (Owen). 

 

Owen, spoke of an occasion where he overheard a member of Berwyn staff referring to 

residents as ‘pets’. Dramaturgically, his account not only highlights his revulsion at being 

referred to in such a way, but also how some staff revert easily back into their backstage 

persona, when they believe there to be no audience to witness their actions. Whether 

frontstage or backstage, accounts such as Owens, highlight how some at Berwyn are indeed 

playing a performative part. There are, however, some who refuse to perform at all, and who 

instead, refer back to the familiar ‘social scripts’ of other establishments, in order to guide their 

actions. Goffman (1959, p.18) referred to social actors who had no ‘belief in his (or her) own 

act’, as ‘cynical performer[s]’, and suggested that any performance given, is done so 

begrudgingly:   

I wouldn’t change what I say whether there is a governor in the room or not, or my 

CM [Custodial Manager]. They’d be ‘cons’, and if they want to pull me up on it, 

they can pull me up on it - I’m not going to change! (S.19). 

 

I think anyone who’s got a manager around will try their best to think about what’s 

coming out of their mouths, but I think if you’re already senior and you’ve been in 

the service 30 years, then I don’t think anyone is really very bothered about what 

you are saying (S.11). 

At times, both staff and residents expressed a reluctance to cooperate, or indeed, play a part 

in Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. The above accounts are indicative of this and highlight 

how some staff at Berwyn have little or no internal commitment to Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

language and improved interactions, and possibly never will.  
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7.7 Summary 

In consideration of the research objectives, particularly in relation to enhancing good practice 

and supporting Berwyn to maintain its overall vision for reform, this chapter highlighted the 

importance of rethinking prison language, interactions and relationships. Despite being 

weighted by past depictions of dehumanising and self-perpetuating institutional discourse and 

a system still rooted in punitive performances and practices, Berwyn have attempted to instil 

a rehabilitative approach, which utilises a variety of interactional methods. These methods 

were addressed in the first instance, with discussions pertaining to the communicative 

mechanisms of prison language. The chapter then delved into notions of institutional discourse 

as a form of social control, with the data offering insight into how Berwyn have, through the 

creation of person-centric terms, been able to encourage prosocial attitudes and foster of 

culture of desistence.  

The chapter then explored the early adoption of Berwyn’s constructive lexical approach, and 

here it was acknowledged that there had been unintended oversight in relation to a suitable 

non-binary term for transgender people. This was quickly rectified, with the outcome being a 

slight readjustment to the Berwyn lexis. Despite this readjustment, there was still some 

cynicism towards terminology, and the chapter explored the staff and residents perceptions, 

thoughts and beliefs in relation to Berwyn’s inclusive nomenclature. For some, Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative language was considered diversionary and was argued to circumvent the more 

pressing concerns of the contemporary prison system. Aside of the sceptical accounts, there 

was also positive recognition for Berwyn’s lexical arrangement. Here, the chapter highlighted 

how moving beyond offender specific labels in favour of humane person-centric terminology 

had been valuable, with many in the study emphasising the rehabilitative potential of Berwyn’s 

method. Further merits of these less stigmatising markers was also given to the ways in which 

person-centred language and respectful communication enabled some residents to develop 

richer relationships which were not punctuated by authoritarian power differentials.   

The next theme to derive from this chapter was the institutionalisation of language and the 

change processes and acquisition of rehabilitative discourse. To summarise, this discussion 

considered the implementation and acquisition of Berwyn’s newly formed organisational 

language. It was acknowledged that through institutionalisation, some residents and staff had 

found language acquisition problematic, and because of their habitual and engrained 

language patterns, had failed to adopt Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis. This topic of discussion 

opened up a narrative of lexical cohesion and here it was noted that in order for language 

adjustments to become commonplace, there has to be a uniformed agreement to use 

rehabilitative penal terminology. This notion negotiated further discussions on how actions 

speak louder than words, and put simply, the discussion that followed picked up on the conflict 
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between rhetoric and reality. To summarise, themes here motioned towards the triviality of 

Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis, putting forward instead, a strong argument for better treatment 

and respect.  

Moving on, the chapter touched upon important topics pertaining to the reshaping of social 

systems that define contemporary prison relationships. This included thematic accounts 

relating to the use of first name terms amongst staff and residents, and moreover, how this 

could be perceived as both a positive and negative practice. This was followed with 

deliberations on how respectful language and communication can help to alleviate the 

oppositional relationships that often exist in prisons. Opening up reflections on everyday social 

interactions and institutional language, this topic led on to the performative prison, and more 

specifically, considered the dramaturgical ‘act’ involved when constructing prison language 

and interactions. Drawing theoretically on Goffmans (1959) notions of dramaturgy, the chapter 

revealed how some staff at Berwyn were simply following a dramaturgical script when applying 

the language and relationship adjustments. Often exposing a ‘front’ or ‘back stage’ persona, 

the themes deliberated here, demonstrated the authenticity of these performances, and 

helped to highlight staff who disagreed or agreed with Berwyn’s approach. In light of the 

deliberations here, and also those in previous findings chapters, the following chapter provides 

an in-depth discussion.   
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Chapter Eight - Discussion  

 

8.1 Introduction  

This qualitative study, which draws on observations and accounts from prison residents’ and 

staff at HMP Berwyn, set out to explore Berwyn’s innovative rehabilitative approach (The 

Berwyn Way). The objectives of the study were to:  

 

1) Explore the key issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos within the 

research literature; 

 

2) Assess which theoretical explanations are useful when attempting to 

understand these issues;  

 

3) Examine the (physical, psychological and social) implications of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative model from the perspective of prison residents’ and operational staff; 

  

4) Examine the implications of the study’s findings, particularly in relation to 

enhancing good practice and supporting Berwyn to maintain its overall vision for 

reform.  

 

This concluding chapter will therefore examine the way in which the findings and subsequent 

themes, which relate to the participants’ lived experience of the ‘Berwyn Way’, align with 

varying theoretical propositions asserted in existing literature. The study also acknowledges 

areas of best-practice within the confines of Berwyn and provides an outline of penal practice 

which informs and educates on the prospects of rehabilitative prison methods. In presenting 

the discussion, each findings chapter will be revisited. Here, the discussion will interpret and 

explain the themes presented in the preceding findings chapter. In contrast to the findings 

chapters however, this discussion elaborates and evaluates in greater detail. Moreover, the 

significance and implications of the thematic data is also addressed.  

 

As a nascent area within penal practice, the introduction of a rehabilitative approach at one of 

the largest UK prisons, HMP Berwyn, captured the attention of penal policymakers, academics 

and the public alike. With high expectations of what might be achieved, Berwyn’s unorthodox 

approach sparked intrigue on the possibilities of humane imprisonment and initiated debates 

on how to effectively detain people whilst encouraging prosocial development and reducing 

reoffending (O’Connor and O’Murchu, 2019). Berwyn’s overall aim is to be rehabilitative, and 

to achieve this, their progressive philosophy is underpinned by organisational values and 
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strategic priorities, all of which have been discussed in the literature review. From the data 

however, it is suggested that despite considerable efforts to introduce a unique rehabilitative 

model which has never been attempted in a British prison of this size before, ‘The Berwyn 

Way’ was not experienced consistently by Berwyn residents at the time of the research. 

Neither was it by those implementing ‘The Berwyn Way’, namely operational staff and 

stakeholders, who also reported inconsistent practices which were influenced by ambiguous 

rules and corporate values and varied interpretations of how to operationalise ‘The Berwyn 

Way’. These sporadic practices, which lacked cohesiveness and regularity, created 

uncertainty and apprehension for staff and residents and created an environment, which at 

times, was described as unorderly and unclear. Despite this, there were distinct areas of good 

practice found in some areas at Berwyn, thus representing just one novel finding of this 

research.  

 

Because this study is the only single-site ethnographic study focusing exclusively on Berwyn’s 

whole-prison approach, it has facilitated an original contribution to penological knowledge. By 

seeking to understand the perceptions of residents and staff who exemplify Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative approach through their interactions and involvement with one another and the 

prison environment, the first assertion highlights the physical, psychological and social 

determinants of Berwyn’s rehabilitative application. Secondly, the study contributes to the 

limited qualitative literature on the cultural, environmental and organisational implications of 

Berwyn’s neoteric model, thus generating knowledge which aligns with the social and 

structural hallmarks of prison life. Thirdly, the research uncovers important areas pertaining to 

behaviour management, relationships, communication and language, each of which, in the 

context of Berwyn, have received limited qualitative attention. Fourthly, this study is 

fundamental in emphasising how Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach could be implemented 

elsewhere across the prison estate.  As such, what follows in this chapter is a breakdown of 

the caveats and constraints of the study. This will be followed by an examination of the unique 

findings and subsequent themes to derive from the research, with each assisting in the critical 

debate on rehabilitative prison approaches. The chapter will then provide concluding 

comments, before finishing with suggestions for future research. 

 

8.2 Caveats and constraints of the study 

This thesis reports on a qualitative study which explored Berwyn’s newly developed 

rehabilitative model. The caveats of this study were specific, and it was felt that to draw upon 

the complex perspectives of those living and working at Berwyn, that a triangulated approach 

would be most suitable. Triangulation is an approach which utilises two or more research 
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methods to explore a phenomenon or to answer a particular research question (Marchi and 

Taylor, 2009). The triangulated methods comprising this study were 40 semi-structured 

interviews which were conducted with a sample group of 20 Berwyn residents, and a further 

20 with operational staff and stakeholders. In addition to the interviews, overt ethnographic 

observations which focused on the interactions that took place in varying operational areas 

around the prison, provided nuanced insight into Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. From an 

anthropological perspective, I elected to use ethnography because it allowed for a naturalistic 

experience (Huot, 2014), which, on an epistemological level, enabled me to immerse myself 

into Berwyn’s shared cultural nuances and practices. It also provided first-hand insight into the 

study groups behaviours, relationships, social interactions, and communication, and after one 

week in the field, I had already identified several unexpected areas of interest that perhaps 

would not have presented themselves in interviews alone. I do however feel that my 

ethnographic exploration at Berwyn was somewhat constrained, and whilst many 

ethnographies are developed across many months or years (Hammersley and Atkinson, 

2007), my time was limited to eight-weeks. The decision to complete the research in this time 

frame was dictated by the demands that research often places on operational practice in a 

working prison. Even in its more limited form, eight-weeks of fieldwork proved fruitful, and by 

utilising ethnography in conjunction with interviews, it was possible to examine the phenomena 

in a balanced way. These two complementary qualitative techniques led to a deeper and more 

contextualised interpretation of the issues under investigation. This, in turn provided 

confirmation of some of the findings, and it was useful to be able to substantiate comments 

made in the interviews against real life scenarios that were witnessed during the observations. 

There were, however, other constraints associated with this triangulated approach, and it was 

felt that to create a more robust research design, the study would have benefitted from 

additional triangulated methods, such as a walking interviews and focus groups. Despite this 

limitation, the triangulated design, generated an abundance of rich data, which will be 

addressed in this chapter. 

 

Given that Berwyn is, along with Oakwood, the largest Anglo-Welsh prison, there was the 

opportunity to measure the impact of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach by quantifiable, and 

arguably more generalisable means. However, it was decided, that in the first instance, the 

methodological approach needed in a prison whereby the phenomenon is unique, untested 

and unlike any other British prison model, was one which made best use of exploratory 

methodologies. These qualitative caveats provided opportunities to consider the 

demographics of Berwyn’s residents and staff, whilst also exploring their thoughts, feelings 

and perspectives on the social, physical and psychological implications of Berwyn’s 

progressive approach. As might be expected, the data captured from the interviews and 
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ethnographic observations was detailed, rich and contextually grounded. It was also layered 

with meaning, emotion and subjective nuances, each of which, accentuated Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative model by highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. Then of course there was 

data which derived from voices that may have previously been ‘silenced by powerful 

discourses’ (Grbich, 2012, p.12). Therefore, an important part of this study involved gaining 

the trust of the sample group and establishing a professional research relationship, whereby 

participants felt comfortable to speak freely and openly. This was however difficult at times, 

and a large amount of my time with participants (residents and staff) was spent explaining that 

it is they who are experts in the field of lived experience, and that the inequities of power, often 

experienced whilst in prison, play no part in their involvement with the research. They were as 

a result, given an open forum in which to share their experiences, something which many of 

them claimed they had never had before. Their voices were not only heard, but were avidly 

documented, and what follows here, is an analytical breakdown of their thoughts, views and 

perspectives (presented in the key themes to derive from the data).    

 

8.3 Discussion: The ‘Berwyn Way’    

The aim of this study was to explore Berwyn’s innovative rehabilitative approach (The Berwyn 

Way), and do so, by considering the key issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos within 

the research literature (Objective 1). In keeping with the aim and objectives, the study explored 

the effect of rehabilitative prison approaches, largely from a contemporary perspective. By 

exploring the key issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos within the research literature 

and also by considering the accounts of prison residents, staff, and stakeholders, the first 

findings chapter relates specifically to the ‘Berwyn Way’- a model developed with the intention 

of creating a rehabilitative prison environment. By examining Berwyn’s progressive 

arrangement, it was possible to understand the unique position that Berwyn had been given 

as the newest prison to be built in the UK (O’Callaghan, 2017). Its size and scale instantly 

demarcated it from other UK establishments (HMPPS, 2016; HMPPS, 2018a), and although 

the super-prison was contested (Scott, 2018), its launch allowed for novel thinking, and the 

possibility to challenge outdated, orthodox narratives of imprisonment. By exploring Berwyn’s 

unique position, the data revealed four themes: Rehabilitation with walls and fences: applying 

a Scandinavian approach in a British prison; Lost in Translation: Barriers to implementing and 

maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’; Pathways to change: facilitators to implementing and 

maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’; ‘Sold a dream’: Expectations versus reality. These themes are 

interpreted below: 
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8.4 Rehabilitation with walls and fences: applying a Scandinavian approach in a 

British prison 

Appealing to Nordic principles, the first theme presented in the data related to Berwyn’s 

attempts to operate rehabilitatively within the constraints of British penal processes. Prior to 

Berwyn opening, the penal populist stance in the UK was one whereby PIP were rarely 

provided humane detainment or equality of treatment (McConville, 1995). A loss of public 

empathy for people who offend has also created punitive societal attitudes whereby PIP are 

considered undeserving of personal autonomy, improved incarceration and individual welfare 

(Bottoms, 1995). Overlooking these areas, has meant that historically, British prisons have 

been places of deprivation and suffering (Sykes, 1958; Foucault, 1977). Moreover, British jails, 

amongst many others across the world, are recognised as places whereby the totalising 

effects of imprisonment can spoil identities and leave people feeling disenfranchised, 

stigmatised and broken (Goffman,1968). Berwyn’s enlightened precept set about to change 

that, with widespread organisational and cultural reform. Taking inspiration from Scandinavian 

ideals, the study demonstrated how Berwyn’s rehabilitative model draws upon the cultural 

developments, organisational values, architectural and aesthetic design principles, and 

operational best-practice found in some of the world’s most rehabilitative prisons. In doing so, 

the study offered insight into how the ‘Berwyn Way’ paved the way to a more holistic approach 

whereby the ‘principles of normality’ and ‘making big feel small’ were strategically engineered 

into the Berwyn experience (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2).  Further emphasis was also placed on 

dynamic security, with Berwyn staff encouraged to enhance the pro-social development of 

Berwyn’s inhabitants, by forming positive staff-resident relationships and promoting a 

communitarian philosophy (Mann et al., 2018). 

 

Despite Berwyn’s ideological commitment to humane imprisonment, the study reported here, 

highlighted the challenges surrounding the ‘Berwyn Way’, with respondents noting the way in 

which the model seeks to replicate Scandinavian principles. Whilst it was recognised that this 

was a commendable endeavour, respondents suggested that the socio-cultural differences 

that exist between Scandinavian countries and the UK are too dissimilar for the ‘Berwyn Way’ 

to ever be truly replicated. This aligns with objective two of the study, and indicates how, in a 

society less concerned by egalitarianism, the UK is characterised by large swathes of social 

and racial inequality, relative deprivation and socioeconomic differentials (Zhang et al., 2013). 

This places Berwyn at an immediate disadvantage since many in the UK are born into these 

disparities (Ugelvik and Dullum, 2012), thus making it difficult for them to approve of, or accept, 

compassionate incarceration. Conversely, Scandinavian countries, such as Sweden and 

Norway, are not driven by penal populism and therefore benefit from penal cultures which are 
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affiliated with nationwide principles of social equality and inclusion (Ugelvik, 2016). 

Scandinavians are also argued to be more empathetic - seeing prisons as welfare institutions 

rather than places of punishment (Ugelvik, 2016). This is perhaps why Nordic countries can 

declare the lowest recidivism rates in Europe (World Population Review, 2021), something 

which Pratt (2008) argues to be a product of therapeutic Nordic prison regimes, sensitive 

architectural design, and less restrictive security measures. 

 

When attempting to reproduce Scandinavian penal exceptionalism (Pratt, 2008), carceral 

architecture is one area that Berwyn have disregarded to some extent. From the data, it can 

be interpreted that whilst Berwyn’s culture and values have been astutely designed with 

rehabilitation in mind, the building design and security features have not. Conflicting with its 

overall rehabilitative ethos, the study demonstrated how Berwyn’s carceral design, and more 

specifically, its security measures were not conducive to rehabilitation. Nordic counterpart 

prisons have prudently incorporated security into prison design (Hyatt et al., 2020) with for 

example, movement sensors which are discreetly placed so as not to draw attention to the 

controlling mechanism of the carceral space (Simon, 2019). Whereas at Berwyn, a prison 

which shares some of the rehabilitative values of Nordic establishments such as Halden or 

Bastøy, the security features are far from clandestine. Instead, respondents discussed 

Berwyn’s obvious and excessive use of locked gates, razor wire fences and towering concrete 

walls – all oppressive symbolic structures which display power, control and mistrust toward 

those detained. Should Berwyn have courage in their rehabilitative conviction however, these 

oppressive security measures might have been scaled back or made less overt. Instead, the 

data proposed that Berwyn’s high perimeter fences act as an inescapable reminder to 

residents that even though Berwyn endorses rehabilitation, they possibly do not trust residents 

enough to comply, and therefore must remain securely segregated in a space where their 

criminal tendencies can be regulated. As such, here lies the paradox of the ‘Berwyn Way’, an 

approach which attempts to operate rehabilitatively whilst being constrained by punitive and 

risk-led prison expectations which aim to protect the public and punish individuals by depriving 

them of their liberty (MOJ, 2018d).     

 

Further conflicts arising between Berwyn’s infrastructure and its rehabilitative ethos, are the 

design impracticalities that have become apparent upon opening. Respondents explained that 

very little consultation between building designers and those who work in, and understand the 

prison environment, ever took place. This possibly resulted in a poorly conceived and 

operationally inefficient prison, which despite having improved resident accommodation 

(explored later in this chapter), creates certain vulnerabilities for staff and residents. From the 

data, these are suggested to include poor lines of sight from the centrally located staff offices 
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to the resident quarters. In addition, a lack of suitably placed staff bathroom facilities in the 

house blocks meant that staff safety was compromised whenever they had to leave the work 

area to use the bathroom. Other spatial issues concerned the placement of glass booths, 

installed for compassionate meetings between residents and visiting legal representatives or 

personal officers. Placed in resident thoroughfares, the booths were neither subtly located nor 

private and offered little discretion for residents to discuss personal issues.  

 

Next, the data uncovered impracticalities associated with poor ventilation, which at the time of 

the research (during the height of summer) was a topic of much concern. Respondents 

discussed the palpable discomfort experienced due to a lack of air conditioning and aeration, 

with some describing it as ‘boiling’ (Jacob) and ‘unpleasant’ (S.12). Again, the data here is 

suggestive of the incongruences that exist between Berwyn’s approach and the quality of 

prison life. Issues pertaining to unregulated temperatures and a lack of fresh air were further 

compounded for residents who shared accommodation; with this topic igniting widespread 

debate. Here, respondents addressed Berwyn’s limited number of single occupancy rooms 

which, again, in a prison professing to draw on principles of humanitarian incarceration, raises 

significant questions about how rehabilitative Berwyn can truly be. Other matters relating to 

the intimate, yet inharmonious nature of cell-sharing (Warner, 2014; Wooff, 2020) and the 

psychological and physical demands placed on residents who coexist (Jewkes, 2002; 

Muirhead et al., 2021) in close confines were also raised, with residents speaking candidly on 

the profoundly mortifying experiences associated with cell-sharing. Overall, the implications 

surrounding the security and design impracticalities explored in the study, highlight how the 

‘Berwyn Way’ was inadvertently inhibited, and its rehabilitative intentions undermined because 

of design inconveniences and omissions. It has also uncovered ethical dilemmas relating to 

architectural oversight and raises important points on the profound physical and psychological 

deprivations that result from poorly designed carceral buildings.  

 

8.5 Lost in Translation: Barriers to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’ 

Prisons, as a symbol of Western democracy, play an integral role in maintaining social order, 

delivering justice, protecting the public and denying offending individuals their liberty (Drake, 

2018). Enforcing the rule of law through imprisonment does however require prisons to 

continually re-evaluate their efficacy, and at times, seek to improve how justice is delivered. 

Cultural change is one area that Berwyn have concentrated on in this regard, and this next 

theme presents some of the barriers that were associated with culture change.  
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A standard belief, from the perspective of cultural theory, is that culture change within an 

organisation can take many years to achieve (Smith and Riley, 2009; SHRM, 2021). Whilst 

there remains limited research in the field of culture change in prisons, this does however 

appear to be substantiated within this study and forms a key part of the findings. Despite 

limited research on cultural change in the penal setting, evidenced-based research does see 

other prisons looking to establishments like Grendon as an archetypal paradigm of cultural 

good practice (Genders and Player,1995; Bennett and Shuker, 2017). Grendon’s ethos, much 

like that of Berwyn’s, contradicts the orthodox narrative of imprisonment by devoting its 

resources to therapeutic and rehabilitative outcomes (Cullen, 1994). To facilitate this, 

Grendon’s culture, which is grounded in rehabilitative measures, seeks to provide humane 

imprisonment for some of the most high-risk and psychologically impaired people (Brookes, 

2010). Whilst many prisons attempt to replicate Grendon’s success, they also, as can be seen 

from this study, fail to recognise the tactical and strategic efforts that have been devoted to 

Grendon’s cultural position. Indeed, it has taken considerable time for Grendon to evolve and 

firmly establish its identity as a therapeutically aligned facility. This commitment to establishing 

a firmly demarcated identity as a rehabilitative prison is highlighted in this study as being one 

of the fundamental barriers to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn Way’. Here, 

respondents acknowledged that staff at Berwyn have attempted to create a transformative 

model which is crucial in the quest for sustainable cultural change. However, the rapid, 

unsystematic and untimely manner by which the ‘Berwyn Way’ had been implemented, was 

argued to be detrimental to all at Berwyn. Staff and residents noted that there was little 

strategic direction or guidance when Berwyn first opened, and few attempts to gradually 

introduce Berwyn’s rehabilitative philosophy. Instead, one respondent suggested that too 

much had been ‘thrown into the mix’ (Ricky) with Berwyn hurrying their organisational plan in 

time for opening. This led to the perception by some staff that a gradual approach would have 

been more effective, as it would have enabled staff/residents to get a better understanding of 

the culture, values and norms underpinning the ‘Berwyn Way’, and be more cognisant on how 

to apply them to their everyday behaviours and interactions. Without this basic knowledge, the 

‘Berwyn Way’ was described as ambiguous and confusing for many in the sample group. 

Respondents elucidated on this, noting how there were varying levels of comprehension on 

Berwyn’s approach, with many staff not understanding how to enact or operationalise the 

values and culture into daily practice. Residents also spoke of the frustrations that arose 

because of the inconsistent and contradictory practices; with some staff at Berwyn embodying 

Berwyn’s philosophy impeccably, and others, not quite grasping its key tenets. This is where 

the ‘Berwyn Way’, had for some, become lost in translation. Some attributed this to changes 

in the management structure early on in Berwyn’s life course, with the founding Governor and 
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chief advocate of the ‘Berwyn Way’, leaving the establishment after 18-months. Existing 

literature supports this; demonstrating that the most transformational prisons are those 

whereby leadership is consistent, and whereby the strategic objectives are explicitly and 

regularly conveyed to all within the establishment (Wright, 1991b; Mann, 2019).  

  

Due to points raised here, respondents agreed that the ‘Berwyn Way’ needed time to evolve, 

and for Berwyn to establish its own unique identity within the prison estate. Berwyn had, after 

all, at the time of the research only been operational for 18-months. During this time, 

respondents proposed that the ‘Berwyn Way’ was considered a novelty by many in the prison 

system, and despite an initial flurry of enthusiasm for Berwyn’s innovative stance, the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ had also attracted opinions which hinted at it being overly ambitious and destined to fail. 

Respondents also indicated that Berwyn’s ethos had been ridiculed by other establishments 

and that wider support from the prison system might help to drive organisational and cultural 

change on a micro and macro-level. This lack of faith in the ‘Berwyn Way’ also translated into 

operational practice, and respondents reported that after only 18-months, the model was 

losing momentum and currently in a state of inertia. However, it must be noted that since data 

collection in August 2018, Berwyn’s rehabilitative philosophy may have altered under the 

leadership of a new Governor.  

 

8.6 Pathways to change: facilitators to implementing and maintaining the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ 

The challenges associated with creating a positive culture have been acknowledged in this 

study as being one of the most difficult things for prisons to achieve. At the beginning of this 

change process, organisations, such as Berwyn, will contemplate the extent of this challenging 

journey, and almost certainly come to the realisation that culture change is an incessantly 

monumental task (Denison et al., 2012). Nevertheless, embarking on this culturally 

transformative pathway garners much evidenced-based research, and can help other 

organisations analyse their interlocking values, norms, and ritualistic working patterns and 

reflect upon how to enhance them (Tharp, 2009). The relevance of this next theme is 

significant in this regard, and aligns closely with objective three. As such, whilst the subsection 

above explicitly confronted the ‘barriers’ associated with implementing and maintaining the 

‘Berwyn Way’, here the thematic focus turns to the ‘facilitators’.  

 

Addressing specifically the ‘enculturation’ process that occurs when organisations adopt a 

transformational change strategy (Crawley and Crawley, 2008, p.143), the study highlighted 

that a large part of the change process was attributed to the active participation and 
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acceptance of a new culture by those involved in the organisational structure. In terms of this 

study, participation, acceptance, and the possible repudiation of the ‘Berwyn Way’ was 

explored in relation to Berwyn residents and staff. This was because culture cannot simply be 

analysed against its core values, norms, and strategic objectives, and as fundamental change 

agents in the application of the ‘Berwyn Way’, residents’ and staff were also recognised as 

being key drivers in this cultural transformation. A recurring theme therefore related to the 

individual mind-sets and motivators associated with engaging in the ‘Berwyn Way’.  

 

Regarding residents, the study highlighted how some residents arrived at Berwyn with an open 

mind-set and were inspired by the rehabilitative potential that was promised as part of the 

‘Berwyn Way’. These individuals acted as facilitators to positive change, and from the data it 

was observed that their enthusiasm propelled the positive culture forward. Then there were 

those who arrived at Berwyn with little interest in rehabilitation, and who, in many cases, 

resisted the rehabilitative efforts. Assertions made within the research about individual 

motivation and mind-sets demonstrate that Berwyn residents are a heterogeneous group and 

therefore, their engagement with, and acceptance of the ‘Berwyn Way’ cannot be guaranteed. 

Aligning with objective two, existing desistance literature indicates that individuals’ motivation 

to rehabilitate and abstain from crime, happens for many reasons (McNeill et al., 2012). 

Moving away from a static perception of people as ‘criminals’ or ‘prisoners’, desistance 

provides a theoretical explanation of individual change processes and personal motivation 

(McNeill et al., 2012).  Whilst reasons to desist remain diverse, some of the best desistance 

predictors occur because of natural maturational processes (Goring, 1919), which were 

addressed in the data. Here, it was argued that younger Berwyn residents were apathetic to 

the ‘Berwyn Way’ as they had not yet begun their own desistance journey.  

 

Then there are theories which address volitional ideologies and see crime cessation as a self-

determined process that involves free will and personal choice (Clarke and Cornish,1985; 

Leibrich,1993). Desistance is also attributed to people repairing broken bonds and 

relationships with society and significant others, and this is argued by Sampson and Laub 

(1993) to occur during important life course transitions such as marriage, employment and 

parenthood. Again, this was emphasised in the study findings, where it was suggested that 

Berwyn residents with elevated social capital and healthy family bonds, were perhaps more 

incentivised by rehabilitation. Probably most significant to the study, is one area found within 

‘theory of cognitive transformation’, which indicates that people need to have a ‘general 

cognitive openness to change’ (Giordano, 2002, p.999). This came across strongly with in the 

data and it was suggested that Berwyn, at the time of the research, was made up of a large 
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proportion of residents who were receptive to rehabilitation. They had arrived at Berwyn, as 

indicated by the data, to take advantage of Berwyn’s liberal agenda, and engage in the 

proposed rehabilitative philosophy. Recognising this receptivity formed an important part of 

the data, and it was argued that from a temporal perspective, the first three months were 

crucial in identifying where individuals were in their desistance journey, if indeed, they were 

on that path at all. In recognising receptivity, Berwyn had, in the 18-months of becoming 

operational, made good progress, and the data demonstrated how Berwyn’s reception and 

induction process was the perfect conduit in which to capture residents’ attention and instil a 

rehabilitative mind-set. Here, the study revealed that significant work had gone into assessing 

new residents, making them feel comfortable and acclimatising them to Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

values and overall cultural ethos.  

 

When embarking on this path of enculturation, the study also indicated that some residents 

responded better than others and therefore another important theme was reciprocation. 

‘Reciprocation’, as noted in the data, refers to a state that residents enter when they are no 

longer resistant to, or needing to be persuaded, about the value of rehabilitation. These 

residents have instead, reached a point of reciprocity, whereby they understand the ‘Berwyn 

Way’ and subscribe to it (a process referred to in the data as ‘Buy-in’). Those that ‘buy-in’ 

(Leigh, Alex) to Berwyn’s philosophy were noted to be key facilitators of the ‘Berwyn Way’. 

Often, they would share their enthusiasm for Berwyn’s approach and would encourage other 

residents to adopt this new way of thinking. This too was noted with staff, and it was argued 

that supportive subcultures had formed, whereby some Berwyn employees responded 

constructively towards Berwyn’s vision. For some, this was an automatic response, and the ir 

ability to ‘buy-in’ to Berwyn’s ethos came about because their intrinsic norms and values 

aligned with those of the ‘Berwyn Way’. For them, there was no need to change or transform, 

and in fact, Berwyn’s values and norms were what attracted them to the job. Despite this, staff 

countercultures had also formed, and as noted by the data, these countercultures often 

consisted of time-served, experienced staff whose prior custodial practice and jail craft had 

been gleaned from other, arguably less rehabilitative establishments.  With the suggestion in 

the data that enculturation can only be accomplished through shared efforts and social 

influence, it was argued that some experienced staff had institutionalised views of prison work 

and had arrived at Berwyn with little interest in changing. Because of their reluctance to 

abandon the entrenched cultural practices of their previous establishments, they often 

transferred much of their negative prior values and working practices onto new, and arguably, 

more impressionable members of staff. This aligns with conformity literature, which, from a 

theoretical perspective, indicates that a consistent and convincing minority (i.e. experienced 
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staff) have the power to disrupt established norms, thus creating uncertainty, scepticism and 

conflict (Asch, 1951; Moscovici, 1976,1980). This often results in the majority, which in the 

case of this study, represents Berwyn’s less experienced workforce, taking the minority view 

seriously, and adopting some, if not all, of the minority’s traditional prison practices. The 

implications of this are that damaging ingrained practices persevere, and if left unchallenged, 

it is often the older, more experienced staff who are deemed credible, and can alter the 

direction of the culture (sometimes for the worse). 

 

A final thematic area for consideration within the study, and one which aligned with objectives 

one, two, and three, is self-preservation. Here, staff respondents claimed that although they 

supported the ‘Berwyn Way’ and had engaged with the overall ethos, they had, typically 

through an adverse event such as being assaulted by a resident, become despondent about 

Berwyn’s culture and values. Where this happens, all meaning, value and significance 

attached to the rehabilitative culture are debased, with the data indicating that staff lost faith 

in the ‘Berwyn Way’ when they had been subjected to violence or humiliation. The ‘Berwyn 

Way’ is after all, purported in the data to be a reciprocal process, with both staff and residents 

expected to adopt the respectful civic values on which the ‘Berwyn Way’ was formed. 

However, when faced with incidents that contradict these values, staff noted that on a 

subconscious level they felt hopeless, and for the purpose of self-preservation, had to distance 

themselves from the ‘Berwyn Way’. This had a profound impact on the way that they went on 

to treat residents, with some staff describing how they simply came to work and went through 

the basic motions of locking/unlocking residents, with little regard for the wider rehabilitative 

agenda.  

 

8.7 ‘Sold a dream’: Expectations versus reality  

The final theme to derive from this chapter considered the expected outcomes of Berwyn 

rehabilitative approach. This aligned with objectives one and three of the study. Here, the 

study highlighted how Berwyn opened in February 2017 with a cohort of new staff, who had 

high expectations of what might be achieved in terms of rehabilitative outcomes. In addition to 

the staff, were an equally optimistic group of prison residents who had been encouraged to 

transfer from other establishments into the care of Berwyn. Both groups arrived at Berwyn with 

predefined expectations of what Berwyn might be like, and how the professed rehabilitative 

approach might unfold. This theme broached this, and in doing so, determined whether these 

expectations were fulfilled, and how structural determinants such as institutional facilities and 

access to prison programmes influenced residents’ progression. Starting out with Berwyn 

residents, the data highlighted that many had been involved with the Berwyn Roadshows, 
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whereby Berwyn representatives had visited jails around the UK to promote Berwyn and its 

rehabilitative ethos. Following these roadshows, a number of ‘prisoners’ accepted the offer to 

transfer to Berwyn; often with hopes for an improved standard of imprisonment and the chance 

to become something more than just a ‘prisoner’. Promises of advanced in-cell technology, 

greater autonomy and liberating lexicons whereby ‘prisoners’ would be referred to as ‘men’ 

and live in ‘rooms’ instead of ‘cells’, were all argued to help make Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

venture more appealing. However, upon arrival at Berwyn, some residents’ indicated that their 

expectations had not lived up to reality, with many proposing that they had been ‘sold a dream’ 

(Keith, Stephen, S.08). 

 

Expanding on the ‘dream’ that was purportedly touted by Berwyn prior to becoming 

operational, the first assertion relates to digital technology. As noted in the literature, the digital 

landscape of contemporary prisons has evolved considerably in recent years, with prisons 

now embracing a range of advanced digital technologies (Van De Steene and Knight, 2017). 

As one of the first prisons to showcase these technological advancements, Berwyn promoted 

in-cell Unilink technology as one of their rehabilitative assets. It is argued that the intended 

aims of carceral technologies provide greater personal autonomy, with residents being able to 

digitally complete administrative requests, which traditionally, would have been paper-based 

(Palmer et al., 2020). Furthermore, new technologies such as personal laptops are argued to 

normalize the prison experience, whilst also improving prison residents’ digital literacy in 

preparation for release (Mufarreh et al., 2020). To some extent, this had been fulfilled at 

Berwyn, with residents indicating that the laptops enabled them to digitally manage their lives 

by ordering essential items such as ‘shopping’ (canteen), arrange family visits and book 

appointments with prison healthcare services (to name but some of the general applications). 

Despite the convenience afforded by these remote functions, residents remarked that the 

laptops had been overplayed and that they expected them to be more technologically 

advanced. Furthermore, they argued, that the laptops were not unique as they merely 

replicated the administrative application processes that can be completed on communal 

kiosks in other jails.  

 

Another point of deliberation within this theme was the responsibilisation of technology. 

‘Responsibilisation’ (Crewe, 2007, p.259) aligns with neoliberal literature, which claims that 

because of a reconfiguration of penal power, prison inhabitants are now expected to engage 

in ‘institutionally desirable behaviour’, by self-governing their own lives (Crewe, 2007, p.258; 

2011). This responsibilisation of certain duties was perceived as being for the benefit of the 

staff only, with some residents’ suggesting that the laptops had been developed purely to 
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reduce the amount of time that staff were required to spend on administration. This aligns with 

a recent ‘evaluation of digital technology in prisons’ which argued that one of the intended 

aims of carceral technology is to alleviate the administrative burdens placed on staff, thus, 

allowing them more time to develop positive staff-resident relationships (Palmer et al., 2020). 

Relationships aside, the practicalities of placing digital responsibilities solely on residents, fails 

to account for the many prison inhabitants who may arrive at Berwyn with limited cognitive 

and digital literacy skills, some of which, could limit them from operating the laptops or from 

understanding how to book important appointments. That said, new residents did undertake a 

short laptop induction during their first week at Berwyn, which is explored later in this chapter.  

Promises of ‘Skype’ (Stephen) and ‘Video-link’ (Jimmy) were another area of technological 

concern in the data, with residents suggesting that they chose to relocate to Berwyn as they 

were assured that they would have improved connectivity to family. As a foreign national 

resident, one respondent, explained how the promise of virtual visits were the deciding factor 

behind his move to Berwyn. Having not contacted his family since being sentenced to prison, 

he was frustrated to learn that no such facilities existed at Berwyn and perceived that he had 

been ‘misguided’ (Jimmy). This ‘misinformed’ narrative continued to feature prominently in 

resident anecdotes, and again for a prison professing to be rehabilitative, it could be argued 

that more emphasis should have been placed on enhancing family connectivity, but also being 

transparent about the actual facilities provided at Berwyn to do so. Maintaining family ties are 

after all, as recounted by Lord Farmer (2017, p.5), the crucial ‘golden thread’ required when 

attempting to deliver rehabilitation and reduce reoffending.  

 

Some residents revealed that they expected Berwyn to be more ‘family orientated’ (Mark), with 

pledges made in the Berwyn roadshows for monthly family days and frequent visits for those 

with children. The data indicates that these promises were not always upheld, and whilst 

Berwyn had arranged some family days upon opening, the regularity of these days was 

disputed. This theme signifies the importance that PIP place on regular family engagement. 

Moreover, it demonstrates how family visits address the intergenerational transmission of 

crime and improve PIP chances of societal adjustment upon release (Farrington et al., 1996). 

In keeping with the data, it was also argued that when visits are denied or revoked, residents 

perceived this as violation of their basic rights and were more likely to harbour feelings of 

resentment and hostility toward the system. Added to these frustrations were concerns relating 

to the placement of Berwyn residents. As recounted in the data, some residents had been 

moved far from home, meaning that family were not able to visit. Staff respondents shared 

this concern, stating that they had been led to believe that Berwyn would house only local men 

from Welsh counties, which, as highlighted in existing literature, has been a particular area of 
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contention when addressing prison overcrowding and the needs of PIP (Madoc-Jones, 2007; 

O’Connor and O’Murchu, 2019). Staff also spoke of how they expected to receive residents 

who wanted to engage with Berwyn’s rehabilitative agenda. This however was not the case 

with staff explaining that they were receiving a high number of ‘segregation swaps’ (S.16) from 

other jails. In cases such as this, problematic residents are abruptly transferred, often without-

warning to other establishments (Cochran, 2020), and as noted by one staff respondent, this 

was happening all too frequently at Berwyn. Added to this, staff spoke about new arrivals who 

do not meet the stringent categorisation criteria needed to be housed at Berwyn, which is a 

category C establishment. For these residents, the data uncovered how Berwyn were possibly 

‘setting them up to fail’ (S.08) as their move to Berwyn prohibited them to downgrade to a 

category D with open conditions. In terms of staff expectations, the segregation transfers and 

re-categorisation issues outlined above, altered the promises made by Berwyn for a certain 

resident demographic. Instead, new arrivals were often individuals who did not want to be 

placed at Berwyn, were not invested in its rehabilitative aims, and whose families were now 

located out of county and sometimes at opposite ends of the UK. Aspects such as this, fed 

into wider disputes which suggested, that although supposedly ‘rehabilitative’, the Berwyn 

‘dream’ had been mis-sold and that Berwyn was in danger of becoming much like any other 

UK prison.  

 

Building on the theme of expected outcomes, another area addressed in the data, related to 

the expectations surrounding structural determinants such as environment and facilities. 

Positively recounting on Berwyn’s physical elements, residents noted that the overall build 

quality at Berwyn was impressive, and for some, this had exceeded expectations. However, 

even for those who appreciated Berwyn’s positive environmental subtleties, such as freshly 

painted walls and new furniture, there were still some shortcomings when it came to facilities. 

One resident explained how, with a recent diabetes diagnosis, and a need to manage his 

weight, he had transferred to Berwyn on the promise of a fully equipped gym suite located on 

each community (wing). On arrival at Berwyn, he was however informed that the suites were 

inaccessible. During the ethnographic observations of the prison site, it was confirmed that 

the fitness suites were indeed closed, and despite being stocked with a range of exercise 

equipment, remained out of reach to residents. Whilst the reasons for their inaccessibility were 

not clear, it is important to emphasise that health and fitness are a fundamental part of 

imprisonment, with many PIP adopting fitness as a coping strategy or way to pass the time 

(Meek, 2014). Fitness provided through health provisions such as gyms are also, as indicated 

in the data, a vital element for those with existing health concerns (Meek, 2020). Thus, the 
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implications of inadequate health provisions such as this are far-reaching, with the possibility 

of deteriorating mental health and an impingement to overall health outcomes for residents. 

 

The last point originating from the data in terms of expectation setting, related to the perceived 

availability of education, training and employment opportunities at Berwyn. Respondents also 

highlighted issues surrounding the availability of psychological interventions, which, from a 

rehabilitative perspective form an important part of residents’ sentence planning (HMPPS, 

2018b; HMPPS, 2018c). In both cases, the sample group reported that opportunities for 

residents to better themselves either through psychological programmes or educational 

opportunities, were lacking at Berwyn in the early operational phase. Educational provisions 

for example, were in many cases not open, or did not have the necessary trained tutors in 

place to deliver the vocational programmes. This meant that several of the industry workshops 

remained closed, even at the 18-month operational point - when this study was conducted. 

The implications of this finding highlight the many missed opportunities to engage residents in 

purposeful activity; something which is argued to be a fundamental requirement in any prison 

setting (HMIP, 2021b). Residents who transferred to Berwyn with the expectation of taking up 

these opportunities also reported having to engage in activities that were not conducive with 

their vocational/educational hopes and aspirations. The data highlighted that some residents 

had been forced to remain in their rooms ‘doing nothing’ (S.07) because of activity shortages. 

These periods of inactivity, saw residents becoming ‘bored’ (S.10) and ‘frustrated’ (S.16), with 

staff explaining that residents often went on to receive ‘nickings’ (S.16) (disciplinary 

adjudications) for misbehaviour. This resonates with existing literature, whereby it is 

acknowledged that residents who do not have sufficient time out of prison accommodation, 

and/or time in purposeful activity are of greater risk of violent conduct, mental health issues, 

and suicide (Stephenson et al., 2021).  

 

In addition to educational insufficiencies, respondents recounted on the perceived 

expectations of transferring to Berwyn to complete a particular psychological programme as 

part of their sentence plan. Here, the data highlighted that these residents were directed to 

Berwyn ‘under false pretences’, and upon arrival they discovered that the programme was 

either unavailable, or it had an excessively long waiting list which exceeded their sentence. 

Summarising on the points made here, it could be argued that both psychological interventions 

and educational opportunities are recognised as fundamental structural determinants and 

moreover, represent pillars of effective rehabilitation. Without them in place, this impinges 

upon Berwyn’s capacity to successfully deliver a truly rehabilitative approach. It also dashes 

the hopes of the many residents who arrive at Berwyn with clear expectations of how to 
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advance their rehabilitative growth and progression, leaving many in a position where they 

have been, ‘[set] up to fail’ (S.08).    

 

8.8 Discussion: Lifting the liminal veil between the outside and inside 

By attempting to examine the psychological, physical and social implications of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative model from the perspective of prison residents (Objective 3), the next findings 

chapter considered how the totalising effects of imprisonment can result in PIP having to 

renegotiate their identities (Sykes, 1958; Goffman, 1961; Karmel, 1969; Jones, et al., 2000; 

Phillips, 2007). As noted in the literature, prison identities are often shaped by the space in 

which they inhabit, with many identity transformations occurring through a process of 

enculturation, which has previously been addressed in this chapter. By drawing on the data 

and pre-existing literature, this section reflects upon the individual and collective prison 

identities that have formed because of Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. It also acknowledges 

how the identity positions of Berwyn residents have in some cases been reinforced or 

reconstructed. The five themes to derive from this chapter were: Helping residents to maintain 

their sense of self upon arrival; Suspending identity upon entering general population; 

Promoting the development of autonomous identities among residents; Limiting liminal 

stressors through the promotion of healthy family relationships; and, Promoting self-worth and 

connectedness through physical touch. These themes are interpreted in the following 

discussion.  

 

8.9 Helping residents to maintain their sense of self upon arrival 

This opening theme focuses on identity, and the capacity of Berwyn to preserve residents’ 

sense of self.  Identity has been recognised as a key component of the ‘self’ (Burke and Tully, 

1977, p.881) and is said to be of importance in prisons as it enables people to stand out as 

individuals (Jenkins, 2014), whilst also integrating with new groups and cultures. However, 

when entering prison, the situational demands of the carceral environment, along with the 

clearly demarcated prison code, dictates that many PIP must suspend their ‘true’ identity and 

adopt a façade more fitting to the prison environment in which they are situated (Strauss, 

1959; Jones et al., 2000). As the most critical juncture, the point of arrival into any given 

establishment is recognised as being the starting point for this transformation of self (Haney 

et al., 1973). However, traditional reception processes are often renowned for their mortifying 

and demeaning treatment (Sykes, 1958; Clemmer, 1940; Foucault, 1977). Processed like 

livestock, new entrants are systematically processed through a series of intrusive and highly 

undignified measures which include intimate searches, biometric registering, photographing, 

allocating prison accommodation and the logging of personal possessions (Bradshaw et al., 
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1972; Goffman, 1961). Deprived of their personal identity, new arrivals are fed into the 

administrative machinery of the institution whereby they can be categorised, catalogued and 

controlled (Goffman, 1961). Despite these varying abasements, the reception process at 

Berwyn was acknowledged in the data as a key starting point for identity transformation, and 

unlike traditional prisons, was claimed to be of an exemplary standard. Stepping off the prison 

transport to an inviting environment and an equally warm welcome, was the first recollection 

that many new arrivals had of Berwyn. As such, the data emphasised a wholly polarizing 

experience whereby newly received residents were treated with dignity and respect. Faced 

with an array of unusual social cues and performative actions, one respondent highlighted 

how he was immediately un-cuffed upon arrival at Berwyn (something which he argued is 

unheard of in other establishments) and welcomed into his new home. After being searched, 

respondents reported being moved to the main reception area, which they described as being 

‘relaxed’ (Alex, Harvey, Dale, Gavin, Kelvin) and ‘welcoming’ (Alex) and one whereby they 

could move around freely, watch television and socialise with other entrants. After being 

offered something to eat and drink, respondents spoke of how they went through the more 

formalised assessments and admission processes (as they would in other jails), all of which 

were conducted with care and compassion. 

 

Throughout this process, residents highlighted the unconstrained, empathetic and humanising 

nature of Berwyn’s reception, which although greatly appreciated, had them somewhat 

unnerved. Expanding on this, residents spoke of feelings of ‘shock’ (Ellis, Kelvin) and 

‘amazement’ (Jacob) at Berwyn’s unconventional approach. Other accounts suggested that 

Berwyn’s civilised reception allowed for processes whereby new arrivals were treated ‘like 

men, not animals’ (Harvey). This, according to data, added to their overall sense of being 

accepted and valued. Likewise, some spoke of being able to discard self-protective identities 

which they had constructed in their previous establishments to protect them from the 

‘masculinist continuum’ (Sim, 1995, p.112), which, in the context of prisons is often recognised 

by a culture of fear, mutual mistrust and aggression (Crewe et al., 2014). 

 

When drawing on the literature, key points relating to humane and holistic practices during 

Berwyn’s reception process, reinforce arguments made by Liebling et al. (2012) whose 

research on the quality of prison life, found that the most significant dimensions of a 

rehabilitative environment were humanity, respect, decency and trust (to name but some). As 

can be seen from the data, respondents suggested that Berwyn have successfully delivered 

on these dimensions, and more. As such, the findings within study documented here, are 

especially pertinent, as they demonstrate, how, from a psychological, physical, and social 
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perspective, the treatment that people receive during each process of the prison journey is 

instrumental in not only the construction of self-identity, but also in the wider prison experience. 

By highlighting good practice through Berwyn’s reception process, it is therefore possible to 

understand how normalising the reception experience with cordial interactions, comfortable 

furnishings and an informal ambience encourages new arrivals to embrace prosocial attitudes 

and behaviours. Moreover, it sends an important message to new inhabitants about the 

cultural tone and social expectations at Berwyn. As such, when treated respectfully, PIP are 

likely to feel accepted, and go on to conform to group cultures and values. Research in social 

order supports this, demonstrating that when criminal justice agencies (i.e. prisons) are 

contingent upon building a structured, stable and acceptable environment, whereby people 

receive procedural equality, legitimacy and fair treatment, they are more likely to comply with 

the existing rules and social norms of that environment (Tyler,1990; Schmidt, 2016). As seen 

in the data, this unequivocally fair process, enabled the new Berwyn arrivals to resume their 

authentic self, embrace their individualities, let their guard down, and in that moment, feel at 

ease. During this reassuring process, newly received residents also have the mental space to 

begin to understand if they need to (re)construct their identity to suit their new environment. 

This in turn enables them to move onto the next phase of their imprisonment at Berwyn in an 

altogether more relaxed frame of mind.  

 

8.10 Renegotiating identity upon entering general population 

As noted in the data on Berwyn’s reception process, creating a structured and stable 

environment where PIP feel accepted is but one area to consider when addressing identity 

transformation. When people feel safe, welcomed and comfortable, their self-identity and self-

esteem is nurtured (Low and Altman, 1992). However, as people move through transitionary 

places and spaces, where stability and order may waver, or disappear altogether, their 

selfhood may be disputed, thus leading to a renegotiation or suspension of identity (Piazza, 

2019). This theme uncovered such deliberations and considered how space and identity are 

inextricably linked, and moreover, how identity constructions are context-dependant and adapt 

to the environment to which they are bound (Proshansky et al., 1983; Dixon and Durrheim, 

2004).  

 

By entering a new prison with a diverse, and arguably ‘unusual’ set of values and practices, 

the data identified how residents went on a dynamic journey whereby their identity was at 

times questioned. Having established in the data that the reception process enabled new 

arrivals to relax and feel a greater sense of self, the next phase of their Berwyn journey saw 

them enter the ‘Welcome Week’ community. The Welcome Week community is a residential 
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space which houses new arrivals for one week and is an opportunity to acclimatise residents 

to the values, rules and social norms that comprise the ‘Berwyn Way’, but also to the wider 

prison environment. Other establishments across the UK foster a similar acclimatization 

process with a dedicated ‘first night’ wing/cell, which houses new arrivals for a 24-hour period 

(Jacobson and Kimmett, 2007). Berwyn have extended this premise by providing residents 

seven days/nights in which to adapt to the prison domain. This broadened induction, was 

argued in the data, to be a stabilising force, with residents noting that the ‘Welcome Week’ 

community, much like that of the reception, was comfortable, calm and hospitable. This further 

steadying environment enabled residents to ease into imprisonment whilst still retaining their 

authentic self, and it was only until they moved into more permanent quarters within the prison, 

that residents suggested that their identity status was again challenged. This notion of identity 

and space being co-produced, aligns with theoretical postulations such as ‘place attachment’, 

which refers to the ‘affective bonds’ that individuals make with specific areas (Hernández et 

al., 2007, p.310). Such spaces, reinforce authentic identity statuses by enabling people to feel 

comfortable and safe (Low and Altman, 1992). However, when people move on in their 

journey, as residents did after completing their week-long stay in Berwyn’s Welcome Week 

facility, identity is once again displaced, thus leading to another possible renegotiation of self. 

This was highlighted in the data, whereby residents explained how the first days at Berwyn 

were ‘relaxed’ (Dale, Harvey) and ‘settled’ (Jamal). Added to this, they proposed that both the 

Reception and Welcome Week were spaces whereby their individualities were celebrated and 

where they could ‘be [them]selves’ (Alex, Jamal, Harvey) and complete their stay of 

imprisonment with little concern or worries about their safety. 

 

However, this moment of equanimity and stability was all but fleeting, with residents speaking 

about the next stage of their imprisonment whereby they were allocated to their more 

permanent accommodation in either of Berwyn’s three residential houseblocks. For some, this 

forced move was traumatic, and they spoke candidly about how the ‘glossy’ (Jamal) frontage 

of Berwyn’s Reception and Welcome Week community soon became no more. Here, some 

residents expressed resentment for the way in which the care and compassionate treatment 

that they had received in the first week at Berwyn ceased in the residential houses. It was also 

suggested by one resident that he had been lulled into a ‘false sense of security’ (Jamal) upon 

arrival, only to be allocated to residential quarters whereby penal power and the culture of 

control (Garland, 2015) which he had been accustomed to in prior establishments, was again 

omnipresent. As noted in the data, this was a difficult transition for some residents to make, 

and the implication of this finding, and moreover, its importance in the wider study, is that it 

demonstrates the lack of continuity across various areas at Berwyn. It also exposes how the 
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Reception and Welcome Week staff have taken the ‘Berwyn Way’ literally and have 

operationalised it in a way which enables processes whereby new arrivals feel comfortable 

enough to resume a sense of self and possibly go on to (re)construct positive and prosocial 

identities. Berwyn’s Reception and Welcome Week community therefore represent a paragon 

of best-practice, and in keeping with Objective 4 of this study, should be looked toward 

contemplatively by other operational staff at Berwyn, and indeed, across the wider prison 

estate.  

 

8.11 Promoting the development of autonomous identities among residents 

Although it was argued in the data that Berwyn’s residential houses demonstrated a lesser 

humanitarian approach to that experienced in the reception and induction areas, it was 

however stated that Berwyn had done exceptionally to promote resident autonomy. This next 

theme addressed this, and sought to assess the theoretical explanations underpinning 

autonomy (Objective 2). As noted in the literature, prisons, have from a historical perspective, 

been typified as authoritarian spaces, whereby the lives of PIP are governed by neoliberal 

paternalistic regimes, forcible treatment and coercive practices (Suber, 1999; Wacquant, 

2009; Dean, 2010; Crewe, 2012b). Reckoned to be the antithesis of a rehabilitation, prisons 

have also been condemned for their levels of deprivation and disempowerment (De Viggiani, 

2007a). Prisons then, in accordance with the literature, undermine autonomy and offer 

inhabitants with very little by way of freedom or choice (Glaser, 2010; Van Der Kaap-Deeder 

et al., 2017).  

 

Despite this, when asked to expand on the benefits at Berwyn some residents proposed that 

Berwyn differs considerably in this regard and does so by providing residents with abundant 

opportunities to develop as autonomous individuals. Residents spoke about how the 

construction of self-hood was bolstered at Berwyn, both physically and psychologically, by the 

way in which the residential quarters had been designed with autonomy in mind. Giving 

examples, the respondents noted how each residential ‘room’ (both single and double 

occupancy) is furnished with a wet room which includes a toilet, sink and shower, each of 

which can be discreetly concealed behind a privacy screen. Personal bathing amenities are 

however not a luxury found in all UK prisons, with older establishments and their often-

antiquated architecture, allowing only for communal showering facilities (Turner and Moran, 

2019). Lacking in privacy, these historically outmoded spaces have typically represented a 

‘deprivation of security’ for prison inhabitants (Sykes,1958) as they frequently harbour violence 

and sexualised aggression (Walmsley et al., 1992; Kury and Smartt, 2002). Therefore, the 

implications of this finding are invaluable as they suggest that the incorporation of personal 
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bathing amenities in residential ‘rooms’ has meant that Berwyn have designed-out elements 

of risk and fear, and designed-in self-initiative, autonomy and choice. Residents added that 

they were able to attend to their personal hygiene whenever they chose, with some suggesting 

that they could shower as regularly as they liked without having to ask permission from prison 

staff. Not only did this allow for greater agency, privacy and autonomy, it also contributed to 

the construction of selfhood, with distinct shift away from the Foucauldian ‘docile’ identity 

constructions which still exist to this day in other jails (Foucault,1977). This was emphasised 

in the data whereby respondents indicated that the personal bathing spaces enabled them to 

bathe freely and as frequently as they would in their own homes, thus reinforcing 

normalisation, and moreover, reinstating their pre-prison authentic self.  

 

Adding to this theme, residents spoke approvingly about the ability to wear their own clothing 

at Berwyn, something which they argued to be a reinforcement of self-identity, and the 

preservation of self-image and individuality. This resonates with previous literature whereby 

Armstrong (2018) explains how Scottish prisons, operating under Prison Rule 31, permit 

‘untried or civil’ prison inhabitants to wear their own clothing. In cases such as this, it could be 

argued that the retention of selfhood through the wearing of one’s own garments whilst in 

prison, supports the European Prison Rules and Mandela Rules, by the way in which it upholds 

dignity and humanisation (Armstrong, 2018).  

 

When addressing autonomy, theoretical explanations deriving from the data related to 

ideologies first posited in self-determination theory. Self-determination theory contends that a 

lack of autonomy can create passive identities which are devoid of individuality and self-

direction (Van der kaap-deeder et al., 2017). Therefore, personal autonomy and perceived 

afforded choice is vital to the overall quality of prison life and has been an area of much 

consideration within Berwyn’s design. Of this design focus, the data highlights again the 

personal laptops. Here, Berwyn’s Unilink laptops received a somewhat nonchalant response 

to the range of preinstalled technological functions that were embedded in the user interface. 

Despite this, a discussion on the laptops during one of the ethnographic observations helped 

to expose the possible identity statuses that exist at Berwyn. As noted in the data, this was 

explored through residents’ responses to the laptops during the ‘Working Together Induction 

Session’ which was provided to new residents during their first day on the Welcome Week 

community. During this session, two longstanding residents presented a PowerPoint to nine 

new arrivals, which familiarised them on the ‘Berwyn Way’ and offered a brief overview of their 

new laptops. The new entrants’ responses to the session were mixed, with one individual 

demonstrating a self-assured identity, which suggested that he knew all he ‘need[ed] to know 
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about jail’ and did not ‘need to learn how to use a computer’. Others offered a more analytic 

response and recounted on how the identity statuses of some residents at Berwyn were ill-

equipped to make good use of the personal technology, simply because they do not have the 

basic skills to operate autonomously (i.e. self-awareness, self-reflectivity, self-management 

etc.). Here, respondents explained that despite the technological benefits of the laptops, the 

pre-prison identities of many Berwyn residents are ones whereby they do not possess even 

the simplest competencies such as ‘think[ing] for’ and ‘organising themselves’(Alan). Their 

identities are, in the outside world, far from independent or self-determined, and are 

characterised by an inability to manage their time or personal affairs, and a propensity to rely 

upon others for constant support and guidance. In cases such as this, even the well-designed 

laptops became a symbol of fear and anguish.  

Much of this anxiety, related to a lack of digital literacy skills, and whilst it has been recognised 

that there is a need to diminish the digital divide that exists in prisons (Champion and Edgar, 

2013) there have however been several assumptions made about prison occupants’ digital 

proficiency. These were emphasised in the data, whereby one new arrival, remarked that, 

although Berwyn had worked hard to embed autonomous technology which created 

empowered, independent thinkers, they had overlooked the prerequisite qualities needed to 

adopt such an identity. Here, he explained that the pre-prison identities of many who arrive at 

Berwyn are not homogenous – something which has been addressed innumerable times in 

existing literature (Goffman, 1961; Phillips, 2007). Typifying this exact statement, was one new 

resident who, even after a helpful overview on the functioning of the laptops, appeared to be 

confused by the new technology. As an older entrant, his limited digital literacy skills 

immediately disadvantaged him, and he spoke of feeling ‘worried’ that he would not ‘get the 

hang the of it in time to put [his] requests in’ (John). Whilst he was reassured by the residents 

leading the induction session that there would be ‘Digital Peer Mentors available on each 

community’ (Mason) who could support him, this did little to ease his apprehension.  

From a theoretical perspective his experience resonates with Bordieuan ‘Habitus’, which 

refers to physical embodiment of cultural capital (Webb et al., 2002). Here Bourdieu, argued 

that cultural capital comprises varying symbolic elements such as skills, aptitude, credentials 

and qualifications that individuals acquire across the life course (Bourdieu, 1986). These forms 

of cultural capital can however be a major source of social inequality and can highlight the 

collective identities and social status of those who perhaps do no possess such skills and 

credentials, thus marginalising them further (Webb et al., 2002). Where the data is concerned, 

Berwyn’s laptops can be perceived as a symbolic marker of institutionalised cultural capital, 
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as they reveal those residents who lack the competence to cope with the new technology. The 

implications of this, is that certain vulnerabilities are exposed for others to see, thus singling 

them out as being in need. This is supported in the literature where it is argued that when an 

individual’s social status is made visible (i.e. through digital illiteracy) it exposes their social 

status to that of the wider group, thus, marginalising them and making them a target of possible 

exploitation and manipulation (Fallov and Armstrong, 2009). Furthermore, this theme is 

suggestive of the diverse pre-prison identities that arrive in a place of imprisonment - many of 

which are identities born out of social and economic exclusion (Crewe, 2012b). For them, their 

lives prior to imprisonment are characterised by unemployment, homelessness, poverty and 

disproportionately low levels of literacy, numeracy and information technology skills (Davis et 

al., 2013; Prison Reform Trust, 2013; Creese, 2016). To this end, many new entrants, are 

neither conversant nor comfortable with using autonomous technology to manage their time 

in prison and will require added levels of technological support so that they are not further 

digitally disadvantaged.  

8.12 Limiting liminal stressors through the promotion of healthy family relationships 

A prominent area highlighted in the study, related to the theoretical postulations asserted on 

‘liminality’. This aligns with objective three, with a key theme being the way in which liminality 

was alleviated through the promotion of healthy family relationships. As alluded to elsewhere 

in this study, liminality has been an object of much academic investigation and refers to the 

existential state of being caught, ‘betwixt and between’ different times and spaces (Turner, 

1969, p.95). This metaphorical space of betweenness, can be better understood in places like 

prison visiting rooms, whereby there is a distinct threshold between the outside and inside 

(Foster, 2017). Here, residents are constantly reminded of the outside world with regular visits 

from loved ones, and it is during these liminal moments that residents may also consider the 

construction of identity and selfhood (Beech, 2011). Likened to a sort of ‘social limbo’ (Turner, 

1974, p.57) liminality is repeatedly intensified by the organisational, institutional and social 

structures that are encountered in the prison milieu (Moran, 2013), thus leading to varying 

identity constructions and transitions. 

As explored elsewhere, Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach, which incorporates humane 

treatment and improved living conditions, has been shown to have many benefits. One 

advantage is the way in which it limits the liminal stressors that are placed on PIP. Building on 

this idea, respondents explained how there are certain anxieties felt when leaving the outside 

world and entering an alien environment, such as prison. Residents noted that Berwyn had 

been instrumental in mitigating against some of liminoid experiences (i.e. constraints on 
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personal and social identity). Most notably, the data highlighted how, especially in the first 

days of imprisonment, residents are betwixt and between two places and times. Their life 

outside the prison walls came to signify the ‘betwixt’ and represents freedom and the ability to 

conform to their pre-prison authentic self. Conversely, entering prison signifies the ‘between’ 

and is a transient space/time whereby their identity and individuality is suspended. This liminal 

state of being betwixt and between two very different worlds, can disrupt prison inhabitants’ 

sense of self, with individuals having to reposition their identity across multiple divides (Noble 

and Walker, 1997). As such, by Berwyn simply incorporating things like soft furnishings, 

welcoming environments and compassionate treatment (as was the case in Berwyn’s 

reception / induction) many of these liminal stressors were alleviated.  

 

Residents then explained how Berwyn had developed an accommodative prison environment 

which allowed for fluid identity transformations. Here, access to a personal phone in their 

residential accommodation was noted as important, as it offered a lifeline to loved ones, 

especially during times of stress and anxiety. The in-room phones also helped to cement 

identity constructions surrounding fatherhood and parental responsibility. Some residents also 

described how the phones enabled them to close the liminal threshold that exists between 

them and their children, by enabling them to contact their children each evening to enquire 

about their day and wish them goodnight. The phones were therefore noted as being important 

when establishing the common rites of passage that are experienced in fatherhood (Popenoe, 

1996). Moreover, by being absent from their children, it was asserted that Berwyn have 

recognised the importance of a father’s involvement upon their developing child. This was 

remarked in an extract whereby a resident, and new father to a baby boy, spoke of his need 

to ring his partner multiple times throughout the day to check on his new-born child. As a 

doting father, having remote access to a phone, day or night, enabled him to retain his paternal 

identity and continue the important rites of passage that are commonly associated with being 

a parent. Like a metaphorical bride between the inside and the outside, Berwyn’s in-room 

telecommunication system was therefore recognised in the data as being something which 

not only limits the liminal stressors of imprisonment, but also promotes healthy family 

relationships. 

 

In support of this, other residents spoke about how the in-room phones at Berwyn are the 

‘lifeblood of people’s stability’ (Alan), and can, particularly when residents’ families are situated 

many miles away, represent the only viable form of communication. This notion picks up on 

the physical, psychological, and social implications of Berwyn’s rehabilitative model (Objective 

3), and indicates how the in-room phones help residents stay connected to family, with some 
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residents regarding this communicative technology as the ‘most positive aspect’ (Alan) at 

Berwyn. The study also, from a thematic perspective, highlighted how residents who had spent 

prolonged periods in prison often become detached from the outside world, with the phone, 

once again, symbolising a lifeline which connects the liminal void found between the inside 

and outside. The significance of this is prominent to the aim of this study as it indicates that 

Berwyn’s focus on communicative technology, such as in-room phones, enables residents to 

stay connected with loved ones, thus solidifying pre-prison identities and fortifying 

relationships.  

 

In addition to fortifying family relationships and identities through technological means, 

respondents spoke favourably about the parenting skills services that were provided at 

Berwyn. Parenting skills sessions were delivered frequently at Berwyn by a third sector agency 

- Prison Advice and Care Trust (PACT), who provided a range of family enhancing 

programmes to residents. One such programme which aimed to strengthen parent-child 

relationships was being delivered at the time of the research. Observing this session, provided 

an opportunity to evaluate liminality, and as noted in the data, was instrumental in 

understanding how such interventions reinforce prosocial development, but also resident’s 

parental roles and identities. During the observation, the Family Worker responsible for 

delivering the session, spoke of how parental absenteeism created by imprisonment, inhibited 

paternal roles, with sessions such as these, helping residents fulfil their fatherly 

responsibilities. Even upon release from prison, it was noted that those leaving Berwyn are 

burdened with stigmatising prison-centric labels, something which is discussed in more detail 

later in this chapter. Labels such as ‘ex-offender’ and ‘criminal’ followed people around post-

release, making it difficult for them to reintegrate into society. Prison-leavers could also not 

move forward as ‘fathers’ with these destructively charged labels acting as constant reminders 

of their past offences. As such, it could be argued that these negative post-release criminal 

identifiers/labels are suggestive of liminality persisting well beyond the confines of the prison 

walls. Furthermore, the Family Worker also noted how the stigmatising labels assigned to 

Berwyn leavers can adversely impact their children through stigmatisation transference, 

something which has been acknowledged in existing studies (Barnardo’s, 2015). To this end, 

the stigma attached to previously imprisoned fathers could ultimately ‘rub off on the child’ 

(Lucy). This resonates with existing literature on intergenerational offending, whereby it is 

proposed that offending behaviour tends to run in families, with it being transmitted from one 

generation to the next (Flynn et al., 2017; Craig et al., 2021).  
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So far, the theme addressed here in relation to limiting liminal stressors through the promotion 

of healthy family relationships, demonstrated how technological advancements, pragmatic 

parenting programmes, and by lessening the liminal thresholds of the carceral space, Berwyn 

have been able to strengthen familial identities, thus enhancing family ties. However, another 

area for consideration, and one which aligns with the points made above, is the way that 

Berwyn have enhanced family relationships and identities through the visits process. Much 

like Berwyn’s reception and induction, visitations operated with the same humanity and dignity, 

thus reinforcing the true values of the ‘Berwyn Way’. This was especially important when 

considering objective one of the study, because here, Berwyn visitations were recognised for 

the way they nurtured prosocial identity (re)constructions and attempted to preserve familial 

identities. Elucidating on this, the study highlighted how the Berwyn visits were more ‘relaxed’ 

(Gavin) than in other jails, with the residents being able to buy food for their family from a 

servery located in the visit hall. This was substantiated with an observation of the visits 

process, whereby it was noted that residents could use their personal spending allowance to 

purchase food and drinks for their families; something again, which reinforces the pre-prison 

parental/partner identities that are typically associated with the thresholds of freedom. The 

arrangement of the visit hall furniture was also noted to be fundamental in the construction of 

healthy relationships and familial identities, by the way in which the brightly coloured, 

comfortable chairs were placed around the visit hall with no visible divides or barriers. Adding 

context, residents spoke of how they could ‘sit next to’ (Kelvin, Harvey), and embrace their 

loved ones, on soft chairs which were not permanently fixed, as is the case in many other UK 

prisons. The tables too, were portable and unobtrusive, meaning that they did not restrict or 

impinge contact between residents and their loved ones.  

 

The implications of the soft furnishings in Berwyn’s visit hall were observed to be active 

communicative facilitators toward familial bonds and identities, as they allowed for a natural 

interchange between residents and their families. This of course challenges the risk averse, 

neoliberal stance on imprisonment whereby UK prisons are typically furnished with security, 

cost efficiency and durability in mind (Fairweather, 2000). In keeping with objective two, the 

literature indicates that traditional prisons, favouring more punitive ideologies, steer away from 

soft furnishings, and prefer instead, unmovable furniture made of hard-wearing materials such 

as stainless steel, which, is easy to clean and difficult to vandalise (UNODC, 2016). Whilst 

such furniture reduces the risks associated with prison violence and disruption, it was also 

argued in the data, to encroach on personal space, prohibit touch and exacerbate the 

institutional atmosphere of the carceral space by the way it imposes physical barriers between 

residents and visitors. Therefore, the implication of Berwyn’s use of family friendly furniture is 
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pertinent not only to the wider study, but also for imparting future best-practice, as it supports 

research that indicates the need for positive physical touch in the prison setting (Ardiel and 

Rankin, 2010).  Here, scholars note how physical contact is not only important across the life 

course but is also fundamental in the developing stronger family relationships and 

communicating affection (Field, 2010; Jussilainen, 2015). Consequently, residents remarked 

that both physically and psychologically, Berwyn’s liberal visits, closed the liminal gulf between 

them and their loved ones and enabled them, if only for a moment, to reinstate their identities 

as a loving Father Husband/Partner, Son, Grandfather, Brother, Uncle, Nephew or friend.  

 

8.13 Promoting self-worth and connectedness through physical touch 

Physical touch was a prominent theme when exploring visitations at Berwyn. Here, the study 

highlighted how touch was underpinned by the ‘principles of normality’, which, as recounted 

in the literature, are detailed in the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 

(otherwise referred to as the Nelson Mandela Rules) (UNODC, 2015). The Mandela Rules 

offer recommendations on humane imprisonment, and as part of those rules, it is suggested 

that prisons should ready PIP for release by resembling as closely as possible the conditions 

outside the prison (UNODC, 2015). Replicating normality in the context of imprisonment, 

should then, according to the literature, extend to the sensory reality that is found in everyday 

physical touch (Fransson and Giofrè, 2020). This is because touch, is from a psychological 

and physical perspective, a central modality for communication, and the conveying of comfort, 

trust, reassurance, empathy and intimacy (Hertenstein et al., 2009). Physiologically, touch is 

also validated for its significance in the socio-emotional, cognitive and neurological 

development of infants, thus making it an important factor when considering healthy parent-

child relationships (Hertenstein et al., 2006). Consequently, this theme indicates that Berwyn 

have moved beyond the sensorial experience of traditional Anglo-Welsh prisons, which, in 

their pursuit of security, are argued to be devoid of physicality and touch (Fransson and Giofrè, 

2020). Berwyn have however incorporated a multi-sensorial visitation experience which allows 

residents to promote self-worth and connectedness through physical touch and closeness. 

This sensorial process was debated by residents, who proposed that touch helped to reinforce 

constructions of togetherness, attachment and familial identity. They expressed how their 

families benefited from this physical contact also, with the suggestion that Berwyn’s visits 

procedures and an emphasis on physicality, helped to lift the liminal veil between the outside 

and inside, thus letting in a glimmer of light. This notion is supported in the literature, whereby 

it is argued that family orientated practices alleviate the liminal strains which apply to both 

residents and visitors and can help to make the visit process feel more natural (Moran, 2013; 

Hayward, 2018). 
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Despite the benefits outlined in relation to physical touch, the data uncovered issues with the 

way in which the architecture of touch at Berwyn had created security issues. This was alluded 

to by residents and staff, who explained that some Berwyn residents had used touch and 

physical proximity during visits, to pass/receive drugs and illicit items between themselves 

and/or their loved ones. Because of this, security measures had been tightened, with staff 

suggesting that they now had to be much more vigilant during visits. The implications of this 

finding are suggestive of the wider complexities experienced when attempting to improve 

penal processes, such as incorporating sensorial elements like touch. It also highlights how 

despite Berwyn’s best rehabilitative efforts, the quality of visits were compromised because of 

the harmful actions of some residents who chose to exploit Berwyn’s liberal philosophies for 

their own gain.   

 

Despite this, respondents applauded Berwyn’s attempts to create family connectedness 

through multi-sensorial means. Outside of visitations, respondents spoke of how Berwyn’s 

dedicated family days did just that. The family days consisted of sports days and general get-

togethers and were argued by residents to be ‘fantastic’ (Kelvin), ‘phenomenal’ (Owen) and 

‘one of the best things’ (Kelvin) about Berwyn. Residents noted how Berwyn’s family orientated 

events enabled them a closeness to their family that they had never experienced in any other 

jail, and because of this, some claimed they felt ‘proud’ (Christian) to have their family visit 

them at Berwyn. Adding context to these narratives, an ethnographic observation of a family 

session held in the visit hall for a select group of parental residents, revealed how Berwyn had 

achieved sensorial togetherness. The session, which consisted of a small petting zoo which 

included a range of small animals, enabled residents to engage experientially with their 

child(ren). Fathers took turns with their child(ren) to pet and learn about the animals, with touch 

being the key emphasis of the session. It was also an opportunity for residents to revaluate 

their parental and partnership/marital identities/roles. An example of this, was when one 

resident was able to comfort his son when he fell over during the session. Picking his son up 

in his arms, he was able, through the intimacy afforded through physical touch, to console and 

calm his child. Reflecting on this, he explained how that moment of tenderness and parental 

obligation would ‘carry [him] through until [he saw his son] again’ (Christian), thus implying the 

power of family and sensorial engagement to enhance psychological well-being. He also 

proposed that the family events motivated him to regulate his behaviour when back in the 

prison as he did not want to jeopardise his involvement in future family days/sessions. 

Therefore, it can be argued that Berwyn’s promotion of improved family experiences motivated 

some residents to be prosocial, independent thinkers. It also, during those moment of family 

togetherness, enabled them to nurture attachments, thus becoming better fathers/partners. 
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Therefore, the relevance of this finding suggests that Berwyn has found its niche. Berwyn have 

worked to protect and cultivate familial identities by encouraging residents to develop healthy 

relationships with their children and their wider family network. 

 

8.14 Discussion: Managing behaviour: the Berwyn Way 

In alignment with each of the objectives set out in this study, the research sought to explore 

issues relating to Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos, specifically surrounding behaviour 

management. This was achieved by examining the physical, psychological, and social 

implications of Berwyn’s behavioural approach and assessing these against theoretical 

explanations. What follows here, are the interpretations and implications of those findings in 

relation Berwyn’s overall vision for reform. It is commonly accepted that the UK prison estate 

has seen an unparalleled rise in unruly behaviour and violence amongst those detained 

(Peacock, 2019; Chamberlen and Carvalho, 2019). This culture of disorder creates prison 

environments which are dangerous for those inhabiting or working within them and can 

generate feelings of fear and apprehension (Edgar et al., 2003). Such behaviour also inhibits 

the day-to-day operations and efficiency of the carceral space; with disorderly conduct 

disrupting the regime and general order of the establishment. It is therefore vital for prisons, 

to consider appropriate ways to manage adverse behaviour, as it recognised that prisons rely 

upon order and discipline if they are to function effectively, and undeniably so, if they are to 

be considered rehabilitative (King, 1985). Berwyn have therefore attempted to embed humane 

disciplinary measures in their operational model (the Berwyn Way) and have taken inspiration 

from a prominent Cheshire-based school model to achieve this. This behavioural model 

applies a system of positive reward, whereby, poor behaviour is challenged, and good 

behaviour is rewarded and incentivised via positive reinforcement. Berwyn also attempted to 

revise the already established IEP system, which operates across the prison estate as a 

reward system which awards prison residents’ greater privileges depending upon their earned 

status (i.e. basic, standard, enhanced) (Pratt and Garton-Grimwood, 2014). This findings 

chapter explored the management of unruly behaviour at Berwyn, and was divided into four 

separate themes: Reward and Responsibility: rebranding rehabilitation; Managing adverse 

behaviour; ‘Those who shout the loudest’: rewarding bad behaviour and ignoring the good; 

and, Behaviour modelling: weaponising the Berwyn Way. 

 

8.15 Reward and Responsibility: rebranding rehabilitation 

Beginning with the revision of the IEP system, the sample group were asked their thoughts on 

this. Their responses were varied, however, the first theme to derive from the data highlighted 

how, much like other processes and practices at Berwyn, the new ‘Reward and Responsibility’ 
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system as it was called at Berwyn, was intended to be more liberal than other Anglo-Welsh 

prisons. Respondents explained how people entering traditional prisons, would be 

automatically placed on the mid-range standard privilege, and could, depending on their 

conduct during their imprisonment, progress to enhanced status, or be downgraded to basic. 

However, as part of Berwyn’s ‘Reward and Responsibility’ system, new arrivals were 

immediately given the highest status - ‘enhanced privileges’, which afforded them more 

luxuries such as increased family visits and recreational time. This was spoke of with 

enthusiasm, with respondents explaining how Berwyn’s offered an opportunity to prove 

themselves. It was also suggested that giving residents enhanced status from the outset 

provided them with a level footing, with every resident being ‘given a chance’ (Kelvin). It also 

helped to reduce the time taken to gain incentivised status, which, respondents argued could 

take several months to achieve in typical jails.    

 

Despite the positive aspects asserted by the sample group toward Berwyn’s ‘Reward and 

Responsibility’ system, there were also some objections. A common thematic response 

related to the Cheshire-based school model on which Berwyn’s ‘Reward and Responsibility’ 

process was based. Here, an officer explained his concerns; suggesting that the whole-school 

rewards approach did not translate into operational prison practice. This, he added, was 

because the punishment and reward system found in the school model was identical to that 

already adopted across the prison estate, and that the only real difference between Berwyn’s 

‘Reward and Responsibility’ system was its name. This change in terminology had caused 

confusion over how to deal with unruly behaviour and had inadvertently created a conciliatory 

culture whereby negative behaviour went unchallenged and was instead ‘rewarded’ (S.10). 

Others agreed; noting how the term ‘Reward and Responsibility’ was a mere semantic 

rearrangement of the already established IEP system, and that technically, there was little 

difference between the two systems. Here, respondents argued that Berwyn, had through its 

use of rehabilitative language, which is discussed later in this chapter, rebranded certain 

prison processes and systems without instilling any noticeable improvements. This is 

substantiated in the literature, whereby studies on moral agency indicate that some 

organisations use euphemistic terminology to camouflage ‘pernicious activities in innocent or 

sanitizing parlance’ (Bandura, 1999, p.4). Often vague, and non-descript, terminology such as 

‘Reward and Responsibility’, enables organisations to make processes and procedures 

appear more respectable, when in fact they offer no discernible difference to those processes 

that have gone before them. As such, it could be argued from the data, that Berwyn’s attempts 

to revivify the IEP system and replace it with a new and improved ‘Reward and Responsibility’ 
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system could be considered a semantic framing strategy which is used to reassure critics that 

real, rehabilitative change is occurring.   

 

8.16 Managing adverse behaviour 

As deliberated in the preceding section, UK prisons are regrettably categorised by high levels 

of challenging behaviour, therefore there is an emphasis upon prisons to create social order 

and discipline through legitimate authority and rule setting (Jackson et al., 2010). Doing so, 

offers prisons with an arsenal of effective behaviour management strategies, which enable 

prison staff to address disruptive behaviour, whilst also attempting to motivate residents 

through positive reinforcement. The data pertaining to this, contextualises Berwyn’s approach 

and this next theme explains how adverse behaviour at Berwyn is largely dependent on 

structural, managerial, and environmental factors.  

 

As alluded to elsewhere, Berwyn’s rehabilitative model, has at times, been misconstrued and 

misunderstood by many that live and work within its confines. This has led to some of Berwyn’s 

more progressive ideas being manipulated and used to ill-effect. One area that has suffered 

in this regard, is that of adverse behaviour management. Here, the study highlighted a 

recurring issue at Berwyn, which involved prominent levels of maladaptive goal-orientated 

behaviour. This involved Berwyn residents resorting to obstructive and manipulative behaviour 

to get what they wanted; often using Berwyn’s liberal stance as the perfect opportunity to enact 

this. The data suggests that these occurrences mainly involved residents climbing on the 

prison railings which line the upper landings of each community (wing). By positioning 

themselves ‘at height’ (Alex, Colin) and in imminent danger of a possible fall, residents refused 

to dismount unless their demands were met. Demanding things like vapes and extra canteen 

funds, the data implies that the railings provided residents with leverage over staff and were 

being used as a bargaining tool. Respondents added that in most cases, staff were yielding to 

resident orders, and by attempting to remove residents safely from this impending situation, 

were rewarding their disruptive behaviour with greater rewards than originally commanded. 

This finding is important as it reveals the continual dynamic power play that pervades the 

prison system and indicates how easily power can be abdicated from the custodians and 

keepers of imprisoned people to the imprisoned people themselves (Bottoms, 1999). Where 

this occurs, the social order of the establishment is compromised, with prisons in danger of 

losing control of the carceral space. This was evident at Berwyn, with some in the sample 

group, suggesting that Berwyn staff ‘appeased’ (S.17) adverse behaviour, thus reinforcing to 

other residents that negative behaviour would be tolerated. Because of this, it was suggested 

that the wrong message was being conveyed to all at Berwyn – one of ‘rewarding of bad 
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behaviour’ (S.10, Leigh, Jimmy). The implication of this is detrimental to resident and staff 

safety and could, if left unchecked, result in further outbursts of destructive behaviour, which 

could ultimately impinge upon Berwyn’s capacity to deliver upon a safety. 

 

By attempting to drive a rehabilitative culture, distinctions were made between the way that 

Berwyn managed adverse behaviour and the way such behaviour was dealt with elsewhere 

in the prison estate. Respondents agreed that rather than pacify residents by giving into their 

demands, traditional prisons, operating outside of Berwyn holistic philosophy, tended to rely 

on swift approaches, which sought to decisively put an end to negative behaviour, thus 

preventing further disruptions. Examples of how this is achieved in the conventional sense, 

were explored, with respondents suggesting that poor behaviour in other jails usually results 

in adjudicatory procedures, or more commonly, restraint. The traditional response to adverse 

behaviour management is then, according to the data, one which resorts to procedural 

processes and physicality, with minimal attempts to de-escalate adverse behavioural 

situations. This is well-documented in existing literature whereby it is argued that conventional 

prisons operate on a basis of legitimacy and control (Sparks et al., 1996). Despite the 

seemingly totalitarian approach, some respondents claimed that they preferred traditional 

penal styles of behaviour management as they helped to define the rules, thus enabling 

residents to ‘[know] where [they] stood’ (Alex, S.10). At Berwyn however, the unanticipated 

placatory culture that had developed through Berwyn’s behaviour management methods, 

meant that residents were unsure of how to conduct themselves, and staff were equally unsure 

of how to appropriately address poor behaviour.   

 

Added to the uncertain and inconsistent culture that had been created because of Berwyn’s 

behaviour management approach, the data exposed high levels of staff dissatisfaction and 

frustration. Here, the effects of Berwyn’s pacifying culture on staff were well-documented, with 

staff noting how the managerial response toward behaviour management at Berwyn was 

dictated by the easiest recourse. Here, they explained that appeasing rule-breakers appears 

to be the least labour-intensive or more cost-effective approach, which, in terms of the 

literature, can be attributed to managerialism (Bennett, 2016). One staff member went on to 

explain that the managerial response to staff assaults at Berwyn was ‘too lenient’ (S.08) and 

that the perpetrators of the assaults were being placed in segregation, only to be returned, a 

few hours later, to the same wing - alongside the staff member that they had just assaulted. 

This was considered conciliatory, and staff spoke of how this managerial decision left them 

‘feeling deflated and not valued’ (S.08). Adding to their dissatisfaction, respondents were also 

frustrated by the way in which some of the newer staff lacked the experience and/or 
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confidence needed to set clear boundaries and follow through with them. Here, it was noted 

that some staff address maladaptive behaviour in a dominant and immediate fashion, whilst 

others adopted a more submissive stance. This finding is important as it adds depth to the 

idea that building a rehabilitative culture, whereby poor behaviour is challenged and positive 

is rewarded and reinforced, requires cohesion and continuity from all.  

 

8.17 ‘Those who shout the loudest’: rewarding bad behaviour and ignoring the good 

In attempting to change behaviour by reward, not punishment (HMP Berwyn, 2017), the next 

theme presented in the data explored equality and partiality. Acknowledging prisons as the 

symbolic ‘forcing houses’ which alter criminal thinking and return people back to society as 

law-abiding citizens, Goffman (1958, p.22) argued that modifying behaviour required prisons 

to operate within the confines of reasonable, legitimate, and consistent rules. Achieving this, 

however, is not as easy as it may seem, and the study highlighted how this was one area that 

Berwyn had struggled to achieve when delivering their revised behaviour management 

system.  

 

In the study, respondents explained that Berwyn’s behavioural management strategy was 

inequitable, largely because of the way in which adverse behaviour was being rewarded with 

preferential inducements. They went on to suggest that the positive, and prosocial conduct of 

residents was frequently overlooked, and certainly not rewarded. Conversely, they described 

how disruptive residents were prioritised, with their negative behavioural patterns gaining them 

prolonged attention from staff, preferential treatment, tangible rewards (i.e. vapes, single 

accommodation) and privileged positions in the jail, such as wing mentors (a job usually 

reserved for the most responsible and compliant residents). Because of this, the data 

highlighted how time spent by staff dealing with challenging residents was prone to generate 

perceptions of partiality by other residents. Residents went on to indicate a level of resentment 

and animosity toward noncompliant residents, who were perceived as taking up valuable staff 

time and depriving conforming residents of the care and attention that they occasionally 

required.   

 

Respondents indicated that the differential treatment that existed at Berwyn in relation to rule-

setting and behaviour management had marginalised residents who were perhaps considered 

obedient and docile. The data added insight to this, with residents describing how their 

diligence, conformist attitudes, acceptance of the rules, and ‘efforts to self-police and restrict 

[their] anti-social tendencies’ (Stephen) went unnoticed. As such, some residents indicated 

how they had been consigned to the side-lines, whereby they perceived themselves to be 
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excluded and ‘overlooked’ (Alex). Others supported this, noting how there was an inequitable 

value placed on defiance, with adverse behaviour being argued to be the only true behaviour 

that staff recognised, or indeed, documented on the prisons database, p-NOMIS. Residents 

alluded to their frustrations at this lack of documentation, as p-NOMIS is intended, amongst 

many other things, to record both positive and negative resident conduct (Samele et al., 2017).  

 

By failing to appreciate the positive and prosocial conduct that many Berwyn residents 

displayed, some in the sample group suggested that the only way for them to be seen, was if 

they ‘did something wrong and made more of a noise’ (Paul). This finding resonates with 

existing studies whereby it has been found that a person’s motivation, moral status and 

humanity is strengthened when their positive acts and behaviours are recognised and 

acknowledged (Bastian et al., 2011; Pizarro et al., 2003). It also goes against one of the key 

tenets that was prompted by Berwyn prior to becoming operational, which, implied that Berwyn 

would ‘be neutral and show no bias in the application of the rules’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2). 

Despite Berwyn’s pledge toward equality, many in the sample group referred to moments 

when their socially responsible behaviour had been rejected. Expanding on this, they spoke 

of how the lack of reinforcement of proper behaviour at Berwyn, demotivated them to comply 

with the rules, or to continue modifying their behaviour in a prosocial manner. Without the 

correct use of positive reinforcement and little incentives for good behaviour, residents 

explained how they had nothing ‘to strive for’ (Alex, Jacob) at Berwyn and that without 

contingent motivators, some individuals would eventually ‘stop being good’ (Jacob). Th is is 

endorsed in existing literature, whereby it is argued that prisons which lack incentivisation tend 

to see reductions in motivation, and subsequently, escalated incidences of adverse and 

antisocial behaviour (Fehr and Falk, 2002).  

 

Respondents did however acknowledge that there was a captive cohort of residents who could 

be encouraged to comply with the rules and strive toward prosocial behaviour. This, they 

added, would however require a more traditional response to behaviour management such as 

a ‘carrot and stick’ (Owen, Kelvin) approach, whereby positive behaviour is induced through a 

combination of rewards and punishments (Sylvester and Thomson, 2018). Instead, Berwyn 

appears to have focused its attention on the habitually disruptive residents, and in doing so, 

failed to create a constructive environment with clearly demarcated rules, regulations and 

attainable rewards for compliant behaviour. In keeping with objective two of this study, this 

finding aligns with theoretical postulations on obedience, which assumes that ‘people are 

viewed as shaping their behaviour to respond to changes in the tangible, immediate incentives 

and penalties associated with following the law – to judgements about the personal gains and 
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losses resulting from different kinds of behaviour’ (Tyler, 2006, p.3). Put simply, this means 

that some individuals propensity to conformism may be enhanced when they are provided with 

adequate gains, incentives, and moreover, when they are subject to fair and procedurally just 

penalties. However, when the incentives for positive behaviour are lacking, and the penalties 

for poor behaviour appear insufficient or lax, as is the case at Berwyn, people’s motivation to 

comply with the rules will diminish.  

 

8.18 Behaviour modelling: weaponising the Berwyn Way  

Looking predominantly at behaviour modelling, the final theme in relation to behaviour 

management, considered the way in which Berwyn’s behavioural modification system had 

created a series of negative outcomes. Here, the data indicated that Berwyn’s behavioural 

strategy of ‘changing behaviour by reward, not punishment’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2) had 

backfired to some extent, with the target audience (residents) now adopting the adverse 

behaviour patterns that Berwyn had initially hoped to reduce. As such, it could be argued that 

Berwyn’s strategy was partly responsible for instigating the opposite target behaviour, such 

as violence and disruption, which had become the norm at Berwyn. This discussion therefore 

addresses how this happened both from a sociological, behavioural and psychological 

perspective.  

 

Beginning with Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1965,1969a,1977), the data indicated how 

there were very few positive reinforcers at Berwyn, and thus, no incentive for compliant 

residents to conform. The outcome of this, as touched upon elsewhere in this chapter, was 

that upstanding and respected residents acceded to undesirable behaviour. Widely supported 

in the tenets of social learning theory, it is argued that individuals will observe, model and 

imitate the behaviours, emotional reactions and attitudes of those around them, thus meaning 

that cognitive and environmental factors do indeed influence human behaviour 

(Bandura,1977). It is also indicative of the ‘bad barrels’ hypothesis (Zimbardo, 2007), which 

suggests that a prevalence of negative behavioural patterns in a particular area (i.e. a prison) 

will eventually infiltrate into the wider space, thus poisoning the ‘good apples’ and creating 

wider discord (Youngblood, 1990, p.378). This infiltration occurs for several reasons, however, 

in the context of Berwyn, the data highlighted how some residents had recognised that 

conformity did not pay dividends at Berwyn. Moreover, they had, through a process of 

vicarious learning (Ollendick and Shapiro, 1984) realised that adverse behaviours would 

achieve greater and more beneficial outcomes. Due to this realisation, some residents had 

discovered ways to use Berwyn’s behaviour management strategy as a weapon against the 

staff. This was documented in ethnographic observation of Berwyn’s reception area, whereby 
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it was noted by an officer that Berwyn’s behaviour management process had ‘morphed into 

something quite different than what we had initially planned’ (Colin). He went on to explain 

how residents, had during their incarceration at Berwyn, been able to watch the behavioural 

and social order of the prison unfold. During this time, they had been able to ascertain, 

principally from observing others, how the staff at Berwyn would react to certain behaviours. 

Correspondingly, because there were no identifiable consequences for adverse and disruptive 

behaviour, the officer suggested that the many residents at Berwyn, have ‘taken what [Berwyn 

have] created and weaponised it, and know exactly how to use it against us’ (Colin). By 

‘weaponising’ Berwyn’s model, residents were able to manipulate most situations to their 

favour, and the data highlighted how even the most upstanding residents had taken to this 

unscrupulous behaviour as they had come to associate misconduct with instantaneous 

reward. The data highlighted how residents had also taken to using Berwyn’s organisational 

values to manipulate certain situations. This kind of response indicates just another way that 

Berwyn’s reformist processes were, at the time of the research, being turned back on Berwyn. 

Moreover, it highlights how Berwyn’s casual approach to behaviour had enabled residents to 

construct the cultural and behavioural tone at Berwyn, by setting new behavioural norms which 

regrettably revolved around manipulation and adverse conduct.  

 

The implication of this finding is important both to the longevity and efficacy of Berwyn’s 

behavioural modification approach, but also to other establishments who may look to Berwyn’s 

model for guidance. Here, Berwyn’s behavioural management method, was distorted and 

exploited by residents, often for personal gain, thus generating a weapon of Berwyn’s own 

making. This demonstrates that even the most admirable of strategies, which are based on 

solid theoretical underpinnings, are not guaranteed to achieve positive outcomes. Often, 

behavioural modifications strategies, such as Berwyn’s, end up becoming radically different 

than originally planned, usually because they must adapt to a host of complexities, real-world 

necessities, hierarchic adjustments, and unforeseen social ordering.  

 

8.19 Discussion: Actions speak louder than words: rethinking prison language, 

relationships and interactions  

When exploring how prison residents and staff communicate, it is pertinent to address 

language, relationships and interactions. Doing so, offers insight into social interactions and 

interpersonal relationships, which, in the context of imprisonment, have been recognised in 

the literature for their rehabilitative and therapeutic potential (Warr, 2008; Willmot and 

McMurran, 2016; Lewis, 2016). Therefore, a key consideration within this study was language, 

and more specifically, the research reflected on the interconnectedness of social interaction 
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and language by drawing on Berwyn’s use of person-centred lexicons, which were created to 

shape the prison environment, and the relationships therein. Because language is an 

intrinsically bound social act, which forms the most widespread mode of human 

communication (Verga and Kotz, 2013) this discussion also considers how Berwyn’s liberal 

language was received by staff and residents. Here, the sample group indicated that Berwyn’s 

progressive linguistic stance, could from a social, interpersonal and cultural aspect, promote, 

preserve, or dissolve prison relationships. In attempting to interpret language, five themes 

contributed to the discussion. These were are as follows: Developing rehabilitative discourse: 

moving beyond stigmatising labels and criminal symbols; the institutionalisation of language: 

change processes and the acquisition of rehabilitative discourse; Actions speak louder than 

words; reshaping the social systems that define contemporary prison relationships; and, the 

performative prison: the dramaturgical ‘act’ of constructing prison language and interactions. 

 

8.20 Developing rehabilitative discourse: moving beyond stigmatising labels and 

criminal symbols 

Beginning with the pragmatics of Berwyn’s lexical approach, the first theme addressed within 

the data related to the reasoning behind Berwyn’s linguistic turn. In keeping with existing 

literature, some respondents attributed Berwyn’s use of humane person-centric terms, such 

as ‘resident’, ‘room’, and ‘community’ to the development of dignity and personhood. By 

deviating from pejorative ‘offender’ specific terminology, there was some indication from the 

data, that Berwyn had adopted neutral word-choices to reduce the pains of imprisonment 

(Sykes, 1958) and alleviate the stigmatising impact that language can have upon PIP. This 

notion is empirically supported, with institutional nomenclatures, such as those utilised in 

customary caracal settings (i.e. prisoner, inmate, cell, wing etc.) being recognised as a distinct 

form of social control (Mills, 1940), and a medium which can inhibit relationships and 

interactions (Tran et al., 2018). Language is also appreciated for its power to shape the way 

that people think and feel, therefore, this finding was especially pertinent when addressing the 

key objectives of this research (i.e. Objectives 3 and 4). Here, it is argued that if addressed by 

dehumanising terms, which can deny a person of their individuality and identity, words can 

affect an individual for the rest of their life (Ellis, 2013). The data resonates with this; 

demonstrating how Berwyn’s move beyond stigmatising ‘offender’ specific labels and criminal 

symbols, in favour of humane person-centric terms has allowed for an ‘aspirational kind of 

language’ (S.12). Berwyn’s aspirant language acknowledges PIP for their present identity and 

possible future status (i.e. person, resident, member of society), rather than them being 

defined by historical transgressions (i.e. criminal, offender, ex-offender). By calling ‘people 

what we want them to be’ (S.12), one officer noted how Berwyn’s liberating lexis enabled 
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residents’ to aspire to more than a criminal lifestyle and offending ideations. Similarly, 

Berwyn’s lexis was acknowledged in the data as putting the person first, thus, freeing residents 

of the constraining criminal markers and symbolic nomenclature which negates their position 

as human beings. By focusing on what can be, as opposed to what is, in the present and 

temporal sense, Berwyn’s humane lexis was demonstrated to be liberating rather than limiting. 

As such, it was thematically recognised that Berwyn’s language adjustments were, for some, 

a motivational gateway which inspired, encouraged and mobilised positive change.  

 

Humanising language, such as that adopted at Berwyn, can also help to codify and crystallise 

culture change, and can help to determine what a particular institution, such as a prison, is all 

about (Allen, 2016). This was especially evident at Berwyn, with the data indicating that 

Berwyn had utilised language to purposefully establish their rehabilitative stance, progressive 

values and humane culture. By moving away from damaging and degrading terminology, 

which was once representative of ‘the old approach’ (S.06), Berwyn were able to set 

themselves apart from other UK establishments and demonstrate the power of language when 

attempting to encourage prosocial and rehabilitative development. 

 

Prisons, as with other total institutions (Goffman, 1968), act as key political conduits by which 

the reinforcement of language can convey important messages to the rest of society (Foucault, 

1972). This notion resonated with Berwyn’s person-centered nomenclature, which, according 

the data, allowed for a reframing of the way in which society views imprisoned people, but also 

those within the wider CJS. As postulated in existing literature, the public’s attitude toward 

people who have offended is principally dictated by the public’s response to the perceived 

levels of crime, and their subsequent fear of crime (Roberts, 2018). It is also influenced by 

penal populism, (Bottoms, 1995; Garland, 2001) which aside of harsher sentencing measures, 

saw disproportionately high imprisonment rates and a host of restrictive community orders and 

other experimental forms of crime control become commonplace (Jennings et al., 2017). 

Accordingly, society’s attitude to PIP has typically been one which views them as ‘object[s] of 

execration’ and condemnation (Russell, 2014, p.26). The public’s tough on crime thinking also 

translates into processes of imprisonment which leave little room for respectful and inclusive 

terminology. As such, Berwyn’s divergence away from the orthodox institutional lexis in favour 

of neutral terms has been instrumental in guiding public sentiment, and has, according to the 

data, provided several reasons as to why language adjustments across the prison estate and 

wider CJS should remain. One such reason noted in the data was the way in which Berwyn’s 

humane lexis empowered residents and improved their self-esteem. Having confidence to 

adopt a prosocial and law-abiding identity, enables PIP to reintegrate into society without the 
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unending stereotyping, stigmatisation and perpetual marginalisation that comes from being 

labelled a criminal or ex-offender (Moore et al., 2016; Ricciardelli and Peters, 2017). The data 

also revealed how Berwyn’s liberating lexicon helped to normalise residents’ existence in the 

carceral space, but also upon release, with one resident explaining how Berwyn’s sympathetic 

labels alleviated some of the transitionary stresses that occur when people re-enter society. 

This resonates with existing literature, whereby it is argued that traditionally defined 

institutional discourse perpetually constructs imprisoned people as the other or outsider 

(Vanstone, 2002). However, the data notes how at Berwyn, PIP are considered equals, which, 

sends a validatory message - that they are deserved of care, compassion and respectful 

treatment. This was noted by the way in which one resident explained how Berwyn’s lexical 

arrangements made him ‘feel normal and like [he had] a place in society’ (Kelvin).  

 

In addition to its value as a re-integratory facilitator, Berwyn’s liberal lexis was acknowledged 

in the study for its potential to influence behaviour. One resident explained how the words that 

are spoken, and indeed, the way in which they are said, can influence how someone behaves. 

When spoken to with derogatory and dehumanising terms, and with an unsympathetic and 

impatient tone, as is often the case in prisons, he noted how his behaviour is more likely to 

escalate to violence and discord. However, when spoken to in sympathetic and sterile terms, 

as used at Berwyn, he noted how is more likely to respond correspondingly - in a calm and 

equally respectful way. This finding helps to validate each objective within this study, as it 

highlights the reciprocal nature of humanising discourse and provides an understanding of 

how person-first terminology can level out the power-laden transactions that frequently occur 

in carceral settings. This was evidenced in the data, whereby it was argued that Berwyn’s 

person-centric terms and respectful communication, enabled richer relationships which were 

not punctuated by the ‘authoritarian’ (Robert) power asymmetries which often exist between 

prison staff and inhabitants (Mayr, 2004). Furthermore, this finding is indicative of language 

synchronism, which put simply, indicates how humanising terms can have a self-regulating 

and therapeutic effect, whereby individuals mirror the lexicon and attitude that is being 

communicated. Studies on verbal de-escalation techniques substantiate this, and highlight 

how appropriate language and tone can be used to diffuse difficult interactions which have the 

potential to escalate into violence (Kerr and Nelson, 2010; Burgan and Hebenstreit, 2014; 

Appling, 2018). Other theoretical postulations which help to assert the positive and persuasive 

power of Berwyn’s person-centred lexis is labelling theory. Labelling theory suggests that 

criminally described individuals will often internalise the deviant labels by which they are 

defined and will begin to behave in a manner which is consistent with the label - thus, leading 
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to self-perpetuated and cumulative deviancy (Farrington, 1977; Farrington et al., 1978; 

Erikson, 1962, Maddan, 2014).  

 

Despite much appreciation for Berwyn’s liberal lexis, there were however several criticisms. 

The first related to Berwyn’s unintentional oversight surrounding gender-neutral language. 

Here, respondents spoke of how Berwyn had failed, prior to opening, to account for the 

possibility of transgender or gender non-conforming people being housed at Berwyn. 

Consequently, Berwyn had originally agreed to use the term ‘men’, when referring collectively 

to Berwyn inhabitants and ‘man’ when defining them individually. However, upon receival of 

two transgender females, the terms ‘men’ / ‘man’ had to be renegotiated. As part of this 

compromise, staff respondents explained how after much deliberation over the most suitable 

non-binary replacement term, Berwyn eventually settled on ‘resident(s)’. This was argued to 

be ‘gender-neutral’ (S.12) and met the desired requirements of being normalising, humane 

and rehabilitative. However, some respondents contested the term ‘resident(s)’, preferring 

instead, the term ‘prisoner’ (S.12, S.09), which they argued to be equally gender-neutral. Their 

views highlight the contestability of Berwyn’s lexis, even after 18-months of being operational. 

Offering a salient example of how transgender lives are erased and overlooked by dominant 

institutional practices (Namaste, 2000), the data also indicates how Berwyn’s glaring omission 

to define prison inhabitants in gender sensitive terminology exposes insufficient due diligence 

on Berwyn’s part. Moreover, the data signifies that the systemic discrimination of transgender 

and gender non-conforming people in prison, plays a central part in their prison experience 

and subsequent rehabilitation. Therefore, with prisons failing to recognise individuals’ diverse, 

and in some cases, protected characteristics (The Equality Act, 2010), this emphasises an 

inadequate institutional response to gender equality across the prison estate (Arkles, 2009; 

Lamble, 2012; Mathiassen, 2017). 

 

In addition to the arguments above, the findings also indicated that there were others in the 

sample group who disagreed with Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexicon. One resident stated that he 

would rather be described in factual terms, and thus, referred to as a ‘prisoner’ (Jimmy). This, 

he added, was a term which was both overt and unequivocal, as were the terms ‘cell’ and 

‘wing’. As alluded to elsewhere in this chapter, by euphemising institutional terminology, he 

suggested that Berwyn’s lexis confused his identity construction and his expected role within 

the carceral space. He also explained how these terms verbally obscured the accuracies of 

prison life by the way in which terms like ‘community’ (Jimmy) suggested that there was a 

sense of community, socialisation and civic engagement contained inside the prison walls. 

Adding context to this, he added that he could not ‘call the place where [he] live[d] a community 
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when [he does not] know the names of people and [cannot] interact with them’ (Jimmy). 

Similarly, the term ‘resident’, was perceived by respondents to mean someone who chooses 

to reside in a certain place, and who has the option to stay or go – something which, arguably 

all PIP wish they had. Terms like ‘resident’ and ‘community’ also indicate that PIP share a 

commonality or cohesion with the people in which they are housed with. Therefore, Berwyn’s 

linguistic distortion tells a different story to the narrative truths which were presented here, with 

respondents indicating that Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis can be misleading and inexact. This 

aligns with linguistics, whereby it is claimed that euphemistic terms such as those presented 

at Berwyn (i.e. ‘resident’ and ‘room’), seek to avoid negative connotations associated with the 

counterpart terms (i.e. ‘prisoner’ and ‘cell’), and are deliberately constructed to conceal the 

unpleasantness of a particular word/concept (Gernsbacher et al., 2016). They are also used 

as ‘an alternative to a dis-preferred expression’ and can shield against ‘the feared, the disliked, 

and the unpleasant’ (Allan and Burridge, 1991, p.222). This notion upheld what some 

respondents said and was indicative of their views on how Berwyn’s person-centred 

nomenclature, in the context of imprisonment, was incongruous with the pains and realities of 

prison life. As such, some respondents suggested that they preferred clarity over 

compassionate phraseology, and would rather a return to orthodox prison terms (i.e. prisoner 

/ cell etc) because they perceive these terms to be relative, and therefore accurate. 

 

Speaking contemplatively on the authenticity of Berwyn’s nomenclature, other respondents 

proposed that Berwyn’s lexicon, although initially portrayed as a well-intentioned rehabilitative 

tool, was ‘contrived’ (Paul), and had been created to legitimise Berwyn’s existence as 

‘rehabilitative’ prison. Here, a resident spoke of how he perceived Berwyn’s lexical variations 

to be a shrewd rhetorical strategy which was created for promotional value and not for the 

welfare of imprisoned people. He went on to suggest that Berwyn’s sanitised words and 

phrases served only to adorn publicity ‘straplines’ (Paul) and embellish the ‘headline of a 

newspaper or maybe in an internal mail’ (Paul). With this, it was noted that the terms lacked 

substance and failed to deliver on the rehabilitative measures to which their names purported. 

These claims are suggestive of an ulterior motive behind Berwyn’s nomenclature (i.e. for 

publicity/public image), and support the argument that Berwyn’s lexical approach, was 

semantically engineered to conceal neoliberal prison agendas behind sanitised phrases and 

idealism.  
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8.21 The institutionalisation of language: change processes and the acquisition of 

rehabilitative discourse  

The sociolinguistic patterns of imprisonment have received little empirical consideration, 

despite there being numerous deeply embedded language structures found in prisons. As with 

many other institutions such as schools and hospitals, prisons draw upon a range of normative 

lexicons which are specific to that given environment (Sarangi and Candlin, 2011; Srivastava 

et al., 2018). As prison establishments adopt certain lexical arrangements, so do those who 

are imprisoned, and it is well-documented that PIP have created a distinct argot which 

challenges institutional and hierarchic structures, thus providing them with informal means to 

gain status and power (Clemmer, 1940; Sykes and Messinger, 1960; Irwin, 1985). This deeply 

entrenched argot, which is rooted in the inmate code, is linked to the process of socialisation 

and adaptation to prison life (Dean-Brown, 1992; Einat and Einat, 2000) and is argued to ease 

the physical and psychological pains of imprisonment (Sykes, 1958). Language is then, in the 

custodial context, an important communicative tool which offers a fertile ground for improving 

social interactions and relationships within the prison setting. Language, does however, much 

like habitual prison behaviours, become institutionalised, meaning that it can be challenging 

for language modifications to take hold (Clarke et al., 2019). As such, the data explored the 

implications of Berwyn’s carefully chosen lexis, with themes specifically considering the 

acceptance, cohesiveness and conformity of those living and working within the parameters 

of Berwyn’s lexis.   

 

It has long been established that from early childhood, individuals acquire and retain language 

(Skinner, 1957; Chomsky, 1959; Çakıroğlu, 2018). Across the life course, people will enrich 

their vocabularies, adding and understanding more words, phrases and expressions as time 

goes on. Through a process of habit forming and reinforcement, language acquisition, helps 

to explain why Berwyn residents’ and staff came to accept or reject Berwyn’s liberal 

terminology. From the data, a key theme indicated that the acquisition of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative lexis required people to be accepting of new terminology. Referring to residents, 

the data drew attention to those who rejected Berwyn’s lexis, with the data exploring the 

institutionalisation of language. Here, some residents, namely those who were accustomed to 

the orthodox nomenclature used elsewhere in the prison estate, were reluctant to adopt new 

language habits. Respondents explained how terms like ‘prisoner’, ‘cell’ and ‘wing’ were terms 

that are deeply engrained in the sociolinguistic history of prisons. They were also equally 

entrenched in the life course of those who had spent many years in prison settings, meaning 

that their ‘psyches and behaviours’ had been ‘moulded by the social and structural hallmarks’ 

of conventional prison life (Clemmer, 1940, p.203). Because of this, every day institutionalised 
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terms, such as ‘prisoner’ and ‘cell’ were, according to the data, considered normative and 

natural. However, when expected to embrace Berwyn’s new vocabulary, some respondents 

explained that it was alienating and unnerving to those with extensive prison experience and 

entrenched institutional language patterns.  

 

As noted elsewhere, a crucial precursor to any form of change, be it lexical or otherwise, is 

people’s willingness to embrace new ideas. As has been established above, some of the more 

institutionalised individuals who arrived at Berwyn found it especially difficult to embrace 

Berwyn’s novel terminology as they were required to abandon and unlearn deeply entrenched 

institutional terms. In the same way that residents struggled to embrace Berwyn’s liberal lexis, 

so too did some staff. Here, the study highlighted how it was often the case that staff with 

extensive, time-served experience across the prison estate were less likely to accept Berwyn’s 

person-first terminology. Much of this reluctance was characterised by suggestions that 

Berwyn’s lexis was a novelty which would soon dissipate. Then there were staff who disagreed 

with person-first terms and favoured the prevailing punitive prison discourse, to which they 

have been accustomed elsewhere in the prison estate. Other explanations surrounding staff 

reluctance to adopt Berwyn’s lexis related to culture development. Respondents suggested 

that Berwyn’s value-orientated culture had not been firmly established with many staff 

figuratively ‘battling’ (Alan) against Berwyn’s progressive ideals. Here, the data noted how 

there was power play between the more experienced staff who were ‘fight[ing] against 

adopting a new language’ (Alan). Consequently, it was argued that ‘familiarity’ (Alan) was the 

dominant force in this power pervaded game, with some experienced staff surrendering to the 

tried, tested and perhaps comfortable ‘way of doing things’ (Alan). Because of the conflict of 

interests presented by some staff surrounding Berwyn’s lexis, this resulted in inconsistencies 

in the language usage, with the data indicating how some staff were correctly using Berwyn 

prescribed lexis and others were reverting to type and using existing institutionalised terms. In 

theoretical terms, this paucity of lexical cohesion from all employees can hinder the progress 

of developing nomenclatures and can alter the efficacy and potency of such terms (Simpson 

et al., 2019).  

 

Exploring the insignificance of Berwyn’s humane terminology, it was thematically recognised 

that language adjustments do not necessarily equate to positive change. One resident 

explained that Berwyn’s lexical adjustments ‘make no difference’ (Paul) to the social order and 

institutionalised structure of prisons. Moreover, he noted that the acquisition and acceptance 

of alternate terms is a painstaking process, and for Berwyn’s liberal lexis to gain significant 

traction, widespread acceptance of humane terminology had to occur across the prison estate. 
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This supports existing claims which propose that embedding new terminology takes time, 

effort, and a willingness to change (Mayr, 2004). It also supports ideologies which consider 

the provenance or prison language and how terms like ‘inmate’ can be traced back as far as 

the 15th century (Cox, 2020, p.1). When considering the historical and habitual usage of these 

terms, it is understandable that revisions to a lexicon so deeply entrenched in penal history 

may be difficult for prison staff, residents and even society to process. It does not help 

however, when language adjustments, such as those adopted at Berwyn, are frequently 

enforced and then revoked, as has been the case with the government’s recent U-turn on 

humane terminology. In a press release on the 17th May 2021, Prisons Minister, Alex Chalk, 

proposed that prison staff, probation officers and civil servants must refrain from using the 

terms ‘resident’ and ‘client’, and must, return to using the word ‘prisoner(s)’ (Dathan, 2021, 

para 1). Chalk also argued that the increasing use of ‘alternative language’ to refer to and 

address PIP was ‘counter-intuitive’ and ‘creates the wrong impression’ about how the state 

and wider society should perceive those who commit crime (Dathan, 2021, para 1). The impact 

of this contradictory government advice is that confusion can occur, with prisons, like Berwyn 

attempting to overhaul language, only to have to alter it once again. This in turn, sends 

conflicting messages to residents, who, are returned to derogatory labels which typify them as 

the ‘dangerous other’. 

 

Despite the government’s reversed stance on rehabilitative terminology, it was acknowledged 

in the study that ‘softer language’ (Alex) could prove productive if it were adopted nationwide 

across the prison estate. Whilst it was agreed that this could take many years to achieve, the 

data highlighted how some at Berwyn (both staff and residents) were willing to embrace 

Berwyn’s liberal lexis and try to instil rehabilitative change. Those who fell within this receptive 

category were new staff, who, because of an open mind-set, were more likely to embrace 

Berwyn’s terminology. Some experienced staff, who likewise, saw value in Berwyn’s approach 

and believed that a more humane linguistic system was needed, and finally, some residents 

who accepted that words do indeed make worlds, and that by addressing language head on, 

there was a possibility to add something meaningful to Berwyn’s legacy.  

 

8.22 Actions speak louder than words 

Considering the way that language and behaviour intersect, one of the most profound areas 

to be thematically deduced from the data was the way in which Berwyn’s progressive lexis 

translated into behavioural patterns. Here, the study highlighted that there were occasions 

when Berwyn’s newly developed organisational language, failed to elicit the desired humane 

response and resulted in some individuals resorting to less respectful behaviours. When asked 
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to explain how the rehabilitative approach at Berwyn manifested in everyday behaviours and 

interactions, one resident described how there was a significant conflict at Berwyn, between 

rhetoric and reality. Adding to this, the data highlighted how Berwyn’s liberal lexis often 

conflicts with staff behaviours. As such, some residents proposed that they would rather be 

addressed as a ‘prisoner’, as opposed to a ‘man’ or ‘resident’, as the term ‘prisoner’ accurately 

reflects the treatment some residents have received whilst at Berwyn. The implication of this 

is important, and for a prison which actively plans to improve the penal narrative by endorsing 

rehabilitative terminology, this indicates the dissonance between Berwyn’s well-intentioned 

lexis and the dominant neoliberal culture of control, which continues to be framed by the 

criminal justice systems continued use of punitive and coercive behaviours (Garland, 2015). 

It is however pertinent to note that the operational demands of a working prison like Berwyn, 

are punctuated with frequent disruptions and emergency situations, which require staff to react 

(Crawley, 2004a). As was alluded to in the data, this can result in humane behavioural 

expectations, such as dignity and respect being suspended whilst staff respond to more 

pressing concerns. It does not however, excuse the fact that this resident was not supported, 

and that his dependency on staff to meet his basic needs was compromised in that moment. 

Subsequently, this finding aptly connotes how words can speak volumes, and moreover, when 

words are at odds with actions, the words often become meaningless. Therefore, it was argued 

in the data that words and actions are mutually bound, and that rehabilitative practices such 

as those supposedly espoused at Berwyn, need to work harmoniously with each other (i.e. 

language, culture, values, attitude, treatment, environment etc.). 

 

Continuing with the theme of behavioural patterns conflicting with purported practice, 

respondents indicated that Berwyn had promised a normalised environment which was 

humane, dignified and respectful. To deliver on this pledge, respondents spoke of how Berwyn 

had promised to respect resident’s personal space by knocking on their accommodation door. 

Some resident narratives indicted that this did not always occur, and that they had, on 

occasions been intruded upon by staff – sometimes during personal moments. Anecdotally, 

this reiterates the conflicting narrative which has developed at Berwyn whereby the actions of 

some staff contradict Berwyn’s rehabilitative agenda. Likewise, it must be noted that resident 

living accommodation symbolises for many, a safe space away from the pressured prison 

environment (Wener, 2012). When staff, as has been documented in the findings, invade this 

personal space, often during moments requiring privacy such as bathing or dressing, it can be 

particularly degrading. This indicates how Berwyn’s vision as rehabilitative prison, which 

purportedly embraces the principles of normality and supposedly views its inhabitants as 

equals with the normative application of words such as ‘resident’ and ‘room’, is categorically 
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flawed. It is flawed because words like ‘resident’ and ‘room’ are suggestive of privacy and 

personal autonomy. However, the intrusive act of walking into a ‘resident’ ‘room’ 

unannounced, as Berwyn staff have been recounted to do, demonstrates how these words 

are perceived as baseless by some. The discoursal dissonance between actions and words 

therefore represents some of the realities that exist behind Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach 

and can help to explain how Berwyn’s sympathetically framed discourse, attempts to refocus 

the lens away from the broader prison picture.  

 

Despite some criticisms, positive points were also reiterated by many in the sample. When 

asked to explain the benefits of Berwyn’s liberalised lexicon, some staff explained how the 

‘deeper meanings’ (S.06) and ‘connotations’ (S.06) of language can ‘give away the way [staff] 

feel about [residents]’ (S.06). Here, it was argued that Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis was integral 

to the caring role that is required of prison staff. As such, when utilising degrading terms, one 

staff member proposed that this translates into the adversarial ‘them versus us’ narrative which 

has been explored between prison residents and staff numerous times over in existing studies 

(Ramirez, 1984; Crewe et al., 2011; Drake, 2011; Eriksson, 2015). However, Berwyn’s 

humanising lexicon, when utilised appropriately, could be translated into feelings of mutuality, 

respect and cooperation, and therefore, was argued to be of considerable value to the 

development of staff-resident relationships. It was also noted here that Berwyn’s exercise in 

discoursal modification had helped to emphasise just how important words really were in the 

context of imprisonment. Here, it was suggested that greater emphasis needed to be placed 

on ‘respectful treatment’ (S.13) as opposed to concentrating too heavily on sanitising 

discourse. As such, it was broadly argued, by both staff and residents, that actions speak 

louder than words, and that respectful and humane treatment, along with positive behaviour 

and attitudes, should be the fundamental building blocks within any rehabilitative prison. To 

this end, this unique finding offers innumerable practice recommendations for developing 

prisons, as it challenges existing assumptions which argue that institutionalised discourse can 

be entirely damaging (Link et al., 1989; Crocker et al., 1998; Moore, et al., 2016). Instead, the 

study offers some indication of the psychological response to language by suggesting that, 

whilst imprisoned, many sentenced individuals will observe more closely the treatment that 

they receive as opposed to the lexical arrangements adopted in the prison environment.  

 

8.23 Reshaping the social systems that define contemporary prison relationships 

The well-established axiom that prison staff-resident relationships matter (Liebling et al., 2012) 

is especially important in this next discussion. Whilst sometimes oppositional, the negotiated 

‘soft power’ (Crewe, 2011, p.458) relations that exist between residents and staff are 
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recognised as a keystone of effective imprisonment (Liebling, 2011; Crawley, 2013; Schliehe, 

2021), with the affective nature of these relationships directly contributing to prison security 

and safety (Sparks et al., 1996; Gilbert, 1997; Parker, 2007). To achieve the normative 

compliance that is expected of prison residents and ensure an ordered establishment, staff 

must establish positive and sincere relations with the resident population (Hacin and Meško, 

2020). This is an area that Berwyn have worked hard to embed within the ‘Berwyn Way’, and 

in doing so, have attempted to reshape the social systems that define contemporary prison 

relationships. As such, the data explored how Berwyn’s cultural ethos and values encouraged 

constructive staff-resident relationships, and thus, highlighted from a thematic perspective, the 

shifting nature of interpersonal relationships in an evolving prison. Here, it was suggested that 

Berwyn had attempted to ‘swim against the prevailing tide’ (S.06) where staff-resident 

relationships were concerned, and by attempting to treat residents respectfully, Berwyn were 

effectively rewriting the narrative on healthy prison relationships.  

 

By confronting the prevailing prison culture, respondents initially acknowledged how first name 

terms, otherwise referred to in the study as ‘address terms’, had been instrumental in 

endorsing therapeutically aligned relationships. Whilst there is no formally agreed policy 

relating to appropriate address terms for residents, prison staff are however obliged to ‘be 

courteous’ and ‘respectful’ to those in their care (National Offender Management Service, 

2010, p.23). Berwyn approached this by encouraging staff and residents to address each other 

by first name, which was met with approval by many in the sample. From the data, it was 

agreed that although not a standardised communicative strategy across the prison estate, the 

informal use of first names at Berwyn had helped to alleviate some of the anxieties associated 

with the prevailing formalities surrounding appropriate staff address terms (i.e. ‘Miss, Mr, 

Ma’am, Gov, Boss’ etc.). One resident spoke of how Berwyn’s acceptance of first name terms 

helped to erode the predefined social-hierarchical relationship dynamics that are synonymous 

with traditional establishments (Liebling et al., 2012). Some staff respondents agreed and 

noted that ‘It’s very hard not to be friendly with somebody when you call them by their Christian 

name’ (S.18). Thus, first names were recognised for their ability to create mutual human 

equality between residents and staff. This resonates with literature which argues that formal 

social structures such as language and address terms symbolise the ‘hierarchies of power 

that are reproduced’ within staff-resident relationships (Scott, 2011, p.8).  

 

Despite acceptance towards informal address terms, some residents preferred 

conventionalism over conviviality. Here, respondents spoke of how, despite Berwyn’s 

endorsement of first name terms, some residents continued to use formal address terms until 
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they had formed more of relationship with staff. Until that point, it was argued that informal 

address terms overcomplicated an already complex social situation, which was further 

compounded by the fact that many Berwyn staff left the job after a short period. As such, 

residents argued that it was difficult to recall the officers’ names when the prison environment 

and its employees are so changeable.  

 

As it was argued that Berwyn’s use of first names overcomplicated an already complex social 

situation, it was also noted that Berwyn’s informal address terms infringed on traditional values 

and convention. Here, it was accepted that many experienced staff, often arriving from other 

jails, found the informality of first names unbefitting as they considered it an affront to authority. 

This thinking derives from the idea that power relations are a convention that experienced staff 

have come to expect from their work in traditional establishments (Scott, 2011). As such, 

institutionalised address terms were deemed an operational necessity to some staff as they 

were perceived to denominate social status and superiority, and without them, staff noted how 

they would ‘lose respect’ (S.19) from those in their care. This view was supported by some 

residents who agreed that they wanted to retain traditional address terms when referring to 

staff as these terms allowed for authoritarian rule on the part of the staff and passive 

subordination from prison residents. For them, appropriate address terms helped to instil 

control, order and authority. Adding to this, one resident stated that he ‘prefer[ed] surnames 

because they (staff) are your uniforms, and you should respect the uniform’ (Alex).  

 

The usage of appropriate address terms raised another important thematic nuance on 

linguistic divergence. Linguistic divergence refers to the symbolic boundaries that exist 

between prison staff and residents often through language usage (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil 

et al., 2012). Here, it was proposed that because of some staff and residents’ aversion to 

informal address terms, these individuals were perceived to be incompatible with Berwyn’s 

approach. Respondents argued here that some staff and residents want to create distance 

between themselves and the perceived ‘other’. Using formal address terms allows for 

divergence as it helps to avoid the therapeutic commitment that comes from becoming overly 

familiar with someone (Selzer, 2017). In the same way that some staff and residents were 

‘linguistically divergent’, so too were some ‘linguistically compatible’, and the data revealed 

how these individuals sought to reduce the social distance between themselves and the 

professed ‘other’ by embracing first names (Srivastava et al., 2018). First name usage was 

also noted for its value in security with one staff member explaining that when residents refer 

to her by first name, this affords her some anonymity. She added that the traditional use of 

surnames, as adopted elsewhere across the prison estate, could jeopardise her family’s 
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safety, as residents could locate her by surname on social media. She therefore endorsed first 

names as they help to secure her identity to some extent. Findings relating to first name usage 

are significant to wider prison practice as they demonstrate how formal/informal address terms 

can reinforce professional boundaries whilst also cultivating richer and more meaningful 

relationships.  

 

The latter half of this extensive finding deviated away from address terms and focused on how 

Berwyn reshaped the social systems of prison relationships through a sense of community 

and human interaction. As previously alluded, Berwyn’s physical infrastructure was designed 

not only with consideration to rehabilitation, but also the reinforcement of interactional 

relationships. Here, the data illuminates how Berwyn’s ethos promotes physical socialisation 

between staff and residents through things like playing cards with residents in the communal 

spaces. Residents’ spoke of their disbelief at how staff joined them in a friendly game of cards 

– an anomaly by any other prison standard. As aforementioned, convivial relationships are 

frequently discouraged across the prison estate (Liebling et al., 2012). Despite this, Berwyn’s 

philosophy on relationships focuses on disassembling relational barriers and instilling a sense 

of camaraderie and respect between staff and residents. Whilst this cordial approach 

diminishes the prevailing ‘us and them’ binary as detailed elsewhere in this chapter, it also 

serves as a way to establish trust. Providing insight, respondents explained how a resident 

seen talking to, and interacting affably with staff, would in other jails be perceived as an 

informer, or otherwise referred ‘grass’ (S.19). At Berwyn however, the endorsed mutually 

respectful culture, enabled residents to interact freely with staff without fear of being assigned 

this dangerous label. By reshaping the social systems that define contemporary prison 

relationships, it was thematically acknowledged that Berwyn have re-established what is 

acceptable in terms of staff-resident relationships and have successfully circumvented some 

of the obstacles presented in the all-pervading ‘inmate code’ (Sykes, 1958; Sykes and 

Messinger, 1960; Ross et al., 2008, p.470). 

 

In recognising the importance of Berwyn’s reconstructed relations, respondents explained 

other important caveats which underpin collaborative staff-resident relationships, the first 

being honesty. Residents noted that appropriate and reciprocal relationships between staff-

residents can only exist when truthfulness and transparency is actively endorsed. In cases 

where this had not occurred at Berwyn, the data indicated that any trusting staff-resident 

relationships that had developed were forfeited. It also fed into the oppositional ‘us and them’ 

dictum that has been repeatedly addressed throughout this chapter and in existing literature 

(Irwin, 2004; Arnold et al., 2007; Dolovich, 2018). Nonetheless, there were also many 
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anecdotal examples whereby trust has been upheld by both parties, and accounts told of 

meaningful relationships that had been able to flourish between staff and residents.  

 

8.24 The performative prison: the dramaturgical ‘act’ of constructing prison language 

and interactions  

When exploring the everyday language and social interactions that are incumbent of prisons, 

an important theoretical perspective which offered a deep and contextual analytic frame within 

this part of the study was ‘dramaturgy’.  Dramaturgy, in the context of this research referred to 

the Goffman’s (1959) metaphorical concept which asserts that prison interactions are 

dramaturgically constructed and therefore involve a degree of acting and stage management. 

During these everyday performances, staff and residents present a staged and arguably 

inauthentic version of themselves in public. This dramatised persona represents their 

‘frontstage’ self, and is undeniably different from their ‘offstage’, private self, which, when not 

under the scrutiny of an audience, is relaxed and authentic (Laws and Crewe, 2016). 

Considering this dramaturgical representation, this finding addressed the micro-sociological 

interplay between various social ‘actors’ (Gronbeck, 1980; Edgley, 2013), namely, prison 

inhabitants and operational staff.  

 

With Berwyn and its confines, representing the dramaturgical ‘stage’, a theme to derive from 

the data was how social actors, such as prison employees, manage the impressions that 

others form about them by keeping up a performative façade and/or sticking to a theatrical 

script. Here, the data considered the dramaturgical performance of Berwyn staff, and referred 

to Berwyn’s rehabilitative lexis (as previously examined in this chapter). Respondents began 

by explaining how Berwyn’s progressive terminology enforced prison staffs’ ‘frontstage’ 

performance, thus, forming part of a wider act. It was also contented that Berwyn’s lexis had 

been developed for theatrical effect and was constructed ‘for outside people’s satisfaction 

because it’s not really used in here (Berwyn)’ (Gavin). Admitting that some staff fail to follow 

Berwyn’s lexical script, except for occasions when members of the Senior Management Team 

(SMT) were present, is indicative of impression management (Goffman, 1959; Gardner, 1992: 

Whittle et al., 2020) and explains how some staff adhered to the prescribed rehabilitative 

language only when they had to (i.e. during a front stage performance). This performance was 

however abandoned when the audience in question (SMT) were no longer present, thus 

reverting to their backstage authentic self. This is reinforced in literature, where it suggested 

that actors taking ‘frontstage’, will do so when they are visible to a significant ‘audience’ 

(Goffman, 1959; Serpa and Ferreira, 2018) which in penal context, could be senior 

management, prison officials, inspection teams, researchers or the public. Whilst ‘front stage’, 
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the data argued that these convincing actors portrayed a genuine character who not only 

supported Berwyn’s progressive values but had also learnt their lines and was compliant with 

the organisational ‘scripts’ (i.e. lexis) and ‘stage directions’ (i.e. interactional expectations). 

This frontstage premise extended to treatment also, with one resident proposing that ‘When 

there are external people about, staff members seem to treat you correctly’ (Gavin).  

 

This frontstage dramatisation was also attributed to self-policing, with some respondents 

arguing that many at Berwyn were adopting a certain stage presence when it came to 

communicating with residents, because they ‘[were] worried about doing something [wrong] 

in case they get into trouble’ (S.05). Honing, and keeping up this performative stagecraft was 

then associated with the fear of reprisal. However, despite their best performative efforts, the 

data revealed that although some staff repeated their lines verbatim because of fear of being 

reprimanded for not adhering to Berwyn’s organisational script, there were some managers 

who did not demand the same level of commitment from staff towards the rehabilitative 

approach. In the dramaturgical sense, it could be argued that these managers represented 

the tolerant stage director who allows for a certain amount of verbal slippage or improvisation.  

In such instances, staff were permitted to revert to typical prison terminology, thus 

representing inconsistent practices. These inconsistencies, on the part of the management, 

were suggested to create further disengagement and dissonance between Berwyn’s 

approach.    

   

Considering the authentic presentation of self through dramaturgic representations, and 

adding to the prevailing theme of dramaturgy, respondents spoke of how some staff were 

naturals and took to their rehabilitative role with ease. For them, their intrinsic values 

complimented Berwyn’s corporate values, meaning that they did not have to play a part per 

se, and could remain ‘offstage’ altogether. There were also some staff, who, according to the 

data, were ‘time-served’ and experienced, thus, in the dramaturgic sense could be considered 

seasoned thespians. With an open mind-set, some of these experienced employees were 

willing to cast aside previous working practices and ardently embrace Berwyn’s soliloquy, even 

if they did not fully subscribe to it.  For them, they perceived their role at Berwyn as a paid 

position which required them to ‘perform’ in a specified way, or indeed, ‘adopt a certain 

approach’ (S.06). Moreover, there were social actors identified at Berwyn who failed to take 

their roles seriously, and were, according to the data, seen to drop their performative guard 

during the most inappropriate situations. Here, one resident explained how he overheard an 

officer referring to residents as ‘pets’ (Owen). Recognising that this officer was indeed 

‘backstage’ and not managing his language, this finding demonstrates how some at Berwyn 
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are indeed going through the performative motions, and will, when the situation presents itself, 

revert to type. Lastly, the final actor typology identified at Berwyn was that of the ‘cynical 

performer’, who, according to Goffman (1959, p.18) had no ‘belief in his (or her) own act’, and 

any performance given, was done so begrudgingly. Social actors such as these presented in 

the data as staff who admitted that they ‘[would not] change what [they] say whether there is 

a governor in the room or not’ (S.19). 

 

8.25 Concluding comments  

In conclusion, this study suggests that whilst working against the prevailing tide of 

neoliberalism, and the rapid expansion and harshening of penal operations in Anglo-Welsh 

establishments, Berwyn have embraced a holistic approach which shows considerable 

promise. In its infancy however, Berwyn’s rehabilitative model has proven limiting for some, 

and liberating for others, with the physical, psychological and social determinants of Berwyn’s 

rehabilitative application being instrumental in the prison experience. Much of these limiting 

and liberating factors derive from people in prison being a heterogeneous group. Their prison 

journey, much like life outside the prison walls, is varied and colourful. Thus requiring a 

rehabilitative approach which is not modelled against one-size fits all, but rather, a flexible 

framework which caters towards differences, nurtures uniqueness and enables PIP to develop 

into the people they want to become, rather than the socially, and often rigidly prescribed 

people that are instilled through the process of imprisonment. To this end, Berwyn’s 

enlightened vision has some way to go before it can be fully realised. This should not dissuade 

however from the distinct areas of exemplary best-practice that present themselves frequently 

at Berwyn. These best-practice indicators have demonstrated that a humane response to 

imprisonment does indeed have a place in the future of penal practice in England and Wales. 

It does, however, require that all those involved in the care and containment and of imprisoned 

people understand what is required in terms of Berwyn’s rehabilitative philosophy and uphold 

the culture and values that Berwyn have worked hard to instil. It also requires an ongoing 

dialogue with imprisoned people to establish whether rehabilitation can truly be born out of the 

‘Berwyn Way’. Doing so, will bolster Berwyn’s legacy and ensure that future prisons can ‘look 

to the future with ambition and hope’ (HMP Berwyn, 2017, p.2).  

 

8.26 Suggestions for future research  

Given that the study presented here, provided a snapshot of respondent experiences at one 

point in time, future research suggestions would be to conduct a longitudinal qualitative 

project, which, could be methodologically framed with journey mapping. This temporal and 

spatial exploration would map the narrative experiences of a purposive sample of prison 
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residents and staff at different points, and in varying spaces (i.e. entry into Berwyn/varying 

points during the prison experience/ upon release).  

 

As noted elsewhere in this thesis, due to time implications and cost, a multi-centre study was 

not considered feasible for this small-scale doctoral project. Despite this, a recommendation 

for follow-up research, would be to conduct a comparative study which draws on the 

Scandinavian context.   

 

Taking inspiration from the final findings chapter, a further recommendation for future research 

is an article which highlights the contribution made by Erving Goffman’s seminal approach to 

understanding and researching the theatrical dramaturgy of prison life, particularly in 

rehabilitatively aligned prisons like Berwyn. With its specific focus on the performative nature 

of social interactions and the construction of reality, Goffman’s dramaturgical perspective is 

well-suited to analysing the theoretical performances that exist within the prison sphere. It is 

also suitably placed when attempting to decipher if the therapeutic relationships that are 

endorsed within rehabilitative prisons are authentic.     
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(Dyddiad) 
 
Annwyl Syr, 
 

Y Ddisgyblaeth Adferol, Ymagwedd a Naratif yn CEM Berwyn: Astudiaeth Ansoddol. 
 
Fy enw yw Joanne, a hoffwn eich gwahodd i gymryd rhan mewn astudiaeth ymchwil 

annibynnol, sydd yn cael ei gynnal fel rhan o fy Thesis PhD, ac yn cyflawni ar y cyd â Phrifysgol 

Glyndŵr Wrecsam. Bydd yr ymchwil yn cael ei gynnal gennyf i, a bydd yn golygu fy mod yn 

mynychu'r carchar i siarad â chi am ymagwedd adsefydlu CEM Berwyn.  Yr wyf yn gofyn am 

eich help yn yr astudiaeth yma, gan ei bod yn bwysig i mi ddeall safbwyntiau a chanfyddiadau'r 

dynion sydd yn cael eu cadw yn CEM Berwyn ar hyn o bryd, ac yn fwy penodol, edrych ar sut 

y mae model adferol Berwyn yn cael ei gyflwyno o ddiwrnod i ddiwrnod mewn amgylchedd 

carchar.  Felly mae eich mewnbwn yn werthfawr, a gallai helpu i wella arfer y carchar trwy 

ddarparu gwybodaeth am sut i wneud amgylcheddau saff i bawb sy'n treulio amser yno. 

 

Byddaf yn ddiolchgar pe baech yn cytuno i siarad â mi, ac os penderfynwch chi helpu gyda'm 

hymchwil, mi fydd yn cynnwys cyfweliad o 30 munud, lle byddaf yn siarad â chi mewn ystafell 

neilltuedig yn CEM Berwyn am eich profiad tra yn y carchar.  

Bydd hefyd ail elfen i'm hymchwil yr wyf yn gobeithio y gallech hefyd fod yn rhan ohono.  Bydd 

yr ail ran yn golygu fy mod yn mynychu'r carchar i ymweld â'r gymuned (adain) rydych chi'n 

byw ynddo ac i arsylwi ar fywyd carchar.  Rhaid i mi nodi, fodd bynnag, nad oes raid i chi 

gymryd rhan, a bod eich cymorth yn naill ran o'r astudiaeth yn wirfoddol. 

 

Rwyf wedi cynnwys taflen wybodaeth a phamffled.  Mae'r ddau ohonynt yn rhoi mwy o 

wybodaeth am fy ymchwil. Rwy'n mawr obeithio y byddwch chi'n gallu fy helpu, ac yn y 

cyfamser, os oes angen unrhyw wybodaeth bellach arnoch, neu os oes gennych unrhyw 

gwestiynau, siaradwch â'r person a roddodd y wybodaeth yma i chi a byddant yn hapus i ateb 

unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych. 

 
Yr eiddoch yn gywir 
 

Joanne.              
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Appendix E – English Invite: Residents 

 

                
                  
[Date] 
 
Dear Sir, 

 
The Rehabilitative Discourse, Narratives and Approach at HMP Berwyn: A Qualitative Study. 

My name is Joanne, and I would like to invite you take part in an independent research study, 

which is being conducted as part of my PhD Thesis, and is fulfilled in conjunction with 

Wrexham Glyndwr University. The research will be conducted by myself and will involve me 

attending the prison to speak with you about HMP Berwyn’s rehabilitative approach. I am 

asking for your help in this study, as it is important for me to understand the views and 

perceptions of the men who are currently detained at HMP Berwyn, and more specifically, 

explore how Berwyn’s rehabilitative model presents itself in the day-to-day prison 

environment. Your input therefore is valuable and could help to enhance prison practice by 

providing knowledge of how to make prisons safe and decent environments for all those that 

spend time there. 

 

I would be grateful if you would agree to speak with me, and if you do decide to help with my 

research, it will involve a 30-minute relaxed interview, whereby, I will talk with you in an 

allocated room at HMP Berwyn about your experience whilst at the prison. There will also be 

a second element to my research, which I am hoping you may also like to be involved with. 

The second part will involve me attending the prison at a later date to visit the community 

(wing) in which you live and observe prison life. I must point out however, that you do not 

have to take part, and your assistance in either part of the study is voluntary. 

 

I have included an information sheet and poster, both of which give more information about 

my research. I sincerely hope you will be able to help me, and in the meantime, if you need 

any further information, or have any questions, please speak with the person who gave you 

this information and they will be happy to answer any questions you might have. 

 

Yours Sincerely 
 

Joanne.       
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Appendix F – Staff: Invite  

 

                                                                           
 
[Date] 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 

 
The Rehabilitative Discourse, Narratives and Approach at HMP Berwyn: A Qualitative Study. 

My name is Joanne Prescott, and I would like to invite you take part in an independent research study, 
which is being conducted as part of my PhD Thesis, and is fulfilled in conjunction with Wrexham 
Glyndwr University. The research will be conducted by myself and will be made up of a singular face-
to-face interview and the possibility of a further observation at a later date. To this end, I am 
approaching you to make a contribution to the research because of your involvement with the men 
currently detained at HMP Berwyn. Your input is valuable as it could assist in enhancing good practice 
by helping to understand the nature of HMP Berwyn’s rehabilitative model and how this is embedded 
in the day-to-day interactions between the staff and the men. 
 
I would be grateful if you would agree to an interview with myself and consider the prospect of me 
shadowing you for part of your shift at a later date. However, please note that it is not a compulsory 
requirement for you to contribute to both parts of the study, and it is at your discretion which 
elements you would like to assist with (interview/observation/or both). Upon commencement of the 
research, I will Interview you onsite at HMP Berwyn in an allocated room, and should you so happen 
to assist with the observational element, I will be allocating a separate observation week in which to 
observe staff in their working environment.  
 
To conclude, I will be asking for around 30-40 minutes of your time for the interview, and if you decide 
to contribute to the observation, a further 3-6 hours of your working day (1 day only).  In return, this 
would be your chance to help enhance the understanding of HMP Berwyn’s approach to rehabilitation, 
by adding to the current knowledge base surrounding effective prison reform.  
 
The attached information sheet provides further particulars. I sincerely hope you will be able to help 
me with my research, and in the meantime, if you require any further information, or have any 
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 

Joanne Prescott               
Ebost/Email: j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk   
Ffon/Phone: 01978 293194 
 

  

mailto:j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk
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Appendix G – Welsh Participant Information Sheet: Residents 

 

                                                            

Ymchwil Carchar: Taflen Wybodaeth y Cyfranogwyr 
 
Fe'ch gwahoddir i gymryd rhan mewn prosiect ymchwil sy'n edrych ar y model ailsefydlu a 

fabwysiadwyd ar hyn o bryd yn CEM Berwyn. Cyn i chi benderfynu os hoffech gymryd rhan, mae'n 

bwysig eich bod chi'n deall yr hyn sy'n gysylltiedig. Cymerwch amser i ddarllen yr wybodaeth a 

ddarperir yn ofalus a'i drafod gydag eraill os dymunwch. Os oes gennych unrhyw gwestiynau am yr 

ymchwil, siaradwch â'r person a anfonodd y ffurflen yma atoch, gan y byddant yn hapus i helpu gydag 

unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych. Cymerwch eich amser i benderfynu os hoffech gymryd rhan, a 

hoffwn ddiolch i chi am gymryd yr amser i ddarllen y wybodaeth yma. 

 

Beth yw'r ymchwil? 

Rwy'n fyfyriwr doethuriaeth, sy'n gobeithio archwilio barn a safbwyntiau carcharorion sydd yn cael eu 

cadw yn CEM Y Berwyn ar hyn o bryd, trwy ofyn i chi ystyried model ailsefydlu'r carchar.  Mae gennyf 

ddiddordeb i glywed eich profiad o aros ym Merwyn, ac os ydych chi wedi sylwi ar y model ailsefydlu 

yma, yn enwedig o fewn y (adain) y gymuned yr ydych chi'n byw ynddo ac o gwmpas y carchar yn 

gyffredinol. Mae gennyf ddiddordeb arbennig mewn deall sut mae model ailsefydlu’r Berwyn yn ei 

gyflwyno ei hun ac os ydych chi'n teimlo ei fod yn eich helpu i gwblhau'ch dedfryd ac i’ch paratoi at 

eich bywyd ar ôl ichi gael eich rhyddhau. 

 

Pam y gwahoddwyd mi gymryd rhan? 

Anfonwyd gwahoddiadau i bob dyn a gedwir ar hyn o bryd yn CEM Berwyn. 

 

Oes rhaid i mi gymryd rhan? 

Nac oes, mae’r ymchwil yn wirfoddol, a does dim rhaid i chi gymryd rhan yn yr ymchwil os nad ydych 

eisiau. NID yw'r ymchwil yn rhan o'ch cynllun dedfryd ac ni fydd yn effeithio ar eich statws CAU [IEP]. 

Yn ychwanegol at hyn, mae croeso ichi dynnu'n ôl o'r astudiaeth ar unrhyw adeg heb roi esboniad, a 

heb achosi anfantais. Mae croeso ichi hefyd wrthod ateb cwestiynau unigol, ac ni fydd hyn o unrhyw 

anfantais ichi o gwbl. 

 

Cyn y cyfweliad, cewch chi’r cyfle i ofyn cwestiynau. Os byddwch chi’n penderfynu y pryd hyn i barhau 

â’r astudiaeth, bydda i wedyn yn gofyn ichi lofnodi ffurflen gydsynio. ond, os byddwch chi’n 

penderfynu nad ydych am gymryd rhan, nid oes angen i chi roi rheswm a bydd unrhyw wybodaeth 

rydych chi eisoes wedi'i rhoi yn cael ei ddinistrio. 
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Beth fydd angen i mi ei wneud os ydw am gymryd rhan? 

Os penderfynwch helpu gyda'm hymchwil, byddaf yn cwrdd â chi yn y carchar i gynnal cyfweliad. Bydd 

y cyfweliad yn para tua 30 munud yn dibynnu ar hyd eich atebion.  

Nid oes atebion cywir nac anghywir, a bydd yn gyfweliad yn un hamddenol, lle byddaf yn gofyn ichi 

am eich profiad ym Merwyn a'ch bywyd o ddydd i ddydd yno. Gyda'ch caniatâd hoffwn gofnodi'r 

cyfweliad - mae hyn er mwyn i fi dreulio amser yn gwrando arnoch chi, yn hytrach na gorfod cadw i 

fyny gyda nodiadau ysgrifenedig. 

 

Pwy sy'n cynnal yr astudiaeth? 

Mae'r astudiaeth yn cael ei gynnal gennyf fi. Rwy'n fyfyriwr doethuriaeth annibynnol o Brifysgol 

Glyndŵr yn Wrecsam ac nid wyf yn gysylltiedig â'r gwasanaeth carchar mewn unrhyw ffordd. Bydd fy 

ymchwil yn cael ei ysgrifennu fel rhan o'm Thesis PhD a'i chyflwyno i Brifysgol Glyndŵr. 

 

A fydd y wybodaeth a roddaf yn gyfrinachol? 

Bydd. Bydd yr holl wybodaeth yn gyfrinachol. Fodd bynnag, mae'n bwysig eich bod yn ymwybodol o'r 

hyn y mae hyn yn ei olygu: 

 

Gyda'ch caniatâd hoffwn recordio ein cyfweliad. Fi yw'r unig berson a fydd yn gallu cael mynediad i’r 

recordiad yma, a byddaf o fewn 28 diwrnod o’r cyfweliad yn dogfennu’r hyn a ddywedwyd gan dynnu 

eich enw allan fel na ddatgelir pwy ydych chi. Yna byddaf yn dinistrio'r recordiad yn derfynol. Efallai y 

byddaf yn dyfynnu'r hyn y byddwch chi’n ei ddweud mewn adroddiadau a phapurau academaidd, ond 

ni fydd eich enw nac unrhywbeth y gellir ei ddefnyddio er mwyn cael gwybod pwy ydych chi yn cael 

ei gyhoeddi yn unrhyw ddarn o’m gwaith ysgrifenedig neu waith cyhoeddedig. 

 

Yn ogystal â hyn, mae croeso ichi benderfynu pa wybodaeth rydych chi eisiau ei thrafod gyda mi, ond, 

efallai y bydd rhai achlysuron lle mae’n bosibl y bydd yr wybodaeth rydych chi’n ei rhoi’n cyfiawnhau 

torri cyfrinachedd ac y byddai’n rhaid imi rannu’r wybodaeth hon gyda phobl eraill. 

 

Mae'r mathau o wybodaeth y bydd angen i mi eu rhannu yn cynnwys: 
 

 Ymddygiad sy’n torri rheolau’r carchau ac y gellir dyfarnu yn ei erbyn. Mae'r rhain wedi'u 

rhestru yn eich compact cymunedol ac yn cynnwys: 

 Cymryd rhan mewn, neu wybodaeth am, gweithgarwch troseddol hanesyddol difrifol a 

phenodol nad yw’r heddlu wedi gweithredu arno 

 Ymddygiad neu fwriadau gennych chi eich hun neu gan bobl eraill a all arwain at niwed difrifol 

i chi neu i bobl eraill. 

 Gwybodaeth sy’n awgrymu bod oedolyn neu blentyn sy’n agored i niwed yn cael ei esgeuluso 

neu ei gam-drin ar hyn o bryd. 

 Gwybodaeth am ymddygiad amhriodol difrifol gyda staff penodol. 
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Pe baech yn datgelu gwybodaeth fel yr hyn a amlinellir uchod, buaswn i’n eich hysbysu o’ch datgeliad 

ac yn rhoi gwybod ichi y byddai angen imi rannu’r wybodaeth hon gyda gweithiwr proffesiynol yn CEM 

Y Berwyn.  

 

Sut caiff fy manylion eu cadw a’u gwaredu? 

Yn dilyn yr ymchwil, trosglwyddir yr holl recordiadau data i gliniadur a ddiogelir gan gyfrinair, a gaiff ei 

gadw mewn cwpwrdd ffeilio, yn swyddfa’r ymchwilydd ym Mhrifysgol Glyndwr, yr ymchwilydd yn unig 

a all gael mynediad i’r ddau. Caiff pob recordiad llais wedyn eu dileu o’r dyfeis recordio sain a’r 

gliniadur (o fewn 28 diwrnod, ond heb fod yn fwy na 56 diwrnod). 

 

Beth fydd yn digwydd i'r canlyniadau? 

Bydd canlyniadau'r astudiaeth hon yn cyfrannu at draethawd PhD, a fydd yn cael ei gyflwyno i Brifysgol 

Glyndwr Wrecsam. Mae yna bosibilrwydd hefyd y bydd y canlyniadau'n cael eu cyflwyno mewn 

cynadleddau a’u cyflwyno’n ysgrifenedig mewn erthyglau. Ond, caiff eich enw neu bethau a all 

ddynodi’ch hunaniaeth eu gwaredu, a byddwch yn parhau i fod yn anhysbys. 

 
A allaf weld y canlyniadau? 

Gallwch, mae gennych hawl i adolygu canlyniadau'r ymchwil hwn os dymunwch. Byddaf mewn 

cysylltiad unwaith y bydd yr ymchwil wedi'i gwblhau a'i ddadansoddi i drefnu dyddiad ar gyfer cyfarfod 

canfyddiadau, lle byddaf yn cyflwyno canfyddiadau'r ymchwil i chi. 

 
A oes unrhyw fuddion i gymryd rhan yn yr ymchwil hon? 

Mae'r ymchwil yma yn bwysig i CEM Berwyn ac i garchardai eraill i ddarparu'r gwasanaeth gorau i bob 

carcharor yn eu gofal. Wrth wneud yr ymchwil yma byddaf yn gallu archwilio model ailsefydlu CEM Y 

Berwyn i ddod i ddeall yn well sut i gynorthwyo i greu amgylcheddau carchar cadarnhaol yn y dyfodol. 

Felly, mae eich cyfraniad yn cael ei werthfawrogi, a byddwn yn ddiolchgar iawn pe baech chi'n rhannu 

eich profiadau ac eich barn gyda mi. 

 

A oes unrhyw anfanteision wrth gymryd rhan? 

Mae natur yr ymchwil yma yn golygu nad oes angen i mi ofyn cwestiynau personol i chi am pam rydych 

yn y carchar. Fodd bynnag, bydd angen i mi ofyn a oeddech wedi bod i'r carchar cyn dod i’r Berwyn, a 

gofyn ichi am y carchar (carchardai) y gallech chi fod wedi aros ynddo/ynddynt. 

 

Nid wyf yn bwriadu gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau  gofidus, fodd bynnag, os ydych yn teimlo fod un o fy 

nghwestiynau'n peri gofid efallai y byddech yn hoffi cymryd seibiant o'r cyfweliad. Hefyd, os oes 

unrhyw gwestiynau y byddai'n well gennych beidio â'u hateb, mae hynny’n iawn, a byddaf yn symud 

ymlaen at y cwestiwn nesaf.  Yn olaf, os byddwch angen cymorth ychwanegol ar ôl y cyfweliad gallaf 

drefnu i chi siarad â staff cefnogi’r gwasanaeth carchar. 

 

A oes unrhyw beth a allai fy atal rhag cymryd rhan? 

Mae'n bwysig fy mod yn sicrhau eich bod yn gallu gwneud penderfyniad gwybodus ynglŷn â chymryd 

rhan yn yr astudiaeth yma ai peidio. Gwnaf hyn drwy ofyn rhai cwestiynau i chi pan fyddwn yn 
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cyfarfod ar gyfer y cyfweliad, ac os teimlaf na allwch wneud penderfyniad gwybodus, byddaf yn 

dweud wrthych ac ni fyddaf yn gofyn i chi gyfrannu ymhellach. 

 

Sut y buaswn yn gwneud cwyn? 

Os oes pryderon penodol sy’n deillio o'r ymchwil hwn y teimlwch a allai gyfiawnhau cwyn ffurfiol, 

gallwch wneud hyn drwy ysgrifennu at y Tîm Goruchwylio Ymchwil, Adran Troseddeg a Chyfiawnder 

Troseddol, Prifysgol Glyndŵr, Campws Plas Coch, Ffordd yr Wyddgrug, Wrecsam, LL11 2AH. Fodd 

bynnag, dylid cyflwyno cwynion sy'n ymwneud â CEM Y Berwyn, i aelod o staff yn CEM Y Berwyn, ac 

os  fydd heb ei ddatrys, dylech ddilyn y weithdrefn gwyno a ddisgrifir yn y daflen gwynion ffurfiol, y 

byddaf yn ei rhoi ichi ar ôl ein cyfweliad. (Atodiad E) 

 

Sut ydw i'n cymryd rhan? 

Gallwch ymateb i’r gwahoddiad hwn drwy Unilink, neu fel arall, dywedwch wrth y person a roddodd 

y daflen wybodaeth yma i chi fod gennych ddiddordeb mewn cymryd rhan, ac mi fyddant yn gwneud 

y trefniadau angenrheidiol i ni gyfarfod. Fodd bynnag, cofiwch nad oes raid i chi ddweud ‘ie’ ac y 

gallwch newid eich meddwl ar y dydd. Byddaf yn rhoi’r cyfle i chi ofyn cwestiynau i mi cyn i chi 

wneud penderfyniad terfynol am gymryd rhan. 
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Appendix H – English Participant Information Sheet: Residents 

 

 

Prison Research: Participant Information Sheet 

 

You are invited to take part in a research project which explores the model of rehabilitation currently 

adopted at HMP Berwyn. Before you decide if you would like to take part, it is important that you 

understand what is involved. Please take some time to carefully read the information provided and 

discuss it with others if you wish. If you have any questions about the research, please speak with the 

person who sent you this letter, as they will be happy to help with any questions you might have. Take 

your time to decide if you would like to take part and thank you for taking the time to read this 

information. 
 

What is the research about? 

I am a doctoral student, who is hoping to explore the opinions and views of prisoners who are currently 

detained at HMP Berwyn, by asking you to consider the prisons model of rehabilitation. I am interested 

to know of your experience whilst staying at Berwyn, and if you have noticed this rehabilitative model 

in action, particularly within the community (wing) in which you live in and around the prison as a 

whole. I am especially interested in understanding how Berwyn’s rehabilitative model presents itself 

and if you feel that it helps you to complete your sentence and prepare you for your life upon release. 
 

Why have I been invited to take part? 

Invites have been sent to every man currently detained at HMP Berwyn.  
 

Do I have to take part? 

No, the research is voluntary, and you do not have to take part if you do not want to. The research is 

NOT part of your sentence plan, and it will not affect your IEP status.  In addition to this, you are free 

to withdraw at any time from the study without explanation, and without incurring a disadvantage. 

You are also free to refuse to answer individual questions, and this will not compromise you in anyway. 

Before the interview, you will have an opportunity to ask questions.  If you decide at this point to 

continue with the study, then I will then ask you to sign a consent form.  However, if you decide you 

no longer want to take part, you do not need to give a reason and any information that you have 

already given will be destroyed. 
 

What will I need to do if I take part? 

If you decide to help with my research, I will meet with you at the prison to do an interview. The 

interview will last about 30 minutes depending on the length of your answers. There are no right or 

wrong answers, and it will be a relaxed interview, whereby I will ask you about your experience at 

Berwyn and your day-to-day life there. With your permission I would like to record the interview - this 

is so I can spend time listening to you, instead of having to keep up with written notes.  
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Who is conducting the study? 

The study is being conducted by myself. I am an independent doctoral student from Glyndwr 

University in Wrexham and not connected to the prison service in any way. My research will be written 

up as part of my PhD Thesis and submitted to Glyndwr University. 
 

Will the information that I give be confidential? 

Yes, all information will be confidential.  However, it is important for you to be aware of what this 

means:  

With your permission, I would like to record our interview. I am the only person who will have access 

to this recording, and will within 28 days of the interview, document what was said and take out your 

name so that your identity is not revealed. I will then permanently destroy the recording. I may quote 

what you say in reports and academic papers, however, your name or anything that could be used to 

identify you will never be published in any of my written or published work.  
 

In addition to this, you are free to decide what information you want to discuss with me, however, 

there may be some occasions whereby the information that you give may warrant confidentiality 

being broken and would require me to share this information with others.  

The types of information that I would have to share include: 

 Behaviour which violates prison rules, and which could be adjudicated against. These are 

listed within your community compact and include: 

 Involvement in, or knowledge about, serious and specific historical criminal activity un-

actioned by the police. 

 Behaviour or intentions by yourself or others that may result in serious harm to oneself or 

others. 

 Information which suggests a vulnerable adult or child is currently being neglected or abused. 

 Information about serious unprofessional behaviour involving particular staff. 

In the event of you disclosing information such as those outlined above, I would notify you of your 

disclosure and make you aware that I would need to share this information with a professional at HMP 

Berwyn.  
 

How will my details be stored and disposed of? 

Following the research, all data recordings will be transferred to a password secure laptop, which will 

be kept in a locked filing cabinet, within the researcher’s office at Glyndwr University, both of which 

are accessible only to the researcher. All voice recordings will then be deleted from the audio 

recording device and laptop (within 28 days, but not exceeding more than 56 days).  
 

What will happen to the results? 

The results of this study will contribute to a PhD thesis, which will be submitted to Wrexham Glyndwr 

University. There is also a possibility that the results will be presented at conferences and written up 

in journal articles. However, all trace of your name or personal identifiers will be removed, and you 

will remain anonymous. 
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Can I review the results? 

Yes, you are entitled to review the results of this research if you so wish.  I will be in touch once the 

research has been completed and analysed to arrange a date for a findings meeting, whereby I will 

present the findings of the research to you. 
 

Are there any benefits to taking part in this research? 

This research is important in helping Berwyn and other prisons to provide the best service to all 

individuals in their care. Because of this research, I will be able to explore HMP Berwyn’s approach to 

rehabilitation, and better understand how to assist in creating positive prison environments in the 

future. Your contribution therefore is valued, and I would be very grateful if you would share your 

experience and views with me. 
 

Are there any disadvantages in participating? 

The nature of this research means that I do not need to ask you any personal questions about why 

you are in prison. However, I will need to ask if you have been to prison before coming to Berwyn and 

ask you briefly about the other prison(s) that you might have stayed at.  
 

I don’t intend to ask you any upsetting questions, however, if you did happen to find any of my 

questions distressing, you might like to take a break from the interview.  Also, if there are any 

questions which you would prefer not to answer, that is okay, and I will move on to the next question. 

Finally, if you require additional support after the interview, then I can arrange for you to speak to the 

support service staff.   
 

Is there anything that might prevent me from being able to take part? 

It is important that I make sure that you can make an informed decision on whether or not to take 

part in this study. I will do this by asking you some questions when we meet for the interview, and if I 

feel that you are unable to make an informed decision, I will tell you and you will not be asked to 

contribute further. 
 

How would I make a complaint? 

If there are particular concerns resulting from this research that you feel may warrant a formal 

complaint, you can do so by writing to the Research Supervisory Team, Department of Criminology 

and Criminal Justice, Glyndwr University, Plas Coch Campus, Mold Road, Wrexham, LL11 2AH. 

However, complaints which involve HMP Berwyn, should be made in the first instance to a member 

of staff at HMP Berwyn, and if unresolved, should follow the complaints procedure described in the 

formal complaints leaflet, which I will make available to you after our interview (Appendix E).  
 

How do I take part? 

You can respond to this invite via Unilink, or alternatively, tell the person who gave you this 

information sheet that you are interested in taking part, and they will make the necessary 

arrangements for us to meet. However, please remember that you do not have to say yes, and you 

can also change your mind on the day. I will give you the opportunity to ask me questions before you 

make a final decision on whether to take part.    
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Appendix I – Welsh Consent Form: Residents                

 

 

 

Ffurflen Gydsynio i Gael Cyfweliad   
 

Ticiwch neu rhowch llythrennau cyntaf eich enw ym mhob blwch:  

Cadarnhaf fy mod i wedi darllen ac fy mod i’n deall y daflen wybodaeth ar gyfer 
yr astudiaeth uchod.  Rwy i wedi cael y cyfle i ystyried yr wybodaeth a gofyn 
cwestiynau ac mae’r rhain wedi cael eu hateb yn foddhaol. 

   

Deallaf fod fy nghyfranogiad yn wirfoddol ac fy mod i’n rhydd i dynnu’n ôl ar 

unrhyw adeg heb roi reswm, a heb effeithio ar fy ngofal/cynllun dedfryd/statws 

Cymhellion a Breintiau a Enillir (IEP). 

 

Deallaf fod y cyfweliad yn gyfrifnachol, oni bai fy bod yn datgelu cymryd rhan 
mewn unrhyw:  gweithgarwch/bwriadau troseddol hanesyddol difrifol a 
phenodol a all arwain at niwed difrifol i fi fy hun neu i bobl eraill / camymddygiad 
difrifol gan staff a enwyd.  

 

Rhoddaf ganiatâd i’r cyfweliad gael ei recordio â thâp sain.   

 

Cytunaf i gymryd rhan yn yr astudiaeth uchod.    

            

Llythrennau Cyntaf  Dyddiad       Llofnod 

                              

            

Enw’r Person                             Dyddiad                                          Llofnod 
sy’n cymryd y cydsyniad 
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Appendix J – English Consent Form: Residents              

 

                                                           

 

Interview Consent Form   
 

Please tick or initial all boxes:  

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study.  I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and 
have had these answered satisfactorily. 

   

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 

any time without giving any reason, without my care/sentence plan/Incentive 

and Earned Privileges (IEP) status being affected. 

 

I understand the interview is confidential, unless I disclose any involvement in:   
serious and specific historical criminal activity/ intentions that may result in 
serious harm to self or others / serious misconduct by named staff.  

 

I give permission for the interview to be audiotaped.   

 

I agree to take part in the above study.    

 

            

Participant’s initials  Date    Signature  

                              

            

Name of Person                        Date                                             Signature  
taking consent 
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Appendix K – Welsh Participant Information Letter – Staff and Partners 

 

 

Fy enw i yw Joanne Prescott, a hoffwn eich gwahodd i gymryd rhan mewn astudiaeth ymchwil 

annibynnol, sy'n cael ei chynnal fel rhan o Thesis fy PhD, ac sy’n cael ei chyflawni ar y cyd â Phrifysgol 

Glyndwr Wrecsam.  Cyn i chi benderfynu a ydych chi’n mynd y gymryd rhan neu beidio, mae'n bwysig 

eich bod chi'n deall pam mae'r ymchwil yn cael ei wneud a beth fydd o’n ei olygu. Cymerwch amser i 

ddarllen y wybodaeth ganlynol yn ofalus, ac mae croeso i chi ofyn os byddwch chi angen mwy o 

wybodaeth, neu os oes unrhyw beth nad ydych chi'n ei ddeall. Hoffwn bwysleisio nad oes raid i chi 

dderbyn y gwahoddiad hwn a dylech chi ond cymryd rhan os byddwch chi eisiau gwneud hynny. Diolch 

am gymryd yr amser i ddarllen hyn. 

 

Ar beth mae’r ymchwil? 

Rwyf yn ymgeisydd doethuriaethol annibynnol, a fydd yn ymgymryd â darn o ymchwil sydd â’r nod o 

archwilio canfyddiadau staff ac ymarferwyr gweithredol yn CEM Y Berwyn sy'n rhyngweithio'n gyson 

â thrigolion y carchar. Nod cyffredinol yr ymchwil yw archwilio ymagwedd CEM Y Berwyn i ailsefydlu 

drwy edrych ar y gweithwyr proffesiynol hynny sydd ar flaen y gad o ran diwygio, ac sy'n coleddu ethos 

ailsefydlu CEM Y Berwyn yng nghyswllt iaith, disgwrs a naratifau o ddydd i ddydd. Mae'r astudiaeth 

hefyd yn ceisio edrych ar yr un agweddau gyda’r dynion sydd ar hyn o bryd yn cael eu cadw yn CEM 

Berwyn. 

 

Pam a sut ces i fy newis? 

Cawsoch chi eich dewis oherwydd eich ymwneud posibl gyda’r dynion sy’n cael eu cadw ar hyn o bryd 

yn CEM Y Berwyn, ac â phwy y mae disgwyl ichi rhyngweithio â hwy fel rhan o’ch swydd.  

  

Oes rhaid imi gymryd rhan? 

Nac oes, mae’r ymchwil hwn yn wirfoddol, ac nid oes rhaid i chi gymryd rhan os nad ydych chi eisiau. 

Yn ychwanegol at hyn, gallwch chi dynnu'n ôl o'r astudiaeth ar unrhyw adeg heb roi esboniad, a heb 

anfantais. Mae croeso ichi hefyd wrthod ateb cwestiynau unigol, ac ni fydd hyn o anfantais i chi mewn 

unrhyw ffordd. 

 

Cyn y cyfweliad, cewch gyfle i ofyn cwestiynau. Os byddwch chi’n penderfynu i barhau â’r astudiaeth 

y pryd hwnnw, bydda i wedyn yn gofyn ichi lofnodi ffurflen gydsynio.  Ond, os byddwch chi’n 

penderfynu nad ydych am gymryd rhan bellach yn yr astudiaeth, nid oes angen i chi roi rheswm a bydd 

unrhyw wybodaeth rydych chi eisoes wedi'i rhoi yn cael ei dinistrio. 

 

Os byddwch chi eisiau cymryd rhan, rhowch wybod imi drwy ddefnyddio’r manylion cyswllt isod cyn 

gynted â phosibl.  
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Beth fuasai’r anfanteision o gymryd rhan? 

Yr unig anfantais yw y bydd hyn yn cymryd peth o’ch amser chi. Ond mae’n bosibl y byddwch chi’n 

gweld bod yr astudiaeth yn ddiddorol ac yn werth chweil. Mae hefyd yn bwysig nodi nad wyf yn 

bwriadu gofyn unrhyw gwestiynau fydd yn peri gofid, ond, pe baech chi'n digwydd teimlo’n annifyr yn 

ystod y cwestiynu, mae’n bosibl y byddech chi’n hoffi cael seibiant o'r cyfweliad. Yn ychwanegol at 

hyn, mae yna lwybrau cymorth sydd wedi cael eu trefnu pe bai gofid, a phe baech chi'n teimlo bod 

angen cymorth arnoch, yna gallwn drefnu i chi siarad â rhywun o'r Tîm Cefnogi Staff. 

 

A fydd y wybodaeth a roddaf yn gyfrinachol? 

Bydd yr holl wybodaeth a gesglir yn ystod y cyfweliad a'r cyfnod arsylwi yn gwbl ddienw. Mae hyn yn 

golygu mai dim ond fi (yr ymchwilydd) fydd yn gallu'ch adnabod chi o'ch ymatebion a byddaf yn sicrhau 

y pennir ffugenw i’r holl ddata a gesglir er mwyn cadw cyfrinachedd. Yn yr adroddiad terfynol ni fydd 

unrhyw fodd o adnabod y cyfranogwyr. 

 

Yn ychwanegol at hyn, mae croeso i chi benderfynu pa wybodaeth yr hoffech ei thrafod gyda mi, ond, 

mae’n bosibl y bydd gwybodaeth yr ydych chi’n ei rhoi’n a fyddai’n cyfiawnhau torri cyfrinachedd, ac 

y byddai’n rhaid imi rannu'r wybodaeth hon gyda phobl eraill. 

 

Mae'r mathau o wybodaeth y bydd angen i mi eu rhannu yn cynnwys: 
 

 Cymryd rhan mewn, neu wybodaeth am, gweithgarwch troseddol hanesyddol difrifol a 

phenodol nad yw’r heddlu wedi gweithredu arno. 

 Ymddygiad neu fwriadau gennych chi eich hun neu gan bobl eraill a all arwain at niwed difrifol 

i chi neu i bobl eraill. 

 Gwybodaeth sy’n awgrymu bod oedolyn neu blentyn sy’n agored i niwed yn cael ei esgeuluso 

neu ei gam-drin ar hyn o bryd. 

 Gwybodaeth am ymddygiad amhriodol difrifol gyda staff penodol. 

Pe baech yn datgelu gwybodaeth fel yr hyn a amlinellir uchod, buaswn i’n eich hysbysu o’ch datgeliad 

ac yn rhoi gwybod ichi y byddai angen imi rannu’r wybodaeth hon gyda gweithiwr proffesiynol yn CEM 

Y Berwyn.  

 

Sut caiff fy manylion eu cadw a’u gwaredu? 

Yn dilyn yr ymchwil, trosglwyddir yr holl recordiadau data i gliniadur a ddiogelir gan gyfrinair, a gaiff ei 

gadw mewn cwpwrdd ffeilio, yn swyddfa’r ymchwilydd ym Mhrifysgol Glyndŵr, yr ymchwilydd yn unig 

a all gael mynediad i’r ddau. Caiff pob recordiad llais wedyn eu dileu o’r dyfeis recordio sain a’r 

gliniadur (o fewn 28 diwrnod, ond heb fod yn fwy na 56 diwrnod) 

 

Beth fydd yn digwydd i'r canlyniadau? 

Bydd canlyniadau'r astudiaeth hon yn cyfrannu at draethawd PhD, a fydd yn cael ei gyflwyno i 

gyflawni'r gofynion academaidd a osodwyd gan Brifysgol Glyndwr Wrecsam. Mae yna bosibilrwydd 

hefyd y bydd y canlyniadau'n cael eu cyflwyno mewn cynadleddau a’u cyflwyno’n ysgrifenedig mewn 

erthyglau cyfnodolion ar gyfer cyhoeddiadau sy'n cael eu hadolygu gan gymheiriaid. Ond, os bydd 
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unrhyw ddata unigol yn cael ei ddefnyddio, bydd y data yn gwbl anhysbys, ac ni fydd modd adnabod 

y cyfranogwyr oedd yn cymryd rhan. 

 

A allaf edrych ar y canlyniadau? 

Gallwch, mae gennych hawl i adolygu canlyniadau'r ymchwil hwn os dymunwch. Byddaf mewn 

cysylltiad unwaith y bydd yr ymchwil wedi'i gwblhau a'i ddadansoddi i drefnu dyddiad ar gyfer cyfarfod 

canfyddiadau, lle byddaf yn cyflwyno canfyddiadau'r ymchwil i chi. 

 

Sut y buaswn yn gwneud cwyn? 

Os oes pryderon penodol sy’n deillio o'r ymchwil hwn y teimlwch a allai gyfiawnhau cwyn ffurfiol, 

gallwch wneud hyn drwy ysgrifennu at y Tîm Goruchwylio Ymchwil, Adran Troseddeg a Chyfiawnder 

Troseddol, Prifysgol Glyndŵr, Campws Plas Coch, Ffordd yr Wyddgrug, Wrecsam, LL11 2AH. Fodd 

bynnag, dylid cyflwyno cwynion sy'n ymwneud â CEM Y Berwyn, i’ch goruchwyliwr. 

 

Beth fydd yn digwydd nesaf os wyf am gymryd rhan? 

Unwaith y byddwch wedi cytuno i gymryd rhan, byddaf yn cysylltu â chi drwy e-bost neu ffôn yn ystod 

yr wythnosau nesaf, i drefnu dyddiad cyfleus ar gyfer y cyfweliad. Bydd y cyfweliad ei hun yn digwydd 

mewn ystafell a ddarperir ar y safle yn CEM Y Berwyn a bydd yn para tua 30-40 munud. Bydd y 

cyfweliad yn cynnwys ateb rhai cwestiynau ar eich meddyliau a'ch barn - nid oes atebion cywir nac 

anghywir, dim ond eich canfyddiad rwyf am archwilio. Caiff y data ei recordio fel ffeil sain a gaiff ei 

thrawsgrifio nes ymlaen yn ddogfen Word, ar ôl hyn, caiff y ffeil sain ei dileu. Bydd yr holl ddata a 

gedwir yn ddienw ac yn cael ei gadw’n ddiogel. Os bydd rhywun angen cyfweliad trwy gyfrwng y 

Gymraeg, bydd cyfieithydd a gyflogir gan Brifysgol Glyndŵr yn cynorthwyo gyda'r cyfweliad. 

 

Yn ogystal â'r cyfweliad, efallai yr hoffech hefyd gymryd rhan yn agwedd arsylwadol yr ymchwil hon. 

Os felly, bydd gwybodaeth bellach yn cael ei dosbarthu i chi, a byddaf yn cysylltu â chi i drefnu amser 

cyfleus i'ch cysgodi yn eich gwaith. Rhaid imi hefyd, ar y nodyn hwn, dynnu eich sylw at y ffaith y caiff 

nodiadau ysgrifenedig sy’n cofnodi’r arsylwi’n eu llunio gan yr ymchwilydd. Fodd bynnag, bydd y 

nodiadau ysgrifenedig hyn yn gwbl ddienw, a byddant yn cael eu dinistrio ar ôl i’r thesis gael ei 

gwblhau.  

 

Ble caf i hyd i ragor o wybodaeth? 

Cysylltwch â mi naill ai dros y ffôn: 01978 293194 / e-bost:  j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk / neu drwy 

ysgrifennu at:  

 

Joanne Prescott 

Cynorthwy-ydd Dysgu Graddedig/Ymchwilydd 

Ysgol Gwyddorau Cymdeithasol a Bywyd 

Prifysgol Glyndwr Wrecsam 

Ffordd yr Wyddgrug 

Wrecsam 

LL11 2AW 

    

mailto:j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk
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Appendix L – English Participant Information Letter – Staff and Partners 

 
 

My name is Joanne Prescott, and I would like to invite you take part in an independent research study, 

which is being conducted as part of my PhD Thesis, and is fulfilled in conjunction with Wrexham 

Glyndwr University.  Before you decide whether to participate, it is important that you understand 

why the research is being conducted and what it will involve. Please take some time to read the 

following information carefully, and feel free to ask if you require more information, or if there is 

anything that you do not understand. I would like to stress that you do not have to accept this 

invitation and should only agree to take part if you want to. Thank you for taking the time to read this. 

 
What is the research about? 

I am an independent doctoral candidate, who will conduct a piece of research which aims to explore 

the perceptions of staff and operational practitioners at HMP Berwyn who interact regularly with the 

general prison population. The overarching aim of the research is to explore HMP Berwyn’s approach 

to rehabilitation by considering those professionals who are at the forefront of reform, and who 

embrace HMP Berwyn’s rehabilitative ethos surrounding language, discourse and narratives on a day-

to-day basis. The study also seeks to explore the same aspects with the men who are currently 

detained at HMP Berwyn. 

 

Why and how was I chosen? 

You were chosen because of your potential involvement with the men currently detained at HMP 

Berwyn, and to whom, you are expected to interact with as part of your job.  

  

Do I have to take part? 

No, this research is voluntary, and you do not have to take part if you do not want to.  In addition to 

this, you are free to withdraw at any time from the study without explanation, and without incurring 

a disadvantage. You are also free to refuse to answer individual questions, and this will not 

compromise you in anyway. 

 

Before the interview, you will have an opportunity to ask questions.  If you decide at this point to 

continue with the study, then I will then ask you to sign a consent form.  However, if you decide you 

no longer want to take part, you do not need to give a reason and any information that you have 

already given will be destroyed. 

 

If you DO wish to take part, please let me know using the contact details below at your earliest 

convenience.  
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What might be the disadvantages of taking part? 

The only disadvantage is that you will be giving up some of your time. You may, however, find the 

study interesting and worthwhile.  It is also important to note that I do not intend to ask you any 

upsetting questions, however, if you did happen to find any of my questions distressing, you might 

like to take a break from the interview.  In addition to this, there are further avenues of support that 

have been arranged in the event of distress, and if you felt that you needed support, then I could 

arrange for you to speak to somebody from the Staff Support Team. 

 

Will the information that I give be confidential? 

All information collected during the interview and observation phase will be fully anonymised. This 

means that only I (the researcher) will be able to identify you from your responses and will ensure 

that all data collected is assigned a pseudonym in order to protect confidentiality. In the final report 

there will be no way of identifying who each participant is.  

 

In addition to this, you are free to decide what information you want to discuss with me, however, 

there may be information that you give which would warrant confidentiality being broken and would 

require me to share this information with others.  

 

The types of information that I would be required to share include: 
 

 Involvement in, or knowledge about, serious and specific historical criminal activity un-

actioned by the police. 

 Behaviour or intentions by yourself or others that may result in serious harm to oneself or 

others. 

 Information which suggests a vulnerable adult or child is currently being neglected or abused. 

 Information about serious unprofessional behaviour involving particular staff. 

In the event of you disclosing information such as those outlined above, I would notify you of your 

disclosure and make you aware that I would need to share this information with a professional at HMP 

Berwyn. 

 

How will my details be stored and disposed of? 

Following the research, all data recordings will be transferred to a password secure laptop, which will 

be kept in a locked filing cabinet, within the researcher’s office at Glyndwr University, both of which 

are accessible only to the researcher. All voice recordings will then be deleted from the audio 

recording device and laptop (within 28 days, but not exceeding more than 56 days).  

 

What will happen to the results? 

The results of this study will contribute to a PhD thesis, which will be submitted in fulfilment of the 

academic requirements set by Wrexham Glyndwr University. There is also a possibility that the results 

will be presented at conferences and written up in journal articles for peer reviewed 

publications. However, if in the event of any individual data being used, the data will be completely 

anonymous, and without any means of identifying the participants involved. 
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Can I review the results? 

Yes, you are entitled to review the results of this research if you so wish.  I will be in touch once the 

research has been completed and analysed to arrange a date for a findings meeting, whereby I will 

present the findings of the research to you. 

 

How would I make a complaint? 

If there are particular concerns resulting from this research that you feel may warrant a formal 

complaint, you can do so by writing to the Research Supervisory Team, Department of Criminology 

and Criminal Justice, Glyndwr University, Plas Coch Campus, Mold Road, Wrexham, LL11 2AH. 

However, complaints which involve HMP Berwyn, should be made to your supervisor. 

 

What will happen next if I want to take part? 

Once you have agreed to take part, I will contact you by email or phone in the coming weeks, to 

arrange a convenient date for the interview to take place. The interview itself will take place within a 

room provided onsite at HMP Berwyn and will last approximately 30-40 minutes. The interview will 

involve answering some questions on your thoughts and opinions - there are no right or wrong 

answers, it is simply your perception that I wish to explore. The data will be recorded as an audio file 

which will then be transcribed into a word document, after which, the audio file will then be deleted. 

All data stored will be anonymised and kept securely. For anyone requiring an interview via the 

medium of Welsh, a translator employed by Glyndwr University will assist with the interview. 

 

In addition to the interview, you may also like to take part in the observational aspect of this research. 

If so, further information will be disseminated to you, and I will contact you to arrange a convenient 

time to shadow you in your work. I must also at this point, make you aware that written notes 

recording the observation will be taken by the researcher. However, these written notes will be fully 

anonymised, and destroyed upon completion of the thesis.  

 

Where can I get more information? 

Please contact me either by telephone: 01978 293194 / email:  j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk / or in 

writing to:  

 

Joanne Prescott 

Graduate Teaching Assistant 

School of Social and Life Sciences 

Wrexham Glyndwr University 

Mold Road 

Wrexham 

LL11 2AW 
 

   
 

 

mailto:j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk
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Appendix M – Welsh Consent Form: Staff and Partners  

      

 

Ffurflen Gydsynio i Gael Cyfweliad – STAFF a PHARTNERIAID 
 

Ticiwch neu rhowch llythrennau cyntaf eich enw ym mhob blwch:  

Cadarnhaf fy mod i wedi darllen ac fy mod i’n deall y daflen wybodaeth ar gyfer 
yr astudiaeth uchod.  Rwy i wedi cael y cyfle i ystyried yr wybodaeth a gofyn 
cwestiynau ac mae’r rhain wedi cael eu hateb yn foddhaol. 

   

 Deallaf fod fy nghyfranogiad yn wirfoddol ac fy mod i’n rhydd i dynnu’n ôl ar 

unrhyw adeg heb roi reswm. 

 

Deallaf fod y cyfweliad yn gyfrifnachol, oni bai fy mod yn datgelu cymryd rhan 
mewn unrhyw:  gweithgarwch/bwriadau troseddol hanesyddol difrifol a 
phenodol a all arwain at niwed difrifol i fi fy hun neu i bobl eraill / camymddygiad 
difrifol gan staff a enwyd.  

 

Rhoddaf ganiatâd i’r cyfweliad gael ei recordio â thâp sain.   

 

 Cytunaf i gymryd rhan yn yr astudiaeth uchod.    

 

            

Llythrennau Cyntaf  Dyddiad   Llofnod 

Cyfranogwr 

            

Enw’r Person                              Dyddiad                                        Llofnod  
sy’n cymryd y cydsyniad. 
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Appendix N – English Consent Form: Staff and Partners 

      
 

Interview Consent Form – STAFF & PARTNERS 
 

Please tick or initial all boxes:  

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study.  I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and 
have had these answered satisfactorily. 

   

I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 

any time without giving any reason. 

 

I understand the interview is confidential, unless I disclose any involvement in:   
serious and specific historical criminal activity/ intentions that may result in 
serious harm to self or others / serious misconduct by named staff.  

 

I give permission for the interview to be audiotaped.   

 

I agree to take part in the above study.    

 

            

Participant’s initials  Date    Signature  

                              

            

Name of Person                        Date                                             Signature  
taking consent. 
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Appendix O – Welsh Ethnography Information Sheet 

 

                                                                       

                                          

Ymchwil Carchar: Taflen Wybodaeth Ethnograffeg 
 

 
Fy enw yw Joanne, a hoffwn eich gwahodd i gymryd rhan mewn astudiaeth ymchwil annibynnol, 

sydd yn cael ei gynnal fel rhan o fy Thesis PhD, ac yn cyflawni ar y cyd â Phrifysgol Glyndŵr Wrecsam. 

Nod yr astudiaeth yma yw archwilio'r model adsefydlu a fabwysiadwyd yn CEM Berwyn ar hyn o 

bryd, a bydd hyn yn golygu byddaf yn dod i arsylwi ar y rhyngweithio sy’n digwydd rhwng y staff a’r 

dynion yn ddyddiol yn CEM Berwyn. Cyn i chi benderfynu os hoffech gymryd rhan yn yr elfen yma o'r 

astudiaeth, mae'n bwysig eich bod chi'n deall yr hyn sy'n gysylltiedig. Cymerwch amser i ddarllen y 

wybodaeth a ddarperir yn y daflen yn ofalus a'i drafod ag eraill os dymunwch. Os oes gennych 

unrhyw gwestiynau am yr ymchwil, siaradwch â'r person a anfonodd y daflen yma atoch, gan y 

byddant yn hapus i helpu gydag unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych. Cymerwch eich amser i 

benderfynu os hoffech gymryd rhan, a hoffwn ddiolch i chi  am gymryd yr amser i ddarllen y 

wybodaeth yma. 

 

Beth yw'r ymchwil? 

Rwy'n fyfyriwr doethuriaeth, sy'n gobeithio archwilio barn a safbwyntiau'r rhai sy'n gweithio, neu 

sydd yng ngharchar yn CEM Berwyn, trwy ystyried model adsefydlu CEM Berwyn. Mae fy ymchwil yn 

cael ei gynnal mewn dwy ran, gyda'r cyntaf yn cynnwys nifer o gyfweliadau wyneb i wyneb gyda staff 

a’r dynion sy'n cael eu cadw yn y carchar. 

Mae hanner olaf o fy ymchwil yn cynnwys sesiwn arsylwi, sydd  yn cael ei adnabod fel ethnograffeg.  

Mi fydd hyn yn golygu fy mod yn cysgodi aelod o staff yn eu gwaith er mwyn i mi arsylwi ar y 

rhyngweithiadau sy'n digwydd yn ddyddiol yng Ngharchar y Berwyn. Bydd yr agwedd yma o'r 

ymchwil yn fy helpu i ddeall sut mae model adsefydlu CEM Berwyn yn cyflwyno ei hun mewn lleoliad 

bywyd go iawn, a bydd yn helpu i greu darlun o'i ddefnydd yn y carchar. 

 

Pam gefais fy newis? 

Fe'ch dewiswyd chi oherwydd eich cysylltiad gyda'r dynion a gedwir ar hyn o bryd yn CEM Berwyn, a 

hefo pwy y disgwylir i chi ryngweithio gyda fel rhan o'ch swydd. 

 

Oes rhaid i mi gymryd rhan? 

Na.  Mae fyny i chi os ydych am gymryd rhan. Os hoffech gymryd rhan, rhowch wybod i mi gan 

ddefnyddio'r manylion cyswllt isod cyn gynted â phosibl. 

Hoffwn eich atgoffa gallwch dynnu allan o’r astudiaeth ar unrhyw bryd heb esboniad, a heb unrhyw 

anfantais. 
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Beth yw'r manteision i gymryd rhan yn yr ymchwil? 

Mae'r ymchwil yn bwysig i helpu CEM Berwyn a charchardai eraill i ddarparu'r gwasanaeth gorau i 

bob carcharor yn eu gofal. Gyda’r yr ymchwil yma byddaf yn gallu archwilio model adsefydlu CEM 

Berwyn ac i gael dealltwriaeth well sut i gynorthwyo i greu amgylcheddau carchar positif yn y 

dyfodol.  Rwyf yn gwerthfawrogi eich cyfraniad, a byddaf yn ddiolchgar iawn pe baech chi'n rhannu 

eich profiad gyda mi. 

 

Beth allai fod yn anfanteision o gymryd rhan? 

Yr unig anfantais yw y byddwch yn rhoi ychydig o’ch oriau gwaith i fyny er mwyn i mi eich cysgodi yn 

eich gwaith.  Efallai byddwch yn ffeindio’r astudiaeth yn ddiddorol ac yn werth chweil. 

 

A fydd hyn yn cael ei gadw'n gyfrinachol? 

Yn ystod yr arsylwad ethnograffig, byddaf yn cymryd nodiadau ysgrifenedig.  

Fodd bynnag, bydd yr holl wybodaeth a gesglir yn ystod y cyfnod yn cael ei gadw'n hollol gyfrinachol 

unwaith fyddai wedi ei ysgrifennu yn fy nghanfyddiadau, fel nad fydd modd ffeindio allan pwy yw 

unrhyw berson sydd wedi cael ei arsylwi neu pa ardal yn y carchar y mae'r wybodaeth a gasglwyd 

wedi dod o. Ar ôl cwblhau cyfnod ysgrifenedig yr ymchwil caiff y nodiadau hyn eu dinistrio. 

 

Beth fydd angen i mi ei wneud os ydw am gymryd rhan? 

Os byddwch chi'n penderfynu helpu gyda fy ymchwil, byddaf yn cwrdd â chi yn y carchar i'ch cysgodi 

am tua 2 - 4 awr o'ch shifft.  Nid wyf yno i graffu ar eich gwaith mewn unrhyw ffordd, a byddaf yn 

treulio fy amser yn eich arsylwi ar y rhyngweithiadau rhyngoch chi a'r dynion a gedwir yng Ngharchar 

Berwyn.  Gyda hyn mewn golwg, byddaf yn gofyn i chi weithio fel yr arfer, fel y byddech yn ei wneud 

ar unrhyw ddiwrnod arall, ac nid oes rhaid i chi feddwl fod angen i chi newid eich ymddygiad 

oherwydd fy mhresenoldeb. 

 

Beth fydd yn digwydd i'r canlyniadau? 

Bydd canlyniadau'r astudiaeth yn cyfrannu at draethawd PhD, a gyflwynir i Brifysgol Glyndŵr 

Wrecsam. Mae yna bosibilrwydd hefyd y bydd y canlyniadau'n cael eu cyflwyno mewn cynadleddau 

a'u hysgrifennu mewn erthyglau cylchgrawn ar gyfer cyhoeddiadau sy'n cael eu hadolygu. Fodd 

bynnag, os bydd y data arsylwi yn cael ei ddefnyddio mi fydd yn hollol gyfrinachol ac ni fydd unrhyw 

fodd o adnabod y bobol a ddefnyddiwyd. 

 

Beth fydd yn digwydd nesaf os wyf am gymryd rhan? 

Bydd eich rheolwr yn trafod yr ymchwil gyda chi, ac os penderfynwch gymryd rhan, byddant yn rhoi 

ffurflen caniatâd i chi.  Gofynnwn i chi ei ddarllen a’i llofnodi a'i ddyddio. Yna byddaf yn trefnu amser 

sy’n gyfleus i'ch cysgodi am rywfaint o'ch shifft, a byddaf ar ddiwrnod yr arsylwad ar gael i ateb 

unrhyw gwestiynau sydd gennych. 
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Ble alla’i gael rhagor o wybodaeth? 

Cysylltwch â mi naill dros y ffôn: 01978 293194 / e-bost: j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk / neu drwy lythyr 

i: 

Joanne Prescott 

Cynorthwyydd Addysgu / Ymchwilydd Graddedigion 

Ysgol Gwyddorau Cymdeithasol a Bywyd 

Prifysgol Glyndŵr Wrecsam 

Ffordd yr Wyddgrug 

Wrecsam 

LL11 2AW 
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Appendix P – English Ethnography Information Sheet 

                                                                                                                                           

Prison Research: Ethnography Information Sheet 

 
My name is Joanne, and I would like to invite you take part in an independent research study, which 

is being conducted as part of my PhD Thesis, and is fulfilled in conjunction with Wrexham Glyndwr 

University. The aim of this study is to explore the model of rehabilitation currently adopted at HMP 

Berwyn and will involve me coming to observe the interactions that occur between the staff and men 

on a daily basis at HMP Berwyn. Before you decide if you would like to take part in this element of the 

study, it is important that you understand what is involved. Please take some time to carefully read 

through the information provided in this sheet and discuss it with others if you wish. If you have any 

questions about the research, please speak with the person who sent you this sheet, as they will be 

happy to help with any questions you might have. Take your time to decide if you would like to take 

part and thank you for taking the time to read this information. 

 

What is the research about? 

I am a doctoral student, who is hoping to explore the opinions and views of those working at, or 

detained at HMP Berwyn, through consideration towards HMP Berwyn’s model of rehabilitation. My 

research is being conducted in two parts, with the first including a number of face-to-face interviews 

with staff and men detained at the prison. The latter half of my research, and to which this information 

letter applies, involves an observation, otherwise known as ethnography, and will involve me 

shadowing members of staff in their work, in order for me to observe the interactions that occur on a 

daily basis at HMP Berwyn. This aspect of the research will help me to understand how HMP Berwyn’s 

model of rehabilitation presents itself in a real-life setting and will help form a larger picture of its 

usage across the prison site.  

 

Why was I chosen? 

You were chosen because of your potential involvement with the men currently detained at HMP 

Berwyn, and to whom, you are expected to interact with as part of your job.  

 

Do I have to take part? 

No. It is entirely your choice whether to take part. If you DO wish to take part, please let me know 

using the contact details below at your earliest convenience. You are also reminded that you are free 

to withdraw at any time from the study without explanation, and without incurring a disadvantage.  

 

What are the benefits to taking part in this research? 

This research is important in helping HMP Berwyn and other prisons to provide the best service to all 

prisoners in their care. Because of this research, I will be able to explore HMP Berwyn’s rehabilitative 

model, and better understand how to assist in creating positive prison environments in the future. 

Your contribution therefore is valued, and I would be very grateful if you would share your experience 

with me. 
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What might be the disadvantages of taking part? 

The only disadvantage is that you will be giving up a few hours of your shift in order for me to shadow 

you in your work environment. You may also find the study interesting and worthwhile.   

 

Will my taking part be kept confidential? 

During the ethnographic observation, I will be taking written notes. However, all information collected 

during this observation phase will be kept confidential and fully anonymised once it is written into my 

findings, so that there is no way of identifying who each participant within the observation is, or which 

area within the prison that the information was gathered from. Upon completion of the written phase 

of the research, these notes will be destroyed. 

 

What will I need to do if I take part? 

If you decide to help with my research, I will meet with you at the prison to shadow you for around 2 

– 4 hours of your shift. I am not there to scrutinise your work in any way and will spend my time simply 

observing the interactions between yourself and the men detained at HMP Berwyn. With this in mind, 

I would ask you to go about your normal working routine as you would any other day, and do not feel 

pressured to change your demeanour because of my presence.  

 

What will happen to the results? 

The results of this study will contribute to a PhD thesis, which will be submitted in fulfilment of 

Wrexham Glyndwr University. There is also a possibility that the results will be presented at 

conferences and written up in journal articles for peer reviewed publications. However, if in the 

event of observation data being used, the data will be completely anonymous, and without any 

means of identifying those involved. 

 

What will happen next if I want to take part? 

Your line manager will discuss the research with you, and if you decide to take part, will provide you 

with a consent form, which you must read, sign and date. I will then arrange a convenient time to 

shadow you for some of your shift and will on the day of observation answer any questions that you 

may have. 

 

Where can I get more information? 

Please contact me either by telephone: 01978 293194 / email:  j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk / or in 

writing to:  
 

Joanne Prescott 

Graduate Teaching Assistant/Researcher 

School of Social and Life Sciences 

Wrexham Glyndwr University 

Mold Road 

Wrexham 

LL11 2AW 

   

mailto:j.prescott@glyndwr.ac.uk
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Appendix Q – Ethnography: Gatekeeper Consent Form 

 

To be circulated to the House Governor / Custodial Manager of each community  

                                                                                         
 

House/Community Gatekeeper Consent Form (Ethnography) 
 

Please indicate that you have understood the written information provided to you when completing the relevant 

sections below. Also, please indicate that you have communicated this information to the men under your care 

and have received verbal consent from each man to participate in this research. 

 

Please tick or initial all boxes:  

I have read and understood the information provided to me and have disseminated this to 
the men in my care. 
 
I have consulted with the men in my care on................[Enter community and house here] and 
all are in consensual agreement to be observed during the ethnographic element of this 
research.  
 

I understand that it is my responsibility to inform the men in my care about when the research 

will take place and remind them of the purpose of the research. 

 

I understand and agree to the researcher taking written notes during the observation and 

understand that it will be kept in the strictest confidence with any comments being made 

anonymous in the final reporting process. 

 

I understand that the findings of the study will be used within the researchers PhD Thesis, 
and could also be reproduced in peer reviewed journal articles and conference presentations. 

 
 
I have read the information above and agree to the study 

 

House Concerned: ………………………………………. Community…………………………........................................... 

 

Gatekeepers name (Print): …………………….…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Signature: ………………………………….…………………………………………………. Date: …………………………………………. 
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Appendix R = Ethnography: Staff Consent Form 

 

                                               

Ethnographic Observation Consent Form - STAFF 
 

 

Please tick or initial all boxes:  

I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above 
study.  I have had the opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and 
have had these answered satisfactorily. 

   

I understand that my willingness to be observed is voluntary and that I am free 

to withdraw my involvement at any time without giving any reason. 

 

I understand the researcher is required to take written notes during 
observations, but that these notes will remain confidential, unless I disclose any 
involvement in: serious and specific historical criminal activity/ intentions that 
may result in serious harm to self or others / serious misconduct by named staff.  

 

I give permission for the researcher to shadow me in my work.   

 

I agree to take part in the above study.    

 

            

Participant’s initials  Date    Signature  

                              

            

Name of person                        Date                                             Signature  
taking consent. 
 


